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1. ENTRY CONDITIONS (REFERENCE USE) 

1.1 An Emergency Operation Procedure has been initiated; or 

1.2 An unusual occurrence has taken place at or near site. 

2. INITIAL CLASSIFICATION AND DECLARATION (REFERENCE USE) 

2.1 AFTER recognition of off-normal event, 
THEN SM shall: 

2.1.1 COMPARE event to EALs on EAL Classification Matrix. 

2.1.2 IF more than one EAL of different classification levels is reached 
(i.e., EAL for ALERT and EAL for SITE AREA EMERGENCY), 
THEN SELECT EAL for most severe emergency classification. 

2.1.3 IF event appears to meet an EAL and time permits, 
THEN REFER to Attachment 2 or 3 for. further explanation and 
guidance. 

2.1.4 IF determined EAL is met, 

EPIP5.7.l 

THEN PERFORM following within 15 minutes: 

2.1.4.1 ASSUME Emergency Director Responsibilities. 

2.1.4. 2 DECLARE emergency. 

2.1.4.3 Enter EPIP 5.7.2. 

2.1.4.4 As time permits, RECORD emergency class, time of 
declaration, and EAL number in CNS Operations Log. 
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3. RECLASSIFICATION (REFERENCE USE) 

:··No-re·~-specifi<:-·c:ff~eC:ti·a·n-fa-~-upg-raciiri·9-·0r-t:e-~n:;i-nati-ng-an-ever£i5--9·i-~en·-v1a·-----: 

i __ ~!.'!£> __ ?_·_ ?_ ._?.__._ ______ . - . - . --·-- - ---- . - -- - -- --- -. -.. ----·- - -- ------------------------------------------- - ------ ----- ________ _! 

3.1 AFTER SM has been relieved of Emergency Director duties, 
THEN SM shall bring changing emergency conditions to attention of 
Emergency Director. 

3.2 COMPARE changing emergency conditions to EALs on EAL Classification 
Matrix. 

3.3 IF more than one EAL of different classification levels is reached 
(i.e., EAL for ALERT _gnd EAL for SITE AREA EMERGENCY), 
THEN SELECT EAL for most severe emergency classification. 

3.4 IF emergency condition appears to meet an EAL and time permits, 
THEN REFER to Attachment 2 or 3 for further explanation and guidance 
as necessary. 

3.5 IF GENERAL EMERGENCY has been declared, 
THEN consultation with state authorities and NRC should occur prior to 
reclassification or termination of event. 

3.6 IF determined new EAL is met, 
THEN: 

3.6.1 DECLARE emergency. 

3.6.2 ENTER appropriate section of EPIP 5. 7 .2. 

3.6.3 RECORD emergency class, time of declaration, and EAL number 
in applicable Emergency Response Facility (ERF) Log. 
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4. MISSED EAL CLASSIFICATION (REFERENCE USE) 

4.1 IF determined condition existed which met an EAL but no emergency was 
declared and basis for Emergency Class no longer exists (e.g., condition 
occurred yesterday but was not caught at time or condition cleared 
before classification could be made and emergency response is no longer 
needed), 
THEN: 

4.1.1 NOTIFY NRC within 1 hour of discovery of undeclared 
(or misclassified) event per Procedure 2.0.5. 

4.1.2 INFORM Emergency Preparedness Manager of details. 

EPIPS.7.1 

4.1.2.1 Emergency Preparedness Staff member CONTACT 
Responsible State and Local Governmental Agencies. 

a. PROVIDE details of undeclared event. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 EAL SCHEME EXPLANATION AND RATIONALE 
(INFORMATION USE) 

ATTACHMENT 1 EAL SCHEME EXPLANATION AND RATIONALE (INFORMATION USE) 

1. PURPOSE 

1.1 This attachment along with Attachments 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 provide an 
explanation and rationale for each Emergency Action Level (EAL) 
included in the EAL Scheme for Cooper Nuclear Station (CNS). It should 
be used to facilitate review of the CNS EALs, provide historical 
documentation for future reference, and serve as a resource for training. 
Decision-makers responsible for implementation of the EAL Scheme may 
use these attachments as a technical reference in support of EAL 
interpretation. 

1.2 The expectation is that emergency classifications are to be made as soon 
as conditions are present and recognizable for the classification, but 
within 15 minutes or less in all cases of conditions present. Use of this 
document for assistance is not intended to delay the emergency 
classification. 

1.3 This procedure, its attachments, and the EAL Classification Matrix are 
controlled pursuant to 10CFR50.54(q). 

2. DISCUSSION 

2.1 BACKGROUND 

2.1.1 An EAL is a pre-determined, site specific, observable threshold for 
a plant Initiating Condition (IC) that places the plant in a given 
Emergency Classification Level (ECL). An EAL can be: an 
instrument reading; an equipment status indicator; a measurable 
parameter (on-site or off-site); a discrete, observable event; 
results of analyses; entry into specific emergency operating 
procedures; or another phenomenon which, if it occurs, indicates 
entry into a particular emergency classification level. EALs are 
utilized to classify emergency conditions defined in the CNS 
Emergency Plan. 

2.1.2 In 1992, the NRC endorsed NUMARC/NESP-007, Methodology for 
Development of Emergency Action Levels, as an alternative to 
NUREG-0654 EAL guidance. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 EAL SCHEME EXPLANATION AND RATIONALE 
(INFORMATION USE) 

2.1.3 NEI 99-01 (NUMARC/NESP-007), Revision 5, was the most 
recently accepted methodology for development of Emergency 
Action Levels approved by the NRC when CNS upgraded this 
classification scheme. 

2.1.4 Using NEI 99-01, Revision 5, CNS conducted an EAL 
implementation upgrade project that produced the EALs discussed 
in this procedure. CNS has matched plant features and safety 
system designs that are unique to CNS to the generic NEI 99-01, 
Revision 5, guidance. Should CNS implement any design 
differences not addressed in NEI 99-01, Revision 5, CNS will have 
to consider the applicable failure mechanisms involved when 
assessing the impact on the- site specific EALs. 

2.2 FISSION PRODUCT BARRIERS 

2.2.1 Many of the EALs derived from the NEI methodology are fission 
product barrier based. That is, the conditions that define the EALs 
are based upon loss or potential loss of one or more of the three 
fission product barriers. "Loss" and "Potential Loss" signify the 
relative damage and threat of damage to the barrier. "Loss" 
means the barrier no longer assures containment of radioactive 
materials; "potential loss" infers an increased probability of barrier 
loss and decreased certainty of maintaining the barrier. 

2.2.2 The primary fission product barriers are: 

EPIPS.7.1 

2.2.2.1 Fuel Clad (FC): The Fuel Clad barrier consists of the 
zircaloy fuel bundle tubes that contain the fuel pellets. 

2.2.2.2 Reactor Coolant System (RCS): The RCS barrier is the 
Reactor Coolant System pressure boundary and includes 
the reactor vessel and all Reactor Coolant System piping 
up to the isolation valves. 

2.2.2.3 Containment (PC): The Primary Containment barrier 
includes the drywell, the wetwell (torus), their respective 
interconnecting paths, and other connections up to and 
including the outermost containment isolation valves. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 EAL SCHEME EXPLANATION AND RATIONALE 
(INFORMATION USE) 

2.3 EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION BASED ON FISSION PRODUCT BARRIER 
DEGRADATION 

2.3.1 The following criteria are the bases for event classification related 
to fission product barrier loss or potential loss: 

2.3.1.1 Unusual Event: Any loss or any potential loss of Primary 
Containment. 

2.3.1.2 Alert: Any loss or any potential loss of either Fuel Clad 
or RCS. 

2.3.1.3 Site Area Emergency: Loss or potential loss of any two 
barriers. 

2.3.1.4 General Emergency: Loss of any two barriers and loss or 
potential loss of third barrier. 

2.4 EAL RELATIONSHIP TO EOPS 

2.4.1 Where possible, the EALs have been made consistent with and 
utilize the conditions defined in the CNS Emergency Operating 
Procedures (EOPs). While the symptoms that drive Operator 
actions specified in the EOPs are not indicative of all possible 
conditions which warrant emergency classification, they define the 
symptoms, independent of initiating events, for which reactor 
plant safety and/or fission product barrier integrity are 
threatened. When these symptoms are clearly representative of 
one of the NEI Initiating Conditions, they have been utilized as an 
EAL. This permits rapid classification of emergency situations 
based on plant conditions without the need for additional 
evaluation or event diagnosis. Although some of the EALs 
presented here are based on conditions defined in the EOPs, 
classification of emergencies using these EALs is not dependent 
upon EOP entry or execution. The EALs can be utilized 
independently or in conjunction with the EOPs. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 EAL SCHEME EXPLANATION AND RATIONALE 
(INFORMATION USE) 

2.5 SYMPTOM-BASED VS. EVENT-BASED APPROACH 

2.5.1 To the extent possible, the EALs are symptom-based. That is, the 
action level threshold is defined by values of key plant operating 
parameters that identify emergency or potential emergency 
conditions. This approach is appropriate because it allows the full 
scope of variations in the types of events to be classified as 
emergencies. However, a purely symptom-based approach is not 
sufficient to address all events for which emergency classification 
is appropriate. Particular events to which no pre-determined 
symptoms can be ascribed have also been utilized as EALs since 
they may be indicative of potentially more serious conditions not 
yet fully realized. 

2.6 EAL ORGANIZATION 

2.6.1 The CNS EAL scheme includes the following features: 

EPIPS.7.1 

2.6.1.1 Division of the EAL set into three broad groups. 

a. GROUPS 

1. EALs applicable under all plant operating 
modes - this group would be reviewed by the 
EAL-user any time emergency classification is 
considered. 

2. EALs applicable only under Modes 1, 2, or 3 - this 
group would only be reviewed by the EAL-user 
when the plant is in Hot Shutdown, Startup, or 
Power Operation mode. 

3. EALs applicable only under Modes 4, 5, or 
Defueled - this group would only be reviewed by 
the EAL-user when the plant is in Cold Shutdown, 
Refueling, or Defueled Mode. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 EAL SCHEME EXPLANATION AND RATIONALE 
(INFORMATION USE) 

b. The purpose of the groups is to avoid review of EALs 
that cannot be applicable in the current operating 
mode of the plant. This approach significantly 
minimizes the total number of EALs that must be 
reviewed by the EAL-user for a given plant condition, 
reduces EAL-user reading burden, and thereby, 
speeds identification of the EAL that applies to the 
emergency. 

2.6.1.2 Within each of the above three groups, assignment of 
EALs to categories/subcategories. 

a. Category and subcategory titles are selected to 
represent conditions that are operationally significant 
to the EAL-user. Subcategories are used, as 
necessary, to further divide the EALs of a category 
into logical sets of possible emergency classification 
thresholds. The CNS EAL categories/subcategories 
are contained in Attachment 5. 

2.6.1.3 The primary tool for determining the emergency 
classification level is the EAL classification matrix. The 
user of the EAL classification matrix may (but is not 
required to) consult the EAL Technical Bases in order to 
obtain additional information concerning the EALs under 
classification consideration. The user should consult 
Sections 2.7 and 2.8 of this attachment, and 
Attachments 2 and 3 for such information. 

2.7 TECHNICAL BASES INFORMATION 

2. 7 .1 EAL Technical Bases are provided in Attachment 2 for each EAL 
according to EAL group, EAL category (A, C, H, S, E, and F), and 
EAL subcategory. A summary explanation of each category and 
subcategory is given at the beginning of the technical bases 
discussions of the EALs included in the category. For each EAL, 
the following information is provided: 

2.7.1.1 CATEGORY LETTER AND TITLE. 

2. 7 .1. 2 SUBCATEGORY NUMBER AND TITLE. 

2. 7 .1.3 INITIATING CONDITION (IC). 
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ATTACHMENT 1 EAL SCHEME EXPLANATION AND RATIONALE 
(INFORMATION USE) 

EPIPS.7.1 

2. 7 .1.4 SITE-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION OF THE GENERIC IC GIVEN 
IN NEI 99-01. 

2.7.1.5 EAL IDENTIFIER (ENCLOSED IN RECTANGLE) 

a. Each EAL is assigned a unique identifier to support 
accurate communication of the emergency 
classification to on-site and off-site personnel. Four 
characters define each EAL identifier: 

1. First character (letter): Corresponds to the EAL 
category as described in Attachment 5 (A, C, H, 
S, E, or F). 

2. Second character (letter): The emergency 
classification (G, S, A, or U). 

3. Third character (number): Subcategory number 
within the given category. 

a) Subcategories are sequentially numbered 
beginning with the number one (1). If a 
category does not have a subcategory, this 
character is assigned the number one (1). 

4. Fourth character (number): The numerical 
sequence of the EAL within the EAL subcategory. 

a) If the subcategory has only one EAL, it is 
given the number one (1). 

2. 7 .1.6 CLASSIFICATION (ENCLOSED IN RECTANGLE) 

a. Unusual Event (U), Alert (A), Site Area Emergency 
(S), or General Emergency (G). 

2. 7 .1. 7 EAL (ENCLOSED IN RECTANGLE) 

a. Exact wording of the EAL as it appears in the EAL 
classification matrix. 
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AlTACHMENT 1 EAL SCHEME EXPLANATION AND RATIONALE 
(INFORMATION USE) 

2.7.1.8 MODE APPLICABILITY 

a. One or more of the following plant operating 
conditions comprise the Mode to which each EAL is 
applicable: 1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot 
Shutdown, 4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling, 
D - Defueled (DEF), All or N/A - Not Applicable (see 
Section 2.8 for operating Mode definitions.) 

2.7.1.9 NEI 99-01 BASIS 

a. Provides a description of the rationale for the EAL as 
provided in NEI 99-01. 

2. 7 .1.10 CNS BASIS 

a. Provides CNS-relevant information concerning the 
EAL. 

2.7.1.11 CNS BASIS REFERENCE(S) 

a. Site-specific source documentation from which the 
EAL is derived. 

2.8 OPERATING MODE APPLICABILITY 

2.8.1 MODES 

EPIPS.7.1 

2.8.1.1 POWER OPERATION 

a. Reactor mode switch is in RUN. 

2.8.1.2 STARTUP 

a. The mode switch is in either REFUEL (with all reactor 
vessel head closure bolts fully tensioned) or 
STARTUP/HOT STANDBY. 

2.8.1.3 HOT SHUTDOWN 

a. The mode switch is in SHUTDOWN with all reactor 
vessel head closure bolts fully tensioned and reactor 
coolant temperature is > 212°F. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 EAL SCHEME EXPLANATION AND RATIONALE 
(INFORMATION USE) 

2.8.1.4 COLD SHUTDOWN 

a. The mode switch is in SHUTDOWN with all reactor 
vessel head closure bolts fully tensioned and reactor 
coolant temperature is~ 212°F. 

2.8.1.5 REFUELING 

a. The mode switch is in either REFUEL or SHUTDOWN 
with one or more reactor vessel head closure bolts 
less than fully tensioned. 

2.8.1.6 DEFUELED 

a. All reactor fuel removed from reactor pressure vessel 
(full core off load during refueling or extended 
outage). This mode is designated as DEF in the EAL 
Classification Matrix. 

2.8.2 The plant operating mode that exists at the time that the event 
occurs (prior to any protective system or Operator action is 
initiated in response to the condition) should be compared to the 
mode applicability of the EALs. If a lower or higher plant 
operating mode is reached before the emergency classification is 
made, the declaration shall be based on the mode that existed at 
the time the event occurred. 

2.8.3 For events that occur in Cold Shutdown or Refueling, escalation is 
via EALs that have Cold Shutdown or Refueling for mode 
applicability, even if Hot Shutdown (or a higher mode) is entered 
during any subsequent heat-up. In particular, the fission product 
barrier EALs are applicable only to events that initiate in Hot 
Shutdown or higher. 

2.9 VALIDATION OF INDICATIONS, REPORTS, AND CONDITIONS 

2.9.1 All classifications are to be based upon valid indications, reports, 
or conditions. Indications, reports, or conditions are considered 
valid when they are verified by (1) an instrument channel check, 
or (2) indications on related or redundant indications, or (3) by 
direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt, related to 
the indication's operability, the condition's existence, or the 
reports accuracy is removed. Implicit in this definition is the need 
for timely assessment. 
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ATIACHMENT 1 EAL SCHEME EXPLANATION AND RATIONALE 
(INFORMATION USE) 

2.10 PLANNED VS. UNPLANNED EVENTS 

2.10.1 Planned evolutions involve preplanning to address the limitations 
imposed by the condition, the performance of required 
surveillance testing, and the implementation of specific controls 
prior to knowingly entering the condition in accordance with the 
specific requirements of the CNS Technical Specifications. 
Activities which cause operation beyond that allowed by Technical 
Specifications, planned or unplanned, may result in an EAL 
threshold being met or exceeded. Planned evolutions to test, 
manipulate, repair, perform maintenance, or modifications to 
systems and equipment that result in an EAL value being met or 
exceeded are not subject to classification and activation 
requirements as long as the evolution proceeds as planned and is 
within the operational li,mitations imposed by the operating 
license. However, these conditions may be subject to the 
reporting requirements of lOCFRSO. 72. 

2.11 CLASSIFYING TRANSIENT EVENTS 

2.11.1 For some events, the condition may be corrected before a 
declaration has been made. The key consideration in this 
situation is to determine whether or not further plant damage 
occurred while the corrective actions were being taken. In some 
situations, this can be readily determined; in other situations, 
further analyses (e.g., coolant radiochemistry sampling) may be 
necessary. Classify the event as indicated and terminate the 
emergency once assessment shows that there were no 
consequences from the event and other termination criteria are 
met. 

2.11.2 Existing guidance for classifying transient events addresses the 
period of time of event recognition and classification (15 minutes). 
However, in cases when EAL declaration criteria may be met 
momentarily during the normal expected response of the plant, 
declaration requirements should not be considered to be met 
when the conditions are a part of the designed plant response or 
result from appropriate Operator actions. 

2.11.3 There may be cases in which a plant condition that exceeded an 
EAL was not recognized at the time of occurrence but is identified 
well after the condition has occurred (e.g., as a result of routine 
log or record review) and the condition no longer exists. In these 
cases, an emergency should not be declared. 
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ATIACHMENT 1 EAL SCHEME EXPLANATION AND RATIONALE 
(INFORMATION USE) 

2.11.4 Reporting requirements of 10CFR50. 72 are applicab~e and the 
guidance of NUREG-1022, Event Reporting Guidelines 10CFR50.72 
and 50.73, should be applied. 

2.12 MULTIPLE SIMULTANEOUS EVENTS AND IMMINENT EAL THRESHOLDS 

2.12.1 When multiple simultaneous events occur, the emergency 
classification level is based on the highest EAL reached. For 
example, two Alerts remain in the Alert category; or, an Alert and 
a Site Area Emergency is a Site Area Emergency. Further 
guidance is provided in RIS 2007-02, Clarification of NRC 
Guidance for Emergency Notifications during Quickly Changing 
Events. 

2.12.2 Although the majority of the EALs provide very specific thresholds, 
the Emergency Director must remain alert to events or conditions 
that lead to the conclusion that exceeding the EAL threshold is 
imminent. If, in the judgment of the Emergency Director, an 
imminent situation is at hand, the classification should be made as 
if the threshold has been exceeded. While this is particularly 
prudent at the higher emergency classification levels (the early 
classification may permit more effective implementation of 
protective measures), it is nonetheless applicable to all emergency 
classification levels. 

2.13 EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVEL DOWNGRADING 

2.13.1 Another important aspect of usable EAL guidance is the 
consideration of what to do when the risk posed by an emergency 
is clearly decreasing. A combination approach involving recovery 
from General Emergencies and some Site Area Emergencies and 
termination from Unusual Events, Alerts, and certain Site Area 
Emergencies causing no long term plant damage appears to be 
the best choice. Downgrading to lower emergency classification 
levels adds notifications but may have merit under certain 
circumstances. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 EAL SCHEME EXPLANATION AND RATIONALE 
(INFORMATION USE) 

2.14 CNS-TO-NEI 99-01 EAL CROSS-REFERENCE 

This cross-reference is provided to facilitate association and location of a CNS 
EAL within the NEI 99-01 IC/EAL identification scheme. 

CNS NEI 99-01, REV 5 CNS NEI 99-01, REV 5 

EXAMPLE EXAMPLE 
EAL IC EAL EAL IC EAL 

AUl.1 AUl 1 AUl.2 AU1 2 

AUl.3 AUl 3 AU2.1 AU2 1 

AU2.2 AU2 2 AAl.1 AA1 1 

AAl.2 AA1 2 AAl.3 AA1 3 

AA2.1 AA2 2 AA2.2 AA2 1 

AA3.1 AA3 1 ASl.1 AS1 1 

ASl.2 AS1 2 ASl.3 AS1 4 

AGl.1 AG1 1 AGl.2 AG1 2 

AGl.3 AG1 4 

CUl.1 CU3 1 CU2.1 CU1 1 

CU2.2 CU2 1 CU2.3 CU2 2 

CU3.1 CU4 1 CU3.2 CU4 2 

CU4.1 CU6 1, 2 CUS.1 CU8 1 

CU6.1 CU7 1 CA1.1 CA3 1 

CA2.1 CAl 1, 2 CA3.1 CA4 1, 2 

CS2.1 CS1 1 CS2.2 CSl 2 

CS2.3 CSl 3 CG2.1 CG1 1 

CG2.2 CGl 2 

EUl.1 I E-HU1 1 

FU1.1 FU1 1 FA1.1 FA1 1 

FS1.1 FSl 1 FGl.1 FGl 1 
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ATTACHMENT 1 EALSCHEME EXPLANATION AND RATIONALE 
(INFORMATION USE) 

CNS NEI 99-01, REV 5 CNS NEI 99-01, REV 5 

EXAMPLE EXAMPLE 
EAL IC EAL EAL IC EAL 

HU1.1 HU1 1 HU1.2 HU1 2 

HU1.3 HU1 4 HU1.4 HU1 3 

HU1.5 HU1 5 HU2.1 HU2 1 

HU2.2 HU2 2 HU3.1 HU3 1 

HU3.2 HU3 2 HU4.1 HU4 1, 2, 3 

HU6.1 HUS 1 HA1.1 HA1 HAl.1 

HAl.2 HA1 2 HAl.3 HA1 4 

HA1.4 HA1 3 HAl.5 HA1 6 

HAl.6 HA1 s HA2.1 HA2 1 

HA3.1 HA3 1 HA4.1 HA4 1, 2 

HAS.1 HAS 1 HA6.1 HA6 1 

HS4.1 HS4 1 HSS.1 HS2 1 

HS6.1 H53 1 HG4.1 HG1 1, 2 

HG6.1 HG2 1 

SUl.1 SU1 1 SU2.1 SUS 1 

SU3.1 SU2 1 SU4.1 SU3 1 

SUS.1 5U4 1 SUS.2 5U4 2 

SU6.1 SUS 1, 2 SAl.1 SAS 1 

SA2.l SA2 1 SA4.1 SA4 1 

SSl.1 551 1 SS2.1 SS2 1 

5S4.1 SS6 1 SS7.1 553 1 

SUS.1 SU6 1, 2 5G1.1 SG1 1 

SG2.1 SG2 1 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

AITACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES (INFORMATION USE) 

Category: A - Abnormal Rad Release/Rad Effluent 

Subcategory: 1 - Off-Site Rad Conditions 

Initiating Condition: Any release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the 
environment greater than two times the ODAM limits for 
60 minutes or longer 

EAL: 

AU1.1 Unusual Event 

Any valid gaseous monitor reading >Table A-1column 11 UE 11 for~ 60 min. 
(NOTE 2) 

··- --- .. -- .. ---- ---- '"' ..... ----· .. -.. --...... -- .... --- -.... ·-- ------------------- _:. __ -_-..;__-_____ _...; _____ ··---------·----~---- -~~--·-----..:- --------~-------
: NOTE 2 - The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has 
' i elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the release 
! duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence 
! of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the 
i applicable time if an on-going release is detected and the release start time is 
: unknown. 
'-·--- ---- -------- ---- ----- -------_-- -.·.--- -,- --.------------------------------------·-- ------ ------- _____ ....,_,. ______________ ---- ----

-- - .. -- - ... _ - -, --
.. · ;rab1Eb~:71 ,.iEffl uent rulon itor .c1asslfication 1if:h~es liblds'. ' ---- . __ - ~- -- -~ ·-- -

Monitor 
GE SAE ALERT UE 

for 2:: 15 min, for 2:: 15 min. for<". 15 min. for<". 60 min. 

ERP 3.50E+08 µCi/sec 3.50E+07 µCi/sec 2.80E+06 µCi/sec 2-24E+05 µCi/sec 

Rx Bldg Vent 3.50E+07 µCi/sec 3.50E+06 µCi/sec 5.45E+05 µCi/sec 8.48E+04 µCi/sec 
V) 
::I 
0 
w Turb Bldg Vent 3.50E+07 µCi/sec 3.50E+06 µCi/sec 5.62E+05 µCi/sec 9.02E+04 µCi/sec 
V) 
<t 
(.!) 

RW I ARW Bldg Vent 3.50E+07 µCi/sec 3.50E+06 µCi/sec 5.64E+05 µCi/sec 9.08E+04 µCi/sec 

The lesser of*: The lesser of*: 
0 200 x calculated 2 x calculated 
::I Rad Waste Effluent --- - alarm values alarm values 
0 

OR OR :J 
monitor upscale monitor upscale 

Service Water Effluent --- - 4.80E-04 µCi/cc 4.80E-06 µCi/cc 

•with effluent discharge not isolated 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but 
should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely 
exceed the applicable time. 

This EAL addresses a potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as 
indicated by a radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an 
extended period of time. 

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of 
radioactive effluents to the environment. Further, there are administrative 
controls established to prevent unintentional releases or control and monitor 
intentional releases. The occurrence of extended, uncontrolled radioactive 
releases to the environment is indicative of degradation in these features and/or 
controls. , 

The ODAM multiples are specified in AUl.1 and AAl.1 only to distinguish between 
non-emergency conditions and from each other. While these multiples obviously 
correspond to an off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these 
events is the degradation in the level of safety of the plant, not the magnitude of 
the associated dose or dose rate. 

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent 
radiation monitor readings to exceed the threshold identified in the EAL. 

This EAL is intended for sites that have established effluent monitoring on 
non-routine release pathways for which a discharge permit would not normally be 
prepared. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATIACHMENT 2 

CNS Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

The values listed for the Reactor Building vent, Turbine Building vent, and 
RW/ARW Building vent are based on a value of two times ODAM. The ERP UE 
value has been set to 1/5 the ODAM instantaneous release limit to provide for a 
reasonable progression between the UE, Alert, and SAE classifications. If the ERP 
UE value were placed at two times ODAM, the escalations between the UE, Alert, 
and SAE levels would have been significantly less than a decade apart. The ERP 
UE value allows approximately a 1 decade interval between the UE, Alert, and SAE 
classification points. 

Releases in excess of two times the site ODAM (Reference 3) instantaneous limits 
that continue for 60 minutes or longer represent an uncontrolled situation and 
hence, a potential degradation in the level of safety. The final integrated dose 
(which is very low in the Unusual Event emergency class) is not the primary 
concern here; it is the degradation in plant control implied by the fact that the 
release was not isolated within 60 minutes. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Instrument Operating Procedure 4.15, Elevated Release Point and Building 
Kaman Radiation Monitoring Systems. 

2. COROOl-18-01, Radiation Monitoring. 

3. Off-Site Dose Assessment Manual - ODAM - For Assessment of Gaseous and 
Liquid Effluents at COOPER NUCLEAR STATION. 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: A - Abnormal Rad Release/Rad Effluent 

Subcategory: 1 - Off-Site Rad Conditions 

Initiating Condition: Any release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the 
environment greater than two times the ODAM limits for 
60 minutes or longer 

EAL: 

AUl.2 Unusual Event 

Any valid liquid effluent monitor reading >Table A-1 column "UE" for :2: 60 min. 
(NOTE 2) 

1-"No-Ti:-2-~-=rtie-Emet-9encv--oit-e~tat--~ha~;1Ci--n~t:--wait-~nt:-ii-1j1-e--aiJjjiiZa-t>le-1X~e-t1as _____ _ 
: elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the release 
l duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.' In the absence 
! of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the 
i applicable time if an on-going release is detected and the release start time is 
: unknown. 
l ___ ..:;._:_ _________ - - - - - - - - - - - -- .. - - - - - ~ - - •• __ .,. ___ ----- -- ---- -- --- -- - -- -------------------- - -- - - - -- .... - - .. - - - .. - - .... - .. -- .. -- - - ---- - -- -----

,,, 
. :r:~qJ~._A:.:1 · f;tflµg_d.t·Mc:;n.itpr'Qia.~.sif!Q~!IQn'ifhr~s~.ot!J~~- W~ 

,' 

-{_, 

' ». -- . ' " 

Monitor 
GE SAE ALERT UE 

for~ 15 min. for~ 15 min. for~ 15 min. for~ 60 min, 

ERP 3.50E+08 µCi/sec 3.50E+07 µCi/sec 2.80E+06 µCi/sec 2.24E+05 µCi/sec 

Rx Bldg Vent 3.50E+07 µCi/sec 3.50E+06 µCi/sec 5.45E+05 µCi/sec 8.48E+04 µCi/sec 
CJ) 
=> 
0 
UJ Turb Bldg Vent 3.50E+07 µCi/sec 3.50E+06 µCi/sec 5.62E+05 µCi/sec 9.02E+04 µCi/sec in 
~ 
(!) 

RW I ARW Bldg Vent 3.50E+07 µCi/sec 3.50E+06 µCi/sec 5.64E+05 µCi/sec 9.08E+04 µCi/sec 

The lesser of•: The lesser of•: 
0 200 x calculated 2 x calculated -::::> Rad Waste Effluent ---- --- alarm values alarm values a 

OR OR :::i 
monitor upscale monitor upscale 

Service Water Effluent ---- --- 4.BOE-04 µCi/cc 4.80E-06 µCi/cc 

• with effluent discharge not isolated 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but 
should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely 
exceed the applicable time. 

This EAL addresses a potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as 
indicated by a radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an 
extended period of time. 

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of 
radioactive effluents to the environment. Further, there are administrative 
controls established to prevent unintentional releases or control and monitor 
intentional releases. The occurrence of extended, uncontrolled radioactive 
releases to the environment is indicative of degradation in these features and/or 
controls. 

The ODAM multiples are specified in AU1.2 and AAl.2 only to distinguish between 
non-emergency conditions and from each other. While these multiples obviously 
correspond to an off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these 
events is the degradation in the level of safety of the plant, not the magnitude of 
the associated dose or dose rate. 

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent 
radiation monitor readings to exceed the threshold identified in the EAL. 

This EAL is intended for sites that have established effluent monitoring on 
non-routine release pathways for which a discharge permit would not normally be 
prepared. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

CNS Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Liquid releases in excess of two times the site ODAM (Reference 3) instantaneous 
limits that continue for 60 minutes or longer represent an uncontrolled situation 
and hence, a potential degradation in the level of safety. The upper limit for the 
Radwaste Effluent monitor is currently 0.1 µCi/ml. Therefore, this monitor may 
not be able to read two times the calculated alarm value. If two times the 
calculated alarm value exceeds the range of the Radwaste Effluent monitor, the UE 
condition will be subsumed by the Alert EAL AAl.2. The final integrated dose 
(which is very low in the Unusual Event emergency class) is not the primary 
concern here; it is the degradation in plant control implied by .the fact that the 
release was not isolated within 60 minutes. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Instrument Operating Procedure 4.15, Elevated Release Point and Building 
Kaman Radiation Monitoring Systems. 

2. Chemistry Procedure 8.8.11, Liquid Radioactive Waste Discharge 
Authorization. 

3. COROOl-18-01, Radiation Monitoring. 

4. Off-Site Dose Assessment Manual - ODAM - For Assessment of Gaseous and 
Liquid Effluents at Cooper Nuclear Station. 
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ATIACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: A - Abnormal Rad Release/Rad Effluent 

Subcategory: 1 - Off-Site Rad Conditions 

Initiating Condition: Any release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the 
environment greater than two times the ODAM limits for 
60 minutes or longer 

EAL: 

AU1.3 Unusual Event 

Confirmed sample analyses for gaseous or liquid releases indicate concentrations 
or release rates > 2 x ODAM limits for~ 60 min. (NOTE 2) 

1·i'i<ire-i~-=r1-1e-Emer9encv oi-rector-stioLi-iC:i-ii<>t:.~ait-Lint:iTt:-11-e·-aiJiJiiC:_a_iJie-t:ir:ne--ha;------l: 
! elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the release :: 

r : duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence t 

i of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the : 
! applicable time if an on-going release is detected and the release start time is 
!unknown. . 
'------ --- ----- ----- ----- - - -- --·-- .. ----- ... -- - -----:: --------- --- - - --::- - - --- - -- ~ - -:- ~- ---------- ----------.. ----- ------------ - ---- ---- ---- -...... -.... "_, 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but 
should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely 
exceed the applicable time. 

I 

This EAL addresses a potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as 
indicated by a radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an 
extended period of time. 

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of 
radioactive effluents to the environment. Further, there are administrative 
controls established to prevent unintentional releases or control and monitor 
intentional releases. The occurrence of extended, uncontrolled radioactive 
releases to the environment is indicative of degradation in these features and/or 
controls. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATIACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

The ODAM multiples are specified in AUl.3 and AAl.3 only to distinguish between 
non-emergency conditions and from each other. While these multiples obviously 
correspond to an off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these 
events is the degradation in the level of safety of the plant, not the magnitude of 
the associated dose or dose rate. 

This EAL addresses uncontrolled releases that are detected by sample analyses, 
particularly on unmonitored pathways (e.g., spills of radioactive liquids into storm 
drains, heat exchanger leakage in river water systems, etc.). 

CNS Basis: 

Releases in excess of two times the site Off-Site Dose Assessment Manual (ODAM) 
(Reference 1) instantaneous limits that continue for 60 minutes or longer 
represent an uncontrolled situation and hence, a potential degradation in the level 
of safety. The final integrated dose (which is very low in the Unusual Event 
emergency class) is not the primary concern here; it is the degradation in plant 
control implied by the fact that the release was not isolated within 60 minutes. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Off-Site Dose Assessment Manual - ODAM - For Assessment of Gaseous and 
Liquid Effluents at Cooper Nuclear Station. 
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ATIACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: A - Abnormal Rad Release/Rad Effluent 

Subcategory: 1 - Off-Site Rad Conditions 

Initiating Condition: Any release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the 
environment greater than 200 times the ODAM limits for 
15 minutes or longer 

EAL: 

AAl.1 Alert 

Any valid gaseous monitor reading >Table A-1 column "Alert" for;::: 15 min. 
(NOTE 2) 

NOTE 2 - The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has 
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the release 
duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence 
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the 
applicable time if an on-going release is detected and the release start time is 
unknown. 

-· - - - ~ - --· -: ·- - ' -• "" ~- --·•·r - -~- ' ' :raille,Mf · .Effiuent~l\lla.iiltor.\emtsslflcati0n1>iT:nfesffotc1si · 'i 
·•· .. ",. ....... '.: . . :· '• '·. '. " ' ... ·.·~··. ... ! 

Monitor 
GE SAE ALERT UE 

for::::-: 15 min. for::::-: 15 min. for 2 15 min. for::::-: 60 min. 

ERP 3.50E+08 µCi/sec 3.50E+07 µCi/sec 2.80E+06 µCi/sec 2.24E+05 µCi/sec 

Rx Bldg Vent 3.50E+07 µCi/sec 3.50E+06 µCi/sec 5.45E+05 µCi/sec 8.48E+04 µCi/sec 
Cl) 
~ t--~~~~~~~~-1-~~~~~-1--~~~~~-1-~~~~~-1-~~~~~--1 

0 
w 
en Turb Bldg Vent 3.50E+07 µCi/sec 3.50E+06 µCi/sec 5.62E+05 µCi/sec 9.02E+04 µCi/sec 
~ t--~~~~~~~~-1-~~~~~-+-~~~~~-+-~~~~~-+~~~~~--1 
(!) 

RW I ARW Bldg Vent 

Rad Waste Effluent 

Service Water Effluent 

EPIP 5.7.1 

3.50E+07 µCi/sec 3.50E+06 µCi/sec . 5.64E+05 µCi/sec 9.08E+04 µCi/sec 

(continued on next page) 

The lesser of•: The lesser of•: 
200 x calculated 2 x calculated 

alarm values 
OR 

alarm values 
OR 

monitor upscale monitor upscale 

4.BOE-04 µCi/cc 4.BOE-06 µCi/cc 

•with effluent discharge not isolated 
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ATIACHMENT 2 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but 
should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely 
exceed the applicable time. 

This EAL addresses an actual or substantial potential decrease in the level of 
safety of the plant as indicated by a radiological release that exceeds regulatory 
commitments for an extended period of time. 

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of 
radioactive effluents to the environment. Further, there are administrative 
controls established to prevent unintentional releases or control and monitor 
intentional releases. The occurrence of extended, uncontrolled radioactive 
releases to the environment is indicative of degradation in these features and/or 
controls. 

The ODAM multiples are specified in AU 1.1 and AA1.1 only to distinguish between 
non-emergency conditions and from each other. While these multiples obviously 
correspond to an off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these 
events is the degradation in the level of safety of the plant, not the magnitude of 
the associated dose or dose rate. 

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not 
prepared. 

This EAL is intended for sites that have established effluent monitoring on 
non-routine release pathways for which a discharge permit would not normally be 
prepared. 

This EAL directly correlates with the IC since annual average meteorology is 
required to be used in showing compliance with the ODAM and is used in 
calculating the Table A-1 setpoints. 

The underlying basis of this EAL involves the degradation in the level of safety of 
the plant implied by the uncontrolled release. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

CNS Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

If the Alert thresholds were set at two-hundred times the ODAM limit, the 
resultant value would exceed the SAE threshold, which is based on 10% of the 
PAG limits. For this reason, the Alert gaseous thresholds have been set at the 
log-average of the UE threshold (two times ODAM limit for Turbine Building vent, 
Radwaste Building vent, and Reactor Building vent, 1/5 the ODAM limit for the 
ERP) and the SAE threshold (CNS-DOSE dose assessment calculation) 
(Reference 1). This provides a reasonable escalation in classification from the UE 
to the Alert and SAE thresholds. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. EPIP 5.7.17, CNS-DOSE Assessment, and/or EPIP 5.7.17.1, Dose Assessment 
(Manual). 

2. Instrument Operating Procedure 4.15, Elevated Release Point and Building 
Kaman Radiation Monitoring Systems. 

3. COROOl-18-01, Radiation Monitoring. 

4. Off-Site Dose Assessment Manual - ODAM - For Assessment of Gaseous and 
Liquid Effluents at Cooper Nuclear Station~ 
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ATIACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: A - Abnormal Rad Release/Rad Effluent 

Subcategory: 1 - Off-Site Rad Conditions 

Initiating Condition: Any release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the 
environment greater than 200 times the ODAM limits for 
15 minutes or longer 

EAL: 

AAl.2 Alert 

Any valid liquid effluent monitor reading >Table A-1 column "Alert" for~ 15 min. 
(NOTE 2) 

·- - ---- ----- --- ------- ---- -- -.. --- -- - ---- - ----- ~----- -------- ---- ----- .:_ - --- ---... --- -.............. ..,:...·---------------· .. --~-- -------·--- __ ..., _________ --~ 
NOTE 2 - The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has . 
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the release ' 
duration has exceeded or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence of 
data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the 
applicable time if an on-going release is detected and the release start time is 
unknown. 

' ' ' ' ' ---- ---......... ----.. -- -- ----:--·-·-------:-- ... -.. ----------- --- --- - ---- .. _ .. _ ...... ------- ------ -------.------- ----- --------- ------ -------------· .. -.... --~-· 

-- _, l -
Tat>le:<A~f lEffluent~Moiiifor Classification Thresholds .· -.~-;~· ---- . - -'--'--·-· 

Monitor 

ERP 

Rx Bldg Vent 

GE 
for?: 15 min. 

SAE 
for?: 15 min. 

ALERT 
for?: 15 min. 

UE 
for?: 60 min. 

3.50E+08 µCi/sec 3.50E+07 µCi/sec 2.80E+06 µCi/sec 2.24E+05 µCi/sec 

3.50E+07 µCi/sec 3.50E+06 µCi/sec 5.45E+05 µCi/sec 8.48E+04 µCi/sec 
Cl) 
~ 1--~~~~~~~~-1--~~~~~-l-~~~~~-1-~~~~~-1-~~~-~----1 

0 
w 
Cl) 

Turb Bldg Vent 3.50E+07 µCi/sec 3.50E+06 µCi/sec 5.62E+05 µCi/sec 9.02E+04 µCi/sec 
~ 1--~~~~~~~~-1--~~~~~-1-~~~~~-1-~~~~~--+-~~~~~----1 
t9 

0 
5 
0 
::J 

RW I ARW Bldg Vent 

Rad Waste Effluent 

Service Water Effluent 

EPIP 5.7.1 

3.50E+07 µCi/sec 3.50E+06 µCi/sec 5.64E+05 µCi/sec 9.08E+04 µCi/sec 

(continued on next page) 

The lesser of•: 
200 x calculated 

alarm values 
OR 

The lesser of*: 
2 x calculated 
alarm values 

OR 
monitor upscale monitor upscale 

4.80E-04 µCi/cc 4.BOE-06 µCi/cc 

•with effluent discharge not isolated 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

Mode Applicabmty: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but 
should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely 
exceed the applicable time. 

This EAL addresses an actual or substantial potential decrease in the level of 
safety of the plant as indicated by a radiological release that exceeds regulatory 
commitments for an extended period of time. 

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of 
radioactive effluents to the environment. Further, there are administrative 
controls established to prevent unintentional releases or control and monitor 
intentional releases. The occurrence of extended, uncontrolled radioactive 
releases to the environment is indicative of degradation in these features and/or 
controls. 

The ODAM multiples are specified in AUl.2 and AAl.2 only to distinguish between 
non-emergency conditions and from each other. While these multiples obviously 
correspond to an off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these 
events is the degradation in the level of safety of the plant, not the magnitude of 
the associated dose or dose rate. 

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not 
prepared or a release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, 
maximum discharge flow, alarm setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit. 

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases, that for whatever reason, cause 
Radwaste Effluent radiation monitor readings to exceed the threshold identified in 
the IC established by the radioactivity discharge permit. 

The underlying basis of this EAL involves the degradation in the level of safety of 
the plant implied by the uncontrolled release. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATIACHMENT 2 

CNS Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

This event escalates from the Unusual Event by escalating the magnitude of the 
release by a factor of 100. The Radwaste Effluent monitor may not be able to 
read two-hundred times the calculated alarm value because the top of its scale is 
0.1 µCi/ml. Two-hundred times the calculated alarm value is to be assumed if the 
Radwaste Effluent monitor reading goes off scale high while discharges are 
in-progress via this path. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Instrument Operating Procedure 4.15, Elevated Release Point and Building 
Kaman Radiation Monitoring Systems. 

2. Chemistry Procedure 8.8.11, Liquid Radioactive Waste Discharge 
Authorization. 

3. COROOl-18-01, Radiation Monitoring. 

4. Off-Site Dose Assessment Manual - ODAM - For Assessment of Gaseous and 
Liquid Effluents at Cooper Nuclear Station. 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: A - Abnormal Rad Release/Rad Effluent 

Subcategory: 1 - Off-Site Rad Conditions 

Initiating Condstion: Any release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the 
environment greater than 200 times the ODAM limits for 
15 minutes or longer 

EAL: 

AA1.3 Alert 

Confirmed sample analyses for gaseous or liquid releases indicate concentrations 
or release rates > 200 x ODAM limits for;;::: 15 min. (NOTE 2) 

NOTE 2 - The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has 
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the release 
duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence 
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the 
applicable time if an on-going release is detected and the release start time is 
unknown . .. __ .. _ .... -.......... -.. ,..,.. ___ .. -- ....... --....... -......... -.. -....... -...... --· -...... -........ ---·------.-- ~ •-..-;----.-.-.---:--------.----------------------------------~----

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but 
should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely 
exceed the applicable time. 

This EAL addresses an actual or substantial potential decrease in the level of 
safety of the plant as indicated by a radiological release that exceeds regulatory 
commitments for an extended period of time. 

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of 
radioactive effluents to the environment. Further, there are administrative 
controls established to prevent unintentional releases, or control and monitor 
intentional releases. The occurrence of extended, uncontrolled radioactive 
releases to the environment is indicative of degradation in these features and/or 
controls. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

The ODAM multiples are specified in AUl.3 and AAl.3 only to distinguish between 
non-emergency conditions and from each other. While these multiples obviously 
correspond to an off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these 
events is the degradation in the level of safety of the plant, not the magnitude of 
the associated dose or dose rate. 

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not 
prepared or a release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, 
maximum discharge flow, alarm setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit. 

This EAL addresses uncontrolled releases that are detected by sample analyses, 
particularly on unmonitored pathways (e.g., spills of radioactive liquids into storm 
drains, heat exchanger leakage in river water systems, etc.). 

CNS Basis: 

None 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Off-Site Dose Assessment Manual - ODAM - For Assessment of Gaseous and 
Liquid Effluents at Cooper Nuclear Station. 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: A - Abnormal Rad Release/Rad Effluent 

Subcategory: 1 - Off-Site Rad Conditions 

Initiating ConditUon: Off-site dose resulting from an actual or imminent 
release of gaseous radioactivity greater than 

EAL: 

0.1 Rem TEDE or 0.5 Rem thyroid COE for the actual or 
projected duration of the release 

ASl.1 Site Area Emergency 

Any valid gaseous monitor reading >Table A-1 column "SAE" for~ 15 min. 
(NOTE 1) 

------ -.. - --- ------ ---------- --- --- ~-- ----.. ---------~------ ------ -.... ------.. ---------- -------------- ------------ --- .; ..; ;:. ---------:--------'-----; 
NOTE 1 - The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has : 
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the ! 
condition will likely exceed the applicable time. :· 
-------- --- ----- - --- ---- -- ------- --- -- ------ ---------~--- --:::.;:. -- - ;:. - .: ---------- - ---- -.. -------- -- ,;,; .. ---------=----.. -.. .=: .. -:::. ... ____ ------------------* 

If dose assessment results are available, declaration should be based on dose 
assessment instead of radiation monitor values (see EAL ASl.2). Do not delay 
declaration awaiting dose assessment results. 

-- - --- . ---- -- - -·- ·- . - ·- -- -

-- -·~~f 
·-

TableA~1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds 
---- ---:; .. _,, . - -- ·-- -- _o·-~ - -·-

Monitor 
GE SAE ALERT UE 

for~ 15 min, for~ 15 min. for~ 15 min. for~ 60 min, 

ERP 3.50E+08 µCi/sec 3_50E+07 µCi/sec 2.80E+06 µCi/sec 2.24E+05 µCi/sec 

Rx Bldg Vent 3.50E+07 µCi/sec 3.50E+06 µCi/sec 5.45E+05 µCi/sec 8.48E+04 µCi/sec 
(/") 
::J 
0 
w Turb Bldg Vent 3.50E+07 µCi/sec 3.50E+06 µCi/sec 5.62E+05 µCi/sec 9.02E+04 µCi/sec 
(/") 
<( 
t!) 

RW I ARW Bldg Vent 3.50E+07 µCi/sec 3.50E+06 µCi/sec 5.64E+05 µCi/sec 9.08E+04 µCi/sec 

The lesser of*: The lesser of•: 
Cl 200 x calculated 2 x calculated 
:::> Rad Waste Effluent --- -- alarm values alarm values 0 
:J OR OR 

monitor upscale monitor upscale 

Service Water Effluent _ .. _ .. -- 4.80E-04 µCi/cc 4.80E-06 µCi/cc 

•with effluent discharge not isolated 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site 
boundary that exceed 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides {PAGs). Releases 
of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the 
protection of the public. 

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor 
reading EAL is not, the results from these assessments may indicate that the 
classification is not warranted or may indicate that a higher classification is 
warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing procedures call for the 
timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology and release 
information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the 
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose 
assessment results override the monitor reading EAL. 

CNS Basis: 

The Table A-1 Site Area Emergency thresholds have been determined using 
CNS-DOSE dose projection calculations (Reference 1). The Site Area Emergency 
effluent monitor readings are one decade less than the General Emergency values. 

For the purposes of this EAL, the Site Boundary for CNS is a 1 mile radius around 
the plant (Reference 1). 

CNS Basis Reference{s}: 

1. EPIP 5.7.17, CNS-DOSE Assessment, and/or EPIP 5.7.17.1, Dose Assessment 
(Manual). 

· 2. CNS Drawing DWG.2.2 (P3-A-45). 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES . 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: A - Abnormal Rad Release/Rad Effluent 

Subcategory: 1 - Off-Site Rad Conditions 

Initiating Condition: Off-site dose resulting from an actual or imminent 
release of gaseous radioactivity greater than 0.1 Rem 
TEDE or 0.5 Rem thyroid CDE for the actual or projected 
duration of the release 

EAL: 

AS1.2 Site Area Emergency 

Dose assessment using actual meteorology indicates doses > 0.1 Rem TEDE or 
> 0.5 Rem thyroid CDE at or beyond the site boundary 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site 
boundary that exceed 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Releases 
of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the 
protection of the public. 

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor 
reading EAL is not, the results from these assessments may indicate that the 
classification is not warranted or may indicate that a higher classification is 
warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing procedures call for the 
timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology and release 
information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the 
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose 
assessment results override the monitor reading EAL. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

CNS Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

The dose rate EALs are based on a Site Boundary dose rate of 0.1 Rem/hr TEDE or 
0.5 Rem/hr CDE thyroid, whichever is more limiting. Actual meteorology is 
specifically identified since it gives the most accurate dose assessment. Actual 
meteorology (including forecasts) should be used whenever possible. 

For the purposes of this EAL, the Site Boundary for CNS is a 1 mile radius around 
the plant. 

CNS Basis Reference{s): 

1. EPIP 5.7.17, CNS-DOSE Assessment, and/or EPIP 5.7.17.1, Dose Assessment 
(Manual). 

2. CNS-DOSE. 

3. CNS Drawing DWG.2.2 (P3-A-45). 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: A - Abnormal Rad Release/Rad Effluent 

Subcategory: 1 - Off-Site Rad Conditions 

Initiating Condition: Off-site dose resulting from an actual or imminent 
release of gaseous radioactivity greater than 

EAL: 

0.1 Rem TEDE or 0.5 Rem thyroid CDE for the actual or 
projected duration of the release 

ASl.3 Site Area Emergency 

Field survey indicates closed window dose rates > 0.1 Rem/hr that is expected to 
continue for;:::: 60 min. at or beyond the site boundary (NOTE 1) 

OR 

Field survey sample analysis indicates thyroid CDE > 0.5 Rem for 1 hr of inhalation 
at or beyond the site boundary 

--.- - -- ------- ---- __ ... _ .. __ ... ------- --.. --.. --.... -.. - .. -.. -·- ...... ---... --· -------~- ------.. --------·-------.:.--·:..--.-.-.----.-:- ---.--.---:-------·---------. -:------- -.----· 
NOTE 1 - The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has 
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the 

-~~~9-~~~~_l} __ ~!!~- ~i-~_~JY._~~~-~-~~ _ ~-~-~- -~EP. ! !~-~-~J~ -~]~~~----------------------------------------- _____ . __ . ________ : 
If dose assessment results are available, declaration should be based on dose 
assessment instead of radiation monitor values (see EAL ASl.2). Do not delay 
declaration awaiting dose assessment results. 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site 
boundary that exceed 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Releases 
of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the 
protection of the public. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

CNS Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

The 0.5 Rem integrated CDE thyroid dose was established in consideration of the 
1: 5 ratio of the EPA Protective Action Guidelines for TEDE and thyroid exposure. 
In establishing the field survey emergency action levels, a duration of 1 hour is 
assumed. Therefore, the dose rate EALs are based on a Site Boundary dose rate 
of 0.1 Rem/hr TEDE or 0.5 Rem for 1 hour of inhalation CDE thyroid, whichever is 
more limiting. 

For the purposes of this EAL, the Site Boundary for CNS is a 1 mile radius around 
the plant. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. CNS Drawing DWG.2.2 (P3-A-45). 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: A - Abnormal Rad Release/Rad Effluent 

Subcategory: 1 - Off-Site Rad Conditions 

Initiating Condition: Off-site dose resulting from an actual or imminent 
release of gaseous radioactivity greater than 1 Rem TEDE 
or 5 Rem thyroid COE for the actual or projected duration 
of the release using actual meteorology 

EAL: 

AGl .1 General Emergency 

Any valid gaseous monitor reading >Table A-1 column "GE" for 2': 15 min. 
(NOTE 1) 

;-No-1i·1-~-=rhe-Eme~9enc~/-oi~ecta~-5h-c;~-ici'-;.;~1:--~aitLi~t:ii_t:_11e-appiiC:a-ble-t:riiie-has _____ _ 
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the 
condition will likely exceed the applic;:able time. ·- - --·----------- -- -- ----. ~ .,, ___ -- - -- - - - - - - --- --- - --- ---- - ---·-·-:..-____ ...... ·---.--.---- --------·---------- ---·--- ... '"' ..... --.... _________ ---- -- .. -----

If dose assessment results are available, declaration should be based on dose 
assessment instead of radiation monitor values (see EAL AG1.2). Do not delay 
declaration awaiting dose assessment results. 

. .. --·-- - . .. . -
I Tabl.e A-1 ··Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds 

--·-

Monitor GE SAE ALERT UE 
for<::15min. for;:::: 15 min. for<:: 15 min. for<:: 60 min. 

ERP 3.50E+08 µCi/sec 3.50E+07 µCi/sec 2.80E+06 µCi/sec 2.24E+05 µCi/sec 

Rx Bldg Vent 3.50E+07 µCi/sec 3.50E+06 µCi/sec 5.45E+05 µCi/sec 8.48E+04 µCi/sec 
en 
::::i 
0 w Turb Bldg Vent 3.50E+07 µCi/sec 3.50E+06 µCi/sec 5.62E+05 µCi/sec 9.02E+04 µCi/sec en 
<( 
(!) 

RW I ARW Bldg Vent 3.50E+07 µCi/sec 3.50E+06 µCi/sec 5.64E+05 µCi/sec 9.08E+04 µCi/sec 

The lesser of *: The lesser of*: 
D 200 x calculated 2 x calculated 
::::i Rad Waste Effluent --- ---- alarm values alarm values 0 
::i OR OR 

monitor upscale monitor upscale 

Service Water Effluent --- - 4.BOE-04 µCi/cc 4.BOE-06 µCi/cc 

*with effluent discharge not isolated 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 BASIS: 

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site 
boundary that exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective 
actions will be necessary. Releases of this magnitude are associated with the 
failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public and likely involve 
fuel damage. 

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor 
reading EAL is not, the results from these assessments may indicate that the 
classification is not warranted or may indicate that a higher classification is 
warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing procedures call for the 
timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology and release 
information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the 
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose 
assessment results override the monitor reading EAL. 

CNS Basis: 

The Table A-1 General Emergency thresholds have been determined using 
CNS-DOSE dose projection calculations (Reference 1). The General Emergency 
effluent monitor readings are one decade greater than the Site Area Emergency 
values. 

For the purposes of this EAL, the Site Boundary for CNS is a 1 mile radius around 
the plant (Reference 2). 

CNS Basis Reference{s): 

1. EPIP 5.7.17, CNS-DOSE Assessment, and/or EPIP 5.7.17.1, Dose Assessment 
(Manual). 

2. CNS Drawing DWG.2.2 (P3-A-45). 

3. Computer Dose Projection (CNS DOSE). 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: A - Abnormal Rad Release/Rad Effluent 

Subcategory: 1 - Off-Site Rad Conditions 

Initiating Condition: Off-site dose resulting from an actual or imminent 
release of gaseous radioactivity greater than 1 Rem TEDE 
or 5 Rem thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration 
of the release using actual meteorology 

EAL: 

AG1.2 General Emergency 

Dose assessment using actual meteorology indicates doses > 1 Rem TEDE or 
> 5 Rem thyroid COE at or beyond the site boundary 

' 
Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site 
boundary that exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective 
actions will be necessary. Releases of this magnitude are associated with the 
failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public and likely involve 
fuel damage. 

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor 
reading EAL is not, the results from these assessments may indicate that the 
classification is not warranted or may indicate that a higher classification is 
warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing procedures call for the 
timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology and release 
information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the 
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose 
assessment results override the monitor reading EAL. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATIACHMENT 2 

CNS Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

The General Emergency values are based on the boundary dose resulting from an 
actual or imminent release of gaseous radioactivity that exceeds 1 Rem TEDE or 
5 Rem CDE thyroid for the actual or projected duration of the release. Actual 
meteorology is specifically identified since it gives the most accurate dose 
assessment. Actual meteorology (including forecasts) should be used whenever 
possible. 

For the purposes of this EAL, the Site Boundary for CNS is a 1 mile radius around 
the plant. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. EPIP 5.7.17, CNS-DOSE Assessment, and/or EPIP 5.7.17.1, Dose Assessment 
(Manual). 

2. CNS DOSE. 

3. CNS Drawing DWG.2.2 (P3-A-45). 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: A - Abnormal Rad Release/Rad Effluent 

Subcategory: 1 - Off-Site Rad Conditions 

Initiating Condition: Off-site dose resulting from an actual or imminent 
release of gaseous radioactivity greater than 1 Rem TEDE 
or 5 Rem thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration 
of the release using actual meteorology 

EAL: 

AG1.3 General Emergency 

Field survey results indicate closed window dose rates > 1 Rem/hr expected to 
continue for~ 60 min. at or beyond the site boundary (NOTE 1) 

OR 

Analyses of field survey samples indicate thyroid CDE > 5 Rem for 1 hr of 
inhalation at or beyond the site boundary 

Nii-TE-1-~-=r11e-Emei-9eiic_v_oii-ectorsilaLi_1_ei __ "ot:--~~it. ~iit:-itth~--appilca-bie·t·i~e-has·-~---~\. 
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the ! 
condition will likely exceed the applicable time. :· 
----- --- ------ --- -- ------- ------------------------ ---- ---- ---------- --- ------------.-=----- --- ---------- ~ ... -~·-- __ __.. ___ ._ ------.--.---------

If dose assessment results are available, declaration should be based on dose 
assessment instead of radiation monitor values (see EAL AG1.2). Do not delay 
declaration awaiting dose assessment results. 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site 
boundary that exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective 
actions will be necessary. Releases of this magnitude are associated with the 
failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public and likely involve 
fuel damage. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

CNS Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

The 5 Rem integrated CDE thyroid dose was established in consideration of the 
1: 5 ratio of the EPA Protective Action Guidelines for TEDE and thyroid exposure. 
In establishing the dose rate emergency action levels, a duration of 1 hour is 
assumed. Therefore, the dose rate EALs are based on a Site Boundary dose rate 
of 1 Rem/hr TEDE or 5 Rem for 1 hour of inhalation COE thyroid, whichever is 
more limiting. 

For the purposes of this EAL, the Site Boundary for CNS is a 1 mile radius around 
the plant. 

CNS Basis Reference( s): 

1. CNS Drawing DWG.2.2 (P3-A-45). 
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ATTACHMENT 2 'EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: A - Abnormal Rad Release/Rad Effluent 

Subcategory: 2 - On-Site Rad Conditions And Spent Fuel Pool Events 

Initiating Condition: Unplanned rise in plant radiation levels 

EAL: 

AU2.1 Unusual Event 

Unplanned water level drop in the reactor cavity or spent fuel pool as indicated by 
any of the following: 

• LI-86 (calibrated to 1001' elev.) 

• Spent fuel pool low level alarm 

• Visual observation 

AND 

Valid Area radiation monitor reading rise on RMA-RA-1 or RMA-RA-2 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL addresses increased radiation levels as a result of water level decreases 
above irradiated fuel. These radiation increases represent a loss of control over 
radioactive material and represent a potential degradation in the level of safety of 
the plant. 

The refueling pathway is the combination of refueling cavity and spent fuel pool. 
While a radiation monitor could detect an increase in dose rate due to a drop in 
the water level, it might not be a reliable indication of whether or not the fuel is 
covered. 

For example, a refueling bridge ARM reading may increase due to planned 
evolutions such as head lift or even a fuel assembly being raised in the 
manipulator mast. Also, a monitor could in fact be properly responding to a 
known event involving transfer or relocation of a source, stored in or near the fuel 
pool or responding to a planned evolution such as removal of the reactor head. 
Generally, increased radiation monitor indications will need to combined with 
another indicator (or personnel report) of water loss. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

For refueling events where the water level drops below the RPV flange 
classification would be via CU2.l. This event escalates to an Alert per AA2.1 if 
irradiated fuel outside the reactor vessel is uncovered. For events involving 
irradiated fuel in the reactor vessel, escalation would be via the Fission Product 
Barrier Table for events in operating Modes 1-3. 

CNS Basis: 

Loss of inventory from the reactor cavity or Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) may reduce 
water shielding above spent fuel and cause unexpected increases in plant 
radiation. Classification as an Unusual Event is warranted as a precursor to a 
more serious event. 

The major item of concern on loss of inventory from the reactor cavity and SFP is 
to maintain adequate water level for personnel shielding and cooling of the 
irradiated fuel. Normal SFP water level is 37' 6 1/2" above the bottom. A low SFP 
level alarm can be determined by Annunciator 9-4-2/A-3, FUEL POOL COOLING 
TROUBLE, alarming due to Annunciator Panel 25-15, Fuel Pool Low Level at 4" 
below normal. Decreases in SFP water level can also be detected through visual 
observation. The Skimmer Surge Tank low level alarm (Annunciator 9-4-2/C-3 at 
100 ft3 in the skimmer surge tank, elevation 981' 3") alone may not be conclusive 
evidence of an uncontrolled loss of inventory from the SFP. SFP weir wall design 
should prevent inadvertent draining of the SFP through Fuel Pool Cooling and 
Demineralizer System connections. A Skimmer Surge Tank low level alarm needs 
to be confirmed by visual observation to determine the extent of inventory loss 
from the SFP (Reference 1, 3, 4). 

During refueling when the RPV head is removed, Shutdown Range RPV water level 
instrument NBI-LI-86 is recalibrated to read vessel cavity level up to the 1001' 
elevation (Refuel Floor). With the reactor cavity in communication with the Spent 
Fuel Pool via the fuel transfer canal, uncontrolled inventory loss can be remotely 
monitored via this indicator. NBI-LI-86 can be used only if it has been set up to 
read to 1001' elevation as specified in Procedure 4.6.1, Reactor Vessel Water Level 
Indication (Reference 5). 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Allowing level to decrease could result in spent fuel being uncovered, reducing 
spent fuel decay heat removal and creating an extremely hazardous radiation 
environment. Technical Specification Section LCO 3. 7 .6 (Reference 7) requires 
spent fuel storage pool water level be maintained at least 21' 6" over the top of 
irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the spent fuel storage pool racks. Technical 
Specification LCO 3.9.6 (Reference 8) requires RPV water level to be maintained at 
least 21' above the top of the RPV flange. During refueling, this maintains 
sufficient water level in the refueling cavity and SFP to retain iodine fission product 
activity in the water in the event of a fuel handling accident. 

Area radiation monitors that may indicate a loss of shielding of spent fuel in the 
SFP or refueling cavity include (Reference 2, 6): 

• RMA-RA-1 (1448) RX BLDG FUEL POOL (HR) AREA. 

• RMA-RA-2 (1449) RX BLDG FUEL POOL (LR) AREA. 

Portable radiation monitors are routinely employed to conduct radiation surveys in 
the Reactor Building. This source of information should not be excluded when 
considering emergency classification under this EAL, particularly when RMA-RA-1 
and RMS-RA-2 may be taken out of service for preventative or corrective 
maintenance. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. System Operating Procedure 2.2.32, Fuel Pool Cooling and Demineralizer 
System. 

2, Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-3-1, Panel 9-3 - Annunciator 9-3-1. 

3. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-4-2, Panel 9-4 - Annunciator 9-4-2, C-3. 

4. Abnormal Procedure 2.4FPC, Fuel Pool Cooling Trouble. 

5. Instrument Operating Procedure 4.6.1, Reactor Vessel Water Level Indication. 

6. Emergency Procedure 5. lRAD, Building Radiation Trouble. 

7. Technical Specification LCO 3. 7 .6. 

8. Technical Specification LCO 3.9.6. 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: A - Abnormal Rad Release/Rad Effluent 

Subcategory: 2 - On-Site Rad Conditions And Spent Fuel Pool Events 

Initiating Condition: Unplanned rise in plant radiation levels 

EAL: 

AU2.2 Unusual Event 

Unplanned Valid Area radiation monitor reading or survey results rise by a factor 
of 1,000 over normal levels* 

* Normal levels can be considered as the highest reading in the past 24 hours 
excluding the current peak value 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL addresses increased radiation levels as a result of water level decreases 
above irradiated fuel or events that have resulted, or may result, in UNPLANNED 
increases in radiation dose rates within plant buildings. These radiation increases 
represent a loss of control over radioactive material and represent a potential 
degradation in the level of safety of the plant. 

This EAL addresses increases in plant radiation levels that represent a loss of 
control of radioactive material resulting in a potential degradation in the level of 
safety of the plant. 

This EAL excludes radiation level increases that result from planned activities such 
as use of radiographic sources and movement of radioactive materials. A specific 
list of ARMs is not required as it would restrict the applicability of the Threshold. 
The intent is to identi_fy loss of control of radioactive material in any monitored 
area. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE} 

CNS Basis: 

It is recognized that some plant area radiation monitors may not be able to detect 
or display a reading that is one-thousand times NORMAL LEVELS. The intent of 
this IC is to rely on currently installed plant monitors and not to require design 
changes/back fits. In cases where an installed area radiation monitor cannot 
detect or display values at or above 1,000 X NORMAL LEVELS value, then survey 
instrument results may be used. 

The ARMs monitor the gamma radiation levels in units of mR/hr at selected areas 
throughout the station. If radiation levels exceed a preset limit in any channel, 
the Control Room annunciator and local alarms will be energized to warn of 
abnormal or significantly changing radiological conditions. The alarm limit is 
normally set at approximately ten times normal background for each channel 
(Reference 1, 2). · 

Routine and work specific surveys are conducted throughout the station at 
frequencies specified by RP Management. Routine surveys are scheduled per the 
RP Department surveillance schedule. Work specific surveys are conducted in 
accordance with the Radiation Work Permit (RWP) (Reference 3). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Alarm Procedure 2.3~9-3-1, Panel 9-3 - Annunciator 9-3-1. 

2. Emergency Procedure 5.1RAD, Building Radiation Trouble. 

3. Rad Protection Procedure 9.ALARA.4, Radiation Work Permits. 
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ATIACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) , 

Category: A - Abnormal Rad Release/Rad Effluent 

Subcategory: 2 - On-Site Rad Conditions And Spent Fuel Pool Events 

Initiating Condition: Damage to irradiated fuel or loss of water level that has 
or will result in the uncovering of irradiated fuel outside 
the RPV 

EAL: 

AA2.1 Alert 

Damage to irradiated fuel OR loss of water level (uncovering irradiated fuel 
outside the RPV) that causes EITHER of the following: 

Valid RMA-RA-1 Fuel Pool Area Rad reading > 50 R/hr 

OR 

Valid RMP-RM-452 A-D Rx Bldg Vent Exhaust Plenum Hi-Hi alarm 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL addresses increases in radiation dose rates within plant buildings and 
may be a precursor to a radioactivity release to the environment. These events 
represent a loss of control over radioactive material and represent an actual or 
substantial potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant. 

This EAL addresses radiation monitor indications of fuel uncovery and/or fuel 
damage. 

Increased ventilation monitor readings may be indication of a radioactivity release 
from the fuel, confirming that damage has occurred. Increased background at the 
ventilation monitor due to water level decrease may mask increased ventilation 
exhaust airborne activity and needs to be considered. 

While a radiation monitor could detect an increase in dose rate due to a drop in 
the water level, it might not be a reliable indication of whether or not the fuel is 
covered. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on 
EALs in Subcategory Al. 

CNS Basis: 

When considering classification, information may come from: 

• Radiation monitor readings. 

• Sampling and surveys. 

• Dose projections/calculations. 

• Reports from the scene regarding the extent of damage (e.g., Refueling Crew, 
Radiation Protection Technicians). 

This EAL is defined by the specific areas where irradiated fuel is located, such as 
the refueling cavity or Spent Fuel Pool (SFP). 

The bases for the ventilation radiation Hi-Hi alarm is a spent fuel handling accident 
(Reference 2). Fuel Pool area radiation > 50 R/hr represents 100 times the high 
alarm setpoint (HR) and is unambiguously indicative of spent fuel damage or 
uncovery (Reference 1). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-3-1, Panel 9-3 - Annunciator 9-3-1, Alarm A-10. 

2. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-4-1, Panel 9-4 - Annunciator 9-4-1, Alarm E-4. 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: A - Abnormal Rad Release/Rad Effluent 

Subcategory: 2 - On-Site Rad Conditions And Spent Fuel Pool Events 

Initiating Condition: Damage to irradiated fuel or loss of water level that has 
or will result in the uncovering of irradiated fuel outside 
the RPV 

EAL: 

AA2.2 Alert 

A water level drop in the reactor refueling cavity or spent fuel pool that will result 
in irradiated fuel becoming uncovered 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL addresses increases in radiation dose rates within plant buildings and 
may be a precursor to a radioactivity release to the environment. These events 
represent a loss of control over radioactive material and represent an actual or 
substantial potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant. 

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on 
EALs in Subcategory Al. 

CNS Basis: 

When considering classification, information may come from: 

• Radiation monitor readings. 

• Sampling and surveys. 

• Dose projections/calculations. 

• Reports from the scene regarding the extent of damage (e.g., Refueling Crew, 
Radiation Protection Technicians). 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

The major item of concern on loss of inventory from the Spent Fuel Pool and 
Refueling Cavity is to maintain adequate water level for personnel shielding and 
cooling of the irradiated fuel. Normal Spent Fuel Pool water level is 37' 6 1/2" 
above the bottom. A low pool level alarm occurs at 4" below the normal water 
level. Decreases in Spent Fuel Pool water level can also be detected only through 
visual observation and the existence of the Skimmer Surge Tank low level alarm 
(9-4-2/C-3) at 100 ft3 in the skimmer surge tank which is at elevation 981' 3" 
(Reference 1, 2, 3). 

During refueling when the RPV head is removed, Shutdown Range RPV water level 
instrument NBI-LI-86 is recalibrated to read vessel cavity level up to the 1001' 
elevation (Refuel Floor). With the reactor cavity in communication with the Spent 
Fuel Pool via the fuel transfer canal, uncontrolled inventory loss can be remotely 
monitored via this indicator. NBI-LI-86 can be used only if it has been set up to 
read to 1001' elevation as specified in Procedure 4.6.1, Reactor Vessel Water Level 
Indication (Reference 4 ). 

Allowing level to decrease could result in spent fuel being uncovered, reducing 
spent fuel decay heat removal and creating an extremely hazardous radiation 
environment. Technical Specification Section LCO 3. 7 .6 (Reference 5) requires 
spent fuel storage pool water level be maintained at least 21' 6" over the top of 
irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the spent fuel storage pool racks. Technical 
Specification LCO 3.9.6 (Reference 6) requires RPV water level to be maintained at 
least 21' above the top of the RPV flange. During refueling, this maintains 
sufficient water level in the refueling cavity and SFP to retain iodine fission product 
activity in the water in the event of a fuel handling accident. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. System Operating Procedure 2.2.32, Fuel Pool Cooling and Demineralizer 
System. 

2. Annunciator P·rocedure 2.3_ 9-4-2, Panel 9-4 - Annunciator 9-4-2. 

3. Abnormal Procedure 2.4FPC, Fuel Pool Cooling Trouble. 

4. Instrument Operating Procedure 4.6.1, Reactor Vessel Water Level Indication. 

5. Technical Specification LCO 3.7.6. 

6. Technical Specification LCO 3.9.6. 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: A - Abnormal Rad Release/Rad Effluent 

Subcategory: 2 - On-Site Rad Conditions And Spent Fuel Pool Events 

Initiating Condition: Rise in radiation levels within the facility that impedes 

EAL: 

AA3.1 Alert 

operation of systems required to maintain plant safety 
functions 

Dose rates > 15 mRem/hr in EITHER of the following areas requiring continuous 
occupancy to maintain plant safety functions: 

Main Control Room (RM-RA-20) 

OR 

CAS 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL addresses increased radiation levels that impact continued operation in 
areas requiring continuous occupancy to maintain safe operation or to perform a 
safe shutdown. 

The cause and/or magnitude of the increase in radiation levels is not a concern of 
this EAL. The Emergency Director must consider the source or cause of the 
increased radiation levels and determine if any other EAL may be involved. 

The value of 15 mRem/hr is derived from the GDC 19 value of 5 Rem in 30 days 
with adjustment for expected occupancy times. Although Section III.D.3 of 
NUREG-0737, "Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements", provides that the 
15 mRem/hr value can be averaged over the 30 days, the value is used here 
without averaging, as a 30 day duration implies an event potentially more 
significant than an Alert. 

Areas requiring continuous occupancy include the Main Control Room and the 
Central Alarm Station (CAS). 

(continued on next page) 
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ATIACHMENT 2 

CNS Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Areas that meet this threshold include the Main Control Room and the Central 
Alarm Station. The Central Alarm Station is included in this EAL because of its 
importance to permitting access to areas required to assure safe plant operations. 

There are no permanently installed CAS Area radiation monitors that may be used 
to assess this EAL threshold. Therefore, this portion of the EAL threshold must be 
assessed using local radiation survey (Reference 1, 2). 

CNS Basis Reference{s}: 

1. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-3-1, Panel 9-3 - Annunciator 9-3-1, B-10. 

2. Emergency Procedure 5.1RAD, Building Radiation Trouble. 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: C - Cold Shutdown/Refueling System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 1 - Loss of Power 

Initiating Condition:. AC power capability to critical buses reduced to a single 
power source for 15 minutes or longer such that any 
additional single failure would result in loss of all AC 
power to critical buses 

EAL: 

CUl.1 Unusual Event 

AC power capability to critical 4160V Buses lF and lG reduced to a single power 
source (Table C-4) for:::::: 15 min. such that any additional single failure would 
result in loss of all AC power to critical buses (NOTE 3) 

,---- ----------- -- -~ ------- ---- .. - .. ------ ------.-------- ---- -------- --.--- --- ... --...... - ...---- -- -- ---- ------ -- -- .. ------------ -------- --- .. ----------1 
! NOTE 3 - The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has !; 
i elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the 
i condition will likely exceed the applicable time. . . " , 
-- -- -------':' -.... -...... --- --.---.--------· ---·----~-----'": - --:: --·- ------- ---- -- --- -------;- ---:;-- ------------ --------- -- --- --------- ------ ---- ----

·- ·-· - -·· . -- "-

Ict.blf'. :P-4 ACJ~-9W~hSqu~¢~~· ,. -- .. 
'· 

Offsite 

• startup Station Service Transformer 
• Emergency Station Service 

Transformer . Backfeed 345 kv line through Main 
Power Transformer to the Normal 
Station Service Transformer (Note 8) 

On site 

. DG-1 
• DG-2 

--- --- --- -- -- ---- -··--------'----- -- --- --- -- __________ .;. ---- ------ ----------=:------- ------. --.. ----------------- -- -----. -------------. ---
NOTE 8 - The time required to establish the backfeed is likely longer than the 
specified time interval. If off-normal plant conditions have already established the 
backfeed, its power to the safety-related buses may be considered an off-site 
power source. 
- --...... - .. -... - .. --- ---.. ---'--- -.... --~ -··----·-.-.--- --- --- ------... -:--- -·--··. ·- --...... -- ----- --- -- -- --- -.. -..... ~. -------':;"::---.,-- 7---·--·-- --. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

Mode Applicabmty: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

The condition indicated by this EAL is the degradation of the off-site and on-site 
AC power systems such that any additional single failure would result in a loss of 
all AC power to critical buses. This condition could occur due to a loss of off-site 
power with a concurrent failure of all but one emergency generator to supply 
power to its emergency bus. The subsequent loss of this single power source 
would escalate the event to an Alert in accordance with CAl. l. 

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary 
losses of power. 

CNS Basis: 

The 4160V Critical Buses 1F (Div 1) and lG (Div 2) are the plant essential, 
safety-related emergency buses. Each can be energized manually and separately 
by any of the following off-site sources of power: Figure C-1 illustrates the 4160V 
AC Distribution System (Reference 7, 8). 

• Startup Transformer - The Startup Transformer provides a source of off-site AC 
power to the entire Auxiliary Power Distribution System adequate for the startup 
operation or shutdown operation of the station. The Startup Transformer is the 
preferred source of off-site AC power to the station whenever the main 
generator is off-line. The Startup Transformer is energized from the 161 kV 
Switchyard. The transformer is normally left energized at all times to provide 
for quick automatic transfer of the 4160V auxiliaries to the Startup Transformer 
in the event that the station Normal Transformer fails or that the main 
generator trips off-line. 

• Emergency Transformer - The Emergency Transformer is the primary off-site AC 
power source to essential station loads. During normal station operation, the 
Emergency Transformer is energized by the 69 kV transmission line from OPPD. 
As such, it supplies 4160V Switchgear lF and/or 1G in the event that the 
Normal Transformer and Startup Transformer are not available for service. Use 
of the Emergency Transformer also allows portions of the 345 kV System to be 
removed from service for inspection, testing, and maintenance. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATIACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

• Backfeeding power from the 345 kV line through the Main Power Transformer to 
the Normal Transformer. The Normal Transformer is the normal source of AC 
power to the station when the Main Generator is on-line above 20% (160 MWe) 
electrical power. The transformer is energized during Main Generator operation 
through the Isolated Phase Buses that feed the Main Power Transformers. As 
mentioned in NOTE 8, the time required to establish the backfeed is likely longer 
than the 15 minute interval. If off-normal plant conditions have already 
established the backfeed its power to the safety-related buses may be 
considered an off-site power source. 

On-site power sources are the emergency diesel generators (DG-1 and DG-2). 

If critical bus AC power is reduced to a single source for > 15 minutes, an Unusual 
Event is declared under this EAL. 

If a power supply should have picked up a critical bus but failed to do so, that 
power supply should be considered unavailable until it has been successfully tied 
onto the bus. If the power supply can be tied to the bus within 15 minutes, then 
the power supply is to be considered available. 

The Supplemental Diesel Generator (SDG) is not considered an on-site or an 
off-site emergency power supply and is not considered in classifications involving 
loss of power. The SBO Coping Time per Regulatory Guide 1.155 considers the 
impact of a SDG. 

This cold condition EAL is equivalent to the hot condition loss of AC power 
EAL SAl.l. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

CNS Basis Reference{s): 

1. System Operating Procedure 2.2.15, Startup Transformer. 

2. System Operating Procedure 2.2.16, Normal Station Service Transformer. 

3. System Operating Procedure 2.2.17, Emergency Station Service Transformer. 

4. System Operating Procedure 2.2.18, 4160V Auxiliary Power Distribution 
System. 

5. System Operating Procedure 2.2.20, Standby AC Power System (Diesel 
Generator). 

6. Emergency Procedure 5.3SBO, Station Blackout, 

7. BR 3001, One Line Diagram. 

8. BR 3002, Sheet 1. 

9. NC43456, One Line Switching Diagram 161kV Substation. 

10. Enercon Services, Inc. Report No. NPPl-PR-01, Station Blackout Coping 
. Assessment for Cooper Nuclear Station, Revision 2. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATIACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Figure C-1: 4160V AC Distribution System 
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AlTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: C - Cold Shutdown/Refueling System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 1 - Loss of Power 

Initiating Condition: Loss of all off-site and all on-site AC power to critical 
buses for 15 minutes or longer 

EAL: 

CA1.1 Alert 

Loss of all off-site and all on-site AC power (Table C-4) to critical 4160V Buses 1F 
and 1G for 2 15 min. (NOTE 3) 

.. - - - -:..:::.~.:..:. ------- - --- --- -·-·-----'=----- -- - - - - -.----~- ..... - - - - --------· - -- ..... -------------- - - ------ -- ----- -- .. -- -- -- - - -------- - - - - - -- .... -·---·--· 

! NOTE 3 - The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has 
! elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the 
! condition will likely exceed the applicable time. 
-- -- - -- - --- ---- --- ---- - -- ----- --- ----- -- - -- ___ .., .. --------.-.---- --- ~ -~---------.-·- ----- -----.~ -;_.--.--; -:---; ::-- ----- ---- ~ -- - '; --~~- -~ -- ------.--- --- -.... 

-

', Tablei0"4. 
!' ,, . - ~ 

Ad;p~wer Sources, 
·. 

Offsite 

• Startup Station Service Transformer 
• Emergency Station Service 

Transformer 
• Backfeed 345 kv line through Main 

Power Transformer to the Normal 
Station Service Transformer (Note 8) 

.Onsite 

• DG-1 . DG-2 

·--·- -~ -- --. ---.-.-.-.- -- -- -"' .... --------- -.,_ ... ~-. --------.----~ .. ~ .. -.. ------------ -.... ~ ------ _:. - -- ---. -- -.. ,,, ___ ._..,_ .. _____ . __ ---- "' - .. --·--.:..-__ ----- -. 
l NOTE 8 - The time required to establish the backfeed is likely longer than the 
j specified time interval. If off-normal plant conditions have already established the 
j backfeed, its power to the safety-related buses may be considered an off-site 
: power source . 

• .. .. .. • "'-·- -- --"'7-.- - - - - ~ .. .. " .. - - - ~ - - - -:- ·~ - -·- .... ~ - - ... - .. - - - - - - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·-·-- -~ - - -·~ - " - - .. - .. - .. # ~ - - - - .:: -- -- ,,_ .. - - - .. - - .. - -- - "' - - ........ " - - - ---

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

Mode Applicability: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling, D - Defueled 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

Loss of all AC power compromises all plant safety systems requiring electric power 
including RHR, ECCS, containment heat removal, spent fuel heat removal, and the 
ultimate heat sink. 

The event can be classified as an Alert when in Cold Shutdown, Refueling, or 
Defueled Mode because of the significantly reduced decay heat and lower 
temperature and pressure, increasing the time to restore one of the critical buses, 
relative to that specified for the Site Area Emergency EAL. 

Escalating to Site Area Emergency, if appropriate, is by Abnormal Rad 
Levels/Radiological Effluent EALs. 

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary 
power losses. 

CNS Basis: 

The 4160V Critical Buses 1F (Div 1) and 1G (Div 2) are the plant essential, 
safety-related emergency buses. Each can be energized manually and separately 
by any of the following off-site sources of power: Figure C-1 illustrates the 4160V 
AC Distribution System (Reference 7, 8). 

• Startup Transformer - The Startup Transformer provides a source of off-site AC 
power to the entire Auxiliary Power Distribution System adequate for the 
startup operation or shutdown operation of the station. The Startup 
Transformer is the preferred source of off-site AC power to the station 
whenever the main generator is off-line ( < 160 MWe). The Startup 
Transformer is energized from the 161 kV Switchyard. The transformer is 
normally left energized at all times to provide for quick automatic transfer of 
the 4160V auxiliaries to the Startup Transformer in the event that the station 
Normal Transformer fails or that the main generator trips off-line. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

• Emergency Transformer - The Emergency Transformer is the primary off-site 
AC power source to essential station loads. During normal station operation, 
the Emergency Transformer is energized by the 69 kV transmission line from 
OPPD. As such, it supplies 4160V Switchgear lF and/or lG in the event that 
the Normal Transformer and Startup Transformer are not available for service. 
Use of the Emergency Transformer also allows portions of the 345 kV System 
to be removed from service for inspection, testing, and maintenance. 

• Backfeeding power from the 345 kV line through the Main Power Transformer 
to the Normal Transformer. The Normal Transformer is the normal source of 
AC power to the station when the Main Generator is on line above 20% 
(160 MWe) electrical power. The transformer is energized during Main 
Generator operation through the Isolated Phase Buses that feed the Main 
Power Transformers. As mentioned in NOTE 8, the time required to establish 
the backfeed is likely longer than the 15 minute interval. If off-normal plant 
conditions have already established the backfeed its power to the 
safety-related buses may be considered an off-site power source. 

On-site power sources are the emergency diesel generators (DG-1 and DG-2). 

If a power supply should have picked up a critical bus but failed to do so, that 
power supply should be considered unavailable until it has been successfully tied 
onto the bus. If the power supply can be tied to the bus within 15 minutes, then 
the power supply is to be considered available. 

The Supplemental Diesel Generator (SDG) is not considered an on-site or an 
off-site emergency power supply and is not considered in classifications involving 
loss of power. The SBO Coping Time per Regulatory Guide 1.155 considers the 
impact of a SDG. 

This EAL is the cold condition equivalent of the hot condition loss of all AC power 
EAL SSl.l. When in Cold Shutdown, Refueling, or Defueled Mode, the event can 
be classified as an Alert because of the significantly reduced decay heat, lower 
temperature and pressure, increasing the time to restore one of the emergency 
buses, relative to that existing when in hot conditions. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATIACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. System Operating Procedure 2.2.15, Startup Transformer. 

2. System Operating Procedure 2.2.16, Normal Station Service Transformer. 

3. System Operating Procedure 2.2.17, Emergency Station Service Transformer. 

4. System Operating Procedure 2.2.18, 4160V Auxiliary Power Distribution 
System. 

5. System Operating Procedure 2.2.20, Standby AC Power System (Diesel 
Generator). 

6. Emergency Procedure 5.3SBO, Station Blackout. 

7. BR 3001, One Line Diagram. 

8. BR 3002, Sheet 1. 

9. NC43456, One Line Switching Diagram 16lkV Substation. 

10. Enercon Services, Inc. Report NPPl-PR-01, Station Blackout Coping 
Assessment for Cooper Nuclear Station, Revision 2. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATIACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Figure C-1: 4160V AC Distribution System 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: C - Cold Shutdown/Refueling System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 2 - RPV Level 

Initiating Condition: Unplanned loss of RPV inventory 

EAL: 

CU2.1 Unusual Event 

RPV level cannot be restored and maintained > +3 in. for 2 15 min. (NOTE 3) due 
to RCS leakage 

NOTE 3 - The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has 
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the 
_<:Q~~ i_~!C?_r:_ -~~l ! _ ~ ~ ~-~ Jx _~~~-~-~_q _ ~~-~- _c:i J?J? l! ~<:l-~-'~-~i-~~~------ _________ -~-- ____ :_ __________ ------~" __________ ---~--

Mode Applicability: 

4 - Cold Shutdown 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL is considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the 
plant. The inability to maintain or restore level is indicative of loss of RCS 
inventory. 

Relief valve normal operation should be excluded from this EAL. However, a relief 
valve that operates and fails to close per design should be considered applicable to 
this EAL if the relief valve cannot be isolated. 

Prolonged loss of RCS inventory may result in escalation to the Alert emergency 
classification level via either CA2.1 or CA3.1. 

The difference between CU2.1 and CU2.2 deals with the RCS conditions that exist 
between Cold Shutdown and Refueling Modes. In Cold Shutdown, the RPV will 
normally be intact and RPV level is typically controlled below the elevation of the 
RPV flange and above the low-end of the normal control band. In the Refueling 
Mode the RPV is not intact and any planned evolutions to lower RPV level below 
the elevation of the RPV flange must be carefully controlled. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE} 

CNS Basis: 

The condition of this EAL may be a precursor of more serious conditions and, as a 
result, is considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the 
plant. When RPV level drops to +3 inches (low level scram setpoint), level is well 
below the normal control band and automatic RPS and PCIS actuations are 
required (Reference 3, 5). 

RPV level is normally monitored using the following instruments (Reference 1, 2): 

• Wide Range NBI-LI-85A, B & C (-155 to 60 inches). 

• Steam Nozzle Range NBI-LI-92 (0 to 180 inches). 

• Fuel Zone Range NBI-LI-91A, B & C (-320 to 60 inches). 

• Narrow Range RFC-LI-94A, B & C (0 to 60 inches). 

• Shutdown Range NBI-LI-86 (0 to 400 inches). 

Procedure 2.4RXLVL provides guidance for erratic or unexplained RPV water level 
changes. EOP/SAG Caution #1 indicates when an instrument may be used for level 
indication in the EOPs/SAGs. 

This Cold Shutdown EAL represents the hot condition EAL SU6.1, in which RCS 
leakage is associated with Technical Specification limits. In Cold Shutdown, these 
limits are not applicable; hence, the use of RPV level as the parameter of concern 
in this EAL (Reference 4). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Abnormal Procedure 2.4RXLVL, RPV Water Level Control Trouble. 

2. Instrument Operating Procedure 4.6.1, Reactor Vessel Water Level Indication. 

3. EOP-lA RPV Control. 

4. NEI/NRC EAL FAQ #2006-014. 

5. Technical Specification Table 3.3.1.1-1. 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(_INFORMATION USE) 

Category: C - Cold Shutdown/Refueling System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 2 - RPV Level 

Initiating Condition: Unplanned loss of RPV inventory 

EAL: 

CU2.2 Unusual Event 

Unplanned RPV level drop for~ 15 min. (NOTE 3) below EITHER: 

RPV flange (LI-86: 206 in. normal calibration, 113.75 in. elevated calibration) 

OR 

RPV level band when the RPV level band is established below the RPV flange 

1'- - -.-----=---- ----- ------::- ------·- ----- -- ----- ---.. ---------- -.. ------------------- - .. _ ----------..; - -.... --_________ ....:.....;,._ __ - .... - .. --------- ----- ------
: NOTE 3 - The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has 
! elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the 
! condition will likely exceed the applicable time. . _ ----~:- ---~----- -.. ~ --. -- -- ---.- -- -- - - - - ------ -- -- - - - -- -- -- - - ----- ---- ---- ----- ------- .. __ .,, _____________ ------·--:--:--- -- --- .. -- ---------- .. ----

Mode Applicability: 

5 - Refueling 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL is a precursor of more serious conditions and considered to be a potential 
degradation of the level of safety of the plant. 

Refueling evolutions that decrease RPV water level below the RPV flange are 
carefully planned and procedurally controlled. An unplanned event that results in 
water level decreasing below the RPV flange or below the planned RPV water level 
for the given evolution (if the planned RPV water level is already below the RPV 
flange) warrants declaration of an Unusual Event due to the reduced RCS 
inventory that is available to keep the core covered. 

The allowance of 15 minutes was chosen because it is reasonable to assume that 
level can be restored within this time frame using one or more of the redundant 
means of refill that should be available. If level cannot be restored in this time 
frame, then it may indicate a more serious condition exists. 

(continued on next page) 
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Continued loss of RCS inventory will result in escalation to the Alert emergency 
classification level via either CA2.1 or CA3.1. 

The difference between CU2.1 and CU2.2 deals with the RPV conditions that exist 
between Cold Shutdown and Refuel Modes. In Cold Shutdown, the RCS will 
normally be intact and standard RPV inventory and level monitoring means are 
available. In the Refuel Mode, the RCS is not intact and RPV level and inventory 
may be monitored by different means. 

This EAL involves a decrease in RPV level below the top of the RPV flange or a 
decrease below the RPV level band (when the RPV level band is established below 
the RPV flange) that continues for 15 minutes due to an unplanned event. This 
EAL is not applicable to decreases in flooded reactor cavity level, which is 
addressed by AU2.1, until such time as the level decreases to the level of the 
vessel flange. 

If RPV level continues to decrease and reaches the Low-Low ECCS actuation 
setpoint, then escalation to CA2.1 would be appropriate. 

CNS Basis: 

The RPV flange is 722.75 inches above the RPV bottom head. RPV water level at 
this elevation is normally indicated by the Shutdown Range instrument 
(Ll-86 Shutdown, 0 - 400 inches). When calibrated for normal plant operations, 
the Shutdown Range instrument reads 206 inches at the RPV flange. With the RPV 
head removed, the instrument is calibrated to indicate reactor cavity water levels 
as high as the refuel floor. When calibrated for elevated indication, the Shutdown 
Range instrument reads 113. 75 inches at the RPV flange. Visual observation of 
water level in the reactor cavity and RPV is also used during refuel operations. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. General Operating Procedure 2.1.20.3, RPV Refueling Preparation (Wet Lift or 
Dryer and Separator), Indicated RPV Level vs. RPV Height attachment. 

2. Instrument Operating Procedure 4.6.1, Reactor Vessel Water Level Indication. 

3. IAC Procedure 14.15.3, Reactor Vessel Open Head Level Monitor System. 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: C - Cold Shutdown/Refueling System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 2 - RPV Level 

Initiating Condition: Unplanned loss of RPV inventory 

EAL: 

CU2.3 Unusual Event 

RPV level cannot be monitored with any unexplained RPV leakage indication, 
Table C-1 

Table C-1 RPV Leakage Indications 

• Drywell equipment drain sump level rise 

• Drywell floor drain sump level rise 

• Reactor Building equipment drain sump level rise 

• Reactor Building floor drain sump level rise 

• Torus water level rise 

• RPV make-up rate rise 

• Observation of unisolable RCS leakage 

Mode Applicability: 

5 - Refueling 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL is a precursor of more serious conditions and considered to be a potential 
degradation of the level of safety of the plant. 

Continued loss of RCS Inventory will result in escalation to the Alert emergency 
classification level via either CA2.1 or CA3. l. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

This EAL addresses conditions in the Refueling Mode when normal means of core 
temperature indication and RPV level indication may not be available. Redundant 
means of RPV level indication will normally be installed (including the ability to 
monitor level visually) to assure that the ability to monitor level will not be 
interrupted. However, if all level indication were to be lost during a loss of RPV 
inventory event, the Operators would need to determine that RPV inventory loss 
was occurring by observing sump level changes listed in Table C-1. Sump level 
increases must be evaluated against other potential sources of leakage such as 
cooling water sources inside the containment to ensure they are indicative of RCS 
leakage. 

Escalation to the Alert emergency classification level would be via either CA2.1 or 
CA3.1. 

CNS Basis: 

RPV level is normally monitored using the following instruments (Reference 3, 4): 

• Wide Range NBI-LI-85A, B & C (-155 to 60 inches). 

• Steam Nozzle Range NBI-LI-92 (0 to 180 inches). 

• Fuel Zone Range NBI-LI-91A, B & C (-320 to 60 inches). 

• Narrow Range RFC-LI-94A, B & C (0 to 60 inches). 

• Shutdown Range NBI-LI-86 (0 to 400 inches). 

Procedure 2.4RXLVL provides guidance for erratic or unexplained RPV water level 
changes. EOP/SAG Caution #1 indicates when an instrument may be used for 
level indication in the EOPs/SAGs. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

In this EAL, all water level indication is unavailable and the RPV inventory loss 
should be detected by the leakage indications listed in Table C-1. Level increases 
must be evaluated against other potential sources of leakage such as cooling 
water sources inside the drywell to ensure they are indicative of RPV leakage. 
Drywell equipment and floor drain sump level rise is the normal method of 
monitoring and calculating leakage from the RPV (Reference 1). A Reactor 
Building equipment or floor drain sump level rise may also be indicative of RCS 
inventory losses external to the Primary Containment from systems connected to 
the RPV. With RHR System operating in the Shutdown Cooling Mode, an 
unexplained rise in torus water level could be indicative of RHR valve misalignment 
or leakage (Reference 2). If the make-up rate to the RPV unexplainably rises 
above the pre-established rate, a loss of RPV inventory may be occurring even if 
the source of the leakage cannot be immediately identified. Visual observation of 
leakage from systems connected to the RCS in areas outside the Primary 
Containment that cannot be isolated could be indicative of a loss of RPV inventory. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. System Operating Procedure 2.2.27, Equipment, Floor, and Chemical Drain 
System. 

2. System Operating Procedure 2.2.69, Residual Heat Removal System. 

3. Abnormal Procedure 2.4RXLVL, RPV Water Level Control Trouble. 

4. Instrument Operating Procedure 4.6.1, Reactor Vessel Water Level Indication. 
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ATIACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: C - Cold Shutdown/Refueling System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 2 - RPV Level 

Initiating Condition: Loss of RPV inventory 

EAL: 

CA2.1 Alert 

RPV level < -42 in. 

OR 

RPV level cannot be monitored for 2:: 15 min. (NOTE 3) with any unexplained RPV 
leakage indication, Table C-1 

·i··Nci-TE-i~-:rhe-Emer9ency--oii-ectai--5t10Li1-Ci--;.;~t:"-~~it-~~t:ii_t:_li_e __ a_p_piiC:_a_G1e-t:1-;;;e-t1a5 _____ _ 
: elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the 

1_ ~~ ~~-i-~i-~_r:i_ -~ ! ! ~ -~i-~_~J y_ _ ~~~-~-~~ -~-~-~- -~ J? I?!~~-~ _I? J ~-~J-~~ ~-----------~--- --------- ------------- ------- ------------
- .. 

Table,C-1 RPV Leakage Indications 

• Drywell equipment drain sump level rise 

• Drywell floor drain sump level rise 

• Reactor Building equipment drain sump level rise 

• Reactor Building floor drain sump level rise 

• Suppression pool water level rise 

• RPV make-up rate rise 

• Observation of unisolable RCS leakage 

Mode Applicability: 

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

This EAL serves as precursor to a loss of heat removal. The magnitude of this loss 
of water indicates that makeup systems have not been effective and may not be 
capable of preventing further RPV level decrease and potential core uncovery. 
This condition will result in a minimum classification of Alert. The low-low ECCS 
Actuation setpoint was chosen because it is a recognized setpoint. The inability to 
restore and maintain level after reaching this setpoint would therefore be 
indicative of a failure of the RCS barrier. 

In Cold Shutdown Mode, the RCS will normally be intact and standard RPV level 
monitoring means are available. In the Refueling Mode, the RCS is not intact and 
RPV level may be monitored by different means, including the ability to monitor 
level visually. 

In the Refueling Mode, normal means of RPV level indication may not be available. 
Redundant means of RPV level indication will be normally installed (including the 
ability to monitor level visually) to assure that the ability to monitor level will not 
be interrupted. However, if all level indication were to be lost during a loss of RPV 
inventory event, the Operators would need to determine that RPV inventory loss 
was occurring by observing sump level changes listed in Table C-1. Sump level 
increases must be evaluated against other potential sources of leakage such as 
cooling water sources inside the containment to ensure they are indicative of RCS 
leakage. The 15 minute duration for the loss of level indication was chosen 
because it is half of the CS2.1 Site Area Emergency EAL duration. The 15 minute 
duration allows CA2.1 to be an effective precursor to CS2.1. Significant fuel 
damage is not expected to occur until the core has been uncovered for> 1 hour. 
Therefore, this EAL meets the definition for an Alert. 

If RPV level continues to decrease, then escalation to Site Area Emergency will be 
via EAL CS2.1. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

CNS Basis: 

The threshold RPV level of -42 inches is the low-low ECCS actuation setpoint 
(Reference 5). 

RPV level is normally monitored using the following instruments (Reference 3, 4): 

• Wide Range NBI-Ll-85A, B & C (-155 to 60 inches). 

• Steam Nozzle Range NBI-Ll-92 (0 to 180 inches). 

• Fuel Zone Range NBI-LI-91A, B & C (-320 to 60 inches). 

• Narrow Range RFC-LI-94A, B & C (Oto 60 inches). 

• Shutdown Range NBI-LI-86 (0 to 400 inches). 

Procedure 2.4RX~VL provides guidance for erratic or unexplained RPV water level 
changes. EOP/SAG Caution #1 indicates when an instrument may be used for 
level indication in the EOPs/SAGs. 

Drywell equipment and floor drain sump level rise is the normal method of 
monitoring and calculating leakage from the RPV (Reference 1). A Reactor 
Building equipment or floor drain sump level rise may also be indicative of RCS 
inventory losses external to the Primary Containment from systems connected to 
the RPV. With RHR System operating in the Shutdown Cooling Mode, an 
unexplained rise in torus level could be indicative of RHR valve misalignment or 
leakage (Reference 2). If the make-up rate to the RPV unexplainably rises above 
the pre-established rate, a loss of RPV inventory may be occurring even if the 
source of the leakage cannot be immediately identified. Visual observation of 
leakage from systems connected to the RCS in areas outside the Primary 
Containment that cannot be isolated could be indicative of a loss of RPV inventory. 

CNS Basis Reference{s): 

1. System Operating Procedure 2.2.27, Equipment, Floor, and Chemical Drain 
System. 

2. System Operating Procedure 2.2.69, Residual He.at Removal System. 

3. Abnormal Procedure 2.4RXLVL, RPV Water Level Control Trouble. 

4. Instrument Operating Procedure 4.6.1, Reactor Vessel Water Level Indication. 

5. Technical Specification Table 3.3.5.1-1. 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: C - Cold Shutdown/Refueling System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 2 - RPV Level 

Initiating Condition: Loss of RPV inventory affecting core decay heat removal 
capability 

EAL: 

CS2.1 Site Area Emergency 

With Containment Closure not established (NOTE 4), RPV level < -48 in. 

- ---- - - - - ..... - -----.-.-:-,--- ---·~- - - - - - - - - - - -- - -·-- .. - - --- - _. _____ - - - ... - - ··- ---------.:-·,. ___ ...... - .;..o- - ------ _ ... __ . __ .,._ .. ---------~-·- - - - ...... ---- - ---- -:, 

NOTE 4- Containment Closure is the action taken to secure primary or Secondary : 
Containment and its associated structures, systems, and components as a ! 
functional barrier to fission product release under existing plant conditions. ! 

Containment Closure requirements are specified in Administrative 
Procedure 0.50.5, Outage Shutdown Safety. . i 
---- - .. - .. - - -- - ---- --- - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ---~-= - ...... - ..... ":' ................... ----.... - .. ,,. ____ .., ____________ .......... - --------------- --- ------- ---.-· 

Mode Applicability: 

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

U,nder the conditions specified by this EAL, continued decrease in RPV level is 
indicative of a loss of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to a RCS 
breach, pressure boundary leakage, or continued boiling in the RPV. Thus, 
declaration of a Site Area Emergency is warranted. 

Escalation to a General Emergency is via CG2. l or AGl .1. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

CNS Basis: 

When RPV level decreases to -48 inches, water level is 6 inches below the low-low 
ECCS actuation setpoint: -42 inches - 6 inches = -48 inches (Reference 4 ). 

RPV level is normally monitored using the following instruments (Reference 2, 3): 

• Wide Range NBI-LI-85A, B & C (-155 to 60 inches). 

• Steam Nozzle Range NBI-LI-92 (0 to 180 inches). 

• Fuel Zone Range NBI-LI-91A, B & C (-320 to 60 inches). 

• Narrow Range RFC-LI-94A, B & C (0 to 60 inches). 

• Shutdown Range NBI-LI-86 (0 to 400 inches). 

Procedure 2.4RXLVL provides guidance for erratic or unexplained RPV water level 
changes. EOP/SAG Caution #1 indicates when an instrument may be used for 
level indication in the EOPs/SAGs. 

The magnitude of this loss of water indicates that makeup systems have not been 
effective and may not be capable of preventing further RPV level decrease and 
potential core uncovery. The inability to restore and maintain level after reaching 
this setpoint infers a failure of the RCS barrier and Potential Loss of the Fuel Clad 
barrier. 

Containment Closure is the action taken to secure Primary Containment or 
Secondary Containment and its associated structures, systems, and components 
as a functional barrier to fission product release under existing plant conditions. 
Containment Closure requirements are specified in Administrative 
Procedure 0.50.5, Outage Shutdown Safety (Reference 1). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Administrative Procedure 0.50.5, Outage Shutdown Safety. 

2. Abnormal Procedure 2.4RXLVL, RPV Water Level Control Trouble. 

3. Instrument Operating Procedure 4.6.1, Reactor Vessel Water Level Indication. 

4. Technical Specification Table 3.3.5.1-1. 
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(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: C - Cold Shutdown/Refueling System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 2 - RPV Level 

Initiating Condition: Loss of RPV inventory affecting core decay heat removal 
capability 

EAL: 

CS2.2 Site Area Emergency 

With Containment Closure established (NOTE 4), RPV level < -158 in. 

-NiirE·4=-c-o-riia-i~menFcTasl.ir-e-15-tt1e-aC:-ti_a_ri __ t~ii<_e_ri_ta--secLi-~e-p~ima~-v--o-r-s-ee:ai1ciar--v·--: 
Containment and its associated structures, systems, and components as a 
functional barrier to fission product release under existing plant conditions. 
Containment Closure requirements are specified in Administrative 
Procedure 0.50.5, Outag_e Shutdown Safety. , 

---- --- .. -.... ----------- ---- ---.. -.. ------·- -·-------- -~ .. -.. .: --- -- ,;. .: ----- ---------------~-;... ..... ---- --.. -- __ .. _______ --·-:~·-- --------------------- --.. ---· 

Mode Applicability: 

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

Under the conditions specified by this EAL, continued decrease in RPV level is 
indicative of a loss of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to a RCS 
breach, pressure boundary leakage, or continued boiling in the RPV. Thus, 
declaration of a Site Area Emergency is warranted. 

Escalation to a General Emergency is via CG2. lor AGl.1. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

CNS Basis: 

When RPV level drops to -158 inches, core uncovery is about to occur 
(Reference 4). 

RPV level is normally monitored using the following instruments (Reference 2, 3): 

• Wide Range NBI-LI-85A, B & C (-155 to 60 inches). 

• Steam Nozzle Range NBI-LI-92 (0 to 180 inches). 

• Fuel Zone Range NBI-LI-91A, B & C (-320 to 60 inches). 

• Narrow Range RFC-LI-94A, B & C (0 to 60 inches). 

• Shutdown Range NBI-LI-86 (0 to 400 inches). 

Procedure 2.4RXLVL provides guidance for erratic or unexplained RPV water level 
changes. EOP/SAG Caution #1 indicates when an instrument may be used for 
level indication in the EOPs/SAGs. 

The magnitude of this loss of water indicates that makeup systems have not been 
effective and may not be capable of preventing further RPV level decrease and 
potential core uncovery. The inability to restore and maintain level after reaching 
this setpoint infers a failure of the RCS barrier and Potential Loss of the Fuel Clad 
barrier. 

Containment Closure is the action taken to secure Primary Containment or 
Secondary Containment and its associated structures, systems, and components 
as a functional barrier to fission product release under existing plant conditions. 
Containment Closure requirements are specified in Administrative 
Procedure 0.50.5, Outage Shutdown Safety (Reference 1). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Administrative Procedure 0.50.5, Outage Shutdown Safety. 

2. Abnormal Procedure 2.4RXLVL, RPV Water Level Control Trouble. 

3. Instrument Operating Procedure 4.6.1, Reactor Vessel Water Level Indication. 

4. NEDC 97-089. 
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(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: C - Cold Shutdown/Refueling System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 2 - RPV Level 

Initiating Condition: Loss of RPV inventory affecting core decay heat removal 
capability 

EAL: 

CS2.3 Site Area Emergency 

RPV level cannot be monitored for 2 30 min. (NOTE 3) with a loss of inventory as 
indicated by 

EITHER: 

Unexplained RPV leakage indication 1 Table C-1 

OR 

Erratic Source Range Monitor indication 

.--~--------------------------------------------------------------·--------------------------------------------------------------·-----, l NOTE 3 - The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has j 
: elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the : 

1_~9-~-~-i-~~<?_Cl __ ~I!!_~i-~_~JX_ ~~~-~-~~ -~~-~- -~J?P J!~-~-~ )~ ,~}_"!]_~~---------- -- ----- --- --- ------- ---- --------------------~---) 

• Drywell equipment drain sump level rise 

• Drywell floor drain sump level rise 

• Reactor Building equipment drain sump level rise 

• Reactor Building floor drain sump level rise 

• Suppression pool water level rise 

• RPV make-up rate rise 

• Observation of unisolable RCS leakage 

(continued on next page) 
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(INFORMATION USE) 

Mode Applicability: 

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

Under the conditions specified by this EAL, continued decrease in RPV level is 
indicative of a loss of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to a RCS 
breach, pressure boundary leakage, or continued boiling in the RPV. Thus, 
declaration of a Site Area Emergency is warranted. 

Escalation to a General Emergency is via CG2.2 or AGl .1. 

In the Cold Shutdown Mode, normal RPV Level Instrumentation Systems will 
usually be available. In the Refueling Mode, normal means of RPV level indication 
may not be available. Redundant means of RPV level indication will usually be 
installed (including the ability to monitor level visually) to assure that the ability to 
monitor level will not be interrupted. However, if all level indication were to be 
lost during a loss of RPV inventory event, the Operators would need to determine 
that RPV inventory loss was occurring by observing sump level changes listed in 
Table C-1. Sump level increases must be evaluated against other potential 
sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the containment to ensure 
they are indicative of RCS leakage. 

The 30 minute duration allows sufficient time for actions to be performed to 
recover inventory control equipment. 

Post-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate 
erratically when the core is uncovered and that this should be used as a tool for 
making such determinations. 

CNS Basis: 

RPV level is normally monitored using the instruments in Figure C-3 
(Reference 3, 5). 

• Wide Range NBI-LI-85A, B & C (-155 to 60 inches). 

• Steam Nozzle Range NBI-LI-92 (0 to 180 inches). 

• Fuel Zone Range NBI-LI-91A, B & C (-320 to 60 inches). 

• Narrow Range RFC-LI-94A, B & C (0 to 60 inches). 

• Shutdown Range NBI-LI-86 (0 to 400 inches). 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Procedure 2.4RXLVL provides guidance for erratic or unexplained RPV water level 
changes. EOP/SAG Caution #1 indicates when an instrument may be used for 
level indication in the EOPs/SAGs. 

In this EAL, all water level indication is unavailable and the RPV inventory loss 
must be detected by the leakage indications listed in Table C-1 or erratic Source 
Range Monitor (SRM) indication: 

• Table C-1 level increases must be evaluated against other potential sources of 
leakage such as cooling water sources inside the drywell to ensure they are 
indicative of RPV leakage. Drywell equipment and floor drain sump level rise is 
the normal method of monitoring and calculating leakage from the RPV 
(Reference 1). A Reactor Building equipment or floor drain sump level rise may 
also be indicative of RCS inventory losses external to the Primary Containment 
from systems connected to the RPV. With RHR System operating in the 
Shutdown Cooling Mode, an unexplained rise in torus water level could be 
indicative of RHR valve misalignment or leakage (Reference 2). If the make-up 
rate to the RPV unexplainably rises above the pre-established rate, a loss of RPV 
inventory may be occurring even if the source of the leakage cannot be 
immediately identified. Visual observation of leakage from systems connected 
to the RCS in areas outside the Primary Containment that cannot be isolated 
could be indicative of a loss of RPV inventory. 

• Source Range Monitor (SRM) indication is provided in the Main Control Room by 
NMS-I-43A-D, SRM A-0 LOG COUNT RATE, NM-NR-45, SRM 2 PEN RECORDER, 
and SPDS (Reference 4). Erratic Source Range Monitor indication specified is 
caused by increased boiling in the vicinity of the SRMs as water level lowers and 
exposed fuel heats up. This instability will be greatly magnified when compared 
with normal source range monitor behavior. Additionally, once the water level 
falls below the SRM level, lack of thermalized neutron populations in the area 
will cause the SRMs to read abnormally low. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

At some plants, containment high range area radiation monitors are specified as 
an alternate means of detecting loss of water shielding above the core and 
possible core uncovery. The CNS Primary Containment radiation monitors are 
designated RA-RM-40A and B. The Containment High Range Monitoring System 
monitors gamma radiation levels of 1 R/hr to 107 R/hr in the reactor drywell area. 
The system consists of two ion chambers in the drywell and two readout modules 
in Panels 9-2 and 9-10. The detectors (RA-RE-40A and B) are located 180° from 
each other in the drywell above elevation 901' 6". The elevation of the bottom of 
the RPV bottom head is 917'. The elevation of the top of active fuel in the Primary 
Containment is approximately 947'. The detectors are approximately 45' 6" below 
the top of active fuel. RCS piping, components, and drywell structural members 
are positioned between the detectors and the reactor core. Due to the relative 
location of these detectors with respect to the top of active fuel, the CNS 
containment high range radiation monitors cannot be utilized for detection of loss 
of RPV inventory above the core. Additionally, no other installed Radiation 
Monitoring System exists that can be utilized for the function. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. System Operating Procedure 2.2.27, Equipment, Floor, and Chemical Drain 
System. 

2. System Operating Procedure 2.2.69, Residual Heat Removal System. 

3. Abnormal Procedure 2.4RXLVL, RPV Water Level Control Trouble. 

4. Instrument Operating Procedure 4.1.1, Source Range Monitoring System. 

5. Instrument Operating Procedure 4.6.1, Reactor Vessel Water Level Indication. 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: C - Cold Shutdown/Refueling System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 2 - RPV Level 

Initiating Condition: Loss of RPV inventory affecting fuel clad integrity with 
containment challenged 

EAL: 

CG2. l General Emergency 

RPV level < -158 in. for 2'. 30 min. (NOTE 3) 

AND 

Any Containment Challenge indication, Table C-5 

-.. --- ----- -- - - - - - - - ":' - ------------ - -- ------- -----.. --~ ------ ---------- ----- ------~---...:.----- _-..;.:; __ ------ ----- -------- ----'--- ____ ,__ -- .. -_,.\ 

NOTE-3- The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has :~ 
. elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the 

condition will likely exceed the applicable time. _ _ __ _ __ , ------------- --· --- .... --------- .--:------~-.... -- .. ~,. ~ ------ ----- -___ ., ..... ~ .. .,, --- --------- ----- ------- -- ---- ---- -·--- - - ---- ----- --- -~ ----.... ---------... 

-- - --' ---- ___ -;:;,;:,;.· 

l;~_ijl~ c;.:5·-~©onfainmenti;dhalleqg~~lndtca1ti~r:is 

• Containment Closure not established (Note 4) 

• Deflagration concentrations exist inside PC 

::::: 6% H2 in drywell or torus 

AND 
::::: 5% 0 2 in drywell or torus 

• Unplanned rise in PC pressure 

• Secondary Containment area radiation 
> 1000 mR/hr (EOP-5A Table 10) 

.. ~ ~ - ~ - ~ .. ------ __ ..::. ------- ... ---~ .. -~. ------------ --·~ -.. ----------:- --'-----_-:.:.._.. ____ - ---- -. -.. -. - . --·-----0-----------.- --. --. -· _ .. "' _.,.,_~_------ --:-!"--

NOTE 4 - Containment Closure is the action taken to secure primary or Secondary 
Containment and its associated structures, systems, and components as a 
functional barrier to fission product release under existing plant conditions. 
Containment Closure requirements are specified in Administrative 

, Procedure 0.50.5, Outage Shutdown Safety . 
• - • ---------- - ~ - 9 •• - .. w ..... .,_..; __ --:---- --- -~. -- ~ - •• -.-.-·": -- -* - -- - • - - •• - - ,._..,. - - - -----:---··- --------- ..... ~,. .. ,." .. - - - - --- - - -- ---- --- - - .... - - - - -----

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

Mode Applicability: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL represents the inability to restore and maintain RPV level to above the 
top of active fuel with containment challenged. Fuel damage is probable if RPV 
level cannot be restored, as available decay heat will cause boiling, further 
reducing the RPV level. 

Analysis indicates that core damage may occur within an hour following continued 
core uncovery; therefore, conservatively, 30 minutes was chosen. 

The General Emergency is declared on the occurrence of the loss or imminent loss 
of function of all three barriers. Based on the above discussion, RCS barrier failure 
resulting in core uncovery for 30 minutes or more may cause fuel clad failure. 
With the Primary Containment and Secondary Containment breached or 
challenged, then the potential for unmonitored fission product release to the 
environment is high. This represents a direct path for radioactive inventory to be 
released to the environment. This is consistent with the definition of a General 
Emergency. 

Containment Closure is the action taken to secure containment (Primary or 
Secondary) and its associated structures, systems, and components as a 
functional barrier to fission product release under existing plant conditions. 
Containment Closure should not be confused with refueling containment integrity 
as defined in Technical Specifications. Site shutdown contingency plans typically 
provide for re-establishing Containment Closure following a loss of heat removal or 
RPV inventory functions. If the closure is re-established prior to exceeding the 
temperature or level thresholds of the RCS barrier and Fuel Clad barrier EALs, 
escalation to General Emergency would not occur. If Containment Closure is 
re-established prior to exceeding the 30 minute core uncovery time limit, then 
escalation to GE would not occur. 

The use of Secondary Containment radiation monitors should provide indication of 
increased release that may be indicative of a challenge to Secondary Containment. 
The radiation monitor values are based on the EOP "maximum safe values" 
because these values are easily recognizable and have an emergency basis. 

(continued on next page) 
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In the early stages of a core uncovery event, it is unlikely that hydrogen buildup 
due to a core uncovery could result in an explosive mixture of dissolved gasses in 
Primary Containment. However, Primary Containment monitoring and/or sampling 
should be performed to verify this assumption and a General Emergency declared 
if it is determined that an explosive mixture exists. 

CNS Basis: 

When RPV level drops to -158 inches, core uncovery is about to occur (Reference 
7). 

RPV level is normally monitored using the following instruments (Reference 3, 4): 

• Wide Range NBI-LI-85A, B & C (-155 to 60 inches). 

• Steam Nozzle Range NBI-LI-92 (0 to 180 inches). 

• Fuel Zone Range NBI-LI-91A, B & C (-320 to 60 inches). 

• Narrow Range RFC-Ll-94A, B & C (0 to 60 inches). 

• Shutdown Range NBl-LI-86 (0 to 400 inches). 

Procedure 2.4RXLVL provides guidance for erratic or unexplained RPV water level 
changes. EOP/SAG Caution #1 indicates when an instrument may be used for 
level indication in the EOPs/SAGs. 

Four conditions are associated with a challenge to Primary Containment (PC) 
integrity: 

1. Containment Closure is the action taken to secure Primary Containment or 
Secondary Containment and its associated structures, systems, and 
components as a functional barrier to fission product release under existing 
plant conditions. Containment Closure requirements are specified in 
Administrative Procedure 0.50.5, Outage Shutdown Safety (Reference 1). 

(continued on next page) 
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2. Deflagration (explosive) mixtures in the Primary Containment are assumed to 
be elevated concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen. BWR industry evaluation 
of hydrogen generation for development of EOPs/SAMGs indicates that any 
hydrogen concentration above minimum detectable is not to be expected 
within the short term. Post-LOCA hydrogen generation primarily caused by 
radiolysis is a slowly evolving, long-term condition. Hydrogen concentrations 
that rapidly develop are most likely caused by metal-water reaction. A 
metal-water reaction is indicative of an accident more severe than accidents 
considered in the plant design basis and would be indicative, therefore, of a 
potential threat to Primary Containment integrity. The specified values for 
this threshold are the minimum global deflagration concentration limits 
(6% hydrogen and 5% oxygen) (Reference 5). 

3. Any unplanned increase in PC pressure in the Cold Shutdown or Refueling 
Mode indicates a potential loss of Containment Closure capability. Unplanned 
Primary Containment pressure increases indicates Containment Closure 
cannot be assured and the Primary Containment cannot be relied upon as a 
barrier to fission product release. 

4. 1,000 mR/hr is the Secondary Containment Maximum Safe Operating 
radiation value. Exceeding this value is indicative of problems in the 
Secondary Containment that are spreading. The locations into which the 
primary system discharge is of concern correspond to the areas addressed in 
EOP-SA, Secondary Containment Control, Table 10. As indicated by NOTE 5 
in EOP-SA, Table 10, RP Surveys and ARM Teledosimetry System may be used 
for these indications (Reference 6). 

(continued on next page) 
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EOP-SA Table 10 - Secondary Containment Radiation Levels 
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NOTES 

Area radiation levels can be monitored by 
RP surveys or ARM teledosimetry system 
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CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Administrative Procedure 0.50.5, Outage Shutdown Safety. 

2. System Operating Procedure 2.2.60.1, Containment H2/02 Monitoring System. 

3. Abnormal Procedure 2.4RXLVL, RPV Water Level Control Trouble. 

4. Instrument Operating Procedure 4.6.1, Reactor Vessel Water Level Indication. 

5. AMP-TBDOO, Step PC/H. 

6. EOP-SA, Secondary Containment Control, Table 10. 

7. NEDC 97-089. 
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown/Refueling System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 2 - RPV Level 

Initiating Condition: Loss of RPV inventory affecting fuel clad integrity with 
containment challenged 

EAL: 

CG2.2 General Emergency 

RPV level cannot be monitored for~ 30 min. (NOTE 3) with core uncovery 
indicated by 

EITHER: 

AND 

Unexplained RPV leakage indication, Table C-1 

OR 

Erratic Source Range Monitor indication 

Any Containment Challenge indication, Table C-5 

~- ---------- --- -- -- ---------- --- -·-- ---- ----------- -.. -~ .. ------------ ----- -_____ ·.; --- ----- -------- -- ..... ------------~---- --- -- ---.---------- -~:. 

NOTE 3 - The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has : 
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the 
condition will likely exceed the applicable time. 

--- ------ ------ - -- - ------- - - ------- ----- -------------------- -- -. -- ------------ ----- -- --_..;._:..·.·---------- ------- .. ---------------- --- -,;,. _______ . 

Table C-1 RPV Leakage lndieci:tioo:s> 

• Drywell equipment drain sump level rise 

• Drywell floor drain sump level rise 

• Reactor Building equipment drain sump level rise 

• Reactor Building floor drain sump level rise 

• Suppression pool water level rise 

• RPV make-up rate rise 

• Observation of unisolable RCS leakage 

(continued on next page) 
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Tab.le C-5 Conta~nment Chalh~n~e Indications 

• Containment Closure not established (Note 4) 

0 Deflagration concentrations exist inside PC 

~ 6% H2 in drywell or torus 

AND 
~ 5% 0 2 in drywell or torus 

• Unplanned rise in PC pressure 

• Secondary Containment area radiation 
> 1000 mR/hr (EOP-5A Table 10) 

- _:., - - -~ - --------- ---- ~·· ... - --~--- ...... -------- ____ .., .. u - -- -------- -----~- - - - - - - -- - - -- -- - - - - - - • - -- ...... --- - - - ---- - - ~ - - -- ·----- _.: _- ____ -- - .. -

NOTE 4 - Containment Closure is the action taken to secure Primary or Secondary 
Containment and its associated structures, systems, and components as a 
functional barrier to fission product release under existing plant conditions. 
Containment Closure requirements are specified in Administrative 
f_\'?.~~~~~~-g: ~_q_. .? f __ 9-~~-c:i~ ~.? _~ ~~-~~~~ _ ~?!!~~x: ______ .. __ . __________________________________ . _. _____________ ... 

Mode Applicability: 

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

In the Cold Shutdown Mode, normal RPV level and RPV Level Instrumentation 
Systems will normally be available. However, if all level indication were to be lost 
during a loss of RPV inventory event, the Operators would need to determine that 
RPV inventory loss was occurring by observing sump level changes. Sump level 
increases must be evaluated against other potential sources of leakage such as 
cooling water sources inside the Primary Containment to ensure they are indicative 
of RCS leakage. 

In the Refueling Mode, normal means of RPV level indication may not be available. 
Redundant means of RPV level indication will be normally installed (including the 
ability to monitor level visually) to assure that the ability to monitor level will not 
be interrupted. However, if all level indication were to be lost during a loss of RPV 
inventory event, the Operators would need to determine that RPV inventory loss 
was occurring by observing sump level changes listed in Table C-1. 

(continued on next page) 
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For both Cold Shutdown and Refueling Modes, sump level increases must be 
evaluated against other potential sources of leakage such as cooling water sources 
inside the Primary Containment to ensure they are indicative of RCS leakage. 

A number of variables, such as initial RPV level or shutdown heat removal system 
design, can have a significant impact on heat removal capability challenging the 
fuel clad barrier. Analysis in the above references indicates that significant core 
damage may occur within an hour following continued core uncovery; therefore, 
conservatively, 30 minutes was chosen. 

Post-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate 
erratically when the core is uncovered and that this should be used as a tool for 
making such determinations. 

The General Emergency is declared on the occurrence of the loss or imminent loss 
of function of all three barriers. Based on the above discussion, RCS barrier failure 
resulting in core uncovery for 30 minutes or more may cause fuel clad failure. 
With the Primary Containment and Secondary Containment breached or 
challenged, then the potential for unmonitored fission product release to the 
environment is high. This represents a direct path for radioactive inventory to be 
released to the environment. This is consistent with the definition of a General 
Emergency. 

Containment Closure is the action taken to secure either Primary Containment or 
Secondary Containment and its associated structures, systems, and components 
as a functional barrier to fission product release under existing plant conditions. 
Containment Closure should not be confused with refueling containment integrity 
as defined in Technical Specifications. Site shutdown contingency plans provide 
for re-establishing Containment Closure following a loss of heat removal or RPV 
inventory functions. If the closure is re-established prior to exceeding the 
temperature or level thresholds of the RCS Barrier and Fuel Clad Barrier EALs, 
escalation to General Emergency would not occur. If Containment Closure is 
re-established prior to exceeding the 30 minute core uncovery time limit, then 
escalation to GE would not occur. 

The use of Secondary Containment radiation monitors should provide indication of 
increased release that may be indicative of a challenge to Secondary Containment. 
The radiation monitor values are based on the EOP "maximum safe values" 
because these values are easily recognizable and have an emergency basis. 

(continued on next page) 
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In the early stages of a core uncovery event, it is unlikely that hydrogen buildup 
due to a core uncovery could result in an explosive mixture of dissolved gasses in 
Primary Containment. However, Primary Containment monitoring and/or sampling 
should be performed to verify this assumption and a General Emergency declared 
if it is determined that an explosive mixture exists. 

CNS Basis: 

RPV level is normally monitored using the following instruments (Reference 5, 7): 

• Wide Range NBI-Ll-85A, B & C (-155 to 60 inches). 

• Steam Nozzle Range NBI-LI-92 (0 to 180 inches). 

• Fuel Zone Range NBI-LI-91A, B & C (-320 to 60 inches). 

• Narrow Range RFC-LI-94A, B & C (0 to 60 inches). 

• Shutdown Range NBI-LI-86 (0 to 400 inches). 

Procedure 2.4RXLVL provides guidance for erratic or unexplained RPV water level 
changes. EOP/SAG Caution #1 indicates when an instrument may be used for 
level indication in the EOPs/SAGs. 

In this EAL, all water level indication is unavailable and the RPV inventory loss 
must be detected by the leakage indications listed in Table C-1 or erratic Source 
Range Monitor (SRM) indication: 

• Level increases must be evaluated against other potential sources of leakage 
such as cooling water sources inside the drywell to ensure they are indicative of 
RPV leakage. Drywell equipment and floor drain sump level rise is the normal 
method of monitoring and calculating leakage from the RPV (Reference 2). A 
Reactor Building equipment or floor drain sump level rise may also be indicative 
of RCS inventory losses external to the Primary Containment from systems 
connected to the RPV. With RHR System operating in the Shutdown Cooling 
Mode, an unexplained rise in torus water level could be indicative of RHR valve 
misalignment or leakage (Reference 4). If the make-up rate to the RPV 
unexplainably rises above the pre-established rate, a loss of RPV inventory may 
be occurring even if the source of the leakage cannot be immediately identified. 
Visual observation of leakage from systems connected to the RCS in areas 
outside the Primary Containment that cannot be isolated could be indicative of 
a loss of RPV inventory. 

(continued on next page) 
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• Source Range Monitor (SRM) indication is provided in the Main Control Room by 
NMS-I-43A-D, SRM A-D LOG COUNT RATE, NM-NR-45, SRM 2 PEN RECORDER, 
and SPDS (Reference 6). Erratic Source Range Monitor indication specified is 
caused by increased boiling in the vicinity of the SRMs as water level lowers 
and exposed fuel heats up. This instability will be greatly magnified when 
compared with normal source range monitor behavior. Additionally, once the 
water level falls below the SRM level, lack of thermalized neutron populations in 
the area will cause the SRMs to read abnormally low. 

At some plants, containment high range area radiation monitors are specified as 
an alternate means of detecting loss of water shielding above the core and 
possible core uncovery. The CNS Primary Containment radiation monitors are 
designated RA-RM-40A and RA-RM-408. The Containment High Range Monitoring 
System monitors gamma radiation levels of 1 R/hr to 107 R/hr in the reactor 
drywell area. The system consists of two ion chambers in the drywell and two 
readout modules in Panels 9-2 and 9-10. The detectors (RA-RE-40A and 
RA-RE-40B) are located 180° from each other in the drywell above elevation 
901' 6". The elevation of the bottom of the RPV bottom head is 917'. The 
elevation of the top of active fuel in the Primary Containment is approximately 
947'. The detectors are approximately 45' 6" below the top of active fuel. RCS 
piping, components, and drywell structural members are positioned between the 
detectors and the reactor core. Due to the relative location of these detectors, 
with respect to the top of active fuel, the CNS containment high range radiation 
monitors cannot be utilized for detection of loss of RPV inventory above the core. 
Additionally, no other installed Radiation Monitoring System exists that can be 
utilized for the function. 

Four conditions are associated with a challenge to Primary Containment (PC) 
integrity: 

1. Containment Closure is the action taken to secure Primary Containment or 
Secondary Containment and its associated structures, systems 1 and 
components as a functional barrier to fission product release under existing 
plant conditions. Containment Closure requirements are specified in 
Administrative Procedure 0.50.5 1 Outage Shutdown Safety (Reference 1). 
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2. Deflagration (explosive) mixtures in the Primary Containment are assumed to 
be elevated concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen. BWR industry evaluation 
of hydrogen generation for development of EOPs/SAMGs indicates that any 
hydrogen concentration above minimum detectable is not to be expected 
within the short term. Post-LOCA hydrogen generation primarily caused by 
radiolysis is a slowly evolving, long-term condition. Hydrogen concentrations 
that rapidly develop are most likely caused by metal-water reaction. A 
metal-water reaction is indicative of an accident more severe than accidents 
considered in the plant design basis and would be indicative, therefore, of a 
potential threat to Primary Containment integrity. The specified values for 
this threshold are the minimum global deflagration concentration limits 
(6% hydrogen and 5% oxygen) (Reference 8). 

3. Any unplanned increase in PC pressure in the Cold Shutdown or Refueling 
Mode indicates a potential loss of Containment Closure capability. Unplanned 
Primary Containment pressure increases indicates Containment Closure 
cannot be assured and the Primary Containment cannot be relied upon as a 
barrier to fission product release. 

4. 1,000 mR/hr is the Secondary Containment Maximum Safe Operating 
radiation value. Exceeding this value is indicative of problems in the 
Secondary Containment that are spreading. The locations into which the 
primary system discharge is of concern correspond to the areas addressed in 
EOP-SA, Secondary Containment Control, Table 10. As indicated by NOTE 5 
in EOP-SA, Table 10, RP Surveys and ARM Teledosimetry System may be used 
for these indications (Reference 9). 
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EOP-SA Table 10 - Secondary Containment Radiation Levels 
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CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Administrative Procedure 0.50.5, Outage Shutdown Safety. 

2. System Operating Procedure 2.2.27, Equipment, Floor, and Chemical Drain 
System. 

3. System Operating Procedure 2.2.60.1, Containment H2/02 Monitoring System. 

4. System Operating Procedure 2.2.69, Residual Heat Removal System. 

5. Abnormal Procedure 2.4RXLVL, RPV Water Level Control Trouble. 

6. Instrument Operating Procedure 4.1.1, Source Range Monitoring System. 

7. Instrument Operating Procedure 4.6.1, Reactor Vessel Water Level Indication. 

8. AMP-TBDOO, Step PC/H. 

9. EOP-5A, Secondary Containment Control, Table 10. 
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown/Refueling System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 3 - RCS Temperature 

Initiating Condition: Unplanned loss of decay heat removal capability with 
irradiated fuel in the RPV 

EAL: 

CU3.1 Unusual Event 

Any unplanned event results in RCS temperature > 212°F due to loss of decay 
heat removal capability 

Mode Applicability: 

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL is an Unusual Event because it may be a precursor of more serious 
conditions and, as a result, is considered to be a potential degradation of the level 
of safety of the plant. In Cold Shutdown, the ability to remove decay heat relies 
primarily on forced cooling flow. Operation of the systems that provide this forced 
cooling may be jeopardized due to the unlikely loss of electrical power or RPV 
inventory. Since the RCS usually remains intact in the Cold Shutdown Mode, a 
large inventory of water is available to keep the core covered. In Cold Shutdown, 
the decay heat available to raise RCS temperature during a loss of inventory or 
heat removal event may be significantly greater than in the Refueling Mode. Entry 
into Cold Shutdown conditions may be attained within hours of operating at power. 
Entry into the Refueling Mode procedurally may not occur for many hours after the 
reactor has been shut down. Thus, the heatup threat and therefore the threat to 
damaging the fuel clad may be lower for events that occur in the Refueling Mode 
with irradiated fuel in the RPV (note that the heatup threat could be lower for Cold 
Shutdown conditions if the entry into Cold Shutdown was following a refueling). In 
addition, the Operators should be able to monitor RCS temperature and RPV level 
so that escalation to the Alert level via CA2. l or CA3. l will occur if required. 

(continued on next page) 
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During refueling operations, the level in the RPV will normally be maintained above 
the vessel flange. Refueling evolutions that decrease water level below the vessel 
flange are carefully planned and procedurally controlled. Loss of forced decay heat 
removal at reduced inventory may result in more rapid increases in RCS 
temperatures depending on the time since shutdown. Normal means of core 
temperature indication and RPV level indication may not be available in the 
Refueling Mode. Redundant means of RPV level indication are therefore 
procedurally installed to assure that the ability to monitor level will not be 
interrupted. Escalation to the Alert level via CA3.1 may therefore be required 
should an unplanned event result in RCS temperature exceeding the Technical 
Specification Cold Shutdown temperature limit for an extended period of time. 
The allowed time varies and is dependent on the status of the Primary 
Containment and Secondary Containment barriers and the integrity of the RCS 
barrier. 

The Emergency Director must remain attentive to events or conditions that lead to 
the conclusion that exceeding the EAL threshold is imminent. If, in the judgment 
of the Emergency Director, an imminent situation is at hand, the classification 
should be made as if the threshold has been exceeded. 

CNS Basis: 

Several instruments are capable of providing indication of RPV temperature with 
respect to the Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit (212°F) 
(Reference 4). These include (Reference 1, 2): 

• NBI-TR-89, REACTOR VESSEL METAL TEMPERATURE RECORDER (Panel 9-21). 

• Vessel Drain, PMIS Point M180, or NBI-TR-89 - Point 06 if M180 is not 
available. 

• Vessel Bottom Head, PMIS Point M184, or NBI-TR-89 - Point 10 if M184 is not 
available. 

• Bottom Head Adjacent to Support Skirt, PMIS Point M183, or 
NBI-TR-89 - Point 09. 

• RR-TR-165, RR SUCTION & FEEDWATER TEMP (Panel 9-4). 

PMIS Points M 174 through M 185 can be used to monitor RPV temperatures. 
Thermocouples associated with computer Points M180, M183, and M185 do not 
respond as quickly nor register as high a temperature as other thermocouples due 
to their locations. 

(continued on next page) 
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Inservice leak testing, hydrostatic testing, and control rod scram time testing in 
which RCS temperature is intentionally raised above 212°F per Technical 
Specification LCO 3.10.1 are not applicable to this EAL (Reference 3). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. General Operating Procedure 2.1.1, Startup Procedure. 

2. System Operating Procedure 2.2.69.2, RHR System Shutdown Operations. 

3. Technical Specifications LCO 3.10.1. 

4. Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1. 
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown/Refueling System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 3 - RCS Temperature 

Initiating Condition: Unplanned loss of decay heat removal capability with 
irradiated fuel in the RPV 

EAL: 

CU3.2 Unusual Event 

Loss of all RCS temperature and RPV level indication for;::: 15 min. (NOTE 3) 

--- --------.- .... --.... --- ------ ----- ---------- ----------~------------ --- ------ -- ------ --... --- ... ----------- -- --=---- ------- ------ -- ---- -. ----
NOTE 3 - The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has 
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the 
-~~ ~ ~i-~~9-~- _\_":'J ! !_ ~ ~ ~-~ )X _ ~~~-~-~-~--~~-~--~pp~! ~-~;~-l~_!i_~-~: __ .. ___ -------~-- ______________________________________ _ 

Mode Applicability: 

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL is included as an Unusual Event because it may be a precursor of more 
serious conditions and, as a result, is considered to be a potential degradation of 
the level of safety of the plant. In Cold Shutdown, the ability to remove decay 
heat relies primarily on forced cooling flow. Operation of the systems that provide 
this forced cooling may be jeopardized due to the unlikely loss of electrical power 
or RPV inventory. Since the RCS usually remains intact in the Cold Shutdown 
Mode, a large inventory of water is available to keep the core covered. In Cold 
Shutdown, the decay heat available to raise RCS temperature during a loss of 
inventory or heat removal event may be significantly greater than in the Refueling 
Mode. Entry into Cold Shutdown conditions may be attained within hours of 
operating at power. Entry into the Refueling Mode procedurally may not occur for 
many hours after the reactor has been shut down. Thus, the heatup threat and 
therefore the threat to damaging the fuel clad may be lower for events that occur 
in the Refueling Mode with irradiated fuel in the RPV. Note that the heatup threat 
could be lower for Cold Shutdown conditions if the entry into Cold Shutdown was 
following a refueling outage. In addition, the Operators should be able to monitor 
RCS temperature and RPV level so that escalation to the Alert level via CA2.1 or 
CA3. l will occur if required. 
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I 

During refueling operations, the level in the RPV will normally be maintained above 
the vessel flange. Refueling operations that lower water level below the vessel 
flange are carefully planned and procedurally controlled. Loss of forced decay heat 
removal at reduced inventory may result in more rapid increases in RCS 
temperatures depending on the time since shutdown. Escalation to the Alert level 
via CA3.1 may therefore be required should an unplanned event result in RCS 
temperature exceeding the Technical Specification Cold Shutdown temperature 
limit for an extended period of time. The allowed time varies and is dependent on 
the status of the Primary Containment and Secondary Containment barriers and 
the integrity of the RCS barrier. 

Unlike the Cold Shutdown Mode, normal means of core temperature indication and 
RCS level indication may not be available in the Refueling Mode. Redundant' 
means of RPV level indication are therefore procedurally installed to assure that 
the ability to monitor level will not be interrupted. However, if all level and 
temperature indication were to be lost in either the Cold Shutdown or Refueling 
Modes, this EAL would result in declaration of an Unusual Event if either 
temperature or level indication cannot be restored within 15 minutes from the loss 
of both means of indication. Escalation to Alert would be under CA2.1 based on an 
inventory loss or CA3.1 based on exceeding its temperature criteria (212°F, 
Reference 3). 

The Emergency Director must remain attentive to events or conditions that lead to 
the conclusion that exceeding the EAL threshold is imminent. If, in the judgment 
of the Emergency Director, an imminent situation is at hand, the classification 
should be made as if the threshold has been exceeded. 

CNS Basis: 

RPV level is normally monitored using the following instruments (Reference 3, 4): 

• Wide Range NBI-LI-85A, B & C (-155 to 60 inches). 

• Steam Nozzle Range NBI-LI-92 (0 to 180 inches). 

• Fuel Zone Range NBI-LI-91A, B & C (-320 to 60 inches). 

• Narrow Range RFC-LI-94A, B & C (O to 60 inches). 

• Shutdown Range NBI-LI-86 (0 to 400 inches). 

RPV level monitoring also includes the ability to monitor level visually in Refueling 
Mode consistent with escalation EAL CA2. l. 

(continued on next page) 
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Procedure 2.4RXLVL provides guidance for erratic or unexplained RPV water level 
changes. EOP/SAG Caution #1 indicates when an instrument may be used for 
level indication in the EOPs/SAGs. 

Several instruments are capable of providing indication of RPV temperature with 
respect to the Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit (212°F). 
These include (Reference 1, 2): 

• NBI-TR-89, REACTOR VESSEL METAL TEMPERATURE RECORDER (Panel 9-21). 

• Vessel Drain, PMIS Point M180, or NBI-TR-89 - Point 06 if M180 is not 
available. 

• Vessel Bottom Head, PMIS Point M184, or NBI-TR-89 - Point 10 if M184 is not 
available. 

• Bottom Head Adjacent to Support Skirt, PMIS Point M183, or 
NBI-TR-89 - Point 09. 

• RR-TR-165, RR SUCTION & FEEDWATER TEMP (Panel 9-4). 

PMIS Points M174 through M185 can be used to monitor RPV temperatures. 
Thermocouples associated with computer Points M180, M183, and M185 do not 
respond as quickly nor register as high a temperature as other thermocouples due 
to their locations. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. General Operating Procedure 2.1.1, Startup Procedure. 

2. System Operating Procedure 2.2.69.2, RHR System Shutdown Operations. 

3. Abnormal Procedure 2.4RXLVL, RPV Water Level Control Trouble. 

4. Instrument Operating Procedure 4.6.1, Reactor Vessel Water Level Indication. 
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown/Refueling System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 3 - RCS Temperature 

Initiating Condition: Inability to maintain plant in cold shutdown 

EAL: 

CA3.l Alert 

Any unplanned event results in EITHER: 

RCS temperature> 212°F for> Table C-3 duration (NOTE 4) 

OR 

RPV pressure increase > 10 psig due to a loss of RCS cooling 

-- -------- ------- -- --- -- --- ---- -- ---- ---- --- ------- -- --- -- --- ---------- --- - - -- ---___________ .;, _______ --- ----- - ------------ - -----~---
NOTE 4 - Containment Closure is the action taken to secure Primary or Secondary 
Containment and its associated structures, systems, and components as a 
functional barrier to fission product release under existing plant conditions. 
Containment Closure requirements are specified in Administrative 

_ ?~9-~~~~~~-Q :-~~: _~ !_ _9-~~~9 ~-~ h ~~~~yy_~--~~ ~~~~:--~------- ------------------- -------- ---------- -- --. -. -------

EPIP5.7.1 

Table C-3 RCS Reheat Duration Thresholds 

" If an RCS heat removal system is in operation within this time 
frame and RCS temperature is being reduced, the EAL is not 
applicable 

1. RCS intact (Containment Closure N/A) I 60 min.• 

·--;---~~~;~~~~-~; ~lo~:·re es~~lis~:~---·-r-·-----·----
A ND i 20 min.* 

RCS not intact I 
I 
' 
i 

3. Containment Closure not established 
AND i 0 min. 

RCS not intact 

(continued on next page) 
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Mode Applicability: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

The first condition of this EAL addresses events in which RCS temperature exceeds 
the CU3. l EAL threshold of 212°F (Reference 6) for the durations identified in 
Table C-3. 

Table C-3, Duration #3, addresses complete loss of functions required for core 
cooling during Refueling and Cold Shutdown Modes when neither Containment 
Closure nor RCS integrity are established. RCS integrity is in place when the RCS 
pressure boundary is in its normal condition for the Cold Shutdown Mode of 
operation. No delay time is allowed for Duration #3 because the evaporated 
reactor coolant that may be released into the containment during this heatup 
condition could also be directly released to the environment. 

Table C-3, Duration #2, addresses the complete loss of functions required for core 
cooling for > 20 minutes during Refueling and Cold Shutdown Modes when 
Containment Closure is established but RCS integrity is not established. RCS 
integrity should be assumed to be in place when the RCS pressure boundary is in 
its normal condition for the Cold Shutdown Mode of operation. The allowed 
20 minute time frame was included to allow Operator action to restore the heat 
removal function, if possible. The allowed time frame is consistent with the 
guidance provided by Generic Letter 88-17, Loss of Decay Heat Removal, and is 
believed to be conservative given that a low pressure containment barrier to 
fission product release is established. The table note indicates that this duration is 
not applicable if actions are successful in restoring a RCS Heat Removal System to 
operation and RCS temperature is being reduced within the 20 minute time frame. 

Table C-3, Duration #1, addresses complete loss of functions required for core 
cooling for > 60 minutes during Refueling and Cold Shutdown Modes when RCS 
integrity is established. As in Durations #2 and #3, RCS integrity should be 
considered t0 be in place when the RCS pressure boundary is in its normal 
condition for the Cold Shutdown Mode of operation. The status of Containment 
Closure in this EAL is immaterial given that the RCS is providing a high pressure 
barrier to fission product release to the environment. The 60 minute time frame 
should allow sufficient time to restore cooling without there being a substantial 
degradation in plant safety. 

(continued on next page) 
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The 10 psig pressure increase covers situations where, due to high decay heat 
loads, the time provided to restore temperature control should be < 60 minutes. 
The table note indicates that Duration #1 is not applicable if actions are successful 
in restoring a RCS Heat Removal System to operation and RCS temperature is 
being reduced within the 60 minute time frame assuming that the RCS pressure 
increase has remained < 10 psig. 

Escalation to Site Area would be via CS2.1 should boiling result in significant RPV 
level loss leading to core uncovery. 

A loss of Technical Specification components alone is not intended to constitute an 
Alert. The same is true of a momentary unplanned excursion above 212°F when 
the heat removal function is available and either the RCS is intact or Containment 
Closure is established. 

The Emergency Director must remain alert to events or conditions that lead to the 
conclusion that exceeding the EAL threshold is imminent. If, in the judgment of 
the Emergency Director, an imminent situation is at hand, the classification should 
be made as if the threshold has been exceeded. 

CNS Basis: 

A 10 psig RPV pressure increase can be read on (Reference 3, 4): 

• RFC-PI-90A (Panel 9-5, 0 - 1200 psig). 

• RFC-PI-90B (Panel 9-5, 0 - 1200 psig). 

• RFC-PI-90C (Panel 9-5, 0 - 1200 psig). 

• Reactor pressure on PMIS Point B025. 

(continued on next page) 
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Several instruments are capable of providing indication of RPV temperature with 
respect to the Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit (212°F). 
These include (Reference 1, 2): 

• NBI-TR-89, REACTOR VESSEL METAL TEMPERATURE RECORDER (Panel 9-21). 

• Vessel Drain, PMIS Point M180, or NBI-TR-89 - Point 06 if M180 is not 
available. 

• Vessel Bottom Head, PMIS Point M184, or NBI-TR-89 - Point 10 if M184 is not 
available. 

• Bottom Head Adjacent to Support Skirt, PMIS Point M 183, or 
NBI-TR-89 - Point 09. 

• RR-TR-165, RR SUCTION & FEEDWATER TEMP (Panel 9-4). 

PMIS Points M174 through M185 can be used to monitor RPV temperatures. 
Thermocouples associated with computer Points M180, M183, and M185 do not 
respond as quickly nor register as high a temperature as other thermocouples due 
to their locations. 

Inservice leak testing, hydrostatic testing, and control rod scram time testing in 
which RCS temperature is intentionally raised above 212°F per Technical 
Specification LCO 3.10.1 are not applicable to this EAL (Reference 5). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. General Operating Procedure 2.1.1, Startup Procedure. 

2. System Operating Procedure 2.2.69.2, RHR System Shutdown Operations. 

3. Instrument Operating Procedure 4.6.2, Reactor Vessel Pressure Indication. 

4. Emergency Procedure 5.9SAMG, Severe Accident Management Guidance, 
Technical Support Guidelines attachment (CPA TSG). 

5. Technical Specifications LCO 3.10. l. 

6. Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1. 
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown/Refueling System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 4 - Communications 

Initiating Condition: Loss of all on-site or off-site communications capabilities 

EAL: 

CU4.1 Unusual Event 

Loss of all Table C-2 on-site (internal) communication methods affecting the 
ability to perform routine operations 

OR 

Loss of all Table C-2 off-site (external) communication methods affecting the 
ability to perform off-site notifications 

Table C-2 Communications Systems 

System 

Station Intercom System "Gaitronics" 

Site UHF Radio Consoles 

Radio Paging System 

Alternate Intercom 

Sound Power System 

CNS On-Site Cell Phone System 

Telephone system (PBX) 

Federal Telecommunications System (FTS 2001) J 

Local Telephones (C.O. Lines) I 
CNS State Notification Telephones 

Satellite Telephones 

Mode Applicability: 

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling, D - Defueled 

(continued on next page) 

I 

Onsite Offsite 
(internal) (external) 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
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NEI 99-01 Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

The purpose of this EAL is to recognize a loss of communications capability that 
either defeats the plant Operations Staff ability to perform routine tasks necessary 
for plant operations or the ability to communicate problems with off-site 
authorities. The loss of off-site communications ability is expected to be 
significantly more comprehensive than the condition addressed by 10CFRS0.72. 

The availability of one method of ordinary off-site communications is sufficient to 
inform state and local authorities of plant problems. This EAL is intended to be 
used only when extraordinary means (e.g., relaying of information from radio 
transmissions, individuals being sent to off-site locations, etc.) are being utilized to 
make communications possible. 

The Table C-2 list for on-site communications loss encompasses the loss of all 
means of routine communications (e.g., commercial telephones, sound powered 
phone systems, page party system, and radios/walkie talkies). 

The Table C-2 list for off-site communications loss encompasses the loss of all 
means of communications with federal off-site authorities. This should include the 
ENS, commercial telephone lines, telecopy transmissions, and dedicated phone 
systems. 

CNS Basis: 

-
0

NoiE-~-E:CF>ir;·5-~7c~O-MMuNl1-as-m~re-ci;;t:-ait;~-eaC:-11-0r-tt-ie---c0n;-n;-Li-r1-ica-tiar1~5-5v5t:e-ri15--i 
covered by this EAL. _ .. _ ___ _. _ . ___ .... ... _ !--- -- - -- -- - ------ - -- ----- - - - - ---- --.. -----~ .. -- ---- --- --- --------·------_ ..... ___ --.. -... -:-·-.-- -~------- -- -.... --- ----:-~-.-.---~-.-·,-:--~ -- -- ---·---: ... -.-.-;-.-

On-site/off-site communications include one or more of the systems listed in 
Table C-2 (Reference 1). 

• Station Intercom System "Gaitronics": Permits communication between the 
different parts of the plant.and it also incorporates a public address system for 
plant wide announcements. 

• Site UHF Radio Consoles: The site UHF radio system uses four repeaters; 
Base 1 and Base 2 are used by Operations, Base 3 and Base 4 are used by 
Security. These repeaters operate on different frequencies. All remote control, 
portable, and mobile units are capable of selecting either repeater. 

(continued on next page) 
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• Radio Paging System: CNS leases pagers and radio paging services from a 
telecommunications company. Pagers are issued to various Management and 
Emergency Response personnel at CNS and other NPPD locations. Pagers can 
be activated from any touch-tone phone, on-site or off-site. 

• Alternate Intercom: Provides an alternate in-plant communications network 
utilizing the back-up tone commander PBX System. This system is located in 
the ERP shack and has battery back-up. 

• Sound Powered System. 

• CNS On-Site Cell Phone System. 

• Telephone System (PBX): Provides voice communication between virtually all 
buildings, offices, and operation facilities within the station. The telephone 
system also provides communications between the plant and off-site facilities 
via the telephone switchboard network. The system allows Operating Crews to 
alert plant personnel in emergencies. The telephone company provides the 
normal and leased line services. 

• Federal Telecommunications System (FTS 2001): The Health Physics Network 
(HPN) and Emergency Notification System (ENS) provides communications 
between NRC and CNS during an emergency. 

• Local Telephones (C.O. Lines). 

• CNS State Notification Telephones: The CNS State Notification Telephone 
System is the primary means for the plant to make emergency notifications to 
state and local authorities. This system provides direct communication with the 
Nebraska State Patrol, the Missouri State Patrol, the Atchison County Sheriff's 
Department, and the Nemaha and Richardson County Sheriff's Departments. 

• Satellite Telephones. 

This EAL is the cold condition equivalent of the hot condition EAL SUS.1. 

CNS Basis Reference( s): 

1. EPIP 5. 7COMMUN, Communications, Emergency Response Facility 
Communication Equipment attachment. 
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown/Refueling System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 5 - Inadvertent Criticality 

Initiating Condition: Inadvertent criticality 

EAL: 

CU5.1 Unusual Event 

An unplanned sustained positive period observed on nuclear instrumentation 

Mode Applicability: 

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL addresses criticality events that occur in Cold Shutdown or Refueling 
Modes (NUREG 1449, Shutdown and Low-Power Operation at Commercial Nuclear 
Power Plants in the United States) such as fuel mis-loading events. This EAL 
indicates a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant, warranting an 
Unusual Event classification. This EAL excludes inadvertent criticalities that occur 
during planned reactivity changes associated with reactor startups (e.g., criticality 
earlier than estimated) which are addressed in the companion EAL SU2.1. 

The term "sustained" is used in order to allow exclusion of expected short term 
positive periods from planned fuel bundle or control rod movements during core 
alteration. These short term positive periods are the result of the increase in 
neutron population due to subcritical multiplication. 

Escalation to higher classification levels would be by the judgment EALs in 
Category H (EAL HA6.1, HS6. l, or HG6. l). 

CNS Basis: 

SRM A-0 period Meters NMS-l-44A-D on Panel 9-5 identify this condition as well 
as Panel 9-5 amber light and SRM Period ( < 50 sec.) Annunciator 9-5-1/F-8 
(Reference 1, 2). However, a SRM period alarm caused by SRM channel noise 
does not result in entry into this EAL (Reference 1). 

(continued on next page) 
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; 

CNS Basis Reference{s): 

1. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-5-1, Panel 9-5 - Annunciator 9-5-1, F-8, SRM Period. 

2. Instrument Operating Procedure 4.1.1, Source Range Monitoring System. 
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown/Refueling System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 6 - Loss of DC Power 

Initiating Condition: Loss of required DC power for 15 minutes or longer 

EAL: 

CU6. l Unusual Event 

< 105 VDC bus voltage indications on all Technical Specification required 125 VDC 
buses for~ 15 min. (NOTE 3) 

--- - - - - - ---- - - ·- - - ------ ------- - - - --- - - --- - --- - ---- -------== -- - - -- - - ---------- -- -- - - ... ------ - - - - - - - - -- -- ------ -- - - - - - - -- -- - --- - --- -
! NOTE 3 - The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has 
! elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the 

!_ ~~~-~-~~~~-']--~~ !~ -~i-~_<:JX _~~~-~-~~ -~-~-~- -~ J? R ! ~~-~-~)~_ ~-i !!I~: __ -----· .... -. -. -- . -------- .. --- ---- --------· .. ·-·.·. -- --- -

Mode Applicability: 

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling 

, NEI 99-01 Basis: 

The purpose of this EAL is to recognize a loss of DC power compromising the 
ability to monitor and control the removal of decay heat during Cold Shutdown or 
Refueling operations. 

This EAL is intended to be anticipatory in as much as the Operating Crew may not 
have necessary indication and control of equipment needed to respond to the loss. 

The plant will routinely perform maintenance on a train related basis during 
shutdown periods. The required buses are the minimum allowed by Technical 
Specifications for the mode of operation. It is intended that the loss of the 
operating (operable) train is to be considered. If this loss results in the inability to 
maintain cold shutdown, the escalation to an Alert will be per CA3.l. 

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary 
power losses. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

105 VDC is the minimum design bus voltage (Reference 4). 

The 125 VDC System supplies DC power to conventional station emergency 
equipment and selected Safeguard System loads. 125 VDC Distribution 
Panels supply control and instrument power for annunciators control logic power 
and protective relaying. Figure C-2 illustrates the 125 VDC Power System 
(Reference 3). 

If 125 VDC Distribution Panel A is lost, the following major equipment is affected: 
RRMG A speed and breaker control, 4160V Bus lA, lE, and lF breaker control and 
undervoltage logics, 480V Bus lA and 1F breaker control, the right light in all 
Control Room annunciators, annunciator panels for Water Treatment, RHR A Gland 
Water, Auxiliary Steam Boiler C, DG-1 starting and breaker control logics, CS A, 
RCIC, and RHR A control logics, TIP valve control monitors, main generator 
voltage regulation, RFPT A trip logic, and ARI solenoid valve power. 

If 125 VDC Distribution Panel B is lost, the following major equipment is affected: 
RRMG B speed and breaker control, 4160V Bus lB and lG breaker control and 
undervoltage logics; 480V Bus lB and lG breaker control, the left light in all 
Control Room annunciators, annunciator panels for ALRW, RHR B Gland Water, 
Auxiliary Steam Boiler D, DG-2 starting and breaker control logics, CS B, HPCI, 
and RHR B control logics, main generator trip logic, main generator and 
transformer protective relaying, bypass valves fail to control pressure after turbine 
trip, and RFPT B trip logic. 

Battery chargers receive their power from 460V critical motor control centers. 
Each 125 VDC bus receives power from either a 125 VDC battery or a 125 VDC 
battery charger. The battery chargers receive their power from 460V critical 
motor control centers. The 250 VDC System supplies DC power to conventional 
station emergency equipment and selected Safeguard System loads. Although 
250 VDC Buses lA and lB provide vital DC emergency power, 250 VDC Safety 
System loads (such as motor operated valves) also require 125 VDC control 
power. Loss of 125 VDC buses alone, therefore, would render most Safeguard 
System loads inoperable (Reference 4, 5, 6). 

This EAL is the cold condition equivalent of the hot condition loss of DC power 
EAL SS7.1. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Emergency Procedure 5.3DC125, Loss of 125 VDC. 

2. Surveillance Procedure 6.EE.607, 125V Station Battery Modified Performance 
Discharge Test. 

3. BR 3058 DC One Line Diagram. 

4. Technical Specifications B 3.8.4. 

5. USAR Section Vlll-6.2. 

6. USAR Section VIII-6.3. 

(continued on next page) 
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MCC-LX 

(18) 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Figure C-2: 125 VDC Power System 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena 

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected 
Area 

EAL: 

HUl.l Unusual Event 

Seismic event identified by any two of the following: 

• The Seismic Monitor System free field sensor actuated or Alarm B-3/B-1, 
SEISMIC EVENT 

• Earthquake felt in plant 

• National Earthquake Information Center 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient 
magnitude to be of concern to plant Operators. 

Damage may be caused to some portions of the site, but should not affect ability 
of safety functions to operate. 

As defined in the EPRI-sponsored Guidelines for Nuclear Plant Response to an 
Earthquake, dated October 1989, a "felt earthquake" is: An earthquake of 
sufficient intensity such that: (a) the vibratory ground motion is felt at the nuclear 
plant site and recognized as an earthquake based on a consensus of Control Room 
Operators on-duty at the time, and (b) for plants with operable seismic 
instrumentation, the seismic switches of the plant are activated. 

The National Earthquake Information Center can confirm if an earthquake has 
occurred in the area of the plant. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis: 

The method of detection with respect to emergency classification relies on the 
agreement of the Shift Operators on-duty in the Control Room that the suspected 
ground motion is a "felt earthquake" as well as the actuation of the CNS seismic 
instrumentation. Consensus of the Control Room Operators with respect to 
ground motion helps avoid unnecessary classification if the seismic switches 
inadvertently trip or detect vibrations not related to an earthquake. 

CNS seismic instrumentation actuates at 0.01 g. The free field seismic sensor, 
located in the metal enclosure north of the Intake Structure, provides a start 
signal to the Seismic Monitoring System when ground motion > 0.01 g is sensed. 
On receipt of this start signal, the Seismic Monitor System indicates or initiates: 

• An Event is in-progress. 

• An Event has been recorded. 

• Annunciator B-3/B-1, SEISMIC EVENT, alarms. 

• Recording of the seismic signals from sensors located north of the Intake 
Structure, in the Reactor Building NW Quad 859', and on the Reactor Building 
1001' level. 

The National Earthquake Information Center can confirm if an earthquake has 
occurred in the area of the plant. Refer to the National Earthquake Information 
Center website: 

http://earthquake.usgs.gov/eqcenter/ 

This event escalates to an Alert under EAL HA1.1 if the earthquake exceeds 
Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) levels. 

In the absence of operable seismic switches, the Earthquake Magnitude 
Correlation below may be used to perform an assessment of the relative 
magnitude of an earthquake. 

(continued on next page) 
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Modified 
Merica Iii Maximum 
Intensity Acceleration 

Scale Description of Effects* (g) 

I. 
Not felt except by a very few under especially favorable 
conditions. 0.001 to 
Felt only by a few persons at rest, especially on upper floors 0.002 

II. 
of buildings. 

Felt quite noticeably by persons indoors, especially on upper 
floors of buildings. Many people do not recognize it as an 

III. earthquake. Standing motor cars may rock slightly. 0.003 to 
Vibrations similar to the passing of a truck. Duration 0.010 
estimated. 

Felt indoors by many, outdoors by few during the day. At 

IV. night, some awakened. Dishes, windows, doors disturbed; 
walls make cracking sound. Sensation like heavy truck 
striking building. Standing motor cars rocked noticeably. 

0.011 to 
Felt by nearly everyone; many awakened. Some dishes, 0.029 

V. windows broken. Unstable objects overturned. Pendulum 
clocks may stop. 

VI. 
Felt by all, many frightened. Some heavy furniture moved; a 0.03 to 0.2 
few instances of fallen plaster. Damage slight. (CNS 

Design 
Damage negligible in buildings of good design and Basis 

VII. 
construction; slight to moderate in well-built ordinary OBE = 0.1; 
structures; considerable damage in poorly built or badly CNS Design 
designed structures; some chimneys broken. Basis 

SSE== 0.2) 

Damage slight in specially designed structures; considerable 
damage in ordinary substantial buildings with partial collapse. 

VIII. Damage great in poorly built structures. Fall of chimneys, 
factory stacks, columns, monuments, walls. Heavy furniture 0.2 to 0.4 

overturned. 

Damage considerable in specially designed structures; 

IX. 
well-designed frame structures thrown out of plumb. 
Damage great in substantial buildings, with partial collapse. 
Buildings shifted off foundations. 0.4 to 0.5 
Some well-built wooden structures destroyed; most masonry X. 
and frame structures destroyed with foundations. Rails bent. 

XI. 
Few, if any (masonry), structures remain standing. Bridges 
destroyed. Rails bent greatly. 

> 0.5 
XII. 

Damage total. Lines of sight and level are distorted. Objects 
thrown into the air. 

Richter 
Magnitude 

(Descriptor) 

1.0 to 2.9 
(Very 

Minor) 

3.0 to 3.9 
(Minor) 

4.0 to 4.9 
(Light) 

5.0 to 5.9 
(Moderate) 

'6.0 to 6.9 
(Strong) 

7.0 to 7.9 
(Major) 

8.0 and 
higher 
(Great) 

*The Richter magnitude and maximum acceleration (g) in the table above is provided for general 
comparison and description. Actual seismic intensity and effects will vary. 
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CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Alarm Procedure 2.3_B-3, Panel B - Annunciator B-3/B-1. 

2. Alarm Procedure 2.3_B-3, Panel B - Annunciator B-3/A-1. 

3. Instrument Operating Procedure 4.12, Seismic Instrumentation. 

4. Emergency Procedure 5.1Quake, Earthquake. 

5. USAR Section II-5.2.4 and Table 11-5-1. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena 

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected 
Area 

EAL: 

HUl.2 Unusual Event 

Tornado striking within Protected Area boundary 

OR 

Sustained high winds~ 100 mph 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient 
magnitude to be of concern to plant Operators. 

This EAL is based on a tornado striking (touching down) or high winds within the 
Protected Area. 

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on 
visible damage or by other in plant conditions via HAl.2. 

CNS Basis: 

A tornado striking (touching down) within the Protected Area warrants declaration 
of an Unusual Event regardless of the measured wind speed at the meteorological 
tower. A tornado is defined as a violently rotating column of air in contact with 
the ground and extending from the base of a thunderstorm. 

The design wind pressure for the station and structures is 30 lb/ft2 which is 
equivalent of sustained winds up to 100 mph (Reference 3). 

'The Protected Area refers to the designated security area around the process 
buildings and is depicted in Technical Specifications Figure 4.1-1 (Reference 2). 

(continued on next page) 
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Sustained winds are of a prolonged duration and, therefore, do not include gusts. 
Sustained winds are not intermittent or of a transitory nature. Since the 
inauguration of the Automatic Surface Observation System (ASOS), the National 
Weather Service has adopted a 2 minute average standard for its sustained wind 
definition (Reference 1). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. National Weather Service webpage 
"http://www.aoml. noaa .gov/hrd/tcfag/04. html". 

2. Technical Specifications Figure 4.1-1, Site and Exclusion Area Boundaries and 
Low Population Zone. 

3. USAR Section II-3.2.2. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena 

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected 
Area 

EAL: 

HU1.3 Unusual Event 

Main turbine failure resulting in casing penetration or damage to turbine or 
generator seals 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient 
magnitude to be of concern to plant Operators. 

This EAL addresses main turbine rotating component failures of sufficient 
magnitude to cause observable damage to the turbine casing or to the seals of the 
turbine generator. Generator seal damage observed after generator purge does 
not meet the intent of this EAL because it did not impact normal operation of the 
plant. 

Of major concern is the potential for leakage of combustible fluids (lubricating oils) 
and gases (hydrogen cooling) to the plant environs. Actual fires and flammable 
gas build up are appropriately classified via HU2.1 and HU3.1. 

This EAL is consistent with the definition of an Unusual Event while maintaining the 
anticipatory nature desired and recognizing the risk to non-safety-related 
equipment. 

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be to HA1.3 
based on damage done by projectiles generated by the failure or by any 
radiological releases. These latter events would be classified by the Category A, 
Abnormal Rad Release/Rad Effluent EALs, or the Category F, Fission Product 
Barrier EALs. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

The main turbine generator stores large amounts of rotational kinetic energy in its 
rotor. In the unlikely event of a major mechanical failure, this energy may be 
transformed into both rotational and translational energy of rotor fragments. 
These fragments may impact the surrounding stationary parts. If the 
energy-absorbing capability of these stationary turbine generator parts is 
insufficient, external missiles will be released. These ejected missiles may impact 
various plant structures, including those housing safety related equipment. 

In the event of missile ejection, the probability of a strike on a plant region is a 
function of the energy and direction of an ejected missile and of the orientation of 
the turbine with respect to the plant region. 

In addition to potential missile generation, the failure of the rotational elements 
will cause imbalances in these elements that may be of sufficient magnitude to 
damage turbine and generator seals resulting in the release of large quantities of 
lube oil and/or hydrogen. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

None 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena 

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected 
Area 

EAL: 

HU1.4 Unusual Event 

Flooding in any Table H-1 area that has the potential to affect safety-related 
equipment required by Technical Specifications for the current operating mode 

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas 

• Reactor Building 

• Control Building 

• Service Water Pump Room 

• Diesel Generator Building 

• Cable Expansion Room 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient 
magnitude to be of concern to plant Operators. 

This EAL addresses the effect of internal flooding caused by events such as 
component failures, equipment misalignment, or outage activity mishaps. 

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based 
visible damage via HAl.4 or by other plant conditions. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis: 

The internal flooding areas of concern are listed in Table H-1 (Reference 1-5). 

Flooding, as used in this EAL, describes a condition where water is entering the 
room faster than installed equipment is capable of removal, resulting in a rise of 
water level within the room. 

Flooding in these areas could have the potential to cause a reactor trip and could 
result in consequential failures to important systems. The potential for flooding in 
these areas was determined by an examination of pipin_g systems in the area and 
also considered propagation of water from one area to another. 

The accumulation of water resulting in a rising water level in the area constitutes 
flooding. 

The Critical Switchgear Rooms are a part of the Reactor Building. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Site Services Procedure 1.1, Station Security. 

2. CNS-FP-60, Fire Area Boundary Drawing Index. 

3. Drawing CNS-EE-187, CNS Safe Shutdown Component Locations and 
Emergency Route Lighting - Site Plan. 

4. Fire Safety Analysis Calculations. 

5. USAR Section XII-2.1.2.1, Principal Class I Structures Required for Safe 
Shutdown. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena 

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected 
Area 

EAL: 

HUl.5 Unusual Event 

High river/forebay water level > 899' MSL 

OR 

Low river level/forebay < 870' MSL 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient 
magnitude to be of concern to plant Operators. 

This EAL addresses other site specific phenomena (such as flood) that can also be 
precursors of more serious events. 

CNS Basis: 

This EAL covers high river/forebay water level conditions that could be a precursor 
of more serious events as well as low river/forebay water level conditions which 
may threaten operability of plant cooling systems. 

Procedure 5. lFLOOD entry is based on any of the following: 

• River water level > 895' MSL. 

• Upstream dam failure. 

• Projected river water level ::::: 902' MSL within next 36 hours. 

(continued on next page) 
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899' MSL is the level associated with the maximum flood of record (Reference 2). 

870' MSL is the Minimum Probable river level (Reference 3). A further level drop 
may threaten availability of cooling systems and heat sink. 

The forebay refers to the area between the east Intake Structure wall and the 
guide wall (Reference 4 ). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Emergency Procedure 5. lFLOOD, Flood. 

2. USAR Section 11-4.2.2.2. 

3. USAR Section 11-4.2.3.1. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena 

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas 

EAL: 

HAl.1 Alert 

Seismic event> 0.1 g as indicated by the Seismic Monitor System free field sensor 
or Alarm B-3/A-l, EMERGENCY SEISMIC HIGH LEVEL 

AND 

Earthquake confirmed by any of the following: 

• Earthquake felt in plant 

• National Earthquake Information Center 

• Control Room indication of degraded performance of systems required for the 
safe shutdown of the plant 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL escalates from HU1.1 in that the occurrence of the event has resulted in 
visible damage to plant structures or areas containing equipment necessary for a 
safe shutdown or has caused damage to the safety systems in those structures 
evidenced by control indications of degraded system response or performance. 
The occurrence of visible damage and/or degraded system response is intended to 
discriminate against lesser events. The initial "report" should not be interpreted 
as mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No attempt is 
made in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The significance 
here is not that a particular system or structure was damaged, but rather, that the 
event was of sufficient magnitude to cause this degradation. Escalation to higher 
classifications occur on the basis of other EALs (e.g., System Malfunction). 

Seismic events of this magnitude can result in a Vital Area being subjected to 
forces beyond design limits, and thus, damage may be assumed to have occurred 
to plant safety systems. 

(continued on next page) 
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The National Earthquake Information tenter can confirm if an earthquake has 
occurred in the area of the plant. 

CNS Basis: 

CNS seismic instrumentation actuates at 0.01 g. The free field seismic sensor, 
located in the metal enclosure north of the Intake Structure, provides a start 
signal to the Seismic Monitoring System when ground motion > 0.01 g is sensed. 
On receipt of this start signal, the Seismic Monitor System indicates or initiates: 

• An Event is in-progress. 

• An Event has been recorded. 

• Annunciator B-3/B-1, SEISMIC EVENT, alarms. 

• Recording of the seismic signals from sensors north of the Intake Structure, in 
the Reactor Building NW Quad 859', and on the Reactor Building 1001' level are 
recorded. 

• Alarm B-3/A-1, EMERGENCY SEISMIC HIGH LEVEL, is received if the seismic 
activity exceeds 0 .1 g. 

The National Earthquake Information Center can confirm if an earthquake has 
occurred in the area of the plant. Refer to the National Earthquake Information 
Center website: 

http: /!earth qua l<e. usgs .. gov /eqcenter I 

In the absence of operable seismic switches, the Earthquake Magnitude 
Correlation below may be used to perform an assessment of the relative 
magnitude of an earthquake. An earthquake in excess of the CNS Operating Basis 
Earthquake (QBE) levels should be classified under this EAL. 

(continued on next page) 
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Modified 
Merica Iii Maximum 
Intensity Acceleration 

Scale Description of Effects* (g) 

I. 
Not felt except by a very few under especially favorable 
conditions. 0.001 to 
Felt only by a few persons at rest, especially on upper floors 0.002 

II. 
of buildings. 

Felt quite noticeably by persons indoors, especially on upper 
floors of buildings. Many people do not recognize it as an 

III. earthquake. Standing motor cars may rock slightly. 0.003 to 
Vibrations similar to the passing of a truck. Duration 0.010 
estimated. 

Felt indoors by many, outdoors by few during the day. At 

IV. 
night, some awakened. Dishes, windows, doors disturbed; 
walls make cracking sound. Sensation like heavy truck 
striking building. Standing motor cars rocked noticeably. 

0.011 to 
Felt by nearly everyone; many awakened. Some dishes, 0.029 

V. windows broken. Unstable objects overturned. Pendulum 
clocks may stop. 

VI. 
Felt by all, many frightened. Some heavy furniture moved; a 0.03 to 0.2 
few instances of fallen plaster. Damage slight. (CNS 

Design 
Damage negligible in buildings of good design and Basis 

VII. 
construction; slight to moderate in well-built ordinary OBE = 0.1; 
structures; considerable damage in poorly built or badly CNS Design 
designed structures; some chimneys broken. Basis 

SSE= 0.2) 

Damage slight in specially designed structures; considerable 
damage in ordinary substantial buildings with partial collapse. 

VIII. Damage great in poorly built structures. Fall of chimneys, 
factory stacks, columns, monuments, walls. Heavy furniture 0.2 to 0.4 

overturned. 

Damage considerable in specially designed structures; 

IX. 
well-designed frame structures thrown out of plumb. 
Damage great in substantial buildings, with partial collapse. 
Buildings shifted off foundations. 0.4 to 0.5 
Some well-built wooden structures destroyed; most masonry x. 
and frame structures destroyed with foundations. Rails bent. 

XI. 
Few, if any (masonry), structures remain standing. Bridges 
destroyed. Rails bent greatly. 

> 0.5 
XII. 

Damage total. Lines of sight and level are distorted. Objects 
thrown into the air. 

Richter 
Magnitude 

(Descriptor) 

1.0 to 2.9 
(Very 

Minor) 

3.0 to 3.9 
(Minor) 

4.0 to 4.9 
(Light) 

5.0 to 5.9 
(Moderate) 

6.0 to 6.9 
(Strong) 

7.0 to 7.9 
(Major) 

8.0 and 
higher 
(Great) 

*The Richter magnitude and maximum acceleration (g) in the table above is provided for general 
comparison and description. Actual seismic intensity and effects will vary. 
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CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Alarm Procedure 2.3_B-3, Panel B - Annunciator B-3/A-1. 

2. Alarm Procedure 2.3_B-3, Panel B - Annunciator B-3/B-1. 

3. Instrument Operating Procedure 4.12, Seismic Instrumentation. 

4. Emergency Procedure 5.1Quake, Earthquake. 

5. USAR Section Il-5.2.4 and Table II-5-1. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena 

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas 

EAL: 

HAl.2 Alert 

Tornado striking or high winds ;::: 100 mph resulting in EITHER: 

Visible damage to any Table H-1 area structure containing safety systems or 
components 

OR 

Control Room indication of degraded performance of safety systems 

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas 

• Reactor Building 

• Control Building 

• Service Water Pump Room 

• Diesel Generator Building 

• Cable Expansion Room 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

(continued on next page) 
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NEI 99-01 Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

This EAL escalates from HUl.2 in that the occurrence of the event has resulted in 
visible damage to plant structures or areas containing equipment necessary for a 
safe shutdown or has caused damage to the safety systems in those structures 
evidenced by control indications of degraded system response or performance. 
The occurrence of visible damage and/or degraded system response is intended to 
discriminate against lesser events. The initial "report" should not be interpreted 
as mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No attempt is 
made in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The significance 
here is not that a particular system or structure was damaged, but rather, that the 
event was of sufficient magnitude to cause this degradation. Escalation to higher 
classifications occur on the basis of other EALs (e.g., System Malfunction). 

This EAL is based on a tornado striking (touching down) or high winds that have 
caused visible damage to structures containing functions or systems required for 
safe shutdown of the plant. 

CNS Basis: 

This threshold addresses events that may have resulted in Safe Shutdown Areas 
being subjected to forces (tornado or high winds > 100 mph) (Reference 6) 
beyond design limits. Table H-1 safe shutdown areas house equipment the 
operation of which may be needed to ensure the reactor safely reaches and is 
maintained shutdown (Reference 1-4, 7). 

A tornado striking (touching down) within the Protected Area resulting in visible 
damage warrants declaration of an Alert regardless of the measured wind speed at 
the meteorological tower. A tornado is defined as a violently rotating column of 
air in contact with the ground and extending from the base of a thunderstorm. 

The design wind pressure for the station and structures is 30 lb/ft2 which is the 
equivalent of sustained winds up to 100 mph (Reference 6). 

The Protected Area refers to the designated security area around the process 
buildings and is depicted in Technical Specifications Figure 4.1-1 (Reference 5). 

The Critical Switchgear Rooms are a part of the Reactor Building. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Site Services Procedure 1.1, Station Security. 

2. CNS-FP-60, Fire Area Boundary Drawing Index. 

3. Drawing CNS-EE-187, CNS Safe Shutdown Component Locations and 
Emergency Route Lighting - Site Plan. 

4. Fire Safety Analysis Calculations. 

5. Technical Specifications Figure 4.1-1, Site and Exclusion Area Boundaries and 
Low Population Zone. 

6. USAR Section II-3.2.2. 

7. USAR Section XII-2.1.2.1, Principal Class I Structures Required for Safe 
Shutdown. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena 

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas 

EAL: 

HA1.3 Alert 

Main turbine failure-generated projectiles result in EITHER: 
Visible damage to or penetration of any Table H-1 area structure containing safety 
systems or components 

OR 

Control Room indication of degraded performance of safety systems 

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas 

• Reactor Building 

• Control Building 

• Service Water Pump Room 

• Diesel Generator Building 

• Cable Expansion Room 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

(continued on next page) 
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NEI 99-01 Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

The EAL escalates from HU1.3 in that the occurrence of the event has resulted in· 
visible damage to plant strudures or areas containing equipment necessary for a 
safe shutdown or has caused damage to the safety systems in those structures 
evidenced by control indications of degraded system response or performance. 
The occurrence of visible damage and/or degraded system response is intended to 
discriminate against lesser events. The initial "report" should not be interpreted 
as mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No attempt is 
made in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The significance 
here is not that a particular system or structure was damaged, but rather, that the 
event was of sufficient magnitude to cause this degradation. Escalation to higher 
classifications occur on the basis of other EALs (e.g., System Malfunction). 

CNS Basis: 

The main turbine generator store~ large amounts of rotational kinetic energy in its 
rotor. In the unlikely event of a major mechanical failure, this energy may be 
transformed into both rotational and translational energy of rotor fragments. 
These fragments may impact the surrounding stationary parts. If the 
energy-absorbing capability of these stationary turbine generator parts is 
insufficient, external missiles will be released. These ejected missiles may impact 
various plant structures, including those housing safety-related equipment. 

In the event of missile ejection, the probability of a strike on a plant region is a 
function of the energy and direction of an ejected missile and of the orientation of 
the turbine with respect to the plant region. 

The list of Table H-1 areas includes all areas containing safety-related equipment, 
their controls, and their power supplies (Reference 1-5). 

The Critical Switchgear Rooms are a part of the Reactor Building. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Site Services Procedure 1.1, Station Security. 

2. CNS-FP-60, Fire Area Boundary Drawing Index. 

3. Drawing CNS-EE-187, CNS Safe Shutdown Component Locations and 
Emergency Route Lighting - Site Plan. 

4. Fire Safety Analysis Calculations. 

5. USAR Section XII-2.1.2.1, Principal Class I Structures Required for Safe 
Shutdown. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena 

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas 

EAL: 

HA1.4 Alert 

Flooding in any Table H-1 area resulting in EITHER: 

An electrical shock hazard that precludes access to operate or monitor safety 
equipment 

OR 

Control Room indication of degraded performance of safety systems 

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas 

• Reactor Building 

• Control Building 

• Service Water Pump Room 

• Diesel Generator Building 

• Cable Expansion Room 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

(continued on next page) 
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NEI 99-01 Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

The EAL escalates from HUl.4 in that the occurrence of the event has resulted in 
an electrical shock hazard precluding access to plant structures or areas containing 
equipment necessary for a safe shutdown or has caused damage to the safety 
systems in those structures evidenced by control indications of degraded system 
response or performance. The occurrence of visible damage and/or degraded 
system response is intended to discriminate against lesser events. The initial 
"report" should not be interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage assessment 
prior to classification. No attempt is made in this EAL to assess the actual 
magnitude of the damage. The significance here is not that a particular system or 
structure was damaged, but rather, that the event was of sufficient magnitude to 
cause this degradation. Escalation to higher classifications occur on the basis of 
other EALs (e.g., System Malfunction). 

This EAL addresses the effect of internal flooding caused by events such as 
component failures, equipment misalignment, or outage activity mishaps. It is 
based on the degraded performance of systems or has created industrial safety 
hazards (e.g., electrical shock) that preclude necessary access to operate or 
monitor safety equipment. The inability to access, operate, or monitor safety 
equipment represents an actual or substantial potential degradation of the level of 
safety of the plant. 

Flooding as used in this EAL describes a condition where water is entering the 
room faster than installed equipment is capable of removal, resulting .in a rise of 
water level within the room. Classification of this EAL should not be delayed while 
corrective actions are being taken to isolate the water source. 

CNS Basis: 

The internal flooding areas of concern are listed in.Table H-1 (Reference 1-5). 

Flooding in these areas could have the potential to cause a reactor trip and could 
result in consequential failures to important systems. The potential for flooding in 
this area was determined by an examination of piping systems in the area and 
also considered propagation of water from one area to another. 

The accumulation of water resulting in a rising water level in the area constitutes 
flooding. 

The Critical Switchgear Rooms are a part of the Reactor Building. 
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CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Site Services Procedure 1.1, Station Security. 

2. CNS-FP-60, Fire Area Boundary Drawing Index. 

3. Drawing CNS-EE-187, CNS Safe Shutdown Component Locations and 
Emergency Route Lighting - Site Plan. 

4. Fire Safety Analysis Calculations. 

5. USAR Section XII-2.1.2.1, Principal Class I Structures Required for Safe 
Shutdown. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena 

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas 

EAL: 

HALS Alert 

High river/forebay water level > 902' MSL 

OR 

Low river/forebay level < 865' MSL 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

Escalation to higher classifications occurs on the basis of other EALs (e.g., System 
Malfunction). 

This EAL addresses other site specific phenomena that result in visible damage to 
Vital Areas or results in indication of damage to safety structures, systems, or 
components containing functions and systems required for safe shutdown of the 
plant (such as flood) that can also be precursors of more serious events. 

CNS Basis: 

HUl.5 covers high river/forebay water level conditions that could pose a significant 
threat to plant safE!ty as well as low river/forebay water level conditions which may 1 

threaten operability of vital emergency plant cooling systems. 

A river level of 902' requires reactor shutdown and represents the maximum 
possible (10,000 year) flood stage (Reference 3). 

A river level of 865' MSL corresponds to the Safe Shutdown low river level and 
threatens availability of cooling systems and heat sink (Reference 1, 4, 5). 

The forebay refers to the area between the east Intake Structure wall and the 
guide wall (Reference 2). 
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CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Emergency Procedure 5.lFLOOD, Flood. 

2. USAR Section II-2. 7 .2. 

3. USAR Section II-4.2.2.1. 

4. USAR Section II-4.2.2.2. 

5. USAR Section II-4.2.3.2. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena 

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas 

EAL: 

HAl.6 Alert 

Vehicle crash resulting in EITHER: 

Visible damage to any Table H-1 area structure containing safety systems or 
components 

OR 

Control Room indication of degraded performance of safety systems 

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas 

• Reactor Building 

• Control Building 

• Service Water Pump Room 

• Diesel Generator Building 

• Cable Expansion Room 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

(continued on next page) 
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NEI 99-01 Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

This EAL is based on the occurrence of a vehicle crash that has resulted in visible 
damage to plant structures or areas containing equipment necessary for a safe 
shutdown or has caused damage to the safety systems in those structures 
evidenced by control indications of degraded system response or performance. 
The occurrence of visible damage and/or degraded system response is intended to 
discriminate against lesser events. The initial "report" should not be interpreted 
as mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No attempt is 
made in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The significance 
here is not that a particular system or structure was damaged, but rather, that the 
event was of sufficient magnitude to cause this degradation. Escalation to higher 
classifications occur on the basis of other EALs (e.g., System Malfunction). 

This EAL addresses vehicle crashes within the PROTECTED AREA that results in 
VISIBLE DAMAGE to VITAL AREAS or indication of damage to safety structures, 
systems, or components containing functions and systems required for safe 
shutdown of the plant. 

CNS Basis: 

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas house equipment the operation of which may be 
needed to ensure the reactor reaches and is maintained in shutdown 
(Reference 1-4, 6). 

The Protected Area refers to the designated security area around the process 
buildings and is depicted in Technical Specifications Figure 4.1-1 (Reference 5). 

If the vehicle crash is determined to be hostile in nature, the event is classified 
under security based EALs. 

The Critical Switchgear Rooms are a part of the Reactor Building. 
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CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Site Services Procedure 1.1, Station Security. 

2. CNS-FP-60, Fire Area Boundary Drawing Index. 

3. Drawing CNS-EE-187, CNS Safe Shutdown Component Locations and 
Emergency Route Lighting - Site Plan. 

4. Fire Safety Analysis Calculations. 

5. Technical Specifications Figure 4.1-1, Site and Exclusion Area Boundaries and 
Low Population Zone. 

6. USAR Section XII-2.1.2.1, Principal Class I Structures Required for Safe 
Shutdown. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 2 - Fire or Explosion 

Initiating Condition: Fire within the Protected Area not extinguished within 

EAL: 

HU2.1 Unusual Event 

15 minutes of detection or explosion within the Protected 
Area 

Fire in any Table H-1 area not extinguished within 15 min. of Control Room 
notification or receipt of a valid Control Room alarm d_ue to fire (NOTE 3) 

·- ------- -------- -- ---- _.,.._ --..... ---- ~ ~ -"' .. ---.. -·- - -·- --- -·- -- -~:... -- - -- - -- ----~ ----.. --- -- .. ---~..,.;;- _..,_...:_._;_,. -- ~--·- - ----·-·----·-·-- ----... _ .. __ -- ------ -'"' ...... ;.~ 
! NOTE 3..:.. The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has !: 
i elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the [i 
: condition will likely exceed the applicable time. _ ... . .. ! 
• ___ ., _______ --- -"C"~- -.-::- --..o;--;:-,-.- - - - --- ---- - - -- -- • • - --- - - - - - - - -- - -- -- - - - -- - - - - - -- -- - -- ----- ~ .. ___ -- ____ ... M ---~~---.:.--- ... -~ :. .. .:...:.:. --·--:....--------- ... , 

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas· 

• Reactor Building 

• Control Building 

• Service Water Pump Room 

• Diesel Generator Building 

• Cable Expansion Room 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL addresses the magnitude and extent of fires that may be potentially 
significant precursors of damage to safety systems. It addresses the fire and not 
the degradation in performance of affected systems that may result. 

As used here, detection is visual observation and report by plant personnel or 
sensor alarm indication. 

(continued on next page) 
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The 15 minute time period begins with a credible notification that a fire is 
occurring or indication of a fire detection system alarm/actuation. Verification of a 
fire detection system alarm/actuation includes actions that can be taken within the 
Control Room or other nearby site specific location to ensure that it is not 
spurious. An alarm is assumed to be an indication of a fire unless it is disproved 
within the 15 minute period by personnel dispatched to the scene. In other words, 
a personnel report from the scene may be used to disprove a sensor alarm if 
received within 15 minutes of the alarm, but shall not be required to verify the 
alarm. 

The intent of this 15 minute duration is to size the fire and to discriminate against 
small fires that are readily extinguished (e.g., smoldering waste paper basket). 

CNS Basis: 

Fire, as used in this EAL, means combustion characterized by heat and light. 
Sources of smoke such as slipping drive belts or overheated electrical equipment 
do not constitute fires. Observation of flame is preferred but is not required if 
large quantities of smoke and heat are observed. 

The Critical Switchgear Rooms are a part of the Reactor Building. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Site Services Procedure 1.1, Station Security. 

2. CNS-FP-60, Fire Area Boundary Drawing Index. 

3. Drawing CNS-EE-187, CNS Safe Shutdown Component Locations and 
Emergency Route Lighting - Site Plan. 

4. Fire Safety Analysis Calculations. 

5. USAR Section XII-2.1.2.1, Principal Class I Structures Required for Safe 
Shutdown. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 2 - Fire or Explosion 

Initiating Condition: Fire within the Protected Area not extinguished within 

EAL: 

HU2.2 Unusual Event 

15 minutes of detection or explosion within the Protected 
Area 

Explosion within the Protected Area 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL addresses the magnitude and extent of explosions that may be 
potentially significant precursors of damage to safety systems. It addresses the 
explosion and not the degradation in performance of affected systems that may 
result. 

As used here, detection is visual observation and report by plant personnel or 
sensor alarm indication. 

This EAL addresses only those explosions of sufficient force capable of causing 
damage to permanent structures or equipment within the Protected Area. 

No attempt is made to assess the actual magnitude of any damage. The 
occurrence of the explosion is sufficient for declaration. 

The Emergency director also needs to consider any security aspects of the 
explosion, if applicable. 

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on 
HA2. l. 
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CNS Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

The Protected Area refers to the designated Security Area around the process 
buildings and is depicted in Technical Specifications Figure 4.1-1 (Reference 1 ). 

As used here, an explosion is a rapid, violent, unconfined combustion or a 
catastrophic failure of pressurized equipment that potentially imparts significant 
energy to nearby structures and materials. 

A steam line break or steam explosion that damages surrounding permanent 
structures or equipment would be classified under this EAL. This does not mean 
the emergency is classified simply because the steam line break occurred. The 
method of damage is not as important as the degradation of plant structures or 
equipment. The need to classify the steam tine break itself is considered in fission 
product barrier degradation monitoring (EAL Category F). 

If the explosion is determined to be hostile in nature, the event is classified under 
security based EALs. 

CNS Basis Reference{s): 

1. Technical Specifications Figure 4.1-1, Site and Exclusion Area Boundaries and 
Low Population Zone. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 2 - Fire or Explosion 

Initiating Condition: Fire or explosion affecting the operability of plant safety 
systems required to establish or maintain safe shutdown 

EAL: 

HA2.1 Alert 

Fire or explosion resulting in EITHER: 

Visible damage to any Table H-1 area containing safety systems or components 

OR I 
I 

Control Room indication of degraded performance of safety systems 

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas 

• Reactor Building 

• Control Building 

• Service Water Pump Room 

• Diesel Generator Building 

• Cable Expansion Room 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

Visible damage is used to identify the magnitude of the fire or explosion and to 
discriminate against minor fires and explosions. 

The reference to structures containing safety systems or components is included to 
discriminate against fires or explosions in areas having a low probability of 
affecting safe operation. The significance here is not that a safety system was 
degraded but the fact that the fire or explosion was large enough to cause damage 
to these systems. 
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The use of visible damage should not be interpreted as mandating a lengthy 
damage assessment prior to classification .. The declaration of an Alert and the 
activation of the Technical Support Center w.ill provide the Emergency Director 
with the resources needed to perform detailed damage assessments. 

The Emergency Director also needs to consider any security aspects of the 
explosion. 

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, will be based on 
System Malfunctions, Fission Product Barrier Degradation, or Abnormal Rad 
Levels/Radiological Effluent EALs. 

CNS Basis: 

Fire, as used in this EAL, means combustion characterized by heat and light. 
Sources of smoke such as slipping drive belts or overheated electrical equipment 
do not constitute fires. Observation of flame is preferred but is NOT required if 
large quantities of smoke and heat are observed. 

An explosion is a rapid, violent, unconfined combustion or a catastrophic failure of 
pressurized equipment that potentially imparts significant energy to nearby 
structures and materials. 

A steam line break or steam explosion that damages permanent structures or 
equipment would be classified under this EAL. The method of damage is not as 
important as the degradation of plant structures or equipment. The need to 
classify the steam line break itself is considered in fission product barrier 
degradation monitoring (EAL Category F). 

The Critical Switchgear Rooms are a part of the Reactor Building. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Site Services Procedure 1.1, Station Security. 

2. CNS-FP-60, Fire Area Boundary Drawing Index. 

3. Drawing CNS-EE-187, CNS Safe Shutdown Component Locations and 
Emergency Route Lighting - Site Plan. 

4. Fire Safety Analysis Calculations. 

5. USAR Section XII-2.1. 2.1, Principal Class I Structures Required for Safe 
Shutdown. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 3 - Hazardous Gas 

Initiating Condition: Release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant, or flammable 
gases deemed detrimental to normal plant operations 

EAL: 

HU3.1 Unusual Event 

Toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant, or flammable gases in amounts that have or could 
affect normal plant operations 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL is based on the release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant, or flammable 
gases of sufficient quantity to affect normal plant operations. 

The fact that SCBA may be worn does not eliminate the need to declare the event. 

This EAL is not intended to require significant assessment or quantification. It 
assumes an uncontrolled process that has the potential to affect plant operations. 
This would preclude small or incidental releases or releases that do not impact 
structures needed for plant operation. 

An asphyxiant is a gas capable of reducing the level of oxygen in the body to 
dangerous levels. Most commonly, asphyxiants work by merely displacing air in 
an enclosed environment. This reduces the concentration of oxygen below the 
normal level of around 19%, which can lead to breathing difficulties, 
unconsciousness, or even death. 

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on 
HA3.1. 
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·CNS Basis: 

As used in this EAL, affecting normal plant operations means that activities at the 
plant site associated with routine testing, maintenance, or equipment operations, 
in accordance with normal operating or administrative procedures have been 
impacted. Entry into Abnormal or Emergency Operating Procedures, or deviation 
from normal security or radiological controls posture is a departure from normal 
plant operations, and thus, would be considered to have been affected. 
Administrative Procedure 0.36.6, Monitoring for Industrial Gases, may be used for 
help in assessing this EAL. Such review, however, does not constitute a departure 
from normal operations. 

The release may have originated within the Site Boundary or it may have 
originated off-site and subsequently drifted onto the Site Boundary. Off-site 
events (e.g., tanker truck accident releasing toxic gases, etc.) resulting in the 
plant being within the evacuation area should also be considered in this EAL 
because of the adverse affect on normal plant operations. 

At CNS there are various potential sources of atmospheric contamination. Some 
ofthese sources are: 

• Inert gas used for oxygen exclusion (nitrogen). 

• Combustion products. 

• Carbon dioxide from fire extinguishing. 

• Halon from fire extinguishing. 

• Welding gases (enclosed areas). 

• Vapors from painting (enclosed areas). 

• Vapors from petroleum products. 

• Hydrogen (OWC Hydrogen Gas Generation System, Generator Cooling System, 
batteries, and disassociation of water in the reactor). 

• Asphyxiants and irritants, found most often in confined areas (water and oil 
storage tanks, open manholes). 

• Methane from bacterial action (tanks and pits). 

(continued on next page) 
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Some of the gases which could affect normal plant operations under this EAL are: 

• Carbon Monoxide - One of the most common asphyxiants encountered in 
industry. It is formed by the incomplete combustion of fuel containing carbon. 
It may be found in the vicinity of a fire or a leak in an exhaust system (flue gas 
or internal combustion engines). 

• Oxygen - Oxygen has two fundamentally important properties: it supports 
combustion and it supports life. Since oxygen is necessary for life, it must be 
present in sufficient quantity. Oxygen deficiency occurs in confined spaces 
where the level of oxygen has been reduced below the limit to support life. 
Oxygen content in the air can become fatally low in a brief period of time. 
Some of the more common causes of this problem are oxidation of metals, 
bacterial action, combustion, and displacement by other gases. An enriched 
oxygen atmosphere will accelerate combustion. 

• Hydrogen - Used in generator cooling. Hydrogen gas is also produced by the 
OWC Gas Generation System, located in the OWC Building, and subsequently 
injected into the Condensate System just upstream of the condensate booster 
pumps. Hydrogen is also produced by the disassociati'on of water from 
radiation in the reactor, which is seen in the off-gas. The presence of hydrogen 
will be especially significant in the Off-Gas and Augmented Off-Gas Systems. 
Hydrogen is also a by-product of battery charging. It is lighter than air so it 
will be found in pockets at the ceiling of enclosures. · 

• Argon - Commonly used during the welding of certain metals. It is denser than 
air so it will settle in pockets below the welding area. 

• Carbon Dioxide - Used to fight fire. Being heavier than air, carbon dioxide will 
settle in pockets and displace oxygen. 

• Halon - Used to fight fire in the Service Water Pump Room, Computer Room, 
and in the Simulator. Discharge of a Halon System will result in exceeding 
IDLH limits in the area. Discharge of the Service Water Pump Room or 
Computer Room Halon System should be classified under EAL HA3.1. 

• Nitrogen - Used primarily to purge Primary Containment. Since it is 
approximately the same density as air, it can be dispersed by proper 
ventilation. Areas of poor ventilation may contain greater than expected 
concentrations of nitrogen and consequently may be deficient in oxygen. 

• Combustible Gases and Vapors - Includes naturally occurring gases (such as 
methane and hydrogen gas) and the vapors of a large group of liquids which 
are used as fuels and solvents. Monitoring shall be required in fuel tanks and 
other areas where explosive mixtures may be present. 
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• Hydrogen Sulfide - Classified as an irritant in low concentrations, but is even 
more toxic than carbon monoxide because it inflames the mucus membranes 
and results in the lungs filling with fluid. This colorless gas has a characteristic 
rotten egg odor, which renders the sense of smell ineffective. Hydrogen sulfide 
may be found in sewage treatment or wherever organic matter containing 
sulfur decomposes and shall be monitored constantly during work. 

• Methane - The chief constituent of natural gas and is extremely explosive. It is 
non-toxic, but may reduce the oxygen content of an atmosphere, causing 
asphyxiation. Methane is often found in the vicinity of sanitary landfills and has 
been detected in tanks where bacterial action is taking place (i.e., reactor 
water cleanup and condensate phase separator tanks). It is lighter than air 
and tends to accumulate in high spots or pockets. This can present a 
dangerous situation in storage tanks or sewers where access is normally gained 
at the top of the confined area. 

• Ethyl Benzene - Used primarily as an additive to diesel fuel. Acute exposure 
results in a local irritant effect on the skin and mucous membranes. Chronic 
exposure can lead to nervous system disorders and upper respiratory tract 
inflammation. Monitoring is required when entering a diesel fuel tank. 

• Chlorine - Used in chemical treatment of Circulating Water and Service Water 
Systems. Chlorine gas can be recognized by its pungent, irritating odor, which 
is like the odor of bleach. Chlorine is not flammable but can react explosively 
with other chemicals such as turpentine or ammonia. Chlorine gas stays close 
to the ground and spreads rapidly. When chlorine gas comes in contact with 
moist human tissues, such as the eyes throat and lungs, an acid is produced 
that can damage these tissues. 

• Chlorine Dioxide - This is a yellow to reddish-yellow manufactured gas which 
does not occur naturally in the environment. When added to water, chlorine 
dioxide forms chlorite ion, which is also a very reactive chemical. High levels of 
chlorine dioxide can be irritating to the nose, eyes, throat, and lungs. 

• Hydrogen Chloride - This is a colorless to slightly yellowish gas with a pungent 
odor. On exposure to air, the gas forms dense white vapors due to 
condensation with atmospheric moisture. The vapor is corrosive and air 
concentrations above 5 ppm can cause irritation. When mixed with water or 
atmospheric moisture, a highly corrosive atmosphere is formed. The most 
common source of Hydrogen Chloride gas is from Muriatic (Hydrochloric) Acid. 
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Should the release affect access to plant Safe Shutdown Areas, escalation to an 
Alert would be based on EAL HA3.1. Should an explosion or fire occur due to 
flammable gas within an affected plant area, an Alert may be appropriate based on 
EAL HA2.1. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Administrative Procedure 0.36.6, Monitoring for Industrial Gases. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 3 - Toxic, Corrosive, Asphyxiant, And Flammable Gas 

Initiating Condition: Release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant, or flammable 
gases deemed detrimental to normal plant operations 

EAL: 

HU3.2 Unusual Event 

Recommendation by local, county, or state officials to evacuate or shelter site 
personnel based on an off-site event 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL is based on the release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant, or flammable 
gases of sufficient quantity to affect normal plant operations .. 

The fact that SCBA may be worn does not eliminate the need to declare the event. 

This EAL is not intended to require significant assessment or quantification. It 
assumes an uncontrolled process that has the potential to affect plant operations. 
This would preclude small or incidental releases, or releases that do not impact 
structures needed for plant operation. 

An asphyxiant is a gas capable of reducing the level of oxygen in the body to 
dangerous levels. Most commonly, asphyxiants work by merely displacing air in 
an enclosed environment. This reduces the concentration of oxygen below the 
normal level of around 19%, which can lead to breathing difficulties, 
unconsciousness or even death. 

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on 
HA3.1. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

This EAL is based on the existence of an uncontrolled release originating off-site 
and local, county, or state officials have reported the need for evacuation or 
sheltering of site personnel. Off-site events (e.g., tanker truck accident releasing 
toxic gases, etc.) are considered in this EAL because they may adversely affect 
normal plant operations. 

State officials may determine the evacuation area for off-site spills by using the 
Department of Transportation (DOT) Evacuation Tables for Selected Hazardous 
Materials in the DOT Emergency Response Guide for Hazardous Materials. If the 
evacuation area extends to any portion of the Owner Controlled Area, the EAL 
threshold is met. 

Should the release affect plant Safe Shutdown Areas, escalation to an Alert would 
be based on EAL HA3.1. Should an explosion or fire occur due to flammable gas 
within an affected plant area, an Alert may be appropriate based on EAL HA2.1. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Administrative Procedure 0.36.6, Monitoring for Industrial Gases. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 3 - Toxic, Corrosive, Asphyxiant, And Flammable Gas 

Initiating Condition: Access to a Vital Area is prohibited due to release of 

EAL: 

HA3.1 Alert 

toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant, or flammable gases which 
jeopardizes operation of operable equipment required to 
maintain safe operations or safely shutdown the reactor 

Access to any Table H-1 area is prohibited due to toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant, or 
flammable gases which jeopardize operation of systems required to maintain safe 
operations or safely shutdown the reactor (NOTE 7) 

1--NciTE-:;~·1·i-tt1e-eCi_u_i_p_me-~tYn--fti_e_stitecf _a_rea--was_a_1r-ea-cf;1·ric;-p-er-a-iJ-1e-0~--o-~t-0T ______ _ 
! service before the event occurred, then this EAL should not be declared as it will 
! have no adverse impact on the ability of the plant to safely operate or safely 
1 shutdown beyond that already allowed by Technical Specifications at the time of 
: the event. ·---- -------- ------------- -- - - - ------______ .__ --------- -- -----~- ---- ----:. ----- -------------- --------- -__________ ,,. .... --- --------------- ..... ---

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas 

• Reactor Building 

• Control Building 

• Service Water Pump Room 

• Diesel Generator Building 

• Cable Expansion Room 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

Gases in a Safe Shutdown Area can affect the ability to safely operate or safely 
shutdown the reactor. 
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The fact that SCBA may be worn does not eliminate the need to declare the event. 

Declaration should not be delayed for confirmation from atmospheric testing if the 
atmosphere poses an immediate threat to life and health or an immediate threat 
of severe exposure to gases. This could be based upon documented analysis, 
indication of personal ill effects from exposure, or operating experience with the 
hazards. 

If the equipment in the stated area was already inoperable or out of service before 
the event occurred, then this EAL should not be declared as it will have no adverse 
imp.act on the ability of the plant to safely operate or safely shutdown beyond that 
already allowed by Technical Specifications at the time of the event. 

An asphyxiant is a gas capable of reducing the level of oxygen in the body to 
dangerous levels. Most commonly, asphyxiants work by merely displacing air in 
an enclosed environment. This reduces the concentration of oxygen below the 
normal level of around 19°/o, which can lead to breathing difficulties, 
unconsciousness, or even death. 

An uncontrolled release of flammable gasses within a facility structure has the 
potential to affect safe operation of the plant by limiting either Operator or 
equipment operations due to the potential for ignition and resulting equipment 
damage/personnel injury. Flammable gasses, such as hydrogen and acetylene, 
are routinely used to maintain plant systems (hydrogen) or to repair 
equipment/components (acetylene - used in welding). This EAL assumes 
concentrations of flammable gasses which can ignite/support combustion. 

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, will be based on 
System Malfunctions, Fission Product Barrier Degradation, or Abnormal Rad 
Levels/Radioactive Effluent EALs. 

CNS Basis: 

This EAL is based on gases that have entered a plant structure in concentrations 
that could be unsafe for plant personnel and, therefore, preclude access to 
equipment necessary for the safe operation of the plant. Table H-1 safe shutdown 
areas contain systems that are operated to establish or maintain safe shutdown 
(Reference 2-6). 

The Critical Switchgear Rooms are a part of the Reactor Building. 
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At CNS, there are various potential sources of atmospheric contamination. Some 
of these sources are: 

• Inert gas used for oxygen exclusion (nitrogen). 

• Combustion products. 

• Carbon dioxide from fire extinguishing. 

• Halon from fire extinguishing. 

• Welding gases (enclosed areas). 

• Vapors from painting (enclosed areas). 

• Vapors from petroleum products. 

• Hydrogen (OWC Hydrogen Gas Generation System, Generator Cooling System, 
batteries, and disassociation of water in the reactor). 

• Asphyxiants and irritants found most often in confined areas (water and oil 
storage tanks, open manholes). 

• Methane from bacterial action (tanks and pits). 

Some of the gases which could affect normal plant operations under this EAL are: 

• Carbon Monoxide - One of the most common asphyxiants encountered in 
industry. It is formed by the incomplete combustion of fuel containing carbon. 
It may be found in the vicinity of a fire or a leak in an exhaust system (flue gas 
or internal combustion engines). 

• Oxygen - Oxygen has two fundamentally important properties: it supports 
combustion and it supports life. Since oxygen is necessary for life, it must be 
present in sufficient quantity. Oxygen deficiency occurs in confined spaces 
where the level of oxygen has been reduced below the limit to support life. 
Oxygen content in the air can become fatally low in a brief period of time. 
Some of the more common causes of this problem are oxidation of metals, 
bacterial action, combustion, and displacement by other gases. An enriched 
oxygen atmosphere will accelerate combustion. 

(continued on next page) 
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• Hydrogen - Used in generator cooling. Hydrogen gas is also produced by the 
OWC Gas Generation System, located in the OWC Building, and subsequently 
injected into the Condensate System just upstream of the condensate booster 
pumps. Hydrogen is also produced by the disassociation of water from 
radiation in the reactor, which is seen in the off-gas. The presence of hydrogen 
will be especially significant in the Off-Gas and Augmented Off-Gas Systems. 
Hydrogen is also a by-product of battery charging. It is lighter than air so it 
will be found in pockets at the ceiling of enclosures. 

• Argon - Commonly used during the welding of certain metals. It is denser than 
air so it will settle in pockets below the welding area. 

• Carbon Dioxide - Used to fight fire. Being heavier than air, carbon dioxide will 
settle in pockets and displace oxygen. 

• Halon - Used to fight fire in the Service Water Pump Room, Computer Room, 
and in the Simulator. Discharge of a Halon System will result in exceeding 
IDLH limits in the area. Discharge of the Service Water Pump Room or 
Computer Room Halon System should be classified under this EAL. 

• Nitrogen - Used primarily to purge Primary Containment. Since it is 
approximately the same density as air, it can be dispersed by proper 
ventilation. Areas of poor ventilation may contain greater than expected 
concentrations of nitrogen and consequently may be deficient in oxygen. 

• Combustible Gases and Vapors - Includes naturally occurring gases (such as 
methane and hydrogen gas) and the vapors of a large group of liquids which 
are used as fuels and solvents. Monitoring shall be required in fuel tanks and 
other areas where explosive mixtures may be present. 

• Hydrogen Sulfide - Classified as an irritant in low concentrations, but is even 
more toxic than carbon monoxide, because it inflames the mucus membranes 
and results in the lungs filling with fluid. This colorless gas has a characteristic 
rotten egg odor, which renders the sense of smell ineffective. Hydrogen sulfide 
may be found in sewage treatment or wherever organic matter containing 
sulfur decomposes and shall be monitored constantly during work. 

• Methane - The chief constituent of natural gas and is extremely explosive. It is 
non-toxic, but may reduce the oxygen content of an atmosphere, causing 
asphyxiation. Methane is often found in the vicinity of sanitary landfills and has 
been detected in tanks where bacterial action is taking place (i.e., reactor 
water cleanup and condensate phase separator tanks). It is lighter than air 
and tends to accumulate in high spots or pockets. This can present a 
dangerous situation in storage tanks or sewers where access is normally gained 
at the top of the confined area. 
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• Ethyl Benzene - Used primarily as an additive to diesel fuel. Acute exposure 
results in a local irritant effect on the skin and mucous membranes. Chronic 
exposure can lead to nervous system disorders and upper respiratory tract 
inflammation. Monitoring is required when entering a diesel fuel tank. 

• Chlorine - Used in chemical treatment of Circulate Water and Service Water 
Systems. Chlorine gas can be recognized by its pungent, irritating odor, which 
is like the odor of bleach. Chlorine is not flammable but can react explosively 
with other chemicals such as turpentine or ammonia. Chlorine gas stays close 
to the ground and spreads rapidly. When chlorine gas comes in contact with 
moist human tissues, such as the eyes throat and lungs, an acid is produced 
that can damage these tissues. 

• Chlorine Dioxide - This is a yellow to reddish-yellow manufactured gas which 
does not occur naturally in the environment. When added to water, chlorine 
dioxide forms chlorite ion, which is also a very reactive chemical. High levels of 
chlorine dioxide can be irritating to the nose, eyes, throat, and lungs. 

• Hydrogen Chloride - This is a colorless to slightly yellowish gas with a pungent 
odor. On exposure to air, the gas forms dense white vapors due to 
condensation with atmospheric moisture. The vapor is corrosive and air 
concentrations above 5 ppm can cause irritation. When mixed with water or 
atmospheric moisture, a highly corrosive atmosphere is formed. The most 
common source of Hydrogen Chloride gas is from Muriatic (Hydrochloric) Acid. 

This EAL does not apply to routine inerting of the Primary Containment. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Administrative Procedure 0.36.6, Monitoring for Industrial Gases. 

2. Site Services Procedure 1.1, Station Security. 

3. CNS-FP-60, Fire Area Boundary Drawing Index. 

4. Drawing CNS-EE-187, CNS Safe Shutdown Component Locations and 
Emergency Route Lighting - Site Plan. 

5. Fire Safety Analysis Calculations. 

6. USAR Section XII-2.1.2.1, Principal Class I Structures Required for Safe 
Shutdown. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 4 - Security 

Initiating Condition: Confirmed security condition or threat which indicates a 
potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant 

EAL: 

HU4.1 Unusual Event 

·A security condition that does not involve a hostile action as reported by the 
Security Shift Supervisor 

OR 

A credible site-specific security threat notification 

OR 

A validated notification from NRC providing information of an aircraft threat 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 
·--- .. -. -- -- --- - - - - ______ ......... - ... - ---- ----- ------... - .. - - - - - - ----- -- - - - "'.., - - - -- - _.,;,. ______ --- ---- -- - - ~--~--- - - .. ·_-.._:.;.;__·._._·7 ____ - - -·,.. - - ---'...:-::-.-------·-

! NOTE - Timely and accurate communication between Security Shift Supervision 
i and the Control Room is crucial for the implementation of effective Security EALs. 1-----· -.. ---- ---- -- --- --- ---- ----- ----.--·-·--.- ------ ---,, _______ . -. --- ---------.-.-----. ---~ -- .. -------- ------------ -.... ---- ----- ----- --

Security events which do not represent a potential degradation in the level of 
safety of the plant are reported under 10CFR73. 71 or in some cases under 
10CFR50. 72. Security events assessed as hostile actions are classifiable under 
HA4.1, HS4.1, and HG4.1. 

A higher initial classification could be made based upon the nature and timing of 
the security threat and potential consequences. Consideration should be given to 
upgrading the emergency response status and emergency classification level in 
accordance with the Physical Security Plan and Emergency Plan. 

(continued on next page) 
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1st Threshold 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Reference is made to the Security Shift Supervisor because these individuals are 
the designated personnel on-site qualified and trained to confirm that a security 
event is occurring or has occurred. Training on security event classification 
confirmation is closely controlled due to the strict secrecy controls placed on the 
plant Physical Security Plan. 

This threshold is based on the CNS Security and Safeguards Contingency Plan. 
Security Plans are based on guidance provided by NEI 03-12. 

2nd Threshold 

The second threshold is to ensure that appropriate notifications for the security 
threat are made in a timely manner. This includes information of a credible 
threat. Only the plant to which the specific threat is made need declare the 
Unusual Event. 

The determination of "credible" is made through use of information found in the 
Physical Security Plan. 

3rd Threshold 

The intent of this EAL threshold is to ensure that notifications for the aircraft 
threat are made in a timely manner and that off-site response organizations and 
plant personnel are at a state of heightened awareness regarding the credible 
threat. 

This EAL is met when a plant receives information regarding an aircraft threat 
from NRC. Validation is performed by calling the NRC or by other approved 
methods of authentication. Only the plant to which the specific threat is made 
need declare the Unusual Event. 

The NRC Headquarters Operations Officer (HOO) will communicate to the licensee 
if the threat involves an airliner (airliner is meant to be a large aircraft with the 
potential for causing significant damage to the plant). The status and size of the 
plane may be provided by NORAD through the NRC. 

Escalation to Alert emergency classification level via HA4.1 would be appropriate if 
the threat involves an airliner less than 30 minutes away from the plant. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Hostile Action: An act toward a nuclear power plant or its personnel that includes 
the use of violent force to destroy equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the 
licensee to achieve an end. This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, 
explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or other devices used to deliver destructive force. 
Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be included. Hostile Action should 
not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious acts that are not 
part of a concerted attack on CNS. Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used to 
address such activities (i.e., this may include violent acts between individuals in 
the Owner Controlled Area). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. CNS Security and Safeguards Contingency Plan. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 4 - Security 

Initiating Condition: Hostile action within the Owner Controlled Area or 
airborne attack threat© 1 

EAL: 

HA4.1 Alert 

A hostile action is occurring or has occurred within the Owner Controlled Area 
as reported by the Security Shift Supervisor 

OR 

A validated notification from NRC of an airliner attack threat within 30 min. of the 
site 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

1--Noili-~Ti-~-elv-anci-aC:-c:Lir-c11:-e--c:ailimi.iillC:·a-ti_o_ri--b-et-weer1~s~~-Li-r=itv-siiiit_s_u_pervisiar1------: 

i and the Control Room is crucial for the implementation of effective Security EALs. i 
·-·~----~-~---· -- ·----- ... ---- -..----------.-_!' _________ "" ---- ----------------------- --------------------------------------------- -------- -------· 

These EAL thresholds address the contingency for a very rapid progression of 
events, such as that experienced on September 11, 2001. They are not premised 
solely on the potential for a radiological release. Rather, the issue includes the 
need for rapid assistance due to the possibility for significant and indeterminate 
damage from additional air, land, or water attack elements. 

The fact that the site is under serious attack or is an identified attack target with 
minimal time available for further preparation or additional assistance to arrive 
requires a heightened state of readiness and implementation of protective 
measures that can be effective (such as on-site evacuation, dispersal, or 
sheltering). 

(continued on next page) 
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1st Threshold 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

This EAL threshold addresses the potential for a very rapid progression of events 
due to a hostile action. It is not intended to address incidents that are accidental 
events or acts of civil disobedience, such as small aircraft impact, hunters, or 
physical disputes between employees within the Owner Controlled Area. Those 
events are adequately addressed by other EALs. 

Although nuclear plant Security Officers are well trained and prepared to protect 
against hostile action, it is appropriate for off-site response organizations to be 
notified and encouraged to begin activation (if they do not normally) to be better 
prepared should it be necessary to consider further actions. 

2nd Threshold 

This EAL threshold addresses the immediacy of an expected threat arrival or 
impact on the site within a relatively short time. 

The intent of this EAL threshold is to ensure that notifications for the airliner attack 
threat are made in a timely manner and that off-site response organizations and 
plant personnel are at a state of heightened awareness regarding the credible 
threat. Airliner is meant to be a large aircraft with the potential for causing 
significant damage to the plant. 

This EAL threshold is met when a plant receives information regarding an airliner 
attack threat from NRC and the airliner is within 30 minutes of the plant. 
Validation is performed by calling the NRC or by other approved methods of 
authentication. Only the plant to which the specific threat is made need declare 
the Alert. 

The NRC Headquarters Operations Officer (HOO) will communicate to the licensee 
if the threat involves an airliner. The status and size of the plane may be provided 
by NORAD through the NRC. 

If not previously notified by the NRC that the airborne hostile action was 
intentional, then it would be expected, although not certain, that notification by an 
appropriate Federal agency would follow. In this case, appropriate federal agency 
is intended to be NORAD, FBI, FAA, or N RC. However, the declaration should not 
be unduly delayed awaiting Federal notification. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Reference is made to the Security Shift Supervisor because these individuals are 
the designated personnel on-site qualified and trained to confirm that a security 
event is occurring or has occurred. 

Hostile Action: An act toward a nuclear power plant or its personnel that includes 
the use of violent force to destroy equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the 
licensee to achieve an end. This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, 
explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or other devices used to deliver destructive force. 
Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be included. Hostile Action should 
not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious acts that are not 
part of a concerted attack on CNS. Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used to 
address such activities (i.e., this may include violent acts between individuals in 
the Owner Controlled Area). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. CNS Security and Safeguards Contingency Plan. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 4 - Security 

Initiating Condition: Hostile action within the Protected Area©1 

EAL: 

HS4.1 Site Area Emergency 

A hostile action is occurring or has occurred within the Protected Area as 
reported by the Security Shift Supervisor 

Mode ApplicabHity: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This condition represents an escalated threat to plant safety above that contained 
in the Alert in that a hostile force has progressed from the Owner Controlled Area 
to the Protected Area. 

This EAL addresses the contingency for a very rapid progression of events, such as 
that experienced on September 11, 2001. It is not premised solely on the 
potential for a radiological release. Rather, the issue includes the need for rapid 
assistance due to the possibility for significant and indeterminate damage from 
additional air, land, or water attack elements. 

The fact that the site is under serious attack with minimal time available for 
further preparation or additional assistance to arrive requires off-site response 
organizations readiness and preparation for the implementation of protective 
measures. 

This EAL addresses the potential for a very rapid progression of events due to a 
hostile action. It is not intended to address incidents that are accidental events or 
acts of civil disobedience, such as small aircraft impact, hunters, or physical 
disputes between employees within the Protected Area. 
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Although nuclear plant Security Officers are well trained and prepared to protect 
against hostile action, it is appropriate for off-site response organizations to be 
notified and encouraged to begin preparations for public protective actions (if they 
do not normally) to be better prepared should it be necessary to consider further 
actions. 

If not previously notified by NRC that the airborne hostile action was intentional, 
then it would be expected, although not certain, that notification by an appropriate 
Federal agency would follow. In this case, appropriate federal agency is intended 
to be NORAD, FBI, FAA, or NRC. However, the declaration should not be unduly 
delayed awaiting Federal notification. 

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on 
actual plant status after impact or progression of attack. 

CNS Basis: 

Timely and accurate communication between Security Shift Supervision and the 
Control Room is crucial for the implementation of effective Security EALs. 
Reference is made to the Security Shift Supervisor because this individual is the 
designated on-site person qualified and trained to confirm that a security event is 
occurring or has occurred. Training on security event classification confirmation is 
closely controlled due to the strict secrecy controls placed on the CNS Security and 
Safeguards Contingency Plan (Reference 1). 

Hostile Action: An act toward a nuclear power plant or its personnel that includes 
the use of violent force to destroy equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the 
licensee to achieve an end. This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, 
explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or other devices used to deliver destructive force. 
Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be included. Hostile Action should 
not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious acts that are not 
part of a concerted attack on CNS. Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used to 
address such activities (i.e., this may include violent acts between individuals in 
the Owner Controlled Area). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. CNS Security and Safeguards Contingency Plan. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 4 - Security 

Initiating Condetion: Hostile action resulting in loss of physical control of the 
facility© 1 

EAL: 

HG4.1 General Emergency 

A hostile action has occurred such that plant personnel are unable to operate 
equipment required to maintain safety functions 

OR 

A hostile action has caused failure of Spent Fuel Cooling Systems and imminent 
fuel damage is likely for a freshly off-loaded reactor core in pool 

Mode Applicability: 

, All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

1st Threshold 

This EAL threshold encompasses conditions under which a hostile action has 
resulted in a loss of physical control of Vital Areas (containing vital equipment or 
controls of vital equipment) required to maintain safety functions and control of 
that equipment cannot be transferred to and operated from another location. 

These safety functions are reactivity control (ability to shut down the reactor and 
keep it shut down), reactor water level (ability to cool the core), and decay heat 
removal (ability to maintain a heat sink). 

Loss of physical control of the Control Room or remote shutdown capability alone 
may not prevent the ability to maintain safety functions per se. Design of the 
remote shutdown capability and the location of the transfer switches should be 
taken into account. Primary emphasis should be placed on those components and 
instruments that supply protection for and information about safety functions. 

If control of the plant equipment necessary to maintain safety functions can be 
transferred to another location, then the threshold is not met. 

(continued on next page) 
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2nd Threshold 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

This EAL threshold addresses failure of Spent Fuel Cooling Systems as a result of 
hostile action if imminent fuel damage is likely, such as when a freshly off-loaded 
reactor core is in the spent fuel pool. 

CNS Basis: 

A freshly off-loaded reactor core in pool consists of recently discharged fuel that 
has been out of the reactor for less than 1 year (Reference 1). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Nuclear Procedure 10.6, SFSP Fuel Storage Constraints (restricted access for 
B.5.b). 

2. CNS Security and Safeguards Contingency Plan. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 5 - Control Room Evacuation 

Initiating Condition: Control Room evacuation has been initiated 

EAL: 

HAS.1 Alert 

Procedure 5.lASD, Alternate Shutdown, or Procedure 5.4FIRE-S/D, Fire Induced 
Shutdown From Outside Control Room, requires Control Room evacuation 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

With the Control Room evacuated, additional support, monitoring, and direction 
through the Technical Support Center and/or other Emergency Res_ponse Facilities 
may be necessary. 

Inability to establish plant control from outside the Control Room will escalate this 
event to a Site Area Emergency. 

CNS Basis: 

Procedures 5.1ASD, Alternate Shutdown (Reference 1), and 5.4FIRE-S/D, Fire 
Induced Shutdown From Outside Control Room (Reference 2), provide the 
instructions for scramming the unit and maintaining RCS inventory from outside 
the Control Room. The Shift Manager (SM) determines if the Control Room is 
inoperable and requires evacuation. Control Room inhabitability may be caused by 
fire, dense smoke, noxious fumes, bomb threat in or adjacent to the Control 
Room, or other life threatening conditions. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Emergency Procedure 5.lASD, Alternate Shutdown. 

2. Emergency Procedure 5.4FIRE-S/D, Fire Induced Shutdown From Outside 
Control Room. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 5 - Control Room Evacuation 

Initiating Condition: Control Room evacuation has been initiated and plant 
control cannot be established 

EAL: 

HS5.1 Site Area Emergency 

Control Room evacuation has been initiated 

AND 

Control of the plant cannot be established within 15 min. 

Mode Applicabmty: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

The intent of this EAL is to capture those events where control of the plant cannot 
be re-established in a timely manner. In this case, expeditious transfer of control 
of safety systems has not occurred (although fission product barrier damage may 
not yet be indicated). The 15 minute time for transfer starts when the Control 
Room begins to be evacuated (not when Procedure 5.lASD, Alternate Shutdown, 
is entered). The time interval is based on how quickly control must be 
re-established without core uncovery and/or core damage. 

The intent of the EAL is to establish control of important plant equipment and 
knowledge of important plant parameters in a timely manner. Primary emphasis 
should be placed on those components and instruments that supply protection for 
and information about safety functions. Typically, these safety functions are 
reactivity control (ability to shut down the reactor and maintain it shutdown), 
reactor water level (ability to cool the core), and decay heat removal (ability to 
maintain a heat sink). 

The determination of whether or not control is established from outside the Control 
Room is based on Emergency Director (ED) judgment. The Emergency Director is 
expected to make a reasonable, informed judgment that control of the plant from 
the Alternate Shutdown Panels cannot be established within the 15 minute 
interval. 

(continued on next page) 
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Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be by Fission 
Product Barrier Degradation or Abnormal Rad Levels/Radiological Effluent EALs. 

CNS Basis: 

Procedures 5.1ASD, Alternate Shutdown (Reference 1), and 5.4FIRE-S/D, Fire 
Induced Shutdown From Outside Control Room (Reference 2), provide the 
instructions for scramming the unit and maintaining RCS inventory from outside 
the Control Room. The Shift Manager determines if the Control Room is 
inoperable and requires evacuation. Control Room inhabitability may be caused by 
fire, dense smoke, noxious fumes, bomb threat in or adjacent to the Control 
Room, or other life threatening conditions. 

The 15 minute criterion applies from the time that the Control Room begins to be 
evacuated. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Emergency Procedure 5.1ASD, Alternate Shutdown. 

2. Emergency Procedure 5.4FIRE-S/D, Fire Induced Shutdown From Outside 
Control Room. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions __ Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 6 - Judgment 

Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the 
Emergency Director warrant declaration of a UE 

EAL: 

HU6.l Unusual Event 

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate 
that EITHER: 

Events are in-progress or have occurred which indicate a potential degradation of 
the level of safety of the plant 

OR 

A security threat to facility protection has been initiated 

No releases of radioactive material requiring off-site response or monitoring are 
expected unless further degradation of safety systems occurs 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but 
that warrant declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are 
believed by the Emergency Director to fall under the Unusual Event emergency 
class. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

The Emergency Director is the designated on-site individual having the 
responsibility and authority for implementing the CNS Emergency Plan. The Shift 
Manager (SM) initially acts in the capacity of the Emergency Director and takes 
actions as outlined in the Emergency Plan implementing procedures. If required 
by the emergency classification or if deemed appropriate by the Emergency 
Director, emergency response personnel are notified and instructed to report to 
their emergency response locations. In this manner, the individual usually in 
charge of activities in the Control Room is responsible for initiating the necessary 
emergency response, but Plant Management is expected to manage the 
emergency response as soon as available to do so in anticipation of the possible 
wide-ranging responsibilities associated with managing a major emergency 
(Reference 1). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Emergency Plan for Cooper Nuclear Station, Section 5.0. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 6 - Judgment 

Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the 
Emergency Director warrant declaration of an Alert 

EAL: 

HA6.1 Alert 

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate 
that events are in-progress or have occurred which involve EITHER: 

An actual or potential substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant 

OR 

A security event that involves probable life threatening risk to site personnel or 
damage to site equipment because of hostile action 

Any releases are expected to be limited to small fractions of the EPA Protective 
Action Guideline exposure levels beyond the site boundary 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but 
that warrant declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are 
believed by the Emergency Director to fall under the Alert emergency class. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis: 

The Emergency Director is the designated on-site individual having the 
responsibility and authority for implementing the CNS Emergency Plan. The Shift 
Manager (SM) initially acts in the capacity of the Emergency Director and takes 
actions as outlined in the Emergency Plan implementing procedures. If required 
by the emergency classification or if deemed appropriate by the Emergency 
Director, emergency response personnel are notified and instructed to report to 
their emergency response locations. In this manner, the individual usually in 
charge of activities in the Control Room is responsible for initiating the necessary 
emergency response, but Plant Management is expected to manage the 
emergency response as soon as available to do so in anticipation of the possible 
wide-ranging responsibilities associated with managing a major emergency 
(Reference 2). 

For the purposes of this EAL, the Site Boundary for CNS is a 1 mile radius around 
the plant. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. CNS Drawing DWG.2.2 (P3-A-45). 

2. Emergency Plan for Cooper Nuclear Station, Section 5.0. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 6 - Judgment 

Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the 
Emergency Director warrant declaration of Site Area 
Emergency 

EAL: 

HS6.1 Site Area Emergency 

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate 
that events are in-progress or have occurred which involve EITHER: 

.An actual or likely major failures of plant functions needed for protection of the 
public 

OR 

Hostile action that results in intentional damage or malicious acts; 1) toward site 
personnel or equipment that could lead to the likely failure of; or 2) that prevent 
effective access to equipment needed for the protection of the public 

Any releases are not expected to result in exposure levels which exceed EPA 
Protective Action Guideline exposure levels (1 Rem TEDE and 5 Rem thyroid COE) 
beyond the site boundary 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but 
that warrant declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are 
believed by the Emergency Director to fall under the emergency class description 
for Site Area Emergency. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis: 

The Emergency Director is the designated on-site individual having the 
responsibility and authority for implementing the CNS Emergency Plan. The Shift 
Manager (SM) initially acts in the capacity of the Emergency Director and takes 
actions as outlined in the Emergency Plan implementing procedures. If required 
by the emergency classification or if deemed appropriate by the Emergency 
Director, emergency response personnel are notified and instructed to report to 
their emergency response locations. In this manner, the individual usually in 
charge of activities in the Control Room is responsible for initiating the necessary 
emergency response, but Plant Management is expected to manage the 
emergency response as soon as available to do so in anticipation of the possible 
wide-ranging responsibilities associated with managing a major emergency 
(Reference 2). 

For the purposes of this EAL, the Site Boundary for CNS is a 1 mile radius around 
the plant. 

CNS Basis Reference{s): 

1. CNS Drawing DWG.2.2 (P3-A-45). 

2. Emergency Plan for Cooper Nuclear Station, Section 5.0. 
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Category: H - Hazards And Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety 

Subcategory: 6 - Judgment 

Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the 
Emergency Director warrant declaration of General 
Emergency 

EAL: 

HG6.1 General Emergency 

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate 
that events are in-progress or have occurred which involve EITHER: 

Actual or imminent substantial core degradation or melting with potential for loss 
of containment integrity 

OR 

Hostile action that results in an actual loss of physical control of the facility 

Releases can be reasonably expected to exceed EPA Protective Action Guideline 
exposure levels (1 Rem TEDE and 5 Rem thyroid CDE) beyond the site boundary 

Mode Applicability: 

All 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but 
that warrant declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are 
believed by the Emergency Director to fall under the General Emergency class. 
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CNS Basis: 

The Emergency Director is the designated on-site individual having the 
responsibility and authority for implementing the CNS Emergency Plan. The Shift 
Manager (SM) initially acts in the capacity of the Emergency Director and takes 
actions as outlined in the Emergency Plan implementing procedures. If required 
by the emergency classification or if deemed appropriate by the Emergency 
Director, emergency response personnel are notified and instructed to report to 
their emergency response locations. In this manner, the individual usually in 
charge of activities in the Control Room is responsible for initiating the necessary 
emergency response, but Plant Management is expected to manage the 
emergency response as soon as available to do so in anticipation of the possible 
wide-ranging responsibilities associated with managing a major emergency 
(Reference 2). 

Releases can reasonably be expected to exceed EPA PAG plume exposure levels 
outside the Site Boundary. 

For the purposes of this EAL, the Site Boundary for CNS is a 1 mile radius around 
the plant. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. CNS Drawing DWG.2.2 (P3-A-45). 

2. Emergency Plan for Cooper Nuclear Station, Section 5.0. 
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Category: S - System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 1 - Loss of Power 

Initiating Condition: Loss of all off-site AC power to critical buses for 
15 minutes or longer 

EAL: 

SUl.l Unusual Event 

Loss of all off-site AC power (Table S-3) to critical 4160V Buses lF and lG for 
~ 15 min. (NOTE 3) 

fi\io:rE-3~.:--rh_e __ E_m_e~9-e-ric-Y-oire-ctor-sha~ici-~<>i-~ait:--~-n-ti_1 __ the_a_1~;p1i<:a_i:i_ie--ti_m_e .. t1a·5·-----
i elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the , 
i condition has exceeded or will likely exceed the applicable time. .: 
___ .. _________ -- .---.--.--~- -:;--.,.- - ---:-.-~-.-,-- -- -- ... ~-.... ---- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ---- ------.-- --- --- -.- ... - .. - ............... ,. ........ - .. ~.., ·~ .. - "' .. --- - ......... --- - -- ---- -- -- - - J 

Tat>Je S:-3 1AC Po,wef''Sq!Jr.P,e§l 
. ' .. l ' -. ~ ' 

Offsite 

• Startup Station Service Transformer 
• Emergency Station Service 

Transformer 
• Backfeed 345 kv line through Main 

Power Transformer to the Normal 
Station Service Transformer (Note 8) 

Onsite 

. DG-1 
• DG-2 . Main Generator 

rNoiE·a·~-:rti·e-ti·rri·e-·r=eei-~-i-reci--to-estaiJ·1-isti.ti-ie-1Jad~reeci-is-1i-kelv·1c;ii·9·e·r-t:1iali_t:_ti_e _________ _ 

l specified time interval. If off-normal plant conditions have already established the 
~ backfeed, its power to the safety-related buses may be considered an off-site 

!_ -~-<?-~~ '.. -~~ ~-'.~~: __ ---------.- ------ ---- ------- ------ . -.. --. -.. -. -- -- ------- --- -- -- ---- ------ --- ------ ---- ---- ---·- - --- .. ---.. 
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Mode Applicability: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

Prolonged loss of AC power reduces required redundancy and potentially degrades 
the level of safety of the plant by rendering the plant more vulnerable to a 
complete loss of AC power (e.g., Station Blackout). Fifteen minutes was selected 
as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses. 

CNS Basis: 

The 4160V critical Buses lF (Div. I) and lG (Div. II) are the plant essential, 
safety-related emergency buses. Each can be energized manually and separately 
by any of the following off-site sources of power: Figure S-1 illustrates the 4160V 
AC Distribution System (Reference 7, 8). 

• Startup Transformer - The Startup Transformer provides a source of off-site AC 
power to the entire Auxiliary Power Distribution System adequate for the 
startup operation or shutdown operation of the station. The Startup 
Transformer is the preferred source of off-site AC power to the station 
whenever the main generator is off-line ( < 160 MWe). The Startup 
Transformer is energized from the 161 kV Switchyard. The transformer is 
normally left energized at all times to provide for quick automatic transfer of 
the 4160V auxiliaries to the Startup Transformer in the event that the station 
Normal Transformer fails or that the main generator trips off-line. 

• Emergency Transformer - The Emergency Transformer is the primary off-site 
AC power source to essential station loads. During normal station operation, 
the Emergency Transformer is energized by the 69 kV transmission line from 
OPPD. As such, it supplies 4160V Switchgear lF and/or lG in the event that 
the Normal Transformer and Startup Transformer are not available for service. 
Use of the Emergency Transformer also allows portions of the 345 kV System 
to be removed from service for inspection, testing, and maintenance. 

(continued on next page) 
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• Backfeeding power from the 345 kV line through the Main Power Transformer 
to the Normal Transformer. The Normal Transformer is the normal source of 
AC power to the station when the Main Generator is on line above 20% 
(160 MWe) electrical power. The transformer is energized during Main 
Generator operation through the Isolated Phase Buses that feed the Main 
Power Transformers. As mentioned in NOTE 8, the time required to establish 
the backfeed is likely longer than the 15 minute interval. If off-normal plant 
conditions have already established the backfeed, its power to the 
safety-related buses may be considered an off-site power source. 

On-site power sources are the emergency diesel generators (DG-1 and DG-2) and 
the Main Generator. 

If a power supply should have picked up a critical bus but failed to do so, that 
power supply should be considered unavailable until it has been successfully tied 
onto the bus. If the power supply can be tied to the bus within 15 minutes, then 
the power supply is to be considered available. 

The Supplemental Diesel Generator (SDG) is not considered an on-site or an 
off-site emergency power supply and is not considered in classifications involving 
loss of power. The SBO Coping Time per Regulatory Guide 1.155 considers the 
impact of a SDG. · 

The 15 minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or 
momentary power losses. If neither emergency bus is energized by an off-site 
source within 15 minutes, an Unusual Event is declared under this EAL. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis Reference{s): 

1. System Operating Procedure 2.2.15, Startup Transformer. 

2. System Operating Procedure 2.2.16, Normal Station Service Transformer. 

3. System Operating Procedure 2.2.17, Emergency Station Service Transformer. 

4. System Operating Procedure 2.2.18, 4160V Auxiliary Power Distribution 
System. 

5. System Operating Procedure 2.2.20, Standby AC Power System (Diesel 
Generator). 

6. Emergency Procedure 5.3SBO, Station Blackout. 

7. BR 3001, One Line Diagram. 

8. BR 3002, Sheet 1. 

9. NC43456, One Line Switching Diagram 161kV Substation. 

10. Enercon Services, Inc. Report No. NPPl-PR-01, Station Blackout Coping 
Assessment for Cooper Nuclear Station, Revision 2. 

(continued on next page) 
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Figure S-1: 4160V AC Distribution System 
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Category: S - System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 1 - Loss of Power 

Initiating Condition: AC power capability to critical buses reduced to a single 
power source for 15 minutes or longer such that any 
additional single failure would result in loss of all AC 
power to critical buses 

EAL: 

SA1.1 Alert 

AC power capability to critical 4160V Buses 1F and 1G reduced to a single power 
source (Table S-3) for 2 15 min. (NOTE 3) such that any additional single failure 
would result in loss of all AC power to emergency buses 

:---,.----- .. --. -- ---- -- ---.-- .... -.. --- ------ ---- ----·--·..:.·------·'...-- ---- -- -----·- .:..:. ____ .... ---,. __________ -.. -- .... -.. ----.-7----------- ---- --· --.. --.----------- -- -' 
NOTE 3 - The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has · 
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the 
condition will likely exceed the applicable time. , ------ -~"::"-- ,.. __ -- - - - - - - -- - - - --- ----- ---------- ----- - ---- -- .;. ...... -- .... ·-------------- .. --.. --.-------:~·-·----- -- -- ---- -------------..: ...... -.. ----- ---~-~ . 

. ::· ;-::;. -.- ' ' 

"f~-~-1~ .:$4? ·AC Power Sources -. '; 
---- - --,.. " 

Offsite 

• Startup Station Service Transformer . Emergency Station Service 
Transformer 

• Backfeed 345 kv line through Main 
Power Transformer to the Normal 
Station Service Transformer (Note 8) 

Onsite 

• DG-1 

• DG-2 
• Main Generator 
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------------ ------- -.... --------.. -- ... ---- ·- ---.-.--·---------- ---- --------· ... ---- ---- -- ------------ -- --- ---- -- --- --- -- --~ .... -- -- - -- -- -- -- ------..... 
NOTE 8 - The time required to establish the backfeed is likely longer than the 
specified time interval. If off-normal plant conditions have already established the 
backfeed, its power to the safety-related buses may be considered an off-site 

_!?_~-~~'.-~~ ~ '.~~.:. ______ ---- -----·------·----- ---- --- ----- --- ------ -- -------- ------ ·---·--- ------- -- . -. -- . ·---------·---- ·--- ·- -

Mode Applicability: 

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL is intended to provide an escalation from IC SU1.1, "Loss of all off-site AC 
power to critical buses for 15 minutes or longer". 

The condition indicated by this EAL is the degradation of the off-site and on-site 
AC power systems such that any additional single failure would result in a loss of 
all AC power to the critical buses. This condition could occur due to a loss of 
off-site power with a concurrent failure of all but one emergency generator to 
supply power to its critical bus. Another related condition could be the loss of all 
off-site power and loss of on-site emergency generators with only one train of 
critical buses being backfed from the unit main generator or the loss of on-site 
emergency generators with only one train of critical buses being backfed from 
off-site power. The subsequent loss of this single power source would escalate the 
event to a Site Area Emergency in accordance with 551.1. 

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary 
losses of power. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

The 4160V critical Buses lF (Div. I) and lG (Div. II) are the plant essential, 
safety-related emergency buses. Each can be energized manually and separately 
by any of the following off-site sources of power: Figure S-1 illustrates the 4160V 
AC Distribution System (Reference 7, 8). 

• Startup Transformer - The Startup Transformer provides a source of off-site AC 
power to the entire Auxiliary Power Distribution System adequate for the 
startup operation or shutdown operation of the station. The Startup 
Transformer is the preferred source of off-site AC power to the station 
whenever the main generator is off-line C-::= 160 MWe). The Startup 
Transformer is energized from the 161 kV Switchyard. The transformer is 
normally left energized at all times to provide for quick automatic transfer of 
the 4160V auxiliaries to the Startup Transformer in the event that the station 
Normal Transformer fails or that the main generator trips off-line. 

• Emergency Transformer - The Emergency Transformer is the primary off-site 
AC power source to essential station loads. During normal station operation, 
the Emergency Transformer is energized by the 69 kV transmission line from 
OPPD. As such, it suppli.es 4160V Switchgear lF and/or lG in the event that 
the Normal Transformer and Startup Transformer are not available for service. 
Use of the Emergency Transformer also allows portions of the 345 .kV System 
to be removed from service for inspection, testing, and maintenance. 

• Backfeeding power from the 345 kV line through the Main Power Transformer 
to the Normal Transformer. The Normal Transformer is the normal source of 
AC power to the station when the Main Generator is on line above 20% 
(160 MWe) electrical power. The transformer is energized during Main 
Generator operation through the Isolated Phase Buses that feed the Main 
Power Transformers. As mentioned in NOTE 8, the time required to establish 
the backfeed is likely longer than the 15 minute interval. If off-normal plant 
conditions have already established the backfeed, its power to the 
safety-related buses may be considered an off-site power source. 

On-site power sources are the emergency diesel generators (DG-1 and DG-2) and 
the Main Generator. 

If a power supply should have picked up a critical bus but failed to do so, that 
power supply should be considered unavailable until it has been successfully tied 
onto the bus. If the power supply can be tied to the bus within 15 minutes, then 
the power supply is to be considered available. 

(continued on next page) 
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The Supplemental Diesel Generator (SDG) is not considered an on-site or an 
off-site emergency power supply and is not considered in classifications involving 
loss of power. The SBO Coping Time per Regulatory Guide 1.155 considers the 
impact of a SDG. 

The 15 minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or 
momentary power losses. If the capability of a second source of emergency bus 
power is not restored within 15 minutes, an Alert is declared under this EAL. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. System Operating Procedure 2.2.15, Startup Transformer. 

2. System Operating Procedure 2.2.16, Normal Station Service Transformer. 

3. System Operating Procedure 2.2.17, Emergency Station Service Transformer. 

4. System Operating Procedure 2.2.18, 4160V Auxiliary Power Distribution 
System. 

5 .. System Operating Procedure 2.2.20, Standby AC Power System (Diesel 
Generator). 

6. Emergency Procedure 5.3SBO, Station Blackout. 

7. BR 3001, One Line Diagram. 

8. BR 3002, Sheet 1. 

9. NC43456, One Line Switching Diagram 161kV Substation. 

10. Enercon Services, Inc. Report No. NPPl-PR-01, Station Blackout Coping 
Assessment for Cooper Nuclear Station, Revision 2. 

(continued on next page) 
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Figure S-1: 4160V AC Distribution System 
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Category: S - System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 1 - Loss of Power 

Initiating Condition: Loss of all off-site and all on-site AC power to critical 
buses for 15 minutes or longer 

EAL: 

SS1.1 Site Area Emergency 

Loss of all off-site and all on-site AC power (Table S-3) to critical 4160V Buses 1F 
and lG for~ 15 min. (NOTE 3) 

~---------·- -----------·-- ---:..-·-:-'--- ---- ------------.--_----·--- --- -- ----.--------- ----------- ---.. --- ---- -------------------- .... ~ -~-,.. .;._ .,,.:,.. __ . __ _ 
! NOTE 3 - The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has 
: elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the 
! condition will likely exceed the applicable time. 
'--:----"-:------·----- - - ..... - ...... --- - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ----_- -- - -- -=---::-:: :---------- - - - - - - - - --- - ---------- --------- -- - ---

---

.Tabie-$;.,3 .A,c P,awer'S;ource~: 
--
- - -- -

Offsite 

. Stqrtup Station Service Transformer . Emergency Station Service 
Transformer 

• Backfeed 345 kv line through Main 
Power Transformer to the Normal 
Station Service Transformer (Note 8) 

Onsite 

• DG-1 . DG-2 . Main Generator 

------~ -------- - -'-- ----.:. -- --- ---- ------·- --- --- - - - - - - --- ~ "' ~ -~ ~ ...... - -- - - -.- --- --------------------- - ---- - - - --- -- -- ---. ------------------- :-

NOTE 8 - The time required to establish the backfeed is likely longer than the 
specified time interval. If off-normal plant conditions have already established the 
backfeed, its power to the safety-related buses may be considered an off-site 

_!?.<?_~~~--~~~~~<:: . __ -... -. -.. ----------- -- ---. ---...... -.. --- -. ---. -----. -. ----- -------- ------- --- ---- -- -. --- ·- ------------------
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Mode Applicability: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

Loss of all AC power to critical buses compromises all plant safety systems 
requiring electric power including RHR, ECCS, containment heat removal, and the 
ultimate heat sink. Prolonged loss of all AC power to critical buses will lead to loss 
of Fuel Clad, RCS, and Primary Containment, thus, this event can escalate to a 
General Emergency. 

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary 
losses of off-site power. 

Escalation to General Emergency is via Fission Product Barrier Degradation or 
IC SG1, "Prolonged loss-of all off-site power and prolonged loss of all on-site AC 
power". 

CNS Basis: 

The 4160V critical Buses 1F (Div. I) and 1G (Div. II) are the plant essential, 
safety-related emergency buses. Each can be energized manually and separately 
by any of the following off-site sources of power: Figure S-1 illustrates the 4160V 
AC Distribution System (Reference 7, 8). 

• Startup Transformer - The Startup Transformer provides a source of off-site AC 
power to the entire Auxiliary Power Distribution System adequate for the 
startup operation or shutdown operation of the station. The Startup 
Transformer is the preferred source of off-site AC power to the station 
whenever the main generator is off-line ( < 160 MWe). The Startup 
Transformer is energized from the 161 kV Switchyard. The transformer is 
normally left energized at all times to provide for quick automatic transfer of 
the 4160V auxiliaries to the Startup Transformer in the event that the station 
Normal Transformer fails or that the main generator trips off-line. 

(continued on next page) 
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• Emergency Transformer - The Emergency Transformer is the primary off-site 
AC power source to essential station loads. During normal station operation, 
the Emergency Transformer is energized by the 69 kV transmission line from 
OPPD. As such, it supplies 4160V Switchgear lF and/or lG in the event that 
the Normal Transformer and Startup Transformer are not available for service. 
Use of the Emergency Transformer also allows portions of the 345 kV System 
to be removed from service for inspection, testing, and maintenance. 

• Backfeeding power from the 345 kV line through the Main Power Transformer 
to the Normal Transformer. The Normal Transformer is the normal source of 
AC power to the station when the Main Generator is on line above 20% 
(160 MWe) electrical power. The transformer is energized during Main 
Generator operation through the Isolated Phase Buses that feed the Main 
Power Transformers. As mentioned in NOTE 8, the time required to establish 
the backfeed is likely longer than the 15 minute interval. If off-normal plant 
conditions have already established the backfeed, its power to the 
safety-related buses may be considered an off-site power source. 

On-site power sources are the emergency diesel generators (DG-1 and DG-2) and 
the Main Generator. 

If a power supply should have picked up a critical bus but failed to do so, that 
power supply should be considered unavailable until it has been successfully tied 
onto the bus. If the power supply can be tied to the bus within 15 minutes, then 
the power supply is to be considered available. 

The Supplemental Diesel Generator (SDG) is not considered an on-site or an 
off-site emergency power supply and is not considered in classifications involving 
loss of power. The SBO Coping Time per Regulatory Guide 1.155 considers the 
impact of a SDG. 

This EAL is the hot condition equivalent of the cold condition loss of all AC power 
EAL CAl.1. When in Cold Shutdown, Refueling, or Defueled Mode, the event can 
be classified as an Alert because of the significantly reduced decay heat, lower 
temperature and pressure, increasing the time to restore one of the critical buses, 
relative to that existing when in hot conditions. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. System Operating Procedure 2.2.15, Startup Transformer. 

2. System Operating Procedure 2.2.16, Normal Station Service Transformer. 

3. System Operating Procedure 2.2.17, Emergency Station Service Transformer. 

4. System Operating Procedure 2.2.18, 4160V Auxiliary Power Distribution 
System. 

5. System Operating Procedure 2.2.20, Standby AC Power System (Diesel 
Generator). 

6. Emergency Procedure 5.3SBO, Station Blackout. 

7. BR 3001, One Line Diagram. 

8. BR 3002, Sheet 1. 

9. NC43456, One Line Switching Diagram 161kV Substation. 

10. Enercon Services, Inc. Report No. NPPl-PR-01, Station Blackout Coping 
Assessment for Cooper Nuclear Station, Revision 2. 

(continued on next page) 
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Figure 5-1: 4160V AC Distribution System 
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Category: S - System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 1 - Loss of Power 

Initiating Condition: Prolonged loss of all off-site and all on-site AC power to 
critical emergency buses 

EAL: 

SG 1.1 Genera I Emergency 

Loss of all off-site and all on-site AC power (Table S-3) to critical 4160V Buses lF 
and lG, AND EITHER: 

Restoration of at least one emergency bus in < 4 hours is not likely 

OR 

RPV level cannot be restored and maintained > -158 in. or cannot be determined 

.. t,!• 

·i:a.::~1~ .§-~ ·AG Powe.F~s'tfuitces: 
'-~"-'"~ • ... -L<':·:'· ~~ • ·~:~' ~.'.':~w~,~~.-~>: ~; ~~ 

Offsite 

• Startup Station Service Transformer 
• Emergency Station Service 

Transformer 
• Backfeed 345 kv line through Main 

Power Transformer to the Normal 
Station Service Transformer (Note 8) 

Onsite 

• DG-1 
• DG-2 

• Main Generator 

:fNoie_a_-=-_1-_Fi_e-ti-~-e--req-~-i-reci--to-esta-tiisii-tlle-bac-kfeeci·;5·1·i-kei-Y-iari9_e_r_tha~-t:-h_e _________ _ 

! specified time interval. If off-normal plant conditions have already established the 
i backfeed, its power to the safety-related buses may be considered an off-site 

l_I?_<?_~~'.-~~~ '.~~··-- --.. -----. ---------- ----- -------- -. -- ---. ------. --- .. ---.. -.. -. -·---------·····-· .. --- -·""------------·-- -·-- _. __ . 
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Mode Applicability: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

Loss of all AC power to critical buses compromises all plant safety systems 
requiring electric power including RHR, ECCS, containment heat removal, and the 
ultimate heat sink. Prolonged loss of all AC power to critical buses will lead to loss 
of fuel clad, RCS, and containment, thus, warranting declaration of a General 
Emergency. 

This EAL is specified to assure that in the unlikely event of a prolonged loss of all 
critical bus AC power, timely recognition of the seriousness of the event occurs 
and that declaration of a General Emergency occurs as early as is appropriate, 
based on a reasonable assessment of the event trajectory. 

The likelihood of restoring at least one critical bus should be based on a realistic 
appraisal of the situation since a delay in an upgrade decision based on only a 
chance of mitigating the event could result in a loss of valuable time in preparing 
and implementing public protective actions. 

In addition, under these conditions, fission product barrier monitoring capability 
may be degraded. 

Although it may be difficult to predict when power can be restored, it is necessary 
to give the Emergency Director a reasonable idea of how quickly (s)he may need 
to declare a General Emergency based on two major considerations: 

1. Are there any present indications that core cooling is already degraded to the 
point that loss or potential loss of fission product barriers is imminent? 

2. If there are no present indications 'of such core cooling degradation, how likely 
is it that power can be restored in time to assure that a loss of two barriers 
with a potential loss of the third barrier can be prevented? 

Thus, indication of continuing core cooling degradation must be based on Fission 
Product Barrier monitoring with particular emphasis on Emergency Director 
judgment as it relates to imminent loss or potential loss of fission product barriers 
and degraded ability to monitor fission product barriers. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

The 4160V Critical Buses lF (Div. I) and 1G (Div. II) are the plant essential, 
safety-related emergency buses. Each can be energized manually and separately 
by any of the following off-site sources of power: Figure S-1 illustrates the 4160V 
AC Distribution System (Reference 7, 8). 

• Startup Transformer - The Startup Transformer provides a source of off-site AC 
power to the entire Auxiliary Power Distribution System adequate for the 
startup operation or shutdown operation of the station. The Startup 
Transformer is the preferred source of off-site AC power to the station 
whenever the main generator is off-line ( < 160 MWe). The Startup 
Transformer is energized from the 161 kV Switchyard. The transformer is 
normally left energized at all times to provide for quick automatic transfer of 
the 4160V auxiliaries to the Startup Transformer in the event that the station 
Normal Transformer fails or that the main generator trips off-line. 

• Emergency Transformer - The Emergency Transformer is the primary off-site 
AC power source to essential station loads. During normal station operation, 
the Emergency Transformer is energized by the 69 kV transmission line from 
OPPD. As such, it supplies 4160V Switchgear 1F and/or 1G in the event that 
the Normal Transformer and Startup Transformer are not available for service. 
Use of the Emergency Transformer also allows portions of the 345 kV System 
to be removed from service for inspection, testing, and maintenance. 

• Backfeeding power from the 345 kV line through the Main Power Transformer 
to the Normal Transformer. The Normal Transformer is the normal source of 
AC power to the station when the Main Generator is on line above 20% 
(160 MWe) electrical power. The transformer is energized during Main 
Generator operation through the Isolated Phase Buses that feed the Main 
Power Transformers. As mentioned in NOTE 8, the time required to establish 
the backfeed is likely longer than the 4 hour interval. If off-normal plant 
conditions have already established the backfeed; however, its power to the 
safety-related buses may be considered an off-site power source. 

On-site power sources are the emergency diesel generators (DG-1 and DG-2) and 
the Main Generator. 

If a power supply should have picked up a critical bus but failed to do so, that 
power supply should be considered unavailable until it has been successfully tied 
onto the bus. 

4 hours is the CNS Station Blackout Coping Analysis time (Reference 11, 13). 

(continued on next page) 
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The Supplemental D~esel Generator (SDG) is not considered an on-site or an 
off-site emergency power supply and is not considered in classifications involving 
loss of power. The SBO Coping Time per Regulatory Guide 1.155 considers the 
impact of a SDG. 

Indication of continuing core cooling degradation is manifested by a RPV level 
instrument reading of< -158 inches (RPV level is below the top of active fuel). 
When RPV level is at or above the top of active fuel, the core is completely 
submerged. Core submergence is the most desirable means of core cooling. 
When RPV level is below the top of active fuel, the uncovered portion of the core 
must be cooled by less reliable means (i.e., steam cooling or spray cooling). If 
core uncovery is threatened, the EOPs specify alternate, more extreme, RPV level 
control measures in order to restore and maintain adequate core cooling. Since 
core uncovery begins if RPV level drops to the top of active fuel, the level is 
indicative of a challenge to core cooling and the Fuel Clad barrier. 

When RPV level cannot be determined, EOPs require entry to EOP-2B, RPV 
Flooding, or EOP-7B, RPV Flooding (Failure-to-Scram). RPV water level indication 
provides the primary means of knowing if adequate core cooling is being 
maintained. When all means of determining RPV water level are unavailable, the 
fuel clad barrier is threatened and reliance on alternate means of assuring 
adequate core cooling must be attempted. The instructions in EOP-2B/7B specify 
these means, which include emergency depressurization of the RPV and injection 
into the RPV at a rate needed to flood to the elevation of the main steam lines or 
hold the Minimum Steam Cooling Pressures (in scram-failure events). If RPV 
water level cannot be determined with respect to the top of active fuel, a potential 
loss of the fuel clad barrier exists. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. System Operating Procedure 2.2.15, Startup Transformer. 

2. System Operating Procedure 2.2.16, Normal Station Service Transformer. 

3. System Operating Procedure 2.2.17, Emergency Station Service Transformer. 

4. System Operating Procedure 2.2.18, 4160V Auxiliary Power Distribution 
System. 

5. System Operating Procedure 2.2.20, Standby AC Power System (Diesel 
Generator). 

6. Emergency Procedure 5.3SBO, Station Blackout. 

7. BR 3001, One Line Diagram. 

8. BR 3002, Sheet 1. 

9. NC43456, One Line Switching Diagram 161kV Substation. 

10. EOP-2B RPV Flooding. 

11. EOP-7B RPV Flooding (Failure-to-Scram). 

12. Enercon Services, Inc. Report No. NPPl-PR-01, Station Blackout Coping 
Assessment for Cooper Nuclear Station, Revision 2. 

13. NEDC 97-089. 

14. USAR Section VIII-6.2.7. 

(continued on next page) 
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Figure S-1: 4160V AC Distribution System 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: S - System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 2 - ATWS/Criticality 

Initiating Condition: Inadvertent criticality 

EAL: 

SU2.1 Unusual Event 

An unplanned sustained positive period observed on nuclear instrumentation 

Mode Applicability: 

3 - Hot Shutdown 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL addresses inadvertent criticality events. This EAL indicates a potential 
degradation of the level of safety of the plant, warranting an Unusual Event 
classification. This EAL EXCLUDES inadvertent criticalities that occur during 
planned reactivity changes associated with reactor startups (e.g., criticality earlier 
than estimated). 

Escalation would be by the Fission Product Barrier Table, as appropriate, to the 
operating mode at the time of the event. 

CNS Basis: 

SRM A-D period Meters NMS-I-44A-D on Panel 9-5 identify this condition as well 
as Panel 9-5 amber light and SRM Period ( < 50 sec.) Annunciator 9-5-1/F-8 
(Reference 1, 2). However, a SRM period alarm caused by SRM channel noise 
does not result in entry into this EAL (Reference 1). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-5-1, Panel 9-5 - Annunciator 9-5-1, F-8, SRM Period. 

2. Instrument Operating Procedure 4.1.1, Source Range Monitoring System. 
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Category: S - System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 2 - ATWS/Criticality 

Initiating Condition: Automatic scram fails to shut down the reactor and the 
manual actions taken from the reactor control console 
are successful in shutting down the reactor 

EAL: 

SA2.1 Alert 

An automatic scram failed to shut down the reactor 

AND 

Manual actions taken at the reactor control console (NOTE 5) successfully shut 
down the reactor as indicated by reactor power < 3% 

' ' ! • Reactor Scram pushbuttons. 
: • Reactor Mode switch in SHUTDOWN. 
' 
: • Manual or auto actuation of ARI. 
~ - - - -- - - ---- - - - _______ .. - - ---------------------------- - - - ,.. __ -- - - - - - .. - - • --- - • ~- _ _o- - - =----- ... ;:--~.;;.._.;;.. ___ ..;_..; ______ -___ -___ -----------~ .. --- -- . 

Mode Applicability: 

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

Manual scram (trip) actions taken at the reactor control console are any set of 
actions by the Reactor Operator(s) which causes or should cause control rods to 
be rapidly inserted into the core and shuts down the reactor. 

(continued on next page) 
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(INFORMATION USE) 

' 
This condition indicates failure of the automatic protection system to scram the 
reactor. This condition is more than a potential degradation of a safety system in 
that a front line automatic protection system did not function in response to a 
plant transient. Thus, the plant safety has been compromised because design 
limits of the fuel may have been exceeded. An Alert is indicated because 
conditions may exist that lead to potential loss of fuel clad or RCS and because of 
the failure of the Reactor Protection System to automatically shut down the plant. 

If manual actions taken at the reactor control console fail to shut down the 
reactor, the event would escalate to a Site Area Emergency. 

CNS Basis: 

The first condition of this EAL identifies the need to cease critical reactor 
operations by actuation of the automatic Reactor Protection System (RPS) scram 
function. A reactor scram is automatically initiated by the Reactor Protection 
System (RPS) when certain continuously monitored parameters exceed 
predetermined setpoints. A reactor scram may be the result of manual or 
automatic action in response to any of the following parameters (Reference 3): 

• APRM Fixed Neutron Flux - High. 

• APRM Fixed Neutron Flux - High (Setdown). 

• APRM Flow Biased - High. 

• IRM - High. 

• Reactor Steam Dome Pressure - High. 

• Reactor Vessel Water Level Low - Level-3. 

• Turbine Stop Valve Closure. 

• Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure. 

• MSIV Closure. 

• Scram Discharge Volume (SDV) Level - High. 

• Drywell Pressure - High. 

(continued on next page) 
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Following a successful reactor scram, rapid insertion of the control rods occurs. 
Nuclear power promptly drops to a fraction of the original power level and then 
decays to a level several decades less with a negative period. The reactor power 
drop continues until reactor power reaches the point at which the influence of 
source neutrons on reactor power starts to be observable. A predictable 
post-scram response from an automatic reactor scram signal should therefore 
consist of a prompt drop in reactor power as sensed by the nuclear 
instrumentation and a lowering of power into the source range. A successful 
scram has therefore occurred when there is sufficient rod insertion to bring the 
reactor power below the APRM downscale setpoint of 3% (Reference 1, 2). 

The significance of the second condition of this EAL is that a potential degradation 
of a safety system exists because a front line automatic protection system did not 
function in response to a plant transient. Thus, plant safety has been 
compromised. 

Following any automatic RPS scram signal, Procedure 2.1.5 prescribe insertion of 
redundant manual scram signals to back up the automatic RPS scram function and 
ensure reactor shutdown is achieved (Reference 1). Even if the first subsequent 
manual scram signal inserts all control rods to the full-in position immediately 
after the initial failure of the automatic scram, the lowest level of classification that 
must be declared is an Alert. 

This EAL is not applicable if a manual scram is initiated and no RPS setpoints are 
exceeded. Taking the mode switch to shutdown is a manual scram action. When 
the mode switch is taken out of the Run position, however, the nuclear 
instrumentation scram setpoint is lowered. If reactor power remains above the 
lowered setpoint, an automatic scram is initiated. 

In the event that the Operator identifies a reactor scram is imminent and initiates 
a successful manual reactor scram before the automatic scram setpoint is reached, 
no declaration is required. Methods of inserting a manual scram are limited to 
those that can be taken rapidly at the reactor control console (Panel 9-5) and 
include: 

• Both manual Reactor Scram pushbuttons. 

• Reactor Mode switch in SHUTDOWN. 

• Manual or auto actuation of ARI. 

(continued on next page) 
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Auto actuation of ARI is included in the list of methods because the Operator, by 
procedure, always ensures actuation of ARI has occurred if the ARI actuation 
setpoints are exceeded. This means action to depress the ARI pushbuttons is 
taken if the automatic ARI actuation setpoints are exceeded but failed to actuate. 
If ARI properly actuates automatically, the ARI pushbuttons are not depressed. 
Reactor shutdown achieved by use of the alternate rod insertion methods listed in 
Procedure 5.8.3 do not constitute a successful manual scram (Reference 2). 

The successful manual scram of the reactor before it reaches its automatic scram 
setpoint or reactor scram signals caused by instrumentation channel failures do 
not lead to a potential fission product barrier loss. If manual reactor scram actions 
fail to reduce reactor power below 3% (Reference 1, 2), the event escalates to the 
Site Area Emergency under EAL SS2.1. 

If by procedure, Operator actions include the initiation of an immediate manual 
scram following receipt of an automatic scram signal and there are no clear 
indications that the automatic scram failed (such as a time delay following 
indications that a scram setpoint was exceeded), it may be difficult to determine if 
the reactor was shut down because of automatic scram or manual actions. If a 
subsequent review of the scram actuation indications reveals that the automatic 
scram did not cause the reactor to be shut down, then consideration should be 
given to evaluating the fuel for potential damage and the reporting requirements 
of 50. 72 should be considered for the transient event. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. General Operating Procedure 2.1.5, Reactor Scram. 

2. Emergency Procedure 5.8.3, Alternate Rod Insertion Methods. 

3. AMP-TBDOO, Appendix B, Step RC/Q-4. 

4. USAR Table VII-2-2. 
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Category: S - System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 2 - ATWS/Criticality 

Initiating Condition: Automatic scram fails to shut down the reactor and 
manual actions tC!ken from the reactor control console 
are not successful in shutting down the reactor 

EAL: 

SS2. l Site Area Emergency 

An automatic scram failed to shut down the reactor ' . 

AND 

Manual actions taken at the reactor control console (NOTE 5) do not shut down 
the reactor as indicated by reactor power;:::: 3% 

t-:.--- -- - ,.. - - - - - - - -.- ----- - ~ •"" .. - - --- - - - - - - • • • - - - - • • --·..,:...__:~ -- ...:._., - - .. - • - - -·- -·--·-·-~..:----- -- ,;. -- -:-.-.-.- - -.-·.---· .... -- • ... • • ... - - - _..,. __ -----.... ---:---.-~ -- - --- - -::! = ':'·7-"':'".-.I 

~ NOTE 5 - Manual scram methods for EAL SA2.1 and EAL SS2. l are the following: : . " 
1 :r 

1 • Reactor Scram pushbuttons. : 
: • Reactor Mode switch in SHUTDOWN. 
i • Manual or auto actuation of ARI. . 

-.. - .:. .:.: :,.:..: :..-- ------- .. ~- .. -,:. ... -.. ----·-------- - ;;. - - --- -~--- _...:. ___ .-: -- - - -- ·--·- -:- -·---·- ":'- ~ ~ ----- ... -7_-:;7--:~::" ....... ______ ... ~_--.-~-:.--::-.------.--- ... --- - - - -.-.- - - - -.- -- - - - - .. · ... 

Mode Applicability: 

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

Under these conditions, the reactor is producing more heat than the maximum 
decay heat load for which the safety systems are designed and efforts to bring the 
reactor subcritical are unsuccessful. A Site Area Emergency is warranted because 
conditions exist that lead to imminent loss or potential loss of both fuel clad and 
RCS. 

Manual scram actions taken at the reactor control console are any set of actions 
by the Reactor Operator(s) at which causes or should cause control rods to be 
rapidly inserted into the core and shuts down the reactor. 

(continued on next page) 
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Manual scram actions are not considered successful if action away from the reactor 
control console is required to scram the reactor. This EAL is still applicable even if 
actions taken away from the reactor control console are successful in shutting the 
reactor down because the design limits of the fuel may have been exceeded or 
because of the gross failure of the Reactor Protection System to shut down the 
plant. 

Escalation of this event to a General Emergency would be due to a prolonged 
condition leading to an extreme challenge to either core-cooling or heat removal. 

CNS Basis: 

This EAL addresses any automatic reactor scram signal followed by a manual 
scram that fails to shut down the reactor to an extent the reactor is producing 
energy in excess of the heat load for which the safety systems were designed. 
Methods of inserting a manual scram are limited to those that can be taken rapidly 
at the reactor control console (Panel 9-5) and include (Reference 1): 

• Both manual Reactor Scram pushbuttons. 

• Reactor Mode switch in SHUTDOWN. 

• Manual or auto actuation of ARI. 

Auto actuation of ARI is included in the list of methods because the Operator, by 
procedure, always ensures actuation of ARI has occurred if the ARI actuation 
setpoints are exceeded. This means action to depress the ARI pushbuttons is 
taken if the automatic ARI actuation setpoints are exceeded but failed to actuate. 
If ARI properly actuates automatically, the ARI pushbuttons are not depressed. 
Reactor shutdown achieved by use of the alternate rod insertion methods listed in 
Emergency Procedure 5.8.3 do not constitute a successful manual scram 
(Reference 2). 

The APRM downscale trip setpoint (3%) is a minimum reading on the power range 
scale that indicates power production. It also approximates the decay heat which 
the shutdown systems were designed to remove and is indicative of a condition 
requiring immediate response to prevent subsequent core damage. Below the 
APRM downscale trip setpoint, plant response will be similar to that observed 
during a normal shutdown. Nuclear instrumentation (APRM) indications or other 
reactor parameters (steam flow, RPV pressure, torus temperature trend) can be 
used to determine if reactor power is greater than 3% power (Reference 1, 3). 

(continued on next page) 
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Escalation of this event to a General Emergency would be under EAL SG2.1 or 
Emergency Director judgment. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. General Operating Procedure 2.1.5, Reactor Scram. 

2. Emergency Procedure 5.8.3, Alternate Rod Insertion Methods. 

3. AMP-TBDOO, Appendix B, Step RC/Q-4. 
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Category: S - System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 2 - ATWS/Criticality 

Initiating Condition: Automatic scram and all manual actions fail to shut down 
the reactor and indication of an extreme challenge to the 
ability to cool the core exists 

EAL: 

SG2.1 General Emergency 

Automatic and all manual scrams were not successful 

AND 

Reactor power~ 3% 

: AND EITHER of the following exist or have occurred due to continued power 
generation: 

RPV level cannot be restored and maintained > -183 in. or cannot be determined 

OR 

Average torus water temperature and RPV pressure cannot be maintained within 
the Heat Capacity Temperature Limit (EOP/SAG Graph 7) 

Mode Applicability: 

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

Under these conditions, the reactor is producing more heat than the maximum 
decay heat load for which the safety systems are designed and efforts to bring the 
reactor subcritical are unsuccessful. 

The extreme challenge to the ability to cool the core is intended to mean that the 
reactor vessel water level cannot be restored and maintained above Minimum 
Steam Cooling RPV Water Level as described in the EOP bases. 

Considerations include inability to remove heat via the main condenser or via the 
suppression pool or torus (e.g., due to high pool water temperature). 

(continued on next page) 
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(INFORMATION USE) 

In the event either of these challenges exists at a time that the reactor has not 
been brought below the power associated with the safety system design, a core 
melt sequence exists. In this situation, core degradation can occur rapidly. For 
this reason, the General Emergency declaration is intended to be anticipatory of 
the fission product barrier table declaration to permit maximum off-site 
intervention time. 

CNS Basis: 

This EAL addresses the following: 

• Any automatic reactor scram signal followed by failure of the automatic scram 
and all subsequent manual scrams to shut down the reactor to an extent the 
reactor is producing energy in excess of the heat load for which the safety 
systems were designed (EAL SS2.1); and 

• Indications that either core cooling is extremely challenged or heat removal is 
extremely challenged. 

Reactor shutdown achieved by use of the alternate rod insertion methods listed in 
Procedure 5.8.3 are credited as a successful manual scram provided reactor power 
can be reduced below the APRM downscale trip setpoint before indications of an 
extreme challenge to either core cooling or heat removal exist (Reference 1). 

The APRM downscale trip setpoint is a minimum reading on the power range scale 
that indicates power production. It also approximates the decay heat which the 
shutdown systems were designed to remove and is indicative of a condition 
requiring immediate response to prevent subsequent core damage. Below the 
APRM downscale trip setpoint, plant response will be similar to that observed 
during a normal shutdown. Nuclear instrumentation (APRM) indications or other 
reactor parameters (steam flow, RPV pressure, torus temperature trend) can be 
used to determine if reactor power is > 3% power (Reference 1, 3). 

The combination of failure of both front line and backup protection systems to 
function in response to a plant transient, along with the continued production of 
heat, poses a direct threat to the Fuel Clad and RCS barriers. 

(continued on next page) 
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Indication that core cooling is extremely challenged is manifested by inability to 
restore and maintain RPV water level above -183 inches (or cannot be 
determined). -183 inches is the Minimum Steam Cooling RPV Water Level 
(MSCRWL). The MSCRWL is the lowest RPV level at which the covered portion of 
the reactor core will generate sufficient steam to prevent any clad temperature in 
the uncovered part of the core from exceeding 1500°F (Reference 5). This water 
level is utilized in the EOPs to preclude fuel damage when RPV level is below the 
top of active fuel. RPV level below the MSCRWL for an extended period of time 
without satisfactory core spray cooling could be a precursor of a core melt 
sequence. 

A threshold prescribing declaration when a parameter value cannot be maintained 
above a specified limit does not require immediate action simply because the 
current value is below the limit (-183 inches), but does not permit extended 
operation below the limit. Because the systems used to restore water level 
have different volume and discharge pressure capabilities, and pressure control 
methods also have varying rates that RPV pressure can be modified to support 
injection, the threshold must be considered reached as soon as it is apparent that 
the limit cannot be attained within a reasonable amount of time. Determination of 
inability to restore and maintain RPV level is based on actions driven by EOPs to 
restore level. 

When RPV level cannot be determined, EOPs require entry to EOP-7B, RPV 
Flooding (Failure-to-Scram). RPV water level indication provides the primary 
means of knowing if adequate core cooling is being maintained. When all means 
of determining RPV water level are unavailable, the fuel clad barrier is threatened 
and reliance on alternate means of assuring adequate core cooling must be 
attempted. The instructions in EOP-78 specify these means, which include 
emergency depressurization of the RPV and injection into the RPV at a rate needed 
to flood to the elevation of the main steam lines or hold the Minimum Steam 
Cooling Pressures. 

(continued on next page) 
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The Heat Capacity Temperature Limit (HCTL) is the highest torus temperature 
from which Emergency RPV Depressurization will not raise torus pressure above 
the Primary Containment Pressure Limit (PCPL), while the rate of energy transfer 
from the RPV to the containment is greater than the capacity of the containment 
vent. The HCTL is a function of RPV pressure and torus level. It is utilized to 
preclude failure of the containment and equipment in the containment necessary 
for the safe shutdown of the plant. This threshold is met when EOP-3A, Primary 
Containment Control, Step SP/T-5, is reached (Reference 4). This condition 
addresses loss of functions required for hot shutdown with the reactor at pressure 
and temperature. · 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. General Operating Procedure 2.1.5, Reactor Scram. 

2. Emergency Procedure 5.8.3, Alternate Rod Insertion Methods. 

3. AMP-TBDOO Appendix B, Step RC/Q-4. 

4. EOP-3A, Primary Containment Control. 

5. NEDC 97-090J. 
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Category: S - System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 3 - Inability to Reach Shutdown Conditions 

Initiating Condition: Inability to reach required shutdown within Technical 
Specification limits 

EAL: 

SU3.1 Unusual Event 

Plant is not brought to required operating mode within Technical Specifications ' 
LCO action statement time 

Mode Applicability: 

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

Limiting Conditions of Operation (LCOs) require the plant to be brought to a 
required Shutdown Mode when the Technical Specification required configuration 
cannot be restored. Depending on the circumstances, this may or may not be an 
emergency or precursor to a more severe condition. In any case, the initiation of 
plant shutdown required by the site Technical Specifications requires a 4 hour 
report under 10CFR50.72(b) non-emergency events. The plant is within its safety 
envelope when being shut down within the allowable action statement time in the 
Technical Specifications. An immediate Unusual Event is required when the plant 
is not brought to the required operating mode within the allowable action 
statement time in the Technical Specifications. Declaration of an Unusual Event is 
based on the time at which the LCO-specified action statement time period elapses 
under the site Technical Specifications and is not related to how long a condition 
may have existed. 

Other required Technical Specification shutdowns that involve precursors to more 
serious events are addressed by other EALs. 

CNS Basis: 

None 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Technical Specifications. 
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Category: S - System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 4 - Instrumentation/Communications 

Initiating Condition: Unplanned loss of safety system annunciation or 
indication in the Control Room for 15 minutes or longer 

EAL: 

SU4.1 Unusual Event 

Unplanned loss of > approximately 75% of annunciators or indicators associated 
with safety systems on Control Room Panels 9-3, 9-4, 9-5, and C for 2 15 min. 
(NOTE 3) 

NOTE 3 - The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has 
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the 
-~~~ ~ !!!~ '}__ ~JJ J _ ! ! ~~_l_y_ -~~~~~-~- -~~~- _9J?J?_IJ ~9- ~-1-~--~~l}]-~_·_, ... _____________________________________ , ________________ _ 

Mode Applicability: 

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL is intended to recognize the difficulty associated with monitoring 
changing plant conditions without the use of a major portion of the annunciation or 
indication equipment. 

Recognition of the availability of computer based indication equipment is 
considered. 

"PLANNED" loss of annunciators or indicators includes scheduled maintenance and 
testing activities. 

Quantification is arbitrary, however, it is estimated that if approximately 75% of 
the safety system annunciators or indicators are lost, there is an increased risk 
that a degraded plant condition could go undetected. It is not intended that plant 
personnel perform a detailed count of the instrumentation lost but use the value 
as a judgment threshold for determining the severity of the plant conditions. 

(continued on next page) 
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It is further recognized that most plant designs provide redundant safety system 
indication powered from separate uninterruptible power supplies. While failure of 
a large portion of annunciators is more likely than a failure of a large portion of 
indications, the concern is included in this EAL due to difficulty associated with 
assessment of plant conditions. The loss of specific or several safety system 
indicators should remain a function of that specific system or component 
operability status. This will be addressed by the specific Technical Specification. 
The initiation of a Technical Specification imposed plant shutdown related to the 
instrument loss will be reported via lOCFRSO. 72. If the shutdown is not in 
compliance with the Technical Specification action, the UE is based on SU3.1, 
Inability to Reach Required Shutdown Within Technical Specification Limits. 

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary 
power losses. 

This UE will be escalated to an Alert based on a concurrent loss of compensatory 
indications or if a SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT is in-progress during the loss of 
annunciation or indication. 

CNS Basis: 

The availability of computer-based monitoring capability (i.e., PMIS, SPDS) is not 
a factor at the Unusual Event emergency classification level. Safety system 
annunciation and indication considered in this EAL is found on Control Room 
Panels 9-3, 9-4, 9-5, and C. The other annunciators and indicators are important 
to plant operation but are not important to safety (Reference 1-14). 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. System Operating Procedure 2.2.64, Annunciator System. 

2. Alarm Procedure 2.3~9-3-1, Panel 9-3 - Annunciator 9-3-1. 

3. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-3-2, Panel 9-3 - Annunciator 9-3-2. 

4. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-3-3, Panel 9-3 - Annunciator 9-3-3. 

5. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-4-1, Panel 9-4 - Annunciator 9-4-1. 

6. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-4-2, Panel 9-4 - Annunciator 9-4-2. 

7. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-4-3, Panel 9-4 - Annunciator 9-4-3. 

8. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-5-1, Panel 9-5 - Annunciator 9-5-1. 

9. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-5-2, Panel 9-5 - Annunciator 9-5-2. 

10. Alarm Procedure 2.3_C-1, Panel C - Annunciator C-1. 

11. Alarm Procedure 2.3_C-2, Panel C - Annunciator C-2. 

12. Alarm Procedure 2.3_C-3, Panel C - Annunciator C-3. 

13. Alarm Procedure 2.3_C-4, Panel C - Annunciator C-4. 

14. Abnormal Procedure 2.4ANN, Annunciator Failure. 
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Category: S - System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 4 - Instrumentation 

Initiating Condition: Unplanned loss of safety system annunciation or 
indication in the Control Room with EITHER (1) a 
significant transient in-progress, or (2) compensatory 
indicators unavailable 

EAL: 

SA4.1 Alert 

Unplanned loss of > approximately 75% of annunciators or indicators associated 
with safety systems on Control Room Panels 9-3, 9-4, 9-5, and C (NOTE 3) for 
~ 15 min. (NOTE 3) 

AND EITHER: 

Any significant transient is in-progress, Table S-1 

OR 

Compensatory indications are unavailable 

f-NoTE-3--=.---r-ti_e __ E_m_e-~g-e_n_cv_o_;~-e-ctor-shouici-not-~ait-"~-nti-,--tlle--a-~;i;1icat)le._ti-n:;e--ti-as __ , _____ _ 
i elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the 
; condition will likely exceed th~ applicable time. 
,_ . ..:.-_ --- -------·---------- -----------------·--- - -- - --'----"----·- .. _,;.. ... ·------ -~--- ------- --·---- ---------..:. - -- ----- -· ------ ,. ____ ---------------

- Table S-1 Signific~nf Tra~sients · -

Reactor scram 

Runback > 25% thermal power 

Electrical load rejection > 25% full electrical load 

ECCS injection 

Thermal power oscillations > 10% 

Mode Applicability: 

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown 

(continued on next page) 
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This EAL is intended to recognize the difficulty associated with monitoring 
changing plant conditions without the use of a major portion of the annunciation or 
indication equipment during a SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT. 

"PLANNED" loss of annunciators or indicators includes scheduled maintenance and 
testing activities. 

Quantification is arbitrary, however, it is estimated that if approximately 75°/o of 
the safety system annunciators or indicators are lost, there is an increased risk 
that a degraded plant condition could go undetected. It is not intended that plant 
personnel perform a detailed count of the instrumentation lost but use the value 
as a judgment threshold for determining the severity of the plant conditions. It is 
also not intended that the Shift Manager be tasked with making a judgment 
decision as to whether additional personnel are required to provide increased 
monitoring of system operation. 

It is further recognized that most plant designs provide redundant safety system 
indication powered from separate uninterruptible power supplies. While failure of 
a large portion of annunciators is more likely than a failure of a large portion of 
indications, the concern is included in this EAL due to difficulty associated with 
assessment of plant conditions. The loss of specific or several safety system 
indicators should remain a function of that specific system or component 
operability status. This will be addressed by the specific Technical Specification. 
The initiation of a Technical Specification imposed plant shutdown related to the 
instrument loss will be reported via 10CFR50.72. If the shutdown is not in 
compliance with the Technical Specification action, the UE is based on EAL SU3.1, 
Inability to Reach Required Shutdown Within Technical Specification Limits. 

"Compensatory indications" in this context includes computer based information 
such as PMIS/SPDS. If both a major portion of the annunciation system and all 
computer monitoring are unavailable, the Alert is required. 

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary 
power losses. 

This Alert will be escalated to a Site Area Emergency if the Operating Crew cannot 
monitor the transient in-progress due to a concurrent loss of compensatory 
indications with a SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT in-progress during the loss of 
annunciation or indication. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis: 

PMIS and SPDS serve as redundant compensatory indicators which may be utilized 
in lieu of normal Control Room indicators. Safety system annunciation and 
indication considered in this EAL is found on Control Room Panels 9-3, 9-4, 9-5, 
and C. The other annunciators and indicators are important to plant operation but 
are not important to safety (Reference 1-14). 

Significant transients are listed in Table S-1 and include response to automatic or 
manually initiated functions such as scrams, runbacks involving > 25°/o thermal 
power change, electrical load rejections of> 25% full electrical load, ECCS 
injections, or thermal power oscillations of 10% or greater. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. System Operating Procedure 2.2.64, Annunciator System. 

2. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-3-1, Panel 9-3 - Annunciator 9-3-1. 

3. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-3-2, Panel 9-3 - Annunciator 9-3-2. 

4. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-3-3, Panel 9-3 - Annunciator 9-3-3. 

5. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-4-1, Panel 9-4 - Annunciator 9-4-1. 

6. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-4-2, Panel 9-4 - Annunciator 9-4-2. 

7. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-4-3, Panel 9-4 - Annunciator 9-4-3. 

8. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-5-1, Panel 9-5 - Annunciator 9-5-1. 

9. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-5-2, Panel 9-5 - Annunciator 9-5-2. 

10. Alarm Procedure 2.3_C-1, Panel C - Annunciator C-1. 

11. Alarm Procedure 2.3_C-2, Panel C - Annunciator C-2. 

12. Alarm Procedure 2.3_C-3, Panel C - Annunciator C-3. 

13. Alarm Procedure 2.3_C-4, Panel C - Annunciator C-4. 

14. Abnormal Procedure 2.4ANN, Annunciator Failure. 
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Category: S - System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 4 - Instrumentation 

Initiating Condition: Inability to monitor a significant transient in-progress 

EAL: 

SS4.1 Site Area Emergency 

Loss of> approximately 75% of the annunciators or indicators associated with 
safety systems on Control Room Panels 9-3, 9-4, 9-5, and C for 2": 15 min. 
(NOTE 3) 

AND 

Any significant transient is in-progress, Table S-1 

AND 

Compensatory indications are unavailable 

·l\ia;:e·3·-=.---r·11·e--E-m-e~9-encv·o-ire-ct:0i-"-5-t1auici-~ot-~-ait:--Liriti-1--ttie--a-iJ_iJ_1_icact>1e-ti-m-e--11-a5 ______ _ 

elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the 
-~g~ ~!!! ~ ~ _ yy_i_I~ _ ! ! ~~_l_y_ -~~~~~-'1-~~ ~. 9.l?H JJ ~9-~~ ~- -~i_f!J_~_. ___________________________________________________________ : 

Table 5-1 Significant Transients 
. , '· 

Reactor scram 

Runback > 25% thermal power 

Electrical load rejection > 25% full electrical load 

EGGS injection 

Thermal power oscillations > 10% 

Mode Applicability: 

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown 

(continued on next page) 
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EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

This EAL is intended to recognize the threat to plant safety associated with the 
complete loss of capability of the Control Room Staff to monitor plant response to 
a SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT. 

"PLANNED" and "UNPLANNED" actions are not differentiated since the loss of 
instrumentation of this magnitude is of such significance during a transient that 
the cause of the loss is not an ameliorating factor. 

Quantification is arbitrary; however, it is estimated that if approximately 75% of 
the safety system annunciators or indicators are lost, there is an increased risk 
that a degraded plant condition could go undetected. It is not intended that plant 
personnel perform a detailed count of the instrumentation lost but use the value 
as a judgment threshold for determining the severity of the plant conditions. It is 
also not intended that the Shift Manager be tasked with making a judgment 
decision as to whether additional personnel are required to provide increased 
monitoring of system operation. 

It is further recognized that most plant designs provide redundant safety system 
indication powered from separate uninterruptible power supplies. While failure of 
a large portion of annunciators is more likely than a failure of a large portion of 
indications, the concern is included in this EAL due to difficulty associated with 
assessment of plant conditions. The loss of specific or several safety system 
indicators should remain a function of that specific system or component 
operability status. This will be addressed by the specific Technical Specification. 
The initiation ofa Technical Specification imposed plant shutdown related to the 
instrument loss will be reported via 10CFR50. 72. If the shutdown is not in 
compliance with the Technical Specification action, the UE is based on SU3.1, 
Inability to Reach Required Shutdown Within Technical Specification Limits. 

A Site Area Emergency is considered to exist if the Control Room Staff cannot 
monitor safety fundions needed for protection of the public while a significant 
transient is in-progress. 

Site specific indications needed to monitor safety functions necessary for 
protection of the public must include Control Room indications, computer 
generated indications, and dedicated annunciation capability. 

"Compensatory indications" in this context includes computer based information 
such as PMIS/SPDS. This should include all computer systems available for this 
use depending on specific plant design and subsequent retrofits. 

(continued on next page) 
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Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary 
power losses. 

CNS Basis: 

The availability of computer-based monitoring capability (i.e., PMIS, SPDS) is a 
factor at the Site Area Emergency classification level because they are 
compensatory non-alarming indication. Safety system annunciation and indication 
considered in this EAL is found on Control Room Panels 9-3, 9-4, 9-5, and C. The 
other annunciators and indicators are important to plant operation but are not 
important to safety (Reference 1-14). 

Significant transients are listed in Table S-1 and include response to automatic or 
manually initiated functions such as trips, runbacks involving > 25°/o thermal 
power change, electrical load rejections of> 25% full electrical load, ECCS 
injections, or thermal power oscillations of > 10%. 

Due to the limited number of safety systems in operation during Cold Shutdown, 
Refueling and Defueled Modes, this EAL is not applicable during these modes of 
operation. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis Reference(s}: 

1. System Operating Procedure 2.2.64, Annunciator System. 

2. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-3-1, Panel 9-3 - Annunciator 9-3-1. 

3. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-3-2, Panel 9-3 - Annunciator 9-3-2. 

4. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-3-3, Panel 9-3 - Annunciator 9-3-3. 

5. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-4-1, Panel 9-4 - Annunciator 9-4-1. 

6. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-4-2, Panel 9-4 - Annunciator 9-4-2. / 

7. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-4-3, Panel 9-4 - Annunciator 9-4-3. 

8. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-5-1, Panel 9-5 - Annunciator 9-5-1. 

9. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-5-2, Panel 9-5 - Annunciator 9-5-2. 

10. Alarm Procedure 2.3_C-1, Panel C - Annunciator C-1. 

11. Alarm Procedure 2.3_C-2, Panel C - Annunciator C-2. 

12. Alarm Procedure 2.3_C-3, Panel C - Annunciator C-3. 

13. Alarm Procedure 2.3_C-4, Panel C - Annunciator C-4. 

14. Abnormal Procedure 2.4ANN, Annunciator Failure. 
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Category: S - System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 5 - Fuel Clad Degradation 

Initiating Condition: Fuel clad degradation 

EAL: 

SUS.1 Unusual Event 

SJAE monitor > 1.58E+3 mR/hr 

Mode Applicability: 

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL is included because it is a precursor of more serious conditions and, as 
result, is considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the 
plant. 

Escalation of this EAL to the Alert level is via the Fission Product Barriers. 

This threshold addresses site-specific radiation monitor readings that provide 
indication of a degradation of fuel clad integrity. 

CNS Basis: 

Steam Jet Air Ejectors (SJAEs) remove all non-condensable gases from the 
condensers including air in-leakage and disassociated products originating in the 
reactor and exhausts them to the off-gas holdup volume. A rise in off-gas activity 
could therefore indicate damage to the fuel cladding, a potential degradation in the 
level of safety of the plant, and a potential precursor of more serious problems. 
The Technical Specification allowable limit is~ 1 Ci/sec. The SJAE monitor Hi-Hi 
radiation setpoint is set at 50% of the instantaneous release limit and represents 
approximately 0.1 % fuel cladding damage. The SJAE monitor Hi-Hi radiation 
setpoint has been selected because it is operationally significant and is readily 
recognizable by the Control Room Operating Staff (Reference 2-6). The Off-Gas 
System isolates after a 15 minute time delay (Reference 2, 3). 

(continued on next page) 
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In the Hot Modes, a steam source is available from which non-condensables can 
be separated for processing by the Off-Gas System. The Cold Shutdown, 
Refueling, and Defueled Modes do not afford a transfer mechanism from which the 
off-gas radiation monitors can draw a valid sample. The radiation monitors lose a 
valid sample source when the air ejectors are not in service (Reference 2, 4, 5). 

CNS Basis Reference(s}: 

1. System Operating Procedure 2.2.55, Main Condenser Gas Removal System. 

2. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-4-1, Panel 9-4 - Annunciator 9-4-1, C-4, OFFGAS 
TIMER INITIATED. 

3. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-4-1, Panel 9-4 - Annunciator 9-4-1, C-5, OFFGAS 
HIGH RAD. 

4. Abnormal Procedure 2.40G, Off-~as Abnormal. 

5. Emergency Procedure 5.2FUEL, Fuel Failure. 

6. NEDC 02-004, Estimation of the Steam Jet Air Ejector Radi.ation Monitor, 
RMP-RM-150A(B), Readings Following a 1 % Fuel Clad Release (Degraded 
Core) in the Reactor Coolant System. 

7. Technical Specification LCO 3.7.5, Air Ejector Off-Gas. 
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Category: S - System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 5 - Fuel Clad Degradation · 

Initiating Condition: Fuel clad degradation 

EAL: 

SUS.2 Unusual Event 

Coolant activity~ 4.0 µCi/gm dose equivalent I-131 

Mode Applicability: 

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL is included because it is a precursor of more serious conditions and, as 
result, is considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the 
plant. 

Escalation of this EAL to the Alert level is via the Fission Product Barriers. 

This threshold addresses coolant samples exceeding coolant Technical 
Specifications for transient iodine spiking limits. 

CNS Basis: 

Elevated reactor coolant activity represents a potential degradation in the level of 
safety of the plant and a potential precursor of more serious problems. This EAL 
addresses reactor coolant samples exceeding Technical Specification LCO 3.4.6, 
which is applicable in Hot Operating Modes (Reference 1). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Technical Specification LCO 3.4.6. 
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Category: S - System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 6 - RCS Leakage 

Initiating Condition: RCS leakage 

EAL: 

SU6.1 Unusual Event 

Unidentified or pressure boundary leakage > 10 gpm 

OR 

Identified leakage > 30 gpm (NOTE 6) 

r·Noie·s·:._-·see.l-a"ble-F:i~--f:i55ioii-Pi--oci-~~t-sa~ae'r-~121trix;·f=ai---i,-ass_i_iJ_1e-escaiation---------.j 
: above th~ Unusual Event due to RCS Leakage. i 
._ _________ ------- --- ------------------·_:-_______ --- .... --:· .. ---------- ----.. --........ ___ ----.---·-- - - - ':' ------ ---- ---- --.---~.--- ':" -. --- ---------- ............. , 

Mode Applicability: 

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This EAL is included as an Unusual Event because it may be a precursor of more 
serious conditions and, as result, is considered to be a potential degradation of the 
level of safety of the plant. The 10 gpm value for the unidentified or pressure 
boundary leakage was selected as it is observable with normal Control Room 
indications. Lesser values must generally be determined through time-consuming 
surveillance tests (e.g., mass balances). 

Relief valve normal operation should be excluded from this EAL. However, a relief 
valve that operates and fails to close per design should be considered applicable to 
this EAL if the relief valve cannot be isolated. 

The EAL for identified leakage is set at a higher value due to the lesser significance 
of identified leakage in comparison to unidentified or pressure boundary leakage. 
In either case, escalation of this EAL to the Alert level is via Fission Product Barrier 
Degradation EALs. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis: 

• Leakage is monitored by utilizing the following techniques (Reference 1): 

• Sensing excess flow in piping systems. 

• Sensing pressure and temperature changes in the Primary Containment. 

• Monitoring for high flow and temperature through selected drains. 

• Sampling airborne particulate and gaseous radioactivity. 

• Drywel·I floor and equipment drain sump leak rate alarm system. 

The 10 gpm value for the unidentified drywell leakage was selected because it is 
observable with normal Control Room measurement of sump pump out rates (e.g., 
Drywell Sump Pump Flow RW-FR-528, red/blue pen, etc.). Drywell equipment 
Sump G and drywell floor drain Sump F each have a FILL UP RATE HIGH 
annunciator on Panel 9-4-2. If either sump fills from the low-level switch reset 
point to the high-level pump start point before a preset timer has timed out, the 
annunciator will alarm indicating the sumps are filling at an excessive rate. 
Sumps F and G will overflow to each other through a trench system. Drywell 
equipment and floor drain sump pump isolation valves isolate on RPV low water 
level (2 3 inches) or high drywell pressure c~ 1.84 psig). 

A SRV that opens but cannot be closed from the Control Room meets this criterion 
and the UE should be declared. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. System Operating Procedure 2.2.27, Equipment, Floor, and Chemical Drain 
System. 

2. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-4-2, Panel 9-4 - Annunciator 9-4-2, B-1, DRYWELL 
EQUIP SUMP G HIGH FILL-UP RATE. 

3. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-4-2, Panel 9-4 - Annunciator 9-4-2, B-2, DRYWELL 
FLOOR DRN SUMP F HI FILL-UP RATE. 

4. Surveillance Procedure 6.LOG.601, Daily Surveillance Log - Modes 1, 2, and 3. 

5. Technical Specification LCO 3.4.4, RCS Operational Leakage. 

6. Technical Specification LCO 3.4.5, RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation. 

7. USAR Section X-14.0, Equipment and Floor Drainage Systems. 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: S - System Malfunction -

Subcategory: 7 - Loss of DC Power 

Initiating Condition: Loss of all vital DC power for 15 minutes or longer 

EAL: 

SS7 .1 Site Area Emergency 

< 105 VDC bus voltage indications on all vital 125 VDC buses (lA and lB) for 
;::: 15 min. (NOTE 3) 

r. - __ ., .... _.-:-...... -_-_---- ~ ~~ -:-- ---- - - ... -- -- - --- -- -:- - - -."":..-.-.- - .... __ -___ .::: __ . __ -_ - - - - - .. - __, __ ... ~ . .;,·-·-·--· . ..;._:..~------- ---- - ~ ... ~ -,~--.. ,;,- _____ ·-...! ... --- ~ ·--- ......... - .... --.-- .... _-___ -·-- ....... -,, 

: NOTE 3 - The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has ; 
_i elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the 
-~condition will likely exceed the applicable time. __ _ __ __ _ _ __ _. 
-,---- - - .. - - - --- ---·- ---?"=- ... :"-.-~-~-:---· ... - .. - - .. - -- -------- - - - _,..., .. ,,.. __ - --- ---- -~- - -- - - - ... - -- - - - - - - - .;. -- - ------ - .. - .. - ·-- ----·-·-- - -- -- -· .... --- ... -""'----·· 

Mode Applicability: 

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

Loss of all DC power compromises ability to monitor and control plant safety 
functions. Prolonged loss of all DC power will cause core uncovering and loss of 
containment integrity when there is significant decay heat and sensible heat in the 
Reactor System. 

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary 
power losses. 

Escalation to a General Emergency would occur by Abnormal Rad 
Levels/Radiological Effluent, Fission Product Barrier Degradation. 

CNS Basis: 

105 VDC is the_ minimum design bus voltage (Reference 4). 

The 125 VDC System supplies DC power to conventional station emergency 
equipment and selected Safeguard System loads. 125 VDC Distribution 
Panels supply control and instrument power for annunciators control logic power, 
and protective relaying. Figure S-2 illustrates the 125 VDC Power System 
(Reference 3). 

(continued on next page) 
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If 125 VOC Distribution Panel A is lost, the following major equipment is affected: 
RRMG A speed and breaker control, 4160V Bus lA, lE, and lF breaker control and 
undervoltage logics, 480V Bus lA and lF breaker control, the right light in all 
Control Room annunciators, annunciator panels for Water Treatment, RHR A Gland 
Water, Auxiliary Steam Boiler C, DG-1 starting and breaker control logics, CS A, 
RCIC, and RHR A control logics, TIP valve control monitors, main generator 
voltage regulation, RFPT A trip logic, and ARI solenoid valve power. 

If 125 VDC Distribution Panel B is lost, the following major equipment is affected: 
RRMG B speed and breaker control, 4160V Bus 1B and lG breaker control and 
undervoltage logics, 480V Bus lB and lG breaker control, the left light in all 
Control Room annunciators, annunciator panels for ALRW, RHR B Gland Water, 
Auxiliary Steam Boiler D, DG-2 starting and breaker control logics, CS B, HPCI, 
and RHR B control logics, main generator trip logic, main generator and 
transformer protective relaying, bypass valves fail to control pressure after turbine 
trip and RFPT B trip logic. 

Battery chargers receive their power from 460V critical motor control centers. 
Each 125 VDC bus receives power from either a 125 VDC battery or a 125 VDC 
battery charger. The battery chargers receive their power from 460V critical 
motor control centers. The 250 VDC System supplies DC power to conventional 
station emergency equipment and selected Safeguard System loads. Although 
250 VDC Buses lA and lB provide vital DC emergency power, 250 VDC Safety 
System loads (such as motor operated valves) also. require 125 VDC control 
power. Loss of 125 voe buses alone, therefore, would render most Scifeguard 
System loads inoperable (Reference 4, 5, 6). 

This EAL is the hot condition equivalent of the cold condition loss of DC power 
EAL CU6.l. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Emergency Procedure 5.3DC125, Loss of 125 VDC. 

2. Surveillance Procedure 6.EE.607, 125V Station Battery Modified Performance 
Discharge Test. 

3. BR 3058 DC One Line Diagram. 

4. Technical Specifications B 3.8.4. 

5. USAR Section Vlll-6.2. 

6. USAR Section VIII-6.3. 

(continued on next page) 
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MC C-LX 

EPIP 5.7.l 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Figure S-2: 125 VDC Power System 
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ATTACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: S - System Malfunction 

Subcategory: 8 - Communications 

Inmtiating Condition: Loss of all on-site or off-site communications capabilities 

EAL: 

SUS. l Unusual Event 

Loss of all Table S-2 on-site (internal) communications capability affecting the 
ability to perform routine operations 

OR 

Loss of all Table S-2 off-site (external) communications methods affecting the 
ability to perform off-site notifications 

Table S-2 Communications Systems 

System Onsite Offsite 
- (internal) (external) 

Station Intercom System "Gaitronics" 

Site UHF Radio Consoles 

Radio Paging System 

Alternate Intercom 

Sound Power System 

CNS On-Site Cell Phone System 

Telephone system (PBX) 

Federal Telecommunications System (FTS 2001) 

Local Telephones (C.O. Lines) 

CNS State Notification Telephones 

Satellite Telephones 

Mode Applicability: 

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown 

(continued on next page) 
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NEI 99-01 Basis: 

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

-
This EAL addresses loss of communications capability that either prevents the 
plant operations staff ability to perform routine tasks necessary for plant 
operations or inhibits the ability to communicate problems externally to off-site 
authorities from the Control Room. The loss of off-site communications ability 
encompasses the loss of all means of communications with off-site authorities and 
is expected to be significantly more comprehensive than the condition addressed 
by lOCFRSO. 72. 

The availability of one method of ordinary off-site communications is sufficient to 
inform federal, state, and local authorities of plant problems. This EAL is intended 
to be used only when extraordinary means (e.g., relaying of information from 
radio transmissions, individuals being sent to off-site locations, etc.) are being 
utilized to make communications possible. 

CNS Basis: 

r-NoTE·~-EPiP"s:-7c:"C>M-MUi\i-ha-5--m0-re-·ct"eta-il--a-r1--eacj:l-;i-tt-i·e-cc;n:;;ncl;,:,-i-c~i:ia~5"~v5tem5--:1 
:_ c:overed by th.is EA~. . . . _ . _). 
~- --- ~ --- --- -- -...... -- ----- --------.. --~---- ... -----··---'---:-:-~--- --- --.---.-. ... ~,----: -.-."."- --- - ------ :- .,...~~ ---~- ------- ----- ------ -..- """'"' _,.. ------- -----------. 

On-site/off-site communications include one or more of the systems listed in 
Table S-2 (Reference 1). 

o Station Intercom System "Gaitronics": Permits communication between the 
different parts of the plant and it also incorporates a public address system for 
plant wide announcements. 

• Site UHF Radio Consoles: The site UHF radio system uses four repeaters; 
Base 1 and Base 2 are used by Operations, Base 3 and Base 4 are used by 
Security. These repeaters operate on different frequencies. All remote control, 
portable, and mobile units are capable of selecting either repeater. 

• Radio Paging System: CNS leases pagers and radio paging services from a 
telecommunications company. Pagers are issued to various Management and 
Emergency Response personnel at CNS and other NPPD locations. Pagers can 
be activated from any touch-tone phone, on-site or off-site. 

• Alternate Intercom: Provides an alternate in-plant communications network 
utilizing the back-up tone commander PBX System. This system is located in 
the ERP shack and has battery back-up. 

• Sound Powered System. 

• CNS On-Site Cell Phone System. 

(continued on next page) 
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• Telephone System (PBX): Provides voice communication between virtually all 
buildings, offices, and operation facilities within the station. The telephone 
system also provides communications between the plant and off-site facilities 
via the telephone switchboard network. The system allows Operating Crews to 
alert plant personnel in emergencies. The telephone company provides the 
normal and leased line services. 

• Federal Telecommunications System (FTS 2001): The Health Physics Network 
(HPN) and Emergency Notification System (ENS) provide communications 
between NRC and CNS during an emergency. 

• Local Telephones (C.O. Lines). 

• CNS State Notification Telephones: The CNS State Notification Telephone 
System is the primary means for the plant to make emergency notifications to 
state and local authorities. This system provides direct communication with the 
Nebraska State Patrol, the Missouri State Patrol, the Atchison County Sheriff's 
Department, and the Nemaha and Richardson County Sheriff's Departments. 

• Satellite Telephones. 

This EAL is the hot condition equivalent of the cold condition EAL CU4.1. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. EPIP 5. 7COMMUN, Communications, Emergency Response Facility 
Communication Equipment attachment. 
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ATIACHMENT 2 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

Category: E - ISFSI 

Subcategory: None 

Initiating Condition: Damage to a loaded cask confinement boundary 

EAL: 

EU1.1 Unusual Event 

Damage to a loaded cask confinement boundary 

Mode Applicability: 

N/A 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

An Unusual Event in this EAL is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an 
event of sufficient magnitude that a loaded cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY is 
damaged or violated. This includes classification based on a loaded fuel storage 
cask confinement boundary loss leading to the degradation of the fuel during 
storage or posing an operational safety problem with respect to its removal from 
storage. 

CNS Basis: 

Minor surface damage that does not affect storage cask boundary is excluded from 
the scope of this EAL. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. Certificate of Compliance Number 1004 Amendment 9, April 17, 2007. 
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Category: Fission Product Barrier Degradation 

Subcategory: N/A 

Initiating Condition: Any loss or any potential loss of Primary Containment 

EAL: 

FU 1.1 Unusual Event 

Any loss or any potential loss of Primary Containment (Table F-1) 

Mode Applicability: 

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

None 

CNS Basis: 

Fuel Clad, RCS, and Primary Containment comprise the fission product barriers. 
Table F-1 (Attachment 3) lists the fission product barrier thresholds, bases, and 
references. 

Fuel Clad and RCS barriers are weighted more heavily than the Primary 
Containment barrier. Unlike the Fuel Clad and RCS barriers, the loss of either of 
which results in an Alert (EAL FAl.1), loss of the Primary Containment barrier in 
and of itself does not result in the relocation of radioactive materials or the 
potential for degradation of core cooling capability. However, loss or potential loss 
of the Primary Containment barrier in combination with the loss or potential loss of 
either the Fuel Clad or RCS barrier results in declaration of a Site Area Emergency 
under EAL FSl. l. 

CNS Basis Reference(s}: 

None 
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Category: Fission Product Barrier Degradation 

Subcategory: N/A 

Initiating Condition: Any loss or any potential loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS 

EAL: 

FA1.1 Alert 

Any loss or any potential loss of eithe~ Fuel Clad or RCS (Table F-1) 

Mode Applicability: 

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

None 

CNS Basis: 

Fuel Clad, RCS, and Primary Containment comprise the fission product barriers. 
Table F-1 (Attachment 3) lists the fission product barrier thresholds, bases, and 
references. 

At the Alert classification level, Fuel Clad and RCS barriers are weighted more 
heavily than the Primary Containment barrier. Unlike the Primary Containment 
barrier, loss or potential loss of either the Fuel Clad or RCS barrier may result in 
the relocation of radioactive materials or degradation of core cooling capability. 
Note that the loss or potential loss of Primary Containment barrier in combination 
with loss or potential loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS barrier results in declaration 
of a Site Area Emergency under EAL FSL 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

None 
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Category: Fission Product Barrier Degradation 

Subcategory: N/ A 

Initiating Condition: Loss or potential loss of any two barriers 

EAL: 

FS1.1 Site Area Emergency 

Loss or potential loss of any two barriers (Table F-1) 

Mode Applicability: 

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

None 

CNS Basis: 

Fuel Clad, RCS, and Primary Containment comprise the fission product barriers. 
Table F-1 (Attachment 3) lists the fission product barrier thresholds, bases, and 
references. 

At the Site Area Emergency classification level, each barrier is weighted equally. A 
Site Area Emergency is therefore appropriate for any combination of the following 
conditions: 

• One barrier loss and a second barrier loss (i.e., loss - loss). 

• One barrier loss and a second barrier potential loss (i.e., loss - potential loss). 

• One barrier potential loss and a second barrier potential loss (i.e., potential 
loss - potential loss). 

(continued on next page) 
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At the Site Area Emergency classification !eve!, the ability to dynamically assess 
the proximity of present conditions with respect to the threshold for a General 
Emergency is important. For example, the existence of Fuel Clad and RCS Barrier 
loss thresholds in addition to off-site dose assessments would require continual 
assessments of radioactive inventory and Primary Containment integrity in 
anticipation of reaching a General Emergency classification. Alternatively, if both 
Fuel Clad and RCS potential loss thresholds existed, the Emergency Director would 
have greater assurance that escalation to a General Emergency is less imminent. 

CNS Basis Reference{s): 

None 
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Category: Fission Product Barrier Degradation 

Subcategory: N/ A 

Initiating Condition: Loss of any two barriers and loss or potential loss of third 
barrier 

EAL: 

FGl.1 General Emergency 

Loss of any two barriers 

AND 

Loss or potential loss of third barrier (Table F-1) 

Mode Applicability: 

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

None 

CNS Basis: 

Fuel Clad, RCS, and Primary Containment comprise the fission product barriers. 
Table F-1 (Attachment 3) lists the fission product barrier thresholds, bases, and 
references. 

At the General Emergency classification level each barrier is weighted equally. A 
General Emergency is therefore appropriate for any combination of the following 
conditions: 

• Loss of Fuel Clad, RCS, and Primary Containment barriers. 

• Loss of Fuel Clad and RCS barriers with potential loss of Primary Containment 
barrier. 

• Loss of RCS and Primary Containment barriers with potential loss of Fuel Clad 
barrier. 

• Loss of Fuel Clad and Primary Containment barriers with potential loss of RCS 
barrier. 

CNS Basis Refere111ce(s): 

None 
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POTENTIAL LOSS TECHNICAL BASES (INFORMATION USE) 

ATIACHMENT 3 FISSJON PRODUCT BARRIERS - JNDICAT!ONS OF LOSS OR POTENTIAL LOSS TECHNICAL BASES (INFORMATION USE) 

Introduction 

Table F-1 lists the threshold conditions that define the Loss and Potential Loss of 
the three fission product barriers (Fuel Clad, Reactor Coolant System, and Primary 
Containment). The table is structured so that each of the three barriers occupies 
adjacent columns. Each fission product barrier column is further divided into two 
columns; one for Loss thresholds and one for Potential Loss thresholds. 

The first column of the table (to the left of the Fuel Clad Loss column) lists the 
categories (types) of fission product barrier thresholds. The fission product barrier 
categories are: 

A. RPV Level. 

B. PC Pressure/Temperature. 

c. Isolation. 

D. ERD. 

E. Rad. 

F. Judgment. 

Each category occupies a row in Table F-1, thus forming a matrix defined by the 
categories. The intersection of each row with each Loss/Potential Loss column 
forms a cell in which one or more fission product barrier thresholds appear. If 
NEI 99-01 does not define a threshold for a barrier Loss/Potential Loss, the word 
"None" is entered in the cell. 

Thresholds are assigned sequential numbers so that they can be easily identified. 

If a cell in Table F-1 contains more than one numbered threshold, each of the 
numbered thresholds, if exceeded, signifies a Loss or Potential Loss of the barrier. 
It is not necessary to exceed all of the thresholds in a category before declaring :a 
barrier Loss/Potential Loss. 

Subdivision of Table F-1 by category /acilitates association of plant conditions to 
the applicable fission product barrier Loss and Potential Loss thresholds. This 
structure promotes a systematic approach to assessing the classification status of 
the fission product barriers. 

(continued on next page) 
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When equipped with knowledge of plant conditions related to the fission product 
barriers, the EAL-user first scans down the category column of Table F-1, locates 
the likely category and then reads across the fission product barrier Loss and 
Potential Loss thresholds in that category to determine if a threshold has been 
exceeded. If a threshold has not been exceeded, the EAL-user proceeds to the 
next likely category and continues review of the thresholds 'in the new category. 

If the EAL-user determines that any threshold has been exceeded, by definition, 
the barrier is lost or potentially lost - even if multiple thresholds in the same 
barrier column are exceeded, only that one barrier is lost or potentially lost. The 
EAL-user must examine each of the three fission product barriers to determine if 
other barrier thresholds in the category are lost or potentially lost. For example, if 
containment radiation is sufficiently high, a Loss of the Fuel Clad and RCS barriers 
and a Potential Loss of the Primary Containment barrier can occur. Barrier Losses 
and Potential Losses are then applied to the algorithms given in EALs FGl.1, 
FSl.1, FAl.1, and FU 1.1 to determine the appropriate emergency classification. 

In the remainder of this attachment, the Fuel Clad barrier threshold bases appear 
first, followed by the RCS barrier, and finally the Primary Containment barrier 
threshold bases. In each barrier, the bases are given according category Loss 
followed by category Potential Loss beginning with Category A, then B, then C, 
then D, then E, and then F. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 3 FISSION PRODUCT BARRIERS - INDICATIONS OF LOSS OR 
POTENTIAL LOSS TECHNICAL BASES (INFORMATION USE) 

Barrier: Fuel Clad 

Category: A. RPV Level 

Degradation Threat: Loss 

Threshold: 

1. SAG 1 entry is required due to any of the following: 

• Non-Failure-to-Scram: 

o RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained > -183 in., or 

o RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained ~ -209 in. and no 
core spray subsystem flow can be restored and maintained~ 4,750 gpm 

• Failure-to-Scram: 

o RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained > -183 in. and core 
steam flow cannot be restored and maintained > 800,000 lbm/hr 

• Core damage is occurring due to loss of core cooling. 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

The "Loss" threshold value corresponds to the level used in EOPs to indicate 
challenge of core cooling. This is the minimum value to assure core cooling 
without further degradation of the clad. 

CNS Basis: 

EOP-1A, EOP-2B, EOP-7 A, and EOP-7B specify entry into SAG 1 when it is 
determined that core damage is occurring due to loss of core cooling 
(Reference 1). SAG entry signifies the need to implement severe accident 
mitigation actions. These EOPs provide instructions to ensure adequate core 
cooling by maintaining RPV water level above prescribed limits or operating 
sufficient RPV injection sources when level cannot be determined. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATIACHMENT 3 FISSION PRODUCT BARRIERS - INDICATIONS OF LOSS OR 
POTENTIAL LOSS TECHNICAL BASES (INFORMATION USE) 

SAG 1 entry is required during Non-Failure-to-Scram events when ·any of the 
following conditions exist (Reference 1): 

• RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above -183 inches 
(MSCRWL, EOP-1A) (Reference 2, 6). 

• RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained at or above -209 inches 
(elevation of the jet pump suction) and no core spray subsystem flow can be 
restored and maintained equal to or;:::: 4,750 gpm (design core spray flow, 
EOP-lA) (Reference 2, 7). 

SAG 1 entry is required during Failure-to-Scram events when RPV water level 
cannot be restored and maintained > -183 inches and core steam flow cannot be 
restored and maintained > 800,000 lbm/hr (Reference 3, 6). The specified steam 
flow is the Minimum Core Steam Flow (MCSF). 

The MCSF is the lowest core steam flow sufficient to preclude any clad 
temperature from exceeding 1500°F even if the reactor core is not completely 
covered (Reference 6). The MCSF is only applicable in failure-to-scram events 
because reactor power must be well above the decay heat generation rate for 
steam production to equal the MCSF. 

Whether or not RPV water level can be determined, SAG 1 entry is also required 
when core damage is occurring due to loss of core cooling (EOP-lA, EOP-2B, 
EOP-7A, or EOP-7B) (Reference 2, 3, 4, 5). If RPV water level cannot be 
determined, the absence of core damage indications may be the only means of 
determining if adequate core cooling is being maintained. If RPV water level can 
be determined, restoration of RPV water level to above -183 inches and 
restoration of core spray cooling requirements may not occur in a timely manner. 
If indications of core damage occur while RPV injection is being restored, entry to 
SAG 1 is appropriate even if the required water levels and spray cooling flow are 
eventually achieved. Fuel Clad Losses 2 and 6 (drywell radiation), 3 (primary 
containment activity), 4 (MSL Hi-Hi Rad), and 5 (SJAE Monitor dose rate) are 
thresholds that would be indicative of core damage occurring due to loss of core 
cooling. 

The above EOP conditions represent a challenge to core cooling and are the 
minimum v.alues to assure core cooling without further degradation of the clad. 

This threshold is also a Potential Loss of the Primary Containment barrier 
(PC P-Loss 25). Since the EOP requirement for SAG 1 entry is reached after core 
uncovery has occurred, a Loss of the RCS barrier exists (RCS Loss 10). SAG 
entry, therefore, represents a Loss of two barriers and a Potential Loss of a third, 
which requires a General Emergency classification. 

(continued on next page) 
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ATTACHMENT 3 FISSION PRODUCT BARRIERS - INDICATIONS OF LOSS OR 
POTENTIAL LOSS TECHNICAL BASES (INFORMATION USE) 

The EALs are aligned to the updated guidance of EPG/SAG Revision 3 such that the 
plant Operator can readily implement both when needed (Reference 8). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. AMP-TBDOO PSTG/SATG Technical Bases, RC/L, Contingency #1, #4, #5. 

2. EOP-lA, RPV Control. 

3. EOP-7A, RPV Level (Failure-to-Scram). 

4. EOP-28, RPV Flooding. 

5. EOP-78, RPV Flooding (Failure-to-Scram). 

6. NEDC 97-090J. 

7. NEDC 97-089. 

8. EPFAQ Number 2015-004. 
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ATTACHMENT 3 FISSION PRODUCT BARRIERS - INDICATIONS OF LOSS OR 
POTENTIAL LOSS TECHNICAL BASES (INFORMATION USE) 

Barrier: Fuel Clad 

Category: A. RPV Level 

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss 

Threshold: 

8. RPV level cannot be restored and maintained > -158 in. or cannot be 
determined 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This threshold is the same as the RCS barrier "Loss" Threshold A.10 and 
corresponds to the water level at the top of the active fuel. Thus, this threshold 
indicates a Potential Loss of the Fuel Clad barrier and a Loss of RCS barrier that 
appropriately escalates the emergency classification level to a Site Area 
Emergency. 

CNS Basis: 

The KEY consideration of this criterion is adequate core cooling. RPV conditions 
that result in inadequate core cooling shall result in determinations that the fuel 
clad barrier has been potentially lost and the RCS barrier has been lost. A RPV 
level instrument reading of -158 inches indicates RPV level is at the top of active 
fuel (TAF) (Reference 4). When RPV level is at or above TAF, the core is 
completely submerged. Core submergence is the most desirable means of core 
cooling. When RPV level is below TAF, the uncovered portion of the core must be 
cooled by less reliable means (i.e., steam cooling or spray cooling). To reach this 
level, RPV inventory loss would have previously required isolation of the RCS and 
Primary Containment barriers, and initiation of all ECCS. If after RPV pressure 
reduction (either manually, automatically, or by failure of the RCS barrier), RPV 
level cannot be restored and maintained above TAF, ECCS and other sources of 
RPV injection have been ineffective or incapable of reversing the decreasing level 
trend. If core uncovery is threatened, the EOPs specify alternate, more extreme, 
RPV level control measures in order to restore and maintain adequate core cooling. 
Since core uncovery begins if RPV level drops below TAF, the level is indicative of a 
challenge to core cooling and the Fuel Clad barrier. 

(continued on next page) 
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EOPs allow the Operator a wide choice of RPV injection sources to consider when 
evaluating if RPV water level can be restored and maintained to within prescribed 
limits. EOPs also specify depressurization of the RPV in order to facilitate RPV 
water level control with low-pressure injection sources. In some events, elevated 
RPV pressure may prevent restoration of RPV water level until pressure drops 
below the shutoff heads of available injection sources. Therefore, an important 
consideration is the status of adequate core cooling during the pressure reduction 
process. A rapid depressurization which allows refilling the RPV with a high 
volume system will normally maintain adequate cooling with steam flow. Slow 
depressurizations, however, may challenge adequate core cooling due to both low 
water levels and low steam flows. 

A threshold prescribing declaration when a parameter value cannot be maintained 
above a specified limit does not require immediate action simply because the 
current value is below the limit (top of active fuel), but does not permit 
extended operation below the limit. Because the systems used to restore 
water level have different volume and discharge pressure capabilities, and 
pressure control methods also have varying rates that RPV pressure can be 
modified to support injection, the threshold must be considered reached as soon 
as it is apparent that the top of active fuel cannot be attained within a reasonable 
amount of time. Determination of inability to restore and maintain RPV level is 
based on actions driven by EOPs to restore level. 

In high-power ATWS/failure to scram events, EOPs may direct the Operator to 
deliberately lower RPV water level to the top of active fuel in order to reduce 
reactor power. RPV water level is then controlled between the top of active fuel 
and the Minimum Steam Cooling RPV Water Level (MSCRWL). Although such 
action is a challenge to core cooling and the Fuel Clad barrier, the immediate need 
to reduce reactor power is the higher priority; For such events, ICs SA2, SS2, and 
SG2 will dictate an emergency classification. The fission product barrier criteria 
should continue to be evaluated independently to identify barrier conditions that 
would require escalation of the classification. 

(continued on next page) 
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When RPV level cannot be determined, EOPs require entry to EOP:..2B, RPV 
Flooding, or EOP-7B, RPV Flooding (Failure-to-Scram). RPV water level indication 
provides the primary means of knowing if adequate core cooling is being 
maintained. When all means of determining RPV water level are unavailable, the 
fuel clad barrier is threatened and reliance on alternate means of assuring 
adequate core cooling must be attempted. The instructions in EOP-2B/7B specify 
these means, which include emergency depressurization of the RPV and injection 
into the RPV at a rate needed to flood to the elevation of the main steam lines or 
hold the Minimum Steam Cooling Pressures (in scram-failure events). If RPV 
water level cannot be determined with respect to the top of active fuel, a potential 
loss of the fuel clad barrier exists (Reference 1, 3). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. EOP-28, RPV Flooding. 

2. EOP-7A, RPV Level (Failure-to-Scram). 

3. EOP-7B, RPV Flooding (Failure-to-Scram). 

4. NEDC 97-089. 
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Barrier: Fuel Clad 

Category: E. Rad 

Degradation Threat: Loss 

Threshold: 

! 2. Drywell radiation monitor (RMA-RM-40A/B) > 2.SOE+03 Rem/hr 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

2.50E+03 Rem/hr is a value which indicates the release of reactor coolant, with 
elevated activity indicative of fuel damage, into the drywell. 

The reading was calculated assuming the instantaneous release and dispersal of 
the reactor coolant noble gas and iodine inventory associated with a concentration 
of approximately 300 µCi/gm dose equivalent I-131 ("' 1 % clad damage) into the 
drywell atmosphere. 

Reactor coolant concentrations of this magnitude are several times larger than the 
maximum concentrations (including iodine spiking) allowed within Technical 
Specifications and are therefore indicative of fuel damage. 

This value is higher than that specified for RCS barrier Loss Threshold 14. Thus, 
this threshold indicates a loss of both Fuel Clad barrier and RCS barrier that 
appropriately escalates the emergency classification level to a Site Area 
Emergency. 

CNS Basis: 

EPIP 5.7.17.1, Dose Assessment (Manual), Core Damage Estimation attachment 
provides a method of calculating percent fuel clad damage and fuel melt based on 
drywell radiation. Under LOCA conditions, a reading of 2.44E+6 Rem/hr 
corresponds to 100% core melt on drywell radiation Monitors RMA-RM-40A/B. A 
value of 2.44E+3 Rem/hr (rounded to 2.50E+03 Rem/hr) yields 1 % fuel clad 
damage using this method. 

In order to reach this Fuel Clad barrier Potential Loss threshold, a loss of the RCS 
barrier has already occurred (see RCS Loss 14). This threshold, therefore, 
represents at least a Site Area Emergency classification. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. EPIP 5. 7 .17 .1, Dose Assessment (Manual). 
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Barrier: Fuel Clad 

Category: E. Rad 

Degradation Threat: Loss 

Threshold: 

j3. Primary coolant activity> 300 µCi/gm dose equivalent I-131 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

Coolant activity of 300 µCi/gm dose equivalent I-131 is well above that expected 
for iodine spikes and corresponds to about 1 % fuel clad damage. This amount of 
radioactivity indicates significant clad damage and thus, the Fuel Clad Barrier is 
considered lost. 

CNS Basis: 

None 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. EPIP 5.7.17, CNS-DOSE Assessment, and/or EPIP 5.7.17.1, Dose Assessment 
(Manual). 

2. NEI 99-01, Revision 5. 

3. NEDC 02-20, Estimation of Reactor Coolant System Dose Equivalent I-131 
Concentration Following a 1 % Fuel Clad Failure (Degraded Core) Under 
Non-LOCA Conditions. 
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Barrier: Fuel Clad 

Category: E. Rad 

Degradation Threat: Loss 

Threshold: 

4. Main Steam Line Radiation Monitor Readings ~ Hi-Hi Alarm Setpoint 

N EI 99-01 Basis: 

None 

CNS Basis: 

The Hi-Hi alarm setpoint for the Main Steam Line Radiation Monitors is based on a 
Control Rod Drop Accident. This accident is most severe when initiated at < 10% 
rated thermal power. The setpoint is a multiple of the normal full power 
background reading on these monitors that was observed during the previous 
operating cycle. Clad damage resulting in the Hi-Hi Main Steam Line Radiation 
Monitor Alarms due to a Control Rod Drop Accident could exceed 2% of the core's 
fuel rods. USAR XIV-6.2 discusses the Control Rod Drop Accident. Specific 
Emergency Director evaluation is required to determine if the requisite plant 
conditions exist that would make this criteria valid.©3 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. EPIP 5.7.17, CNS-DOSE Assessment, and/or EPIP 5.7.17.1, Dose Assessment 
(Manual). 

2. USAR XIV-6.2, Control Rod Drop Accident. 
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Barrier: · Fuel Clad 

Category: E. Rad 

Degradation Threat: Loss 

Threshold: 

Is. 2:: 1.SE4 mrem/hr on SJAE Monitor 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

None 

CNS Basis: 

NEDC 02-004 assumes that cladding damage has resulted in 300 µCi/gm of 1-131 
in the reactor coolant, that non-LOCA conditions exist, and that normal sample 
flow through the monitor is maintained. Under these conditions, the SJAE 
monitors are expected to reach 15,000 mrem/hr. If sample flow is lost or the 
monitors are isolated and they reach this point, they are assumed to have failed. 
Specific Emergency Director evaluation is required to determine if the requisite 
plant conditions exist that would make this criteria valid.©3 

CNS Basis Reference(s}~ 

1. EPIP 5.7.17, CNS-DOSE Assessment, and/or EPIP 5.7.17.1, Dose Assessment 
(Manual). 

2. NEDC 02-004, Estimation of the Steam Jet Air Ejector Radiation 
Monitor RMP-RM-150A(B), Readings Following a 1 % Fuel Clad Release 
(Degraded Core) in the Reactor Coolant System. 
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Barrier: Fuel Clad 

Category: E. Rad 

Degradation Threat: Loss 

Threshold: 

j 6. Non-LOCA with DW Rad Monitor reading > 115 REM/hr 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

None 

CNS Basis: 

NEDC 02-009 assumes that cladding damage has resulted in 300 µCi/gm of I-131 
in the reactor coolant and that non-LOCA conditions exist. The calculated value is 
based strictly on shine from the RR System piping, and as a result, is only valid if 
primary containment parameters do not indicate increased RCS leakage. With 
increased RCS leakage, any contaminants in the coolant could be in closer 
proximity to the detectors (as an aerosol or vapor) causing the monitors to read 
higher. If elevated RCS leakage is suspected, a drywell radiation monitor reading 
of 2500 R/hr, per Criteria 2, is the appropriate threshold for this parameter to 
determine Fuel Clad failure. Specific Emergency Director evaluation is required to 
determine if the requisite plant conditions exist that would make this criteria 
valid.©3 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. EPIP 5.7.17, CNS-DOSE Assessment, and/or EPIP 5.7.17.1, Dose Assessment 
(Manual). 

2. NEDC 02-009, Estimation of Primary Containment High Range Monitor RMA 
RM 40A(B), Readings Following 1 % Clad Failure in the RCS Under Non-LOCA 
Conditions. 
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Barrier: Fuel Clad 

Category: F. Judgment 

Degradation Threat: Loss 

Threshold: 

7. Any condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates loss of 
the Fuel Clad barrier 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This threshold addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency 
Director in determining whether the Fuel Clad barrier is lost. In addition, the 
inability to monitor the barrier should also be considered as a factor in Emergency 
Director judgment that the barrier may be considered lost. 

CNS Basis: 

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant 
to determining if the Fuel Clad barrier is lost. Such a determination should include 
imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability, and dominant 
accident sequences. 

• Imminent barrier degradation exists if the degradation will likely occur within 
2 hours based on a projection of current safety system performance. The term 
"imminent" refers to recognition of the inability to reach safety acceptance 
criteria before completion of all checks. 

• Barrier monitoring capability is decreased if there is a loss or lack of reliable 
indicators. This assessment should include instrumentation operability 
concerns, readings from portable instrumentation, and consideration of off-site 
monitoring results. 

• Dominant accident sequences lead to degradation of all fission product barriers 
and likely entry to the EOPs. The Emergency Director should be mindful of the 
Loss of AC power (Station Blackout) and ATWS EALs to assure timely 
emergency classification declarations. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

None 
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Barrier: Fuel Clad 

Category: F. Judgment 

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss 

Threshold: 

9. Any condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates potential 
loss of the Fuel Clad barrier 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This threshold addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency 
Director in determining whether the Fuel Clad barrier is potentially lost. In 
addition, the inability to monitor the barrier should also be considered as a factor 
in Emergency Director judgment that the barrier may be considered potentially 
lost. 

CNS Basis: 

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant 
to determining if the Fuel Clad barrier is potentially lost. Such a determination 
should include imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability, and 
dominant accident sequences. 

• Imminent barrier degradation exists if the degradation will likely occur within 
2 hours based on a projection of current safety system performance. The term 
"imminent" refers to recognition of the inability to reach safety acceptance 
criteria before completion of all checks. 

• Barrier monitoring capability is decreased if there is a loss or lack of reliable 
indicators. This assessment should include instrumentation operability 
concerns, readings from portable instrumentation, and consideration of off-site 
monitoring results. 

• Dominant accident sequences lead to degradation of all fission product barriers 
and likely entry to the EOPs. The Emergency Director should be mindful of the 
Loss of AC power (Station Blackout) and ATWS EALs to assure timely 
emergency classification declarations. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

None 
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System 

Category: A. RPV Level 

Degradation Threat: Loss 

Threshold: 

10. RPV level cannot be restored and maintained > -158 in. or cannot be 
determined 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

The Loss threshold for RPV water level corresponds to the level that is used in 
EOPs to indicate challenge of core cooling. 

This threshold is the same as Fuel Clad Barrier Potential Loss Threshold #8 and 
corresponds to a challenge to core cooling. Thus, this threshold indicates a Loss of 
RCS barrier and Potential Loss of Fuel Clad barrier that appropriately escalates the 
emergency classification level to a Site Area Emergency. 

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item. 

CNS Basis: 

The KEY consideration of this criterion is the ability to maintain adequate core 
cooling. RPV conditions that result in inadequate core cooling shall result in 
determinations that the fuel clad barrier has been potentially lost and the RCS 
barrier has been lost. A RPV level instrument reading of -158 inches indicates RPV 
level is at the top of active fuel (TAF) (Reference 4). TAF is significantly lower 
than the normal operating RPV level control band. To reach this level, RPV 
inventory loss would have previously required isolation of the RCS and Primary 
Containment barriers, and initiation of all ECCS. If after RPV pressure reduction 
(either manually, automatically, or by failure of the RCS barrier), RPV level cannot 
be restored and maintained above TAF, ECCS, and other sources of RPV injection 
have been ineffective or incapable of reversing the decreasing level trend. The 
cause of the loss of RPV inventory is therefore assumed to be a LOCA. By 
definition, a LOCA event is a Loss of the RCS barrier. 

(continued on next page) 
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EOPs allow the Operator a wide choice of RPV injection sources to consider when 
evaluating if RPV water level can be restored and maintained to within prescribed 
limits. EOPs also specify depressurization of the RPV in order to facilitate RPV 
water level control with low-pressure injection sources. In some events, elevated 
RPV pressure may prevent restoration of RPV water level until pressure drops 
below the shutoff heads of available injection sources. Therefore, an important 
consideration is the status of adequate core cooling during the pressure reduction 
process. A rapid depressurization which allows refilling the RPV with a high 
volume system will normally maintain adequate cooling with steam flow. Slow 
depressurizations, however, may challenge adequate core cooling due to both low 
water levels and low steam flows. 

A threshold prescribing declaration when a parameters value cannot be maintained 
above a specified limit does not require immediate action simply because the 
current value is below the limit (top of active fuel), but does not permit 
extended operation below the limit. Because the systems used to restore 
water level have different volume and discharge pressure capabilities, and 
pressure control methods also have varying rates that RPV pressure can be 
modified to support injection, the threshold must be considered reached as soon 
as it is apparent that the top of active fuel cannot be attained within a reasonable 
amount of time. Determination of inability to restore and maintain RPV level is 
based on actions driven by EOPs to restore level. 

In high-power ATWS/failure to scram events, EOPs may direct the Operator to 
deliberately lower RPV water level to the top of active fuel in order to reduce 
reactor power. RPV water level is then controlled between the top of active fuel 
and the Minimum Steam Cooling RPV Water Level (MSCRWL). Although such 
action is a challenge to core cooling and the Fuel Clad barrier, the immediate need 
to reduce reactor power is the higher priority. For such events, I Cs SA2, SS2, and 
SG2 will dictate an emergency classification. The fission product barrier criteria 
should continue to be evaluated independently to identify barrier conditions that 
would require escalation of the classification. 

When RPV level cannot be determined, EOPs require entry to EOP-2B, RPV 
Flooding, or EOP-7B, RPV Flooding (Failure-to-Scram). The instructions in 
EOP-2B/7B specify emergency depressurization of the RPV, which is defined to be 
a Loss of the RCS barrier (RCS Loss 10) (Reference 1, 3). 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. EOP-2B, RPV Flooding. 

2. EOP-7A, RPV Level (Failure-to-Scram). 

3. EOP-78, RPV Flooding (Failure-to-Scram). 

4. NEDC 97-089. 
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System 

Category: B. PC Pressure/Temperature 

Degradation Threat: Loss 

Threshold: 

j 1 i. PC pressure > 1.84 psig due to RCS leakage 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

The threshold pressure value is the Primary Containment high pressure scram 
setpoint and is indicative of a LOCA event that requires ECCS response. 

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item. 

CNS Basis: 

The Primary Containment (PC) high pressure scram setpoint is an entry condition 
to EOP-1A, RPV Control, and EOP-3A, Primary Containment Control 
(Reference 1, 2). Normal Primary Containment pressure control functions (e.g., 
operation of drywell cooling, SBGT, etc.) are specified in EOP-3A in advance of less 
desirable but more effective functions (e.g., operation of drywell or torus sprays, 
etc.). 

In the CNS design basis, Primary Containment pressures above the high pressure 
scram setpoint are assumed to be the result of a high-energy release into the 
containment for which normal pressure control systems are inadequate or 
incapable of reversing the increasing pressure trend. Pressures of this magnitude, 
however, can be caused by non-LOCA events such as a loss of drywell cooling or 
inability to control Primary Containment vent/purge (Reference 3). 

The threshold phrase " ... due to RCS leakage" focuses the barrier failure on the RCS 
instead of the non-LOCA malfunctions that may adversely affect Primary 
Containment pressure. PC pressure > 1.84 psig with corollary indications (drywell 
temperature, humidity, etc.) should therefore be considered a Loss of the RCS 
barrier. Loss of drywell cooling that results in pressure > 1.84 psig should not be 
considered a RCS barrier Loss. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis Reference{s): 

1. EOP-lA, RPV Control. 

2. EOP-3A, Primary Containment Control. 

3. USAR Section XIV-6.3. 
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System 

Category: C. Isolation 

Degradation Threat: Loss 

Threshold: 

12. Release pathway exists outside Primary Containment resulting from isolation 
failure in any of the following (excluding normal process system flowpaths 
from an unisolable system): 

• Main steam line. 

• HPCI steam line. 

• RCIC steam line. 

• RWCU. 

• Feedwater. 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

An unisolable RCS break outside Primary Containment is a breach of the RCS 
barrier. Thus, this threshold is included for consistency with the Alert emergency 
classification level. 

Large high-energy line breaks such as HPCI, Feedwater, RWCU, or RCIC that are 
unisolable represent a significant loss of the RCS barrier and should be considered 
as MSL breaks for purposes of classification. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis: 

The conditions of this threshold include required containment isolation failures 
allowing a flow path to the environment. A release pathway outside. Primary 
Containment exists when flow is not prevented by downstream isolations. In the 
case of a failure of both isolation valves to close but in which no downstream 
flowpath exists, emergency declaration under this threshold would not be required. 
Similarly, if the emergency response requires the normal process flow of a system 
outside Primary Containment (e.g., EOP requirement to bypass MSIV low RPV 
water level interlocks and maintain the main condenser as a heat sink using main 
turbine bypass valves), the threshold is not met. The combination of these 
threshold conditions represent the loss of both the RCS and Primary Containment 
(see PC Loss 21) barriers and justifies declaration of a Site Area Emergency (i.e., 
Loss or Potential Loss of any two barriers). 

Even though RWCU and Feedwater Systems do not contain steam, they are 
included in the list because an unisolable break could result in the high-pressure 
discharge of fluid that is flashed to steam from relatively large volume systems 
directly connected to the RCS. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. System Operating Procedure 2.2.33, High Pressure Coolant Injection System. 

2. System Operating Procedure 2.2.56, Main Steam System. 

3. System Operating Procedure 2.2.66, Reactor Water Cleanup. 

4. System Operating Procedure 2.2.67, Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System. 

5. BR 2041, Reactor Building Main Steam System. 

6. BR 2042. 

7. BR 2043. 

8. BR 2044, HPCI System. 
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System 

Category: C. Isolation 

Degradation Threat:: Potential Loss 

Threshold: 

I 16. RCS leakage > 50 gpm inside the drywell 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This threshold is based on leakage set at a level indicative of a small breach of the 
RCS but which is well within the makeup capability of normal and emergency high 
pressure systems. Core uncovery is not a significant concern for a 50 gpm leak; 
however, break propagation leading to significantly larger loss of inventory is 
possible. 

If primary system leak rate information is unavailable, other indicators of RCS 
leakage should be used. 

CNS Basis: 

RCS leakage inside the drywell is normally determined by monitoring drywell 
equipment and floor drain sump pump out rates. This method of monitoring 
leakage may be isolated as part of the drywell isolation, and thus, may be 
unavailable. If primary system leak rate information is unavailable, other 
indicators of RCS leakage should be used (Reference 1-6). Inventory loss events, 
such as a stuck open SRV, should not be considered when referring to "RCS 
leakage" because they are not indications of a break, which could propagate. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. System Operating Procedure 2.2.27, Equipment, Floor, and Chemical Drain 
System. 

2. Alarm Procedure 2.3_9-4-2, Panel 9-4 - Annunciator 9-4-2, B-1/B-2. 

3. Surveillance Procedure 6.LOG.601, Daily Surveillance Log - Modes 1, 2, and 3. 

4. Technical Specifications LCO 3.4.4, RCS Operational Leakage. 

5. Technical Specifications LCO 3.4.5, RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation. 

6. USAR Section X-14.0, Equipment a'nd Floor Drainage Systems. 
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System 

Category: C. Isolation 

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss 

Threshold: 

17. Unisolable primary system discharge outside Primary Containment as indicated 
by exceeding any Secondary Containment Maximum Normal Operating 
temperature or radiation value (EOP-SA Tables 9 and 10) 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

Potential loss of RCS based on primary system leakage outside the Primary 
Containment is determined from temperature or area radiation Maximum Normal 
Operating values (EOP-SA, Tables 9 and 10) in the areas of the main steam line 
tunnel, main turbine generator, RCIC, HPCI, etc., which indicate a direct path from 
the RCS to areas outside Primary Containment. 

The indicators reaching the threshold barriers and confirmed to be caused by RCS 
leakage warrant an Alert classification. An unisolable leak which is indicated by a 
high alarm setpoint escalates to a Site Area Emergency when combined with 
Containment Barrier Loss Threshold 20 (after a containment isolation) and a 
General Emergency when the Fuel Clad Barrier criteria is also exceeded. 

CNS Basis: 

The presence of elevated general area temperatures or radiation levels in the 
Secondary Containment may be indicative of unisolable primary system leakage 
outside the Primary Containment. The Maximum Normal Operating values define 
this RCS threshold because they signify the onset of abnormal system operation. 
When parameters reach this level, equipment failure or mis-operation may be 
occurring. Elevated parameters may also adversely affect the ability to gain 
access to or operate equipment within the affected area. The locations into which 
the primary system discharge is of concern correspond to the areas addressed in 
EOP-SA, Secondary Containment Control, Tables 9 and 10 (Reference 1) (see 
below). 

(continued on next page) 
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In general, multiple indications should be used to determine if a primary system is 
discharging outside Primary Containment. For example, a high area radiation 
condition does not necessarily indicate that a primary system is discharging into 
the Secondary Containment since this may be caused by radiation shine from 
nearby steam lines or the movement of radioactive materials. Conversely, a high 
area radiation condition in conjunction with other indications (e.g., room flooding, 
high area temperatures, reports of steam in the Secondary Containment, an 
unexpected rise in feedwater flowrate, or unexpected main turbine control valve 
closure) may indicate that a primary system is discharging into the Secondary 
Containment. As indicated by Note 5 in EOP-SA, Table 10, RP surveys and ARM 
teledosimetry system may be used for these indications. 

(continued on next page) 
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EOP-SA Table 9 - Secondary Containment Temperatures 

9 SEGOND/\RY CONTAINMENT TEMPERATURES 
SPDS16 

Maximum Normal Operating Value Maximum Safe Operating Value 

8.r:.ea .80~ If:mr;i. $wittb 8larn1ed 8.r:.ea ~alue (0 El 81:<tual ~alue 

-·-----·--· - ------~ 

NE Quad RCIC-TS-77 A NE Quad 195 
RCIC-TS-77C 

·-- --------

SE Quad RWCU-TS-117F SE Quad 195 

-------·-~·---·-·--··· 
,, _____ . _______ ._... ___ T-------

NW Quad RHR-TS-99C NW Quad 195 

-- ---~-~-------···-------~-·--·---~-·---··-- ·---------- ----------

SW Quad RHR-TS-99G SW Quad 
and HPCl-TS-105B and 195 
HPCI Room HPCl-TS-1050 HPCIRoom 

--------~---- --
1001' El. foOt'EI. 
976'EL RWCU-TS-1178 976''EL 195 
958' El'. 958'EI. 

... ___ -----
RHR~rs::.99A 

RHR~TS-99E 

903' El. MS-TS'-1.26A 903'EL 195 
and MS-TS-126.G and 
931' El. RWCU-TS-117E 931' EL 

RWC.U-TS-117A 
HPC.l-TS-105A 
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EOP-SA Table 10 - Secondary Containment Radiation Levels 

10 

FUEL POOL AREA 
FUEL POOL AREA 

SECONDARY CONTAINMENT RADIATION LEVELS !"";\. 
SPDS15 \.:,,J 

Maximum Normal Operating Value 

.Any ARM l\larmed Range (mR/hr) 

RMA-RA·1 
RMA-RA-2 

100 -106 

.01 - 10{:) 

Maximum Safe 
Operating Value 

8reSJ. Value (mRlhr\ Actual Value 

1001' El. 
1001' El. 

1000 

---~---""-------------------------·- ---------------·-
RWCU PRECOAT AREA RMA-RA-4 
RWCU SLUDGE AND DECANT 
PUMP AREA BMA-RA-5 
CRD HYDRAULIC EQUIP 
AREA (SOUTH) RMA-RA-8 
CRD HYDRAULIC EQUIP 
AREA (NORTH) RMA·RA-9 

HPCI PUMP ROOM 
RHR PUMP .ROOM, 
(S.OUTHWESTy. . 
TORUS HPV AREA 
(SOUTHWEST) 

RHR PUMP ROOM, 
(NORTHWEST) 

RMA-RA-10 

RMA-RA-11 

RMA-RA•Z7 

RMA-RA-12 

0.1 - 10(}0 

Q.1 -1000 

.01 ~ 100 

.0.1 • fOO 

;01 - 100 

.0'1 -100 

1.0 -10000 

.01 - 100 

958' El. 

931' El. 1000 

903' El. 

l:"fPC.1 Room 

swau;:id 1000 

SW Torus 

NW Quad 1000 
-------------------------------------··----·---------------~-----
· RCIC/CORE SPRAY PUMP 

ROOM, (NORTHEAST) R.MA-RA-13 .01 -10.0 NE Quad 100'0 
--·-··-·------------------------··----------.. --------
CORE SPRAY PUMP ROOM, 
(SOUTHEAST) RrviA-RA-14 .01 -100 SE Quad 1000 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

NOTES 

Area radiation levels can be monitored by 
RP surveys or ARM teledosimetry system 

1. EOP-5A, Secondary Containment Control. 
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System 

Category: D. ERD 

Degradation Threat: Loss 

Threshold: 

13. Emergency RPV Depressurization is required 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

Plant symptoms requiring Emergency RPV Depressurization are specified in the 
EOPs (Reference 1, 2, 4, 5, 8) and are indicative of a loss of the RCS barrier. If 
Emergency RPV depressurization is required, the plant Operators are directed to 
open safety relief valves (SRVs) (Reference 2, 7). Even though the RCS is being 
vented into the suppression pool, a loss of the RCS should be considered to exist 
due to the diminished effectiveness of the RCS pressure barrier to a release of 
fission products beyond its boundary. 

CNS Basis: 

Plant symptoms requiring Emergency RPV Depressurization per the EOPs are 
indicative of a loss of the RCS barrier. If Emergency RPV depressurization is 
required, the plant Operators are directed to open safety relief valves (SRVs). 
Even though the RCS is being vented into the suppression pool, a loss of the RCS 
should be considered to exist due to the diminished effectiveness of the RCS 
pressure barrier to a release of fission products beyond its boundary. 

Revision 3 of the BWROG EPG allows for limiting Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) 
depressurization by reclosing the Safety Relief Valves (SRVs) under certain 
conditions. This strategy is intended to prolong operation of steam-driven water 
injection sources required for adequate core cooling (e.g., RCIC System and/or 
HPCI) following an extended loss of AC power, and thus maintain the core cooling 
safety function. When the requirement to enact Emergency Depressurization 
occurs during such an event, Operators will determine if RPV depressurization will 
result in a loss of RCIC/HPCI, and, if so, terminate depressurization while 
maintaining RPV pressure as low as practicable. 

(continued on next page) 
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There is no effect on the fission product barrier threshold intent. The relationship 
between the operationally significant action and the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) 
barrier status is unchanged, i.e., performing an Emergency RPV Depressurization 
per EOPs remains indicative of a loss of the RCS barrier, even though the SRVs 
may be reclosed. RCS mass has been lost to the wetwell and subsequent 
depressurizations may be required (i.e., the ability of the RCS pressure boundary 
to serve as an effective barrier to a release of fission products has been 
diminished). 

In conclusion, the threshold basis of this EAL remains in effect once the 
Emergency Depressurization starts, even though Operators may reclose the SRVs 
before the full depressurization is complete (Reference 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, and 10). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. EOP-1A, RPV Control. 

2. EOP-2A, Emergency RPV Depressurization/Steam Cooling. 

3. EOP-2B, RPV Flooding. 

4. EOP-3A, Primary Containment Control. 

5. EQP.:.5A, Secondary Containment Control, Radioactivity Release Control. 

6. EOP-6A, RPV Pressure (Failure to Scram). 

7. EOP 6B, Emergency RPV Depressurization (Failure to Scram). 

8. EOP-7A, RPV Control (Failure-to-Scram). 

9. EOP 78, RPV Flooding (Failure to Scram). 

10. EPFAQ 2015-003. 
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System 

Category: E. Rad 

Degradation Threat: Loss 

Threshold: 

I 14. Drywell radiation monitor (RMA-RM-40A/B) > 2.40E+02 Rem/hr - LOCA 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

The 2.40E+02 Rem/hr value indicates the release of reactor coolant to the Primary 
Containment. 

The reading was calculated assuming the instantaneous release and dispersal of 
the reactor coolant noble gas and iodine inventory associated with normal 
operating concentrations (i.e., within Technical Specifications) into the drywell 
atmosphere. 

This reading is less than that specified for Fuel Clad barrier Loss Threshold 2. 
Thus, this threshold would be indicative of a RCS leak only. If the radiation 
monitor reading increased to that value specified by Fuel Clad Barrier threshold, 
fuel damage would also be indicated. 

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item. 

CNS Basis: 

EPIP 5. 7 .17 .1, Dose Assessment (Manual), Core Damage Estimation attachment 
provides a method of calculating percent fuel clad damage and fuel melt based on 
drywell radiation. Under LOCA conditions, a reading of 2.44E+6 Rem/hr 
corresponds to 100% core melt on RMA-RM-40A/B. A value of 2.44E+2 Rem/hr 
(rounded to 2.40E+02 Rem/hr) yields 0.1 % fuel clad damage using this method. 
This amount of clad damage is approximately the equivalent of Technical 
Specification coolant activity discharged uniformly throughout the Primary 
Containment (Reference 1). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. EPIP 5.7.17.1, Dose Assessment (Manual). 
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System 

Category: F. Judgment 

Degradation Threat: Loss 

Threshold: 

15. Any condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates loss of 
the RCS barrier 

N EI 99-01 Basis: 

This threshold addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency 
Director in determining whether the RCS barrier is lost. In addition, the inability 
to monitor the barrier should also be considered in this threshold as a factor in 
Emergency Director judgment that the barrier may be considered lost. 

CNS Basis: 

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant 
to determining if the RCS barrier is lost. Such a determination should include 
imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability, and dominant 
accident sequences. 

• Imminent- barrier degradation exists if the degradation will likely occur within 
2 hours based on a projection of current safety system performance. The term 
"imminent" refers to the recognition of the inability to reach safety acceptance 
criteria before completion of all checks. 

• Barrier monitoring capability is decreased if there is a loss or lack of reliable 
indicators. This assessment should include instrumentation operability 
concerns, readings from portable instrumentation, and consideration of off-site 
monitoring results. 

• Dominant accident sequences lead to degradation of all fission product barriers 
and likely entry to the EOPs. The Emergency Director should be mindful of the 
Loss of AC power (Station Blackout) and ATWS EALs to assure timely 
emergency classification declarations. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

None 
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System 

Category: F. Judgment 

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss 

Threshold: 

18. Any condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates potential 
loss of the RCS barrier 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This threshold addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency 
Director in determining whether the RCS barrier is potentially lost. In addition, the 
inability to monitor the barrier should also be considered in this threshold as a 
factor in Emergency Director judgment that the barrier may be considered 
potentially lost. 

CNS Basis: 

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant 
to determining if the RCS barrier is potentially lost. Such a determination should 
include imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability, and dominant 
accident sequences. 

• Imminent barrier degradation exists if the degradation will likely occur within 
2 hours based on a projection of current safety system performance. The term 
"imminent" refers to recognition of the inability to reach safety acceptance 
criteria before completion of all checks. 

• Barrier monitoring capability is decreased if there is a loss or lack of reliable 
indicators. This assessment should include instrumentation operability 
concerns, readings from portable instrumentation, and consideration of off-site 
monitoring results. 

• Dominant accident sequences lead to degradation of all fission product barriers 
and likely entry to the EOPs. The Emergency Director should be mindful of the 
Loss of AC power (Station Blackout) and ATWS EALs to assure timely 
emergency classification declarations. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

None 
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Barrier: Primary Containment 

Category: A. RPV Level 

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss 

Threshold: 

! 2s. SAG 1 entry is required 

' 
NEI 99-01 Basis: 

The potential loss requirement for SAG 1 indicates adequate core cooling cannot 
be established and maintained and that core melt is possible. Entry into the 
SAG 1 is a logical escalation in response to the inability to maintain adequate core 
cooling. 

EOPs direct SAG 1 entry when it is determined that core damage is occurring due 
to loss of core cooling (Reference 1): 

The condition in this potential loss threshold represents a potential core melt 
sequence which, if not corrected, could lead to vessel failure and increased 
potential for containment failure. In conjunction with Reactor Vessel water level 
"Loss" thresholds in the Fuel Clad and RCS barrier columns, this threshold will 
result in the declaration of a General Emergency - loss of two barriers and the 
potential loss of a third. 

(continued on next page) 
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EOP-1A, EOP-2B, EOP-7A, and EOP-7B specify entry into SAG 1 when it is 
determined that core damage is occurring due to loss of core cooling 
(Reference 1). SAG entry signifies the need to implement severe accident 
mitigation actions. The EOPs provide instructions .to ensure adequate core cooling 
by maintaining RPV water level above prescribed limits or operating sufficient RPV 
injection sources when level cannot be determined. 

SAG 1 entry is required during Non-Failure-to-Scram events when any of the 
following conditions exist (Reference 1): 

• RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above -183 inches 
(MSCRWL, EOP-1A) (Reference 2, 6). 

• RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained at or above -209 inches 
(elevation of the jet pump suction) and no core spray subsystem flow can be 
restored and maintained~ 4,750 gpm (design core spray flow, EOP-1A) 
(Reference 2, 7). 

SAG 1 entry is required during Failure-to-Scram events when RPV water level 
cannot be restored and maintained > -183 inches and core steam flow cannot be 
restored and maintained > 800,000 lbm/hr (Reference 3, 6). 

The specified steam flow is the Minimum Core Steam Flow (MCSF). The MCSF is 
the lowest core steam flow sufficient to preclude any clad temperature from 
exceeding 1500°F even if the reactor core is not completely covered 
(Reference 6). The MCSF is only applicable in failure-to-scram events because 
reactor power must be well above the decay heat generation rate for steam 
production to equal the MCSF. 

Whether or not RPV water level can be determined, SAG 1 entry is also required 
when core damage is occurring due to loss of core cooling (EOP-lA, EOP-2B, 
EOP-7A, or EOP-78) (Reference 2, 3, 4, 5). If RPV water level cannot be 
determined, the absence of core damage indications may be the only means of 
determining if adequate core cooling is being maintained. If RPV water level can 
be determined, restoration of RPV water level to above -183 inches and 
restoration of core spray cooling requirements may not occur in a timely manner. 
If indications of core damage occur while RPV injection is being restored, entry to 
SAG 1 is appropriate even if the required water levels and spray cooling flow are 
eventually achieved. 

(continued on next page) 
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The above EOP conditions represent a potential core melt sequence which could 
lead to RPV failure and increased potential for containment failure. 

This threshold is also a Loss of the Fuel Clad barrier (FC Loss 1). Since SAG entry 
occurs after core uncovery has occurred, a Loss of the RCS barrier exists 
(RCS Loss 7). SAG entry, therefore, represents a Loss of two barriers and a 
Potential Loss of a third, which requires a General Emergency classification. 

The EALs are aligned to the updated guidance of EPG/SAG Revision 3 such that the 
plant Operator can readily implement both when needed (Reference 8). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. AMP-TBDOO PSTG/SATG Technical Bases, RC/L, Contingency #1, #4, #5. 

2. EOP-lA, RPV Control. 

3. EOP-7A, RPV Level (Failure-to-Scram). 

4. EOP-2B, RPV Flooding. 

5. EOP-7B, RPV Flooding (Failure-to-Scram). 

6. NEDC 97-090J. 

7. NEDC 97-089. 

8. EPFAQ 2015-004. 
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Barrier: Primary Containment 

Category: B. PC Pressure/Temperature 

Degradation Threat: Loss 

Threshold: 

I 19. PC pressure rise followed by a rapid unexplained drop in PC pressure 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

Rapid unexplained loss of pressure (i.e., not attributable to drywell spray or 
condensation effects) following an initial pressure increase from a high energy line 
break indicates a loss of containment integrity. 

This indicator relies on Operator recognition of an unexpected response for the 
condition and therefore does not have a specific value associated with it. The 
unexpected response is important because it is the indicator for a containment 
bypass condition. 

CNS Basis: 

None 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

None 
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Barrier: Containment 

Category: B. PC Pressure/Temperature 

Degradation Threat: Loss · 

Threshold: 

I 20. PC pressure response not consistent with LOCA conditio-ns 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

Primary Containment pressure should increase initially as a result of mass and 
energy release into containment from a LOCA. Thus, Primary Containment 
pressure not initially increasing under these conditions indicates a loss of 
containment integrity. 

This indicator relies on Operator recognition of an unexpected response for the 
condition and therefore does not have a specific value associated with it. The 
unexpected response is important because it is the indicator for a containment 
bypass condition. 

CNS Basis: 

Analysis of the Primary Containment response to a postulated DBA LOCA event 
gives a peak drywell pressure of 54.4 psig and a peak drywell temperature of 
301.4°F. These peak values were obtained for the power/flow point of 
102%P/75%F (MELLL point). Due to conservatisms in LOCA analyses, actual 
pressure response is expected to be less than the analyzed response. For 
example, blowdown mass flowrate may be only 60% to 80% of the analyzed rate. 
The unexpected response is important because it is the indicator for a containment 
bypass condition (Reference 1). 

As stated in the NEI 99-01 basis, the anticipated response to a LOCA is that the 
Primary Containment pressure would increase .. The failure of torus to drywell 
vacuum breaker(s) could cause peak Primary Containment pressure to be higher 
than the analyzed peak Primary Containment pressure, but this condition is 
addressed by the potential containment failure Criteria 26. As such, violation of 
the pressure suppression pressure curve (PSP) does not constitute a loss of the 
Primary Containment. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. USAR Section XIV-6.3.7. 
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Barrier: Primary Containment 

Category: B. PC Pressure/Temperature 

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss 

Threshold: 

j 26. PC pressure > 56 psig and rising 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

The 56 psig for Potential Loss of containment is based on the Primary Containment 
design pressure. 

CNS Basis: 

The Primary Containment internal design pressure is 56 psig (Reference 1). If this 
threshold is exceeded, a challenge to the Primary Containment structure has 
occurred because assumptions used in the accident analysis are no longer valid 
and an unanalyzed condition exists. This constitutes a Potential Loss of the 
Primary Containment barrier even if a containment breach has not occurred. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. USAR Table V-2-1. 
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Barrier: Primary Containment 

Category: B. PC Pressure/Temperature 

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss 

Threshold: 

27. Deflagration concentrations exist inside PC 

• ;::: 6% H2 in drywell or torus (or cannot be determined) 

AND 

• z 5% 0 2 in drywell or torus or cannot be determined) 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

BWRs specifically define the limits associated with explosive (deflagration) 
mixtures in terms of deflagration concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen. For 
Mk I/II containments, the deflagration limits are "6% hydrogen and 5% oxygen in 
the drywell or suppression chamber". 

CNS Basis: 

Deflagration (explosive) mixtures in the Primary Containment are assumed to be 
elevated concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen. BWR industry evaluation of 
hydrogen generation for development of EOPs/SAMGs indicates that any hydrogen 
concentration above minimum detectable is not to be expected within the short 
term. Post-LOCA hydrogen generation primarily caused by radiolysis is a slowly 
evolving, long-term condition. Hydrogen concentrations that rapidly develop are 
most likely caused by metal-water reaction. A metal-water reaction is indicative of 
an accident more severe than accidents considered in the plant design basis and 
would be indicative, therefore, of a potential threat to Primary Containment 
integrity. 

(continued on next page) 
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Except for brief periods during plant startup and shutdown, oxygen concentration 
in the Primary Containment is maintained at insignificant levels by nitrogen 
inertion. The specified values for this Potential Loss threshold are the minimum 
global deflagration concentration limits (6% hydrogen and 5% oxygen) and readily 
recognizable because 6% hydrogen is well above the EOP-3, Primary Containment 
Control, entry condition (Reference 2, 3). Since the EOPs/SAGs require 
deflagration concentration actions to be performed when hydrogen and oxygen 
concentrations cannot be determined, the phrase has been added to the meaning 
of explosive mixtures. The minimum global deflagration hydrogen/oxygen 
concentrations (6% and 5%, respectively) require intentional Primary Containment 
venting, which is defined to be a Loss of Containment (PC Loss 22). 

Drywell and suppression chamber atmosphere is monitored for H2 and 02 by a 
divisionally separated H2/02 Monitoring System. The system consists of two 
H2/02 analyzers (PC-AN-H2/02I and PC-AN-H2/0211), two remote process panels 
(PC-CS-H2/021 and PC-CS-H2/0211), two H2 recorders (PC-R-H21 and PC-R-H211), 
two 0 2 recorders (PC-R-021 and PC-R-0211), an 02 digital indicator (PC-1-1), 
associated control switches and sample stream indicating lights. H2/02 analyzers 
are located in the Reactor Building at 976', remote process panels are located in 
the Cable Spreading Room, recorders are located on VBD-Pl and VBD-P2, the 
0 2 digital indicator and sample stream lights are located on VBD-H. Div 2 is 
normally in service providing 02 concentration on VBD-H and H2 and 
0 2 concentrations on PMIS (Reference 1). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. System Operating Procedure 2.2.60.1, Containment H2/02 Monitoring 
System. 

2. BWROG EPG/SAG Revision 2, Sections PC/G. 

3. EOP-3A, Primary Containment Control. 
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Barrier: Primary Containment 

Category: B. PC Pressure/Temperature 

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss 

Threshold: 

28. Average torus water temperature and RPV pressure cannot be maintained 
within the Heat Capacity Temperature Limit (EOP/SAG Graph 7) 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

The Heat Capacity Temperature Limit (HCTL) is the highest suppression pool 
temperature from which Emergency RPV Depressurization will not raise: 

• Suppression chamber temperature above the maximum temperature capability 
of the suppression chamber and equipment within the suppression chamber 
which may be required to operate when the RPV is pressurized; or 

• Suppression chamber pressure above Primary Containment Pressure Limit A, 
while the rate of energy transfer from the RPV to the containment is greater 
than the capacity of the containment vent. 

The HCTL is a function of RPV pressure and suppression pool water level. It is 
utilized to preclude failure of the containment and equipment in the containment 
necessary for the safe shutdown of the plant and therefore, the inability to 
maintain plant parameters below the limit constitutes a potential loss of 
containment. 

CNS Basis: 

This threshold is met when EOP-3, Primary Containment Control, Step SP/T-5 is 
reached (Reference 1). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. EOP-3A, Primary Containment Control. 
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Barrier: Primary Containment 

Category: C. Isolation 

Degradation Threat: Loss 

Threshold: 

21. Failure of all valves in any one line to close 

AND 

Direct downstream pathway to the environment exists after PC isolation signal 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

These thresholds address incomplete containment isolation that allows direct 
release to the environment. 

The use of the modifier "direct" in defining the release path discriminates against 
release paths through interfacing liquid systems. The existence of an in-line 
charcoal filter does not make a release path indirect since the filter is not effective 
at removing fission product noble gases. Typical filters have an efficiency of 95% 
to 99% removal of iodine. Given the magnitude of the core inventory of iodine, 
significant releases could still occur. In addition, since the fission product release 
would be driven by boiling in the reactor vessel, the high humidity in the release 
stream can be expected to render the filters ineffective in a short period. 

CNS Basis: 

This threshold addresses failure of open isolation devices which should close upon 
receipt of a manual or automatic containment isolation signal resulting in a 
significant radiological release pathway directly to the environment. The concern 
is the unisolable open pathway to the environment. A failure of the ability to 
isolate any one line indicates a breach of Primary Containment integrity. 

(continued on next page) 
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Leakage into a closed system is to be considered only if the closed system is 
breached and thereby creates a significant pathway to the environment. Examples 
include unisolable Main steam line, HPCI steam line, or RCIC steam line breaks, 
unisolable RWCU System breaks, and unisolable containment atmosphere vent 
paths. If the main condenser is available with an unisolable main steam line, 
there may be releases through the steam jet air ejectors and gland seal 
exhausters. These pathways are monitored, however, and do not meet the intent 
of a non-isolable release path to the environment. These minor releases are 
assessed using the Category A, Abnormal Rad Release/Rad Effluent, EALs. 

The threshold is met if the breach is not isolable from the Control Room or an 
attempt for isolation from the Control Room has been made and was unsuccessful. 
An attempt for isolation from the Control Room should be made prior to the 
emergency classification. However, the expectation is that assessment, 
classification, and declaration of an emergency condition be made within 
15 minutes after initial availability of the indication of a breach of Primary 
Containment integrity. If Operator actions from the Control Room are successful, 
this threshold is not applicable. Credit is not given for Operator actions taken 
in-plant (outside the Control Room) to isolate the breach. 

EOP-3A, Primary Containment Control, Step PC/P-6, may specify Primary 
Containment venting and intentional bypassing of the containment isolation valve 
logic, even if off-site radioactivity release rate limits are exceededr (Reference 1). 
Under these conditions with a valid containment isolation signal, the containment 
barrier should be considered lost under Criteria 22 for Intentional PC venting per 
EOPs. 

CNS Basis Reference{s): 

1. EOP-3A, Primary Containment Control. 
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Barrier: Primary Containment 

Category: C. Isolation 

Degradation Threat: Loss 

Threshold: 

l 22. Intentional PC venting per EOPs 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

The EOPs may direct containment isolation valve logic(s) to be intentionally 
bypassed, regardless of radioactivity release rates. Under these conditions with a 
valid containment isolation signal, the containment should also be considered lost 
if containment venting is actually performed. 

Intentional venting of Primary Containment for Primary Containment pressure or 
combustible gas control per EOPs to the Secondary Containment and/or the 
environment is considered a loss of containment. Containment venting for 
pressure when not in an accident situation should not be considered. 

CNS Basis: 

EOP-3A, Primary Containment Control, Steps PC/P-3 and PC/P-8, may specify 
Primary Containment venting and intentional bypassing of the containment 
isolation valve logic1 even if off-site radioactivity release rate limits are exceeded 
(Reference 1). The threshold is met when the Operator begins venting the 
Primary Containment in accordance with EOP-3A1 not when actions are taken to 
bypass interlocks prior to opening the vent valves. Purge and vent actions 
specified in EOP-3A1 Step PC/P-1 1 to control Primary Containment pressure below 
the Primary Containment high pressure scram setpoint does not meet this 
threshold because such action is only permitted if off-site radioactivity release 
rates will remain below ODAM limits. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. EOP-3A, Primary Containment Control. 
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Barrier: Primary Containment 

Category: C. Isolation 

Degradation Threat: Loss 

Threshold: 

23. Unisolable primary system discharge outside PC as indicated by exceeding any 
Secondary Containment Maximum Safe Operating temperature or radiation 
value (EOP-5A, Tables 9 and 10) 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

The presence of area radiation levels or area temperatures above any Maximum 
Safe Operating value indicates unisolable primary system leakage outside the 
Primary Containment are addressed after a containment isolation. The indicators 
should be confirmed to be caused by RCS leakage. 

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item. 

CNS Basis: 

The Maximum Safe Operating values define this Primary Containment barrier 
threshold because they are indicative of problems in the Secondary Containment 
that are spreading and pose a threat to achieving a safe plant shutdown. This 
threshold addresses problematic discharges outside Primary Containment that may 
not originate from a high-energy line break. The locations into which the primary 
system discharge is of concern correspond to the areas addressed in EOP-SA, 
Secondary Containment Control, Tables 9 and 10 (see below). 

In general, multiple indications should be used to determine if a primary system is 
discharging outside Primary Containment. For example, a high area radiation 
condition does not necessarily indicate that a primary system is discharging into 
the Secondary Containment since this may be caused by radiation shine from 
nearby steam lines or the movement of radioactive materials. Conversely, a high 
area radiation condition in conjunction with other indications (e.g., room flooding, 
high area temperatures, reports of steam in the Secondary Containment, an 
unexpected rise in feedwater flowrate, or unexpected main turbine control valve 
closure) may indicate that a primary system is discharging into the Secondary 
Containment. As indicated by NOTE 5 in EOP-SA, Table 10, RP surveys and ARM 
Teledosimetry System may be used for these indications. 

(continued on next page) 
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EOP-SA Table 9 - Secondary Containment Temperatures 

9 SEGONDARY CONTAINMENT TEMPERATURES 
SPDS16 

Maximum Normal Operating Value Maximum Safe Operating Value 

&ea l\ollii.::m1:2. Swillib Alarmed· &ea :ilalu~ ( .. Ei Ai:<tiJaf ~alllf! 

--·--·-.. -
NE Quad RCIC-TS..:77 A NE Quad 195 

RCIC-TS:-77C 

----· 

SE Quad RWCU-TS-117F SE Quad 195 

----· ----------- -~---·----· 

NW Qua'd RHR-TS-99C NW Quad 195 

·-----·~~ ------ ,, ___ 
SW Quad R_b!R-TS-99.G· SVV Gluad 
and HPC.I~ TS-1058 and 195 
HPCI Room HPCl~TS-1050 HPCIRoom 

----
1001''EJ: 1001'EI. 
976! El. RWCtf .. Ts-'1178 976' El. 195 
958'.i EL 958'EI. 

-------
RHR-TS-99A 
RHR-TS-99E 

903'.El. MS-TS~t26A 903'EI.. 195 
and MS-TS-126C and 
931' El. RWCU-TS-117E 931' El. 

RWCU-TS-117A 
H PCl-TS-105A 

(continued on next page) 
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EOP-SA Table 10 - Secondary Containment Radiation Levels 

10 SECONDARY CONTAINMENT RADIATION LEVELS 0 SPDS15 

MaXimum Safe 
Maximum Normal Operating Value Operating Value 

8te..a AnyARM Alarmed Range (mR/hr) Area ~alue (mBlbrl 
----------

FUEL POOL AREA RMA-RA-1 100-106 1001' El. 1000 
FUEL POOL AREA RMA-RA-2 . 01-100 1001' El . 

-----
RWCU PRECOA T AREA RMA-RA4 0.1 - 1000 958'EI. 
RWCU SLUDGE AND DECANT 
PUMP AREA Rf'J]A-RA-5 0.1 -1000 931'EI. 1000 
CRD HYDRAULIC EQUIP 
AREA (SOUTH) RMA-RA-8 .01 - 100 903'EI. 
CRD HYDRAULIC EQUIP 
AREA (NORTH) RMA-RA-9 .01 - 100 
---------------·· , ___ .,,..,,_,, ______ 

--~~-·--.._......,. ______ 
f-IPC_I PUMP ROOM RMA-RA-10 .01 - 100 HPCI Room 
RHR PUMP ROOM; 
(SOUTHWEST) RMA-RJ\-11 .01 - 100 .SW Quad 1000 
TO!;WS HPV AR~A 

RMA-RA-27 (SOUTHWEST) 1.0 -10000 SW Torus 
---· 

_________ M ______ _______ . ______ ,,,_.,.,..,,.._._ 

RHR PUMP BOOM. 
(NORTHWEST) RMA-RA-12 .01 - 100 NW Quad 1000 

-----------·----------- ---------
RCIC/CORE SPRAY PUMP 
ROOM, (NORTHEAST) RMA-RA-13 .01 - 100 NE.Quad 1000 

·---
CORE SPfV\Y PUMP ROOM, 
(SOUTHEAST) RMA~RA-14 .01 - 100 SE Quad 1000 

NOTES 

Area radiation levels can be monitored by 
RP surveys or ARM teledosimetry system 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. EOP-SA, Secondary Containment Control. 

Actual Value 
------

_______ ,,,,,_*_ 

-----

---
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Barrier: Primary Containment 

Category: E. Rad 

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss 

Threshold: 

j 29. Drywell radiation monitor (RMA-RM-40A/B) > 5.00E+04 Rem/hr 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

50,000 Rem/hr is a value which indicates significant fuel damage well in excess of 
that required for loss of RCS and Fuel Clad. A major release of radioactivity 
requiring off-site protective actions from core damage is not possible unless a 
major failure of fuel cladding allows radioactive material to be released from the 
core into the reactor coolant. Regardless of whether containment is challenged, 
this amount of activity in containment, if released, could have such severe 
consequences that it is prudent to treat this as a Potential Loss of containment, 
such that a General Emergency declaration is warranted. NUREG-1228, Source 
Estimations During Incident Response to Severe Nuclear Power Plant Accidents, 
indicates that such conditions do not exist when the amount of clad damage is 
< 20°/o. 

CNS Basis: 

EPIP 5.7.17.1, Dose Assessment (Manual), Core Damage Estimation attachment 
provides a method of calculating percent fuel clad damage and fuel melt based on 
drywell radiation. A reading of 2.44E+6 Rem/hr corresponds to 100% core melt 
on RMA-RM-40A/B. A value of 4.88E+4 Rem/hr (rounded to 5.00E+04 Rem/hr) 
yields 20% fuel clad damage using this method (Reference 1). 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

1. EPIP 5.7.17.1, Dose Assessment (Manual). 
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Barrier: Primary Containment 

Category: F. Judgment 

Degradation Threat: Loss 

Threshold: 

24. Any condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates loss of 
the PC barrier 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This threshold addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency 
Director in determining whether the Primary Containment barrier is lost. In 
addition, the inability to monitor the barrier should also be considered as a factor 
in Emergency Director judgment that the barrier may be considered lost. 

The Containment barrier should not be declared lost based on exceeding Technical 
Specification action statement criteria unless there is an event in-progress 
requiring mitigation by the Containment barrier. When no event is in-progress 
(Loss or Potential Loss of either Fuel Clad and/or RCS), the Containment barrier 
status is addressed by Technical Specifications. 

(continued on next page) 
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CNS Basis: 

FISSION PRODUCT BARRIERS - INDICATIONS OF LOSS OR 
POTENTIAL LOSS TECHNICAL BASES (INFORMATION USE) 

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant 
to determining if the Primary Containment barrier is lost. Such a determination 
should include imminent barrier degrad_ation, barrier monitoring capability and 
dominant accident sequences. 

• Imminent barrier degradation exists if the degradation will likely occur within 
2 hours based on a projection of current safety system performance. The term 
"imminent" refers to recognition of the inability to reach safety acceptance 
criteria before completion of all checks. 

• Barrier monitoring capability is decreased if there is a loss or lack of reliable 
indicators. This assessment should include instrumentation operability 
concerns, readings from portable instrumentation, and consideration of off-site 
monitoring results. 

• Dorninant accident sequences lead to degradation of all fission product barriers 
and likely entry to the EOPs. The Emergency Director should be mindful of the 
Loss of AC power (Station Blackout) and ATWS EALs to assure timely 
emergency classification declarations. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

None 
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Barrier: 

Degradation Threat: 

Category: 

Threshold: 

FISSION PRODUCT BARRIERS - INDICATIONS OF LOSS OR 
POTENTIAL LOSS TECHNICAL BASES (INFORMATION USE) 

Primary Containment 

Potentia I Loss 

F. Judgment 

30. Any condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates potential 
loss of the PC barrier 

NEI 99-01 Basis: 

This threshold addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency 
Director in determining whether the Primary Containment barrier is potentially 
lost. In addition, the inability to monitor the barrier should also be considered as 
a factor in Emergency Director judgment that the barrier may be considered 
potentially lost. 

The Containment barrier should not be declared potentially lost based on 
exceeding Technical Specification action statement criteria unless there is an event 
in-progress requiring mitigation by the Containment barrier. When no event is 
in-progress (Loss or Potential Loss of either Fuel Clad and/or RCS), the 
Containment barrier status is addressed by Technical Specifications. 

(continued on next page) 
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The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant 
to determining if the Primary Containment barrier is potentially lost. Such a 
determination should include imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring 
capability, and dominant accident sequences. 

• Imminent barrier degradation exists if the degradation will likely occur within· 
2 hours based on a projection of current safety system performance. The term 
"imminent" refers to recognition of the inability to reach safety acceptance 
criteria before completion of all checks. 

• Barrier monitoring capability is decreased if there is a loss or lack of reliable 
indicators. This assessment should include instrumentation operability 
concerns, readings from portable instrumentation, and consideration of off-site 
monitoring results. 

o Dominant ac::ci.dent sequences lead to degradation of all fission product barriers 
and likely entry to the EOPs. The Emergency Director should be mindful of the 
Loss of AC power (Station Blackout) and ATWS EALs to assure timely 
emergency classification declarations. 

CNS Basis Reference(s): 

None 
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ATIACHMENT 4 EAL CLASSJFICATJON MATRIX (INFORMATION USE) 

The following information defined in Attachment 1, EAL Scheme Explanation and 
Rationale, and contained in Attachment 2, Emergency Action Level Technical 
Bases, will be contained in the EAL Classification Matrix (Matrix or EAL Matrix): 

• EAL Identifier. 

• Mode Applicability. 

• EAL. 

The Matrix will also display the tables and notes from Attachments 2 and 3 
applicable to the EALs. These items may be reformatted, arranged, and 
consolidated as required to facilitate use of the Matrix. 

The EALs will be arranged by Emergency Class left to right, greatest to least, then 
by Category and subcategory top to bottom, and finally by EAL identifier top to 
bottom where required. 

These Matrices will be controlled per this attachment. The information specified 
above will be word for word from Attachment 2 but may be formatted differently 
using different font sizes or color backgrounds to assist the visual presentation. 

Each Matrix will contain a Revision data box that will list the current matrix 
revision number based on the information below: 

EAL Classification Matrix Revision Data: 

Procedure EAL Classification Matrix Revision Number 

EPIP 5. 7 .1, Attachment 4 Revision 14 

It is not necessary that the Matrix revision number be revised with each revision of 
this procedure. However, if the Matrix is revised or if the information specified 
above (EALs, Notes, or Tables) are revised in Attachment 2, then Attachment 4 
and the matrix must be revised to reflect the revised information. 

Each controlled copy of the matrix will be labeled with the facility and copy 
number of the specific matrix card according to EPDG#2, Attachment F-5. 
Matrices that are not so labeled are uncontrolled and should be checked to verify 
the proper revision prior to use. 

Matrix distribution will be made to following locations in quantities specified in 
EPDG #2, Attachment F-5. 
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EAL Classification Matrix Locations: 

1. Control Room. 

2. Simulator. 

3. Emergency Operations Facility. 

4. Technical Support Center. 

5. Joint Information Center. 

6. Emergency Preparedness Office. 
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ATIACHMENT 5 EAL GROUPS, CATEGORIES, AND SUBCATEGORIES {INFORMATION USE) 

EAL Groups, Categories and Subcategories 

EAL Group/Category 

Any Operating Mode: 

A - Abnormal Rad Release/Rad 
Effluent 

H - Hazards And Other Conditions 
Affecting Plant Safety 

E - ISFSI 

MODES 1. 2, or 3: 

S - System Malfunction 

F - Fission Product Barrier 
Degradation 

MODES 4, 5, or DEF: 

C - Cold Shutdown/Refuel System 
Malfunction 

EPIPS.7.1 

EAL Subcategory 

1 - Off-Site Rad Conditions 
2 - On-Site Rad Conditions and Spent Fuel 
Pool Events 

1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena 
2 - Fire or Explosion 
3 - Hazardous Gas 
4 - Security 
5 - Control Room Evacuation 
6 - Judgment 

None 

1 - Loss of AC Power 
2 - ATWS/Criticality 
3 - Inability to Reach Shutdown Conditions 
4 - Instrumentation 
5 - Fuel Clad Degradation 
6 - RCS Leakage 
7 - Loss of DC Power 
8 - Communications 

None 

1 - Loss of AC Power 
2 - RPV Level 
3 - RCS Temperature 
4 - Communications 
5 - Inadvertent Criticality 
6 - Loss of DC Power 
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CATEGORY A - ABNORMAL RAD RELEASE/RAD EFFLUENT 

EAL Group: ANY (EALs in this category are applicable to any plant condition) 

Many EALS are based on actual or potential degradation of fission product barriers 
because of the elevated potential for off-site radioactivity release. Degradation of 
fission product barriers though is not always apparent via non-radiological 
symptoms. Therefore, direct indication of elevated radiological effluents or area 
radiation levels are appropriate symptoms for emergency classification. 

At lower levels, abnormal radioactivity releases may be indicative of a failure of 
Containment Systems or precursors to more significant releases. At higher release 
rates, off-site radiological conditions may result which require off-site protective 
actions. Elevated area radiation levels in plant may also be indicative of the failure 
of Containment Systems or preclude access to plant vital equipment necessary to 
ensure plant safety. 

Events of this category pertain to the following subcategories: 

1. OFF-SITE RAD CONDITIONS 

Direct indication of effluent Radiation Monitoring Systems provides a rapid 
assessment mechanism to determine releases in excess of classifiable limits. 
Projected off-site doses, actual off-site field measurements or measured 
release rates via sampling indicate doses or dose rates above classifiable 
limits. 

2. ON-SITE RAD CONDITIONS AND SPENT FUEL POOL EVENTS 

Sustained general area radiation levels in excess of those indicating loss of 
control of radioactive materials or those levels which may preclude access to 
vital plant areas also warrant emergency classification. 
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CATEGORY H - HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS AFFECTING PLANT 
SAFETY 

EAL GROUP: ANY (EALS in this category are applicable to any plant condition) 

Hazards are non-plant, system-related events that can directly or indirectly affect 
plant operation, reactor plant safety, or personnel safety. 

The events of this category pertain to the following subcategories: 

1. NATURAL OR DESTRUCTIVE PHENOMENA 

Natural events include earthquakes, tornados, high winds, and high/low river 
levels that have potential to cause plant structure or equipment damage of 
sufficient magnitude to threaten personnel or plant safety. Non-naturally 
occurring events that can cause damage to plant facilities and include vehicle 
crashes, missile impacts, internal flooding, etc. 

2. FIRE OR EXPLOSION 

Fires can pose significant hazards to personnel and reactor safety. 
Appropriate for classification are fires within the site Protected Area or which 
may affect operability of vital equipment. 

3. HAZARDOUS GAS 

Non-naturally occurring events that can cause damage to plant facilities and 
include toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant, or flammable gas leaks. 

4. SECURITY 

Unauthorized entry attempts into the Protected Area, bomb threats, sabotage 
attempts, and actual security compromises threatening loss of physical control 
of the plant. 

5. CONTROL ROOM EVACUATION 

Events indicative of loss of Control Room habitability. If the Control Room 
must be evacuated, additional support for monitoring and controlling plant 
functions is necessary through the Emergency Response Facilities. 
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6. JUDGMENT 

EAL GROUPS, CATEGORIES, AND SUBCATEGORIES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

The EALs defined in other categories specify the pre-determined symptoms or 
events that are indicative of emergency or potential emergency conditions and 
thus, warrant classification. While these EALs have been developed to 
address the full spectrum of possible emergency conditions which may 
warrant classification and subsequent implementation of the Emergency Plan, 
a provision for classification of emergencies based on Operator/Management 
experience and judgment is still necessary. The EALs of this category provide 
the Emergency Director the latitude to classify emergency conditions 
consistent with the established classification criteria based upon Emergency 
Director judgment. 
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CATEGORY E - ISFSI 

EAL GROUPS, CATEGORIES, AND SUBCATEGORIES 
(INFORMATION USE) 

EAL GROUP: ANY (the EAL in this category is applicable to any plant condition) 

An Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) is a complex that is 
designed and constructed for the interim storage of spent nuclear fuel and other 
radioactive materials associated with spent fuel storage. A significant amount of 
the radioactive material contained within a cask must escape its packaging and 
enter the biosphere for there to be a significant environmental effect resulting 
from an accident involving the dry storage of spent nuclear fuel. Formal off-site 
planning is not required because the postulated worst-case accident involving an 
ISFSI has insignificant consequences to the public health and safety. 

An Unusual Event is declared on the basis of the occurrence of an event of 
sufficient magnitude that a loaded cask confinement boundary is damaged or 
violated. This includes classification based on a loaded fuel storage cask 
confinement boundary loss leading to the degradation of the fuel during storage or 
posing an operational safety problem with respect to its removal from storage. 

A security event that leads to a potential loss of level of safety of the ISFSI is a 
classifiable event under Security Category EAL HU4.1. 

Minor surface damage that does not affect storage cask boundary is excluded from 
the scope of these EALs. 
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CATEGORY S - SYSTEM MALFUNCTION 

EAL GROUP: MODES 1, 2, OR 3 

Numerous system-related equipment failure events that warrant emergency 
classification have been identified in this category. They may pose actual or 
potential threats to plant safety. 

The events of this category pertain to the following subcategories: 

1. LOSS OF AC POWER 

Loss of emergency electrical power can compromise plant safety system 
operability including Decay Heat Removal and Emergency Core Cooling 
Systems which may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. 

2. ATWS/CRITICALITY 

Events related to failure of the Reactor Protection System (RPS) to initiate and 
complete reactor scrams. In the plant licensing basis, postulated failures of 
the RPS to complete a reactor scram comprise a specific set of analyzed 
events referred to as Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) events. 
For EAL classification, however, ATWS is intended to mean any scram failure 
event that does not achieve reactor shutdown. If RPS actuation fails to assure 
reactor shutdown, positive control of reactivity is at risk and could cause a 
threat to Fuel Clad, RCS, and Containment integrity. Inadvertent criticalities 
pose potential personnel safety hazards as well being indicative of losses of 
reactivity control. 

3. INABILITY TO REACH SHUTDOWN CONDITIONS 

One EAL falls into this subcategory. It is related to the failure of the plant to 
be brought to the required plant operating condition required by Technical 
Specifications if a limiting condition for operation (LCO) is not met. 

4. INSTRUMENTATION 

Certain events that degrade plant Operator ability to effectively assess plant 
conditions within the plant warrant emergency classification. Loss of 
annunciators or indicators is in this subcategory. 
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5. FUEL CLAD DEGRADATION 

During normal operation, reactor coolant fission product activity is very low. 
Small concentrations of fission products in the coolant are primarily from the 
fission of tramp uranium in the fuel clad or minor perforations in the clad 
itself. Any significant increase from these base-line levels ( 1 % clad failures) 
is indicative of fuel failures and is covered under the Fission Product Barrier 
Degradation category. However, lesser amounts of clad damage may result in 
coolant activity exceeding Technical Specification limits. These fission 
products will be circulated with the reactor coolant and can be detected by 
coolant sampling. 

6. RCS LEAKAGE 

The Reactor Vessel provides a volume for the coolant that covers the reactor 
core. The Reactor Vessel and associated pressure piping (Reactor Coolant 
System) together provide a barrier to limit the release of radioactive material 
should the reactor fuel clad integrity fail. 

Excessive RCS leakage greater than Technical Specification limits are utilized 
to indicate potential pipe cracks that may propagate to an extent threatening 
fuel clad, RCS, and containment integrity. 

7. LOSS OF DC POWER 

Loss of vital critical DC electrical power can compromise plant safety system 
operability including Decay Heat Removal and Emergency Core Cooling 
Systems which may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. 
This category includes loss of vital 125 voe power sources. 

8. COMMUNICATIONS 

Certain events that degrade plant Operator ability to effectively communicate 
with essential personnel within or external to the plant warrant emergency 
classification. 
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CATEGORY F - FISSION PRODUCT BARRIER DEGRADATION 

EAL GROUP: MODE 1, 2, OR 3 

EALs in this category represent threats to the defense in depth design concept that 
precludes the release of highly radioactive fission products to the environment. 
This concept relies on multiple physical barriers any one of which, if maintained 
intact, precludes the release of significant amounts of radioactive fission products 
to the environment. The primary fission product barriers are: 

A. Fuel Clad (FC): The Fuel Clad barrier consists of the zircaloy fuel bundle tubes 
that contain the fuel pellets. 

B. Reactor Coolant System (RCS): The RCS barrier is the Reactor Coolant System 
pressure boundary and includes the reactor vessel and all Reactor Coolant 
System piping up to the isolation valves. 

C. Primary Containment (PC): The Primary Containment barrier includes the 
drywell, the wetwell (torus), their respective interconnecting paths, and other 
connections up to and including the outermost containment isolation valves. 

The EALs in this category require evaluation of the loss and potential loss 
thresholds listed in the fission product barrier matrix of Table F-1 (Attachment 3). 
"Loss" and "Potential Loss" signify the relative damage and threat of damage to 
the barrier. "Loss" means the barrier no longer assures containment of radioactive 
materials. "Potential Loss" means integrity of the barrier is threatened and could 
be lost if conditions continue to degrade. The number of barriers that are lost or 
potentially lost and the following criteria determine the appropriate emergency 
classification level: 

• Unusual Event: Any loss or any potential loss of Primary Containment. 

• Alert: Any loss or any potential loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS. 

• Site Area Emergency: Loss or potential loss of any two barriers. 

• General Emergency: Loss of any two barriers and loss or potential loss of third 
barrier. 
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The logic used for emergency classification based on fission product barrier 
monitoring should reflect the following considerations: 

• The Fuel Clad barrier and the RCS barrier are weighted more heavily than the 
Primary Containment barrier. UE EALs associated with RCS and Fuel Clad 
barriers are addressed under System Malfunction EALs. 

• At the Site Area Emergency level, there must be some ability to dynamically 
assess how far present conditions are from the threshold for a General 
Emergency. For example, if Fuel Clad and RCS barrier "Loss" EALs existed, 
that, in addition to off-site dose assessments, would require continual 
assessments of radioactive inventory and containment integrity. Alternatively, 
if both Fuel Clad and RCS barrier 11 Potential Loss" EALs existed, the Emergency 
Director would have more assurance that there was no immediate need to 
escalate to a General Emergency. 

• The ability to escalate to higher emergency classes as an event deteriorates 
must be maintained. For example, RCS leakage steadily increasing would 
represent an increasing risk to public health and safety. 

• The Primary Containment barrier should not be declared lost or potentially lost 
based on exceeding Technical Specification action statement criteria, unless 
there is an event in-progress requiring mitigation by the Primary Containment 
barrier. When no event is in-progress (Loss or Potential Loss of either Fuel Clad 
and/or RCS), the Primary Containment barrier status is addressed by Technical 
Specifications. 

Determine which combination of the three barriers are lost or have a potential loss 
and use FUl.1, FAl.1, FSl.1, and FG1.1 to classify the event. Also, an event for 
multiple events could occur which result in the conclusion that exceeding the loss 
or potential loss thresholds is imminent. In this imminent loss situation, use 
judgment and classify as if the thresholds are exceeded. 
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CATEGORY C - COLD SHUTDOWN/REFUELING SYSTEM MALFUNCTION 

EAL GROUP: MODES 4, 5, DEF 

Category C EALs are directly associated with cold shutdown or refueling system 
safety functions. Given the variability of plant configurations (e.g., systems out of 
service for maintenance, containment open, reduced AC power redundancy, time 
since shutdown) during these periods, the consequences of any given initiating 
event can vary greatly. For example, a loss of decay heat removal capability that 
occurs at the end of an extended outage has less significance than a similar loss 
occurring during the first week after shutdown. C:ompounding these events is the 
likelihood that instrumentation necessary for assessment may also be inoperable. 
The cold shutdown and refueling system malfunction EALs are based on 
performance capability to the extent possible with consideration given to RCS 
integrity, Containment Closure, and fuel clad integrity for the applicable operating 
modes (4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling, D - Defueled). 

THE EVENTS OF THIS CATEGORY PERTAIN TO THE FOLLOWING SUBCATEGORIES: 

1. LOSS OF AC POWER 

Loss of emergency plant electrical power can compromise plant safety system 
operability including Decay Heat Removal and Emergency Core Cooling 
Systems which may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. 
This category includes loss of on-site and off-site sources for 4160V 
emergency buses and loss of vital 125 VDC power sources. 

2. RPV LEVEL 

RPV water level is a measure of inventory available to ensure adequate core 
cooling and, therefore, maintain fuel clad integrity. The RPV provides a 
volume for the coolant that covers the reactor core. The RPV and associated 
pressure piping (Reactor Coolant System) together provide a barrier to limit 
the release of radioactive material should the reactor fuel clad integrity fail. 

3. RCS TEMPERATURE 

Uncontrolled or inadvertent temperature or pressure increases are indicative 
of a potential loss of safety functions. 
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Certain events that degrade plant Operator ability to effectively communicate 
with essential personnel within or external to the plant warrant emergency 
classification. 

5. INADVERTENT CRITICALITY 

Inadvertent criticalities pose potential personnel safety hazards as well being 
indicative of losses of reactivity control. 

6. LOSS OF DC POWER 

Loss of vital critical DC electrical power can compromise plant safety system 
operability including Decay Heat Removal and Emergency Core Cooling 
Systems which may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. 
This category includes loss of vital 125 VDC power sources. 
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ATIACHMENT 6 EAL DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS (INFORMATION USE) 

DEFINITIONS 

Affecting Safe Shutdown 

Event in-progress has adversely affected functions that are necessary to bring the 
plant to and maintain it in the applicable hot or cold shutdown condition. Plant 
condition applicability is determined by Technical Specification LCOs in effect. 

Example 1: Event causes damage that results in entry into an LCO that requires 
the plant to be placed in hot shutdown. Hot shutdown is achievable, but cold 
shutdown is not. This event is not "affecting safe shutdown". 

Example 2: Event causes damage that results in entry into an LCO that requires 
the plant to be placed in cold shutdown. Hot shutdown is achievable, but cold 
shutdown is not. This event is "affecting safe shutdown". 

Alert 

Events are in-progress or have occurred which involve an actual or potential 
substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant or a security event that 
involves probable life threatening risk to site personnel or damage to site 
equipment because of hostile action. Any releases are expected to be limited to 
small fractions of the EPA PAG exposure levels. 

Bomb 

Refers to an explosive device suspected of having sufficient force to damage plant 
systems or structures. 

Civil Disturbance 

A group of people violently protesting station operations or activities at the site. 

Confinement Boundary 

Is the barrier(s) between areas containing radioactive substances and the 
environment. 

Containment Closure 

Is the action taken to secure Primary or Secondary Containment and its associated 
structures, systems, and components as a functional barrier to fission product 
release under existing plant conditions. Containment Closure requirements are 
specified in Administrative Procedure 0.50.5, Outage Shutdown Safety. 
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Emergency Action Level {EAL) 

A pre-determined, site specific, observable threshold for a plant IC that places the 
plant in a given emergency classification level. An EAL can be: an instrument 
reading; an equipment status indicator; a measurable parameter (on-site or 
off-site); a discrete, observable event; results of analyses; entry into specific 
emergency operating procedures; or another phenomenon which, if it occurs, 
indicates entry into a particular emergency classification level. 

Emergency Classification Level {ECL) 

One of a minimum set of names or titles established by the NRC for grouping off 
normal nuclear power plant conditions according to (1) their relative radiological 
seriousness, and (2) the time-sensitive on-site and off-site radiological emergency 
preparedness actions necessary to respond to such conditions. The existing 
radiological emergency classification levels, in ascending order of seriousness, are 
called: 

• Notification of Unusual Event (UE). 

• Alert. 

• Site Area Emergency (SAE). 

• General Emergency (GE). 

Explosion 

A rapid, violent, unconfined combustion, or catastrophic failure of 
pressurized/energized equipment that imparts energy of sufficient force to 
potentially damage permanent structures, systems, or components. 

Extortion 

Is an attempt to cause an action at the station by threat of force. 

Fire 

Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping 
drive belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute fires. Observation 
of flame is preferred but is NOT required if large quantities of smoke and heat are 
observed. 
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Flooding 

Flooding, as used within the EALs, describes a condition where water is entering a 
room faster than installed equipment is capable of removal, resulting in a rise of 
water level within the room. 

General Emergency 

Events are in-progress or have occurred which involve actual or imminent 
substantial core degradation or melting with potential for loss of containment 
integrity or hostile action that results in an actual loss of physical control of the 
facility. Releases can be reasonably expected to exceed EPA PAG exposure levels 
off-site for more than the immediate site area. 

Hostage 

Person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands will be met 
by the station. 

Hostile Action 

An act toward CNS or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy 
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidates the Licensee to achieve an end. 
This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, 
vehicles, or other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy 
the overall intent may be included. 

Hostile action should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or 
felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on CNS. 
Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (e.g., violent 
acts between individuals in the Owner Controlled Area). 

Hostile Force 

One or more individuals who are engaged in a determined assault, overtly or by 
stealth and deception, equipped with suitable weapons capable of killing, maiming, 
or ca using destruction. 

Imminent 

Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not expected to be 
successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition will 
occur. Where IMMINENT timeframes are specified, they shall apply. 
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Initiating Condition (IC) 

One of a pre-determined subset of nuclear power plant conditions where either the 
potential exists for a radiological emergency or such an emergency has occurred. 

Inoperable 

Not able to perform its intended function. 

Intruder 

Person(s) present in a specified area without authorization. 

Intrusion 

The act of entering without authorization. Discovery of a bomb in a specified area 
is indication of intrusion into that area by a hostile force. 

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) 

A complex that is designed and constructed for the interim storage of spent 
nuclear fuel and other radioactive materials associ(:lted with spent fuel storage. 

Normal Plant Operations 

Activities at the plant site associated with routine testing, maintenance, or 
equipment operations, in accordance with normal operating or administrative 
procedures. Entry into abnormal or emergency operating procedures, or deviation 
from normal security or radiological controls posture, is a departure from Normal 
Plant Operations. 

Operating Mode Applicability 

The plant mode existing at the start of an event under which a particular EAL is 
applicable. These modes are defined in Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1. The 
Defueled or DEF mode referred to in some EALs is the condition where all fuel has 
been removed from the reactor vessel. 

Note that the ISFSI EAL has no mode applicability. 

Projectile 

An object directed toward CNS that could cause concern for its continued 
operability, reliability, or personnel safety. 
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Protected Area 

An area which normally encompasses all controlled areas within the security 
Protected Area fence as depicted in Technical Specifications, Figure 4.1-1, Site and 
Exclusion Area Boundaries and Low Population Zone. 

Sabotage 

Deliberate damage, mis-alignment, or mis-operation of plant equipment with the 
intent to render the equipment inoperable. Equipment found tampered with or 
damaged due to malicious mischief may not meet the definition of sabotage until 
this determination is made by Security Supervision. 

Security Condition 

Any security event as listed in the approved security contingency plan that 
constitutes a threat/compromise to site security, threat/risk to site personnel, or a 
potential degradation to the level of safety of the plant. A security condition does 
not involve a hostile action. 

Significant Transient 

An unplanned event involving any of the following: 

• Runback > 25% thermal power. 

• Electrical load rejection > 25% full electrical load. 

• Reactor scram. 

• ECCS injection. 

• Thermal power oscillations > 10%. 

Site Area Emergency 

Events are in-progress or have occurred which involve actual or likely major 
failures of plant functions needed for protection of the public or hostile action that 
results in intentional damage or malicious acts: 1) toward site personnel or 
equipment that could lead to the likely failure of; or 2) that prevent effective 
access to, equipment needed for the protection of the public. Any releases are not 
expected to result in exposure levels which exceed EPA PAG exposure levels 
beyond the site boundary. 
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Strike Action 

Work stoppage within the Protected Area by a body of workers to enforce 
compliance with demands made on CNS. The strike action must threaten to 
interrupt Normal Plant Operations. 

Sustained Wind 

Sustained winds are of a prolonged duration and, therefore, do not include gusts. 
Sustained winds are not intermittent or of a transitory nature. Since the 
inauguration of the Automatic Surface Observation System (ASOS), the National 
Weather Service has adopted a 2 minute average standard for its sustained wind 
definition. 

Unisolable 

A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated. 

Unplanned 

A parameter change or an event that is not the result of an intended evolution and 
requires corrective or mitigative actions. 

Unusual Event 

Events are in-progress or have occurred which indicate a potential degradation of 
the level of safety of the plant or indicate a security threat to facility protection 
has been initiated. No releases of radioactive material requiring off-site response 
or monitoring are expected unless further degradation of safety systems occurs. 

Valid 

An indication, report, or condition is considered to be valid when it is verified by 
(1) an instrument channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant 
indicators, or (3) by direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related 
to the indicator's operability, the conditions existence, or the reports accuracy is 
removed. Implicit in this definition is the need for timely assessment. 
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Visible Damage 

Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without 
measurements, testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern 
regarding the continued operability or reliability of affected safety structure, 
system, or component. Examples of damage includes: deformation due to heat or 
impact, denting, penetration, rupture, cracking, paint blistering. Surface 
blemishes (e.g., paint chipping, scratches) should not be included. 

Vital Area 

Any area, normally within the Protected Area, which contains equipment, systems, 
components, or material, the failure, destruction, or release of which could directly 
or indirectly endanger the public health and safety by exposure to radiation. 

Acronyms 

AC ..................... Alternating Current 

ADS .................... Automatic Depressurization System 

APRM ................. Average Power Range Meter 

ATWS ...... ~ .......... Anticipated Transient Without Scram 

BIIT ................... Boron Injection Initiation Temperature 

BWR .................. Boiling Water Reactor 

CCW .................. Component Cooling Water 

COE ................... Committed Dose Equivalent 

CFR .................... Code of Federal Regulations 

cps .................... Counts per Second 

CRD ................... Control Rod Drive 

CS ..................... Core Spray 

CST ................... Condensate Storage Tank 

CTMT/CNMT ........ Containment 
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DBA ................... Design Basis Accident 

DC ..................... Direct Current 

Demin ................ Demineralizer 

DHRP ................. Decay _Heat Removal Pressure 

DOT ................... Department of Transportation 

DW .................... Drywell 

DWSIL ................ Drywell Spray Initiation Limit 

EAL.~ .................. Emergency Action Level 

ECCS ................. Emergency Core Cooling System 

ECL .................... Emergency Classification Level 

ED ..................... Emergency Director 

El ...................... Elevation 

EOF ................... Emergency Operations Facility 

EOP ................... Emergency Operating Procedure 

EPA .................... Environmental Protection Agency 

EPG ................... Emergency Procedure Guideline 

EPIP .................... Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure 

EPRI .................. Electric Power Research Institute 

ERO ................... Emergency RPV Depressurization 

ESF .................... Engineered Safety Feature 

ESW ................... Emergency Service Water 

FAA .................... Federal Aviation Administration 

FBI .................... Federal Bureau of Investigation 
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FEMA ................. Federal Emergency Management Agency 

FSAR .................. Final Safety Analysis Report 

ft ....................... Feet 

gal .... , ................ Gallon(s) 

GE ..................... General Emergency 

GPM ................... Gallons Per Minute 

HCTL .................. Heat Capacity Temperature Limit 

HCU ................... Hydraulic Control Unit 

HOO ................... Headquarters (NRC) Operations Officer 

HPCI .................. High Pressure Coolant Injection 

H2 ..................... Hydrogen 

hr ...................... Hour 

HX ..................... Heat Exchanger 

IC ...................... Initiating Condition 

in ...................... Inch(es) 

I PE EE ................. Individual Plant Examination of External Events 
(Generic Letter 88-20) 

ISFSI ................. Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation 

Keff ................... Effective Neutron Multiplication Factor 

lb ....................... Pound(s) 

LCO ................... Limiting Condition of Operation 

LER ..................... Licensee Event Report 

LOCA ................. Loss of Coolant Accident 
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LPCI. .................. Low Pressure Coolant Injection 

LWR ................... Light Water Reactor 

MDRIR ............... Minimum Debris Retention Injection Rate 

MDSL ................. Minimum Debris Submergence Level 

MELLL ................ Maximum Extended Load Line Limit 

min .................. ;. Minimum, minute 

mR .................... milliRoentgen 

mRem ................ milliRem 

MSCP ................. Minimum Steam Cooling Pressure 

MSIV .................. Main Steam Isolation Valve 

MSL ····!· .............. Main Steam Line 

MW .................... Megawatt 

N/A .................... Not applicable 

NEI .................... Nuclear Energy Institute 

NESP .................. National Environmental Studies Project 

NORAD ............... North American Aerospace Defense Command 

NPP .................... Nuclear Power Plant 

NR ..................... Narrow Range 

NRC ................... Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

NSSS ................. Nuclear Steam Supply System 

NU MARC ............. Nuclear Management and Resources Council 

02 ...................... Oxygen 

OBE ................... Operating Basis Earthquake 
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OCA ................... Owner Controlled Area 

ODCM/ODAM .. ~ .... Off-site Dose Calculation (Assessment) Manual 

ORO ................... Off-site Response Organization 

PA .. , ....... , .......... Protected Area 

PAG ................. ;.Protective Action Guideline 

PC ................ , ..... Primary Containment 

PCPL .................. Primary Containment Pressure Limit 

PMIS .................. Plant Management Information System 

POAH ................. Point of Adding Heat 

PRA/PSA ............. Probabilistic Risk Assessment/Probabilistic Safety Assessment 

PRM ................... Process Radiation Monitor 

psig ................... Pounds per square inch (gauge) 

PSP ......... , .. ,, ...... Pressure Suppression Pressure 

PSTG .................. Plant Specific Technical Guidelines 

R ....................... Roentgen 

RB ..................... Reactor Building 

RCC ................... Reactor Control Console 

RCIC .................. Reactor Core Isolation Cooling 

RCS ................... Reactor Coolant System 

rem ....... , ........... Roentgen Equivalent Man 

RETS .................. Radiological Effluent Technical Specifications 

RHR ................... Residual Heat Removal 

RPS ..................... Reactor Protection System 
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RPV ..................... Reactor Pressure Vessel 

RWCU ................ Reactor Water Cleanup 

SAG ................... Severe Accident Guideline 

SFP ...... ~ ............. Spent Fuel Pool 

SGT ................... Standby Gas Treatment 

SBO ............... -..... Station Blackout 

SLC .................... Standby Liquid Control 

SPDS ................. Safety Parameter Display System 

SRO .................... Senior Reactor Operator 

SRV ................... Safety Relief Valve 

SSE ................... Safe Shutdown Earthquake 

TAF ...................... Top of Active Fuel 

TEDE .................. Total Effective Dose Equivalent 

TSC ................... Technical Support Center 

UE ............ , ........ Notification Of Unusual Event 

USAR .; ............... Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 

WR .................... Wide Range 

' ......................... Feet 

" ......................... Inches 

0/o ....................... Percent 

& ....................... Ampersand ("and") 

°F ...................... Degrees Fahrenheit 

> ....................... Greater Than 
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< ....................... Less Than 

::::: ....................... Greater Than or Equal To 

~ ....................... Less Than or Equal To 
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ATTACHMENT 7 INFORMATION SHEET (INFORMATION IJSE) 

1. PURPOSE 

1.1 Procedure contains the instructions necessary for classification of 
emergencies consistent with the NRC approved EAL classification 
scheme. Also, included are the explanations and rational for the 
scheme, the detailed bases for the EALs, and controls required for the 
EAL Classification Matrix which is the primary tool used to determine 
when classification criteria are exceeded. 

1.2 Procedure provides the formal set of threshold conditions necessary to 
classify an event at CNS into one of the four emergency classifications 
described in NUREG-0654, NEI 99-01, Revision 5, and the CNS 
Emergency Plan.©2 

2. PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 

2.1 Assessment, classification, and declaration of an emergency condition 
shall be completed within 15 minutes after initial availability of 
indications to plant Operators that an EAL has been exceeded provided 
that: 

2.1.1 Implementation of response actions required to protect public 
health and safety are not delayed; and, 

2.1.2 Any delay in declaration does not deny State and Local authorities 
opportunity to implement measures necessary to protect public 
health and safety. 

2. 2 Classifying and declaration of an emergency is a non-delegable 
responsibility of Emergency Director. Although additional input in these 
decisions is encouraged, completion of timely and accurate performance 
of these activities rests solely with Emergency Director. 

3. REFERENCES 

3.1 CODES AND STANDARDS 

3.1.1 10CFR50.48, Fire Protection. 

3.1.2 10CFR50. 72, Immediate Notification Requirements for Operating 
Nuclear Power Reactors. 

3.1.3 10CFR72.32, Emergency Plan. 
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3.1.4 NEI 99-01, Revision 5, Methodology for the Development of 
Emergency Action Levels, February 2008 (ADAMS Accession 
Number ML080450149). 

3.1.5 NPPD Emergency Plan for CNS. 

3.1.6 NUREG-0654, Revision 1, Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation 
of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in 
Support of Nuclear Power Plants. 

3.1.7 NUREG-1022, Event Reporting Guidelines 10CFR50.72 and 50.73, 
Revision 2. 

3.2 PROCEDURES 

3.2.1 Instrument Operating Procedure 4.12, Seismic Instrumentation. 

3.2.2 Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure 5.7.2, Emergency 
Director EPIP. 

3.2.3 Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure 5.7.16, Release Rate 
Determination. 

3.2.4 Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure 5.7.17, CNS-DOSE 
Assessment. 

3.2.5 Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure 5.7.17.1, Dose 
Assessment (Manual). 

3.3 MISCELLANEOUS 

3.3.1 ADAMS Accession No. ML100080231, Cooper Nuclear 
Station - Change to Emergency Action Level Scheme (TAC NO. 
ME0849). ·Document ID NRC2010008. 

3.3.2 ADAMS Accession No. ML14055A023, Cooper Nuclear 
Station - Issuance of Amendment Regarding Transition to 
Risk-Informed, Performance-Based Fire Protection Program in 
Accordance With 10CFR50.48(c) (TAC No.ME8551). 

3.3.3 ADAMS Accession No. ML15271A299, EPFAQ 2015-004, Fission 
Barrier Matrix Criteria, Date Accepted 01-Jwl-15. 

3.3.4 RIS 2007-02, Clarification of NRC Guidance for Emergency 
Notifications During Quickly Changing Events. 
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ATTACHMENT 7 INFORMATION SHEET (INFORMATION USE) 

3.3.5 © 1 NRC Bulletin 2005-02 (Commitment Number NLS2005080-02), 
EALs reflect information provided in Attachment 2 of buHetin. 
Commitment affects EALs HA4.1, HS4.1, and HG4.1. 

3.3.6 © 2 IR 81-013 (Commitment Number 811217-01-07), Develop 
Functional Procedure for Accident Classification. Commitment 
affects Attachment 7, Step 1.2. 

3.3.7 © 3 IR 92-014 (Commitment Number 921110-02-03), Revise 
Guidance Documents for "Low Threshold" Core Damage Events. 
Commitment affects Attachment 3, Threshold 4, 5, and 6 CNS 
Basis. 
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ATTACHMENT 8 MATRIX BASIS CROSS-REFERENCE (INFORMATION USE) 

CAT SUB GE SAE ALERT UE 

HA1.1 130 HU1.1 118 

HA1.2 134 HU1.2 122 

HA1.3 137 HU1.3 124 
1 

HA1.4 140 HU1.4 126 

,, HA1.5 143 HU1.5 128 
' 

HA1.6 145 

H HA2.1 152 HU2.1 148 
2 

HU2.2 150 

HA3.1 161_ HU3.1 154 
3 

HU3.2 159 
·-·" 

4 HG4.1 174 HS4.1 172 HA4.1 169 HU4.1 166 
--

5 HS5.1 177 HA5.1 176 

6 HG6.1 185 HS6.1 183 HA6.1 181 HU6.1 179 
- -

EU1.1 2'43_· 
,_ ' 

""-" -- -

55lt .1 197 ' SA1.1 192 5U1.1 187 
---

SG2.1 216 SS2.1 213 , SA2.1 209 SU2.1 208 
-- -· 

SU3.1 220 

554.1 227 SA4.1 224 SU4.1 221 

SU5.1 231 

SU5.2 233 

SU6.1 234 

SS7.1 236 
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CAT SUB GE 

I ' ' ; 

• - ·• L :·~ -

EPIP 5.7.1 

MATRIX BASIS CROSS-REFERENCE (INFORMATION USE) 

SAE ALERT 

CA1 .. 1 . '62 

REVISION 57 

UE 

:Fl}l.i 

,CtJ!l.1 

tl)?:.:1 

- .-

'244 
.. -_-5. ;<? ., 
: /'1' I' 

61· > .. 

., 
.Cl;J,_Z-. J: 71 ·. 

'~ ~. --·" t 

. --- icU3.t -- ,9:g - -:. 

cus.i. 
JJ4· 
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,,, 
'" !, '.' ' -"·' - ,· •" -., •,vi& 4-. - , - v ·- • r.:.-,,~--- ' . . _--. ·;~H~! " · ·Fi:Ssi.on ·Ji,rio(ludt aa·rF.ier:'Matt1bc:: 

'..:_ ''" --~ -- "~':;'°. "~- - e,,-,, 

Reactor Coolant Sys 
Fuel Clad Barrier Barrier Primary Cont. Barrier 

Loss Pot. Loss Loss Pot. Loss Loss Pot. Loss 

A 1 252 8 255 10 265 25 282 

11 268 19 285 26 287 

B 20 286 27 288 

28 290 

12 270 16 272 21 291 

c 17 273 22 293 

23 294 

D 13 277 

2 258 
E 

3 259 14 279 29 297 

4 260 

5 261 

6 262 -
F 7 263 9 264 15 280 18 281 24 298 30 300 
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1. ENTRY CONDITIONS (INFORMATION USE) 

1.1 Actual or projected radiological release above NOUE release rate limits 
has occurred requiring dose assessment per Emergency Director with 
CNS-DOSE available. 

1.1.1 IF CNS-DOSE unavailable, 
THEN GO TO EPIP 5.7.17.1 to perform hand calculation of 
projected dose. 

2. INSTRUCTIONS (INFORMATION USE) 

2.1 PERFORM CNS-DOSE per PMIS on-line instruction. 

2.1.1 USE Attachment 1, CNS-DOSE Guide, as necessary. 

2.2 PERFORM Attachment 2 to compare CNS-DOSE to field monitoring 
sample results. 

2.3 IF any of following occur, 
THEN RE-PERFORM CNS-DOSE assessment: 

• Significant meteorological changes in wind speed, wind direction, and 
precipitation. 

• Every hour for effective age 0-10 hours. 

• Every 10 hours for effective age 10-100 hours. 

• Conditions reach critical parameter per Emergency Director 
(ED)/Radiological Assessment Supervisor (RAS). 
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AlTACHMENT 1 CNS-DOSE GUIDE (INFORMATION USE) © 4 

ATIACHMENT 1 CNS-DOSE GUIDE (INFORMATION USE) ©4 

-- ---"!' _________ .. _______ - ---- ----- .... -- - ---~~.------ - - -~---- -- -- -- ------ - - -- - - - ---------- - ------~- -- ... --- -- - ------ - -- ........ - ___ ,.._ - ----- __ .. _ 

NOTE· - Attachment 7, Step 15, provides assistance for use of PMIS login :. 
information and turn-on code activation. 1: 
................ ._ ..... ...;. __ - -------·;,;-...... --- -.----- - - -.-_-_ _. _ _,_ ... ·-0--.--.-.-.--- - --- -- - - --- -- - ----- - -·--·-- - - ---.-----:---------.--- -~----.-·----,-'------:"'- .. ---- ---- - ______ J 

1. ENTER CNS-DOSE program: 

1.1 At PMIS IDT, ENTER turn-on code DOSE or PRESS DOSE key on 
terminal logged into either Primary or Backup PMIS System. 

1.2 At PC that runs CNS-DOSE, SELECT CNS-DOSE program from menu. 

2. ENTER y or Nat prompt, "Is this a REAL EMERGENCY? (Yes/No)". 

3. On MET/RAD INPUTS screen, PERFORM following: 

3.1 HIGHLIGHT and EDIT fields, as necessary. 

,-----.-------·~ ........ .;;. .. - ---- - --·-·-- -----·-·- -- -- --- :.. -- -- .. ..:-... ·-------~-- .. ·---- ..... -t;:::~- -- -~---.:,_-._:_-_-.:.,. . ..;:_ --- ..... - - .......... - .. - - -- - - - -- - ---- ... ~-----'--'--'----·-

: NOTE - Name for Release Source must be listed in "Release Source" column 
l before CNS-DOSE will allow release rate or duration values to be entered._ .. 
::!'-7---~-,-.:.....--~-- .... _ ... --- -- - .. ----- ·.---~- -~~~-::--~ ~ --~·--- .... ·-- - - -- --- --- - -------- --- ------ ~-- ... -- --- -· .. --- ----- -- "' .. --------- ------ -- - --

3.2 ENSURE name of release source to be analyzed is entered in Release 
Source column. · 

3.2.1 IF list of Release Sources appropriate, 
THEN GO TO Step 3.3. 

3.2.2 IF Release Source needs to be added, 
THEN PERFORM following: 

3.2.2.1 HIGHLIGHT "(other)" in Release Source column. 

3.2.2.2 ENTER name of other release source (e.g., HCVS, sea 
land, tank trailer, etc.). 

3.2.2.3 IF Release Source "(other)" needs to be deleted, 
THEN USE F6 function key. 

3.2.2.4 IF HCVS used, 
THEN GO TO EPIP 5.7.16, Attachment 6. 
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AlTACHMENT 1 CNS-DOSE GUIDE (INFORMATION USE) ©4 

3.3 VERIFY release rates available and health GOOD in "Rate (µCi/sec)" 
column for each release source listed. 

3.3.1 IF "Rate (µCi/sec)" values appropriate and health GOOD, 
THEN GO TO Step 3.4. 

3.3.2 IF release rate values unavailable or health BAD, 
THEN PERFORM following: 

3.3.2.1 HIGHLIGHT health BAD or blank "Rate (µCi/sec)" value 
for selected release source. 

3.3.2.2 ENTER release rate in µCi/sec for release source as 
determined per EPIP 5. 7 .16. 

3.3.2.3 VERIFY health code changed from GOOD to OSUB to 
denote substituted value. 

fN·a-rE-::-_,FoM~-;-11C>ur-re-1e~se--ei-~-;atio~sis-ciefauftva-c~-~~-~5eci-1~,-cNs~·o-osE-t~--· · ~---! 
! __ e:?SR~s!~~~-9-~?~~~~?_e:~?_f!l_~-~~-~-i:i_1_~~!_) __ 9_iX~~~~-~--'?-~~c~E~J~-~:--c~:--"""-----·.;_,;""-----··---·.; __ ,~--"---"-j. 

3.4 VERIFY value "4.0" entered in "Duration (hrs)" column unless other 
duration desired. 

3.4.1 IF "Duration (hrs)" value appropriate, 
THEN GO TO Step 3.5. 

3.4.2 IF release duration other than 4.0 hours desired, 
THEN PERFORM following: 

3.4.2.1 ESTIMATE duration of release in hours~ 

3.4.2.2 CONSULT with ED or Operations. 

3.4.2.3 IF no release in-progress or duration unknown, 
THEN USE default 4 hours. 

3.4.2.4 HIGHLIGHT duration in any release source. 

3.4.2.5 ENTER release duration in units of h,ours and quarter 
hours. 
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ATIACHMENT 1 CNS-DOSE GUIDE (INFORMATION USE) ©4 

____ .;; ____ ---- ------- .. ------ -- ; __________________________ ----- -- -- ------- --- ------ - ----- ----- ----------------------------- ---- -
i NOTE - "AOG & RW EFF NORM RAD MON AVE" and "(other)" release source 
l entries for "Rel thru Rx Bldg" are blank and cannot be edited as CNS-DOSE 

!_ a~?_':'_f!l_~-~-!3-~~£~~~-!?l~~L~S?!~~~E-~S?!~~~--~~~-~~~~~~~~--~~--~~!~~-~~-P.~~h'!'!~_y_. ____________ _ 

3.5 IF value In "Rel thru Rx Bldg" column for each of following Release 
Sources appropriate for plant conditions: 
• ERP NORMAL RAD MON AVE. 
• RX BLDG EFF RAD MON AVE. 
• TURB BLDG EFF NORM RAD MON AVE. 

THEN GO TO Step 3.6 

3.5.1 IF "Rel thru Rx Bldg" value requires change, 
THEN PERFORM following: 

3.5.1.1 DETERMINE if release pathway is into Reactor Building 
(credit Rx BLDG for plate-out): 

a. CONSULT with RCM, ED, or Operations, as available. 

3.5.2 Use Table 1 to SELECT appropriate entry for release pathway 
based on release path and plant conditions. 

TABLE 1 

RELEASE SOURCE RELEASE PATH ENTER 

ERP Reactor Bldg through SGT YES 

ERP 
Gland Seal Steam, Main Condenser NO through Air Removal, or Off-Gas 

Reactor Bldg 
Reactor Bldg HVAC or direct ground level YES 
from blowout panel or other opening 

Turbine Bldg 
TB HVAC or direct ground level from NO blowout panel or other opening 

Turbine Bldg 
TB HVAC plus Reactor Bldg via 

YES TB-Reactor Bldg blowout panel 

RW/ARW Bldg 
RW/ARW HVAC or other direct ground NO 
level opening 
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ATTACHMENT 1 CNS-DOSE GUIDE (INFORMATION USE) ©4 

3.5.3 CHANGE value in "Rel thru Rx Bldg" column as follows: 

3.5.3.1 HIGHLIGHT value in "Rel thru Rx Bldg" column in one of 
Release Source entries listed in Step 3.5. 

3.5.3.2 ENTER Y or N. 

3.6 IF value for each of following appropriate and health GOOD for elevated 
MET data: 
• lOOM WIND DIR. (15MIN AVE) (deg). 
• 100M WIND SPEED (15MIN AVE) (mph). 
• Stability-Class (A-G). 

THEN GO TO Step 3.7. 

NOTE - MET Tower instrumentation from different trains may be used 
for each elevation or parameter when performing dose assessment with 
"A" being preferred train. If 100 meter MET tower is out of service or 
unavailable, PMIS will default to next highest tower if elevated release. 
Default is 60M. r 

- --- - -- --- - - --- - - --- ---- - - - --------- -------------- ----- ---- -------- -- ------- ------------- - - ------ - - - ---------------- ----· 

3.6.1 IF value not appropriate or health BAD for elevated MET data, 
THEN PERFORM following: 

3.6.1.1 USE data in following preferred order for elevated wind 
speed for 15 minute average: 

a. PMIS 100 meter level. 

b. PMIS 60 meter level. 

c. CONTACT NWS at 402-359-4381 or refer to 
telephone directory and OBTAIN average wind speed 
estimate for 100 meter elevation. 

d. Historical default wind speed value of 13 mph. 

3.6.1.2 ENTER wind speed value. 

3.6.1.3 VERIFY desired wind speed value entered. 
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3.6.1.4 USE data in following preferred order for elevated wind 
direction (degree from) for 15 minute average: 

a. PMIS 100 meter level. 

b. PMIS 60 meter level. 

c. CONTACT NWS at 402-359-4381 or refer to 
telephone directory and OBTAIN CNS estimate of 
wind direction (degree from) at 100 meter elevation. 

3.6.1.5 ENTER elevated wind direction. 

3.6.1.6 VERIFY desired wind direction entered. 

3.6.1. 7 USE data in following preferred order for atmospheric 
stability class ("A1' through "G"): 

a. DIRECT PMIS stability class readout. 

b. REFER to EPIP 5.7.17.1 to calculate stability class. 

3.6.1.8 ENTER stability class. 

3.6.1.9 VERIFY desired stability class entered. 

No1"1f=-M-Li-1ti-pie-1--e1ease--i>-aili_s_ma-Y-exist:-e:011c:Lir:r-e-rit:--~1t:ii_s_c;:r~1--u~-nin9-aiici-iii ____ 1 

flow path to ERP, including unfiltered radiological release pathway requiring · 

~~~-~~i_1]_9 __ ~-f~~--~-<?.X~~-~~~!:Y _ _c:>_~-:·:~~!~~-~~~-I~~~~9b_~QT.?~~:~~--,-,.--------"--"-""""-----~----_1 
3. 7 VERIFY entry for "Released Through SGT?" appropriate for all release 

sources and pathways based on plant conditions. 

3.7.1 CONSULT with following:© 1 

• Operations. 

• RCM or Dose Assessor. 

• Engineering, if available. 

3.7.2 IF certain of "Released Through SGT?" entry, 
THEN GO TO Step 3.8 
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3.7.3 IF either of following conditions met: 
• Uncertain of "Released Through SGT?" entry. 
• Multiple release paths exist. 

THEN use Table 2 to determine most appropriate answer. 

TABLE 2 

RELEASE SOURCE RELEASE FILTERED THROUGH SGT 

ERP Yes: Rx Bldg 

ERP 
No: Gland Seal Steam, Main Condenser 

through Air Removal, and Off-Gas 

Reactor Bldg 
No: HVAC or direct ground level from 

blowout panel or other opening 

No: TB HVAC or direct ground level 
Turbine Bldg from blowout panel or other 

opening 

Turbine Bldg No: TB HVAC plus Reactor Bldg via 
TB-Reactor Bldg blowout panel 

RW/ARW Bldg 
No: RW/ARW HVAC or other direct 

ground level opening 

3.7.4 IF entry for "Released Through SGT?" requires change, 
THEN PERFORM following: 

ENTER 

YES 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

3.7.4.1 HIGHLIGHT "Released Through SGT?" current value. 

3.7.4.2 ENTER Y or N. 

3.7.4.3 VERIFY desired "Released Through SGT?" value entered. 
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3.8 IF value for each of following appropriate and health GOOD for ground 
level release MET data: 
• 10M WIND DIR. (15MIN AVE) (deg). 
• 10M WIND SPEED (15MIN AVE) (mph). 
• Stability-Class {A-G). 

THEN GO TO Step 3.9. 

n'loii§--=::--M-ET:f o\~erinstr-umentatio_ri_trom-ciifferent-ira-fn_s_may--i;e--use-crc·---;. 
l for each elevation or parameter when performing dose assessment with ' 
: 

11A11 being preferred train. If 10 meter MET tower is out of service or 
[: unavailable, PMIS will default to next highest tower if ground level , 
i release. Default is 60M. ;:_ 
, __ ._ _______ ..;.·--·.:. ___ ---- ---·- _ ----------- __ .. - _ -~~---;. _;.;;;.;. ----------- _. __ :,;.·.;. _______ _,.;.._ ,:. _____ ,;;. ~.,: .. ,,.: .. .;: .... _,.; .;._ .;.. __ ..;. .;;..:: _______ c ___ o_-...:. ___ _ 

3.8.1 IF value not appropriate or health BAD for ground level release 
MET data, 
THEN PERFORM following: 

3.8.1.1 USE data in following preferred order for ground level 
release wind speed 15 minute average: 

a. PMIS 10 meter level. 

b. PMIS 60 meter level. 

c. CONTACT NWS at 402-359-4381 or refer to 
telephone directory and OBTAIN average wind speed 
estimate for 10 meter elevation. 

d. Historical default wind speed value of 8 mph. 

3.8.1.2 ENTER wind speed value. 

3.8.1.3 VERIFY desired wind speed value entered. 

3.8.1.4 USE data in following preferred order for ground level 
release wind direction (degree from) for 15 minute 
average: 

PROCEDURE 5. 7. 17 

a. PMIS 10 meter level. 

b. PMIS 60 meter level. 

c. CONTACT NWS at 402-359-4381 or refer to 
telephone directory and OBTAIN CNS estimate of 
wind direction (degree from) at 10 meter elevation. 
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3.8.1.5 ENTER wind direction value. 

3.8.1.6 VERIFY desired wind direction entered. 

3.8.1. 7 USE data in following preferred order for atmospheric 
stability class ("A" through "G"): 

a. DIRECT PMIS stability class readout. 

b. REFER to EPIP 5.7.17.1 to hand-calculate stability 
class. 

c. ENTER stability class. 

3.8.1.8 VERIFY desired stability class entered. 

3.9 VERIFY entry for "Degraded Core? (Y/N)" appropriate based on plant 
conditions. 

3.9.1 REFER to Attachment 5 for guidance on degraded core.© 3 

3.9.2 CONSULT with following to coordinate answer:©4 

• Operations. 

• RP/Chemistry, if available. 

• Engineering, if available. 

3.9.3 IF "Degraded Core? (Y/N)" appropriate, 
THEN GO TO Step 3.10. 

3.9.4 IF entry for "Degraded Core? (Y/N)" requires change, 
THEN ENTER Y or N. 

3.9.5 VERIFY desired "Degraded Core? (Y/Nr value entered. 
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1·-Nci-re·~-R:~a-C:t:a_r_s_i:;Lit:ci-~-wn-uncie1---a11·c:~-~-cfit-io-ris-mei:--bv-aiiv-0rf:oilawiii9~------------T 

i • All rods fully inserted. !: 
! • Reactor scram and power below 3%. ! 
l__ _~ --~~ ! ~ _ ?._~_ ~-~~-s>-~n- ~~~_<?_I]_ ~~~9-~-~ -~ ~i ~~~~-~-_I?_~!: _~Q~~~------- --------- -- ----- -------c- c---c-------_i 

3.10 OBTAIN Time of Shutdown under all conditions from Operations. 

3.10.1 IF Reactor not shutdown under all conditions or Time since 
Shutdown unknown, 
THEN ENTER zero. 

3.10.2 RECORD Time of Shutdown: __ _ 

3.10.3 ENTER Time Since Shutdown under all conditions (hrs). 

3.11 OBTAIN Dose Assessment results. 

3.11.1 IF IDT, 
THEN DEPRESS Function Key F3 or ENTER "R" to process. 

3.11.2 IF PC, 
THEN ENTER "R" to process. 

4. CONSULT with ED or Operations to respond to following questions: 

4.1 ENTER Y or N to following question: "Declare a General Emergency 
based on PLANT CONDITIONS? (N/Y)". 

4.1.1 IF answer "YES", 
THEN GO TO Step 4.2 for question regarding Rapidly Progressing 
Severe Accident (RPSA). 

4.1.2 IF answer "NO", 
THEN GO TO Step 5 to print Dose Assessment results. 
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;--NoTe-1--:.:-;; •. -RaiJi~ffv--F>-ra-9re~~1r,-9-5e~e-re-Acacieni-15-a--Genei-ai-E~ei-9encv--wit:ti--! 
i rapid loss of containment integrity (emergency action levels indicate ! 
containment barrier loss) and loss of ability to cool core. This path is used for 1 
scenarios in which containment integrity can be determined as bypassed or : 
immediately lost during General Emergency with core damage. . . 

I 

NOTE 2 - Rapidly Progressing Severe Accident generates default PARs that : 
override PARs based on dose assessment. ! ------~-..;. __ ~ __ . ._.,; --... ------- ----- -- -- --·-:--•---·-·-------.-_-_____ -;,..--------~----~----.---"--'-"_.___'-________ -___ ,__ :..~----- --:- --c....---- -----=' - - - - - ________ .,. .,.-"!:'':' :----- -----· 

4.2 USE Figure 1-1 to respond Y or N to following question: "Is this a 
Rapidly Progressing Severe Accident? (N/Y)." 

4.2.1 CONSULT with ED or Operations. 
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ATIACHMENT 1 CNS-DOSE GUIDE (INFORMATION USE) ©4 

4.2.2 IF these criteria cannot be immediately confirmed, 
THEN ASSUME RPSA is not taking place. 

Is this a Rapidly Progressing Severe 
Accident? 

No 

Has containment No 
boundary determined to ">-----------------l 

be lost (EPIP 5.7.1)?. 

Yes 

RPSAin 
progress 

Is 
actual or 

projected release No 
within 1 hour >1 rem 

TEDE Qr 
> 5 rem CDE? 

No RPSA in 
progress 

Figure 1-1 - Rapidly Progressing Severe Accident Determination 

4.2.3 IF answer "YES", 
THEN GO TO Step 5 to print Dose Assessment results. 
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4.2.4 IF answer "NO", 
THEN ENTER "N" and PROCEED to next step. 

4.3 ENTER Y or N to following question: "Evacuation PARS Previously 
Recommended? (Y/N)." 

4.3.1 IF answer "YES", 
THEN GO TO Step 5 to print Dose Assessment results. 

4.4 ENTER Y or N to following question: "Are there Known Impediments to 
Evacuation? (Y/N)." 

4.4.1 IF answer "YES", 
THEN GO TO Step 5 to print Dose Assessment results. 

4.5 ENTER Y or N to following question: "Is this a Controlled-Release of 
less-than 1 hour? (Y/N). 11 

5. SELECT Function-Key (FS) to print Dose Assessment results. 

5.1 IF RPSA is Y based on in containment radiation monitors, 
THEN EXIT this attachment. 

5.2 IF RPSA is N based on in containment radiation monitors, 
THEN PERFORM following: 

5.2.1 Review printout for dose based RPSA. 

5.2.2 IF dose based RPSA, 
THEN PRESS F2 and GO TO Step 3.11. 

6. IF desired to prepare Look-Ahead values on Dose Assessment Results screen 
to project escalated release rates from specific release source, 
THEN PERFORM following: 

6.1 SELECT "Look-Ahead" option. 

6.2 CHOOSE release source to look ahead at release rates for escalation. 
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7. IF desired to change data, 
THEN ENTER "M" for "MET/RAD-IN" in Options entry box and PERFORM 
following: 

7.1 OBTAIN new data by entering "NE" in Options entry box for new sample 
and make additional changes, as necessary. 

7.2 REPEAT Steps 3 through 5 to produce Dose Assessment Report. 

8. WHEN Field Monitoring Teams report sample results to EOF, 
THEN GO TO Attachment 2 to correlate field sample results with CNS-DOSE 
projections. 

9. IF off-site dose exceeds 1 rem TEDE or 5 rem CDE at or beyond boundary of 
Owner Controlled Area (OCA), 
TH EN NOTIFY ED or RCM. 
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ATIACHMENT 2 CORRELATING FIELD MONITORING SAMPLE RESULTS 
WITH CNS-DOSE PROJECTIONS (REFERENCE USE) © 2 

ATTACHMENT 2 CORRELATING FIELD MONITORING SAMPLE RESULTS WITH CNS-_DOSE PROJECTIONS (REFERENCE USE) © 2 

1. PERFORM flowchart in Figure 1 to compare CNS-DOSE with Field Monitoring 
Team sample results. 

OBTAIN Field Monitoring Team Air sample results: 

• VERIFY field sample time and location corresponds 
to plume transit time 

C-2 

No 

C-4 

PERFORM Att-2, Step 2 to adjust field 
sample iodine concentration results to 
correspond with CNS-DOSE model 

PERFORM Att-3 to compare actual or adjusted field air 
sample iodine to CNS-DOSE results 

C-5 

C-6 

No END - Field sample results to CNS-DOSE . 
comparison cqmplete 

C-7 

VALIDATE Rad and Met Inputs to CNS-Dose correct 

C-9 
No Are CNS-DOSE 

Inputs Correct 
>-----correct Inputs and re-run CNS-DOSE 

C-10 

1. OBTAIN RCM approval to adjust CNS-DOSE 

2. ADJUST CNS-DOSE per Att-4: 

2.1 RE-RUN CNS-DOSE adjusted by field sample 

3. GO TO l!I 

CAUTION 

1. CNS-DOSE program shall not be 
adjusted to lower dose results 
based on field sample results. 

Figure 1 - Field Sample Comparison to CNS-DOSE Decision Flowchart 
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ATTACHMENT 2 CORRELATING FIELD MONITORING SAMPLE RESULTS 
WITH CNS-DOSE PROJECTIONS (REFERENCE USE) © 2 

2. PERFORM adjustments to Field Monitoring Team air sample results to 
correspond to plume centerline or distance of 1, 2, 5, or 10 miles, as follows: 

2.1 IF Field Monitoring Team air sample results are aligned to centerline of 
wind direction or were taken at highest radiological point during traverse 
of plume, 
THEN GO TO Step 2.3. 

2.2 PERFORM following to determine non-centerline adjustment ratio for 
field sample. 

2.2.1 RECORD field sample iodine reading in µCi/cc in Table 1, 
Column (1). 

2.2.2 SELECT isopleth based on atmospheric stability class. 

-No:re-~--i5-a-pieiii-a~~~iav5--a-~e-i:ie-5i9i1eci-t:a-5C:-ale-ia-ariiv~io-~iie-EF>z-map--l 
with 1 mile to 1 inch scale. Additional extrapolation required if applying 1 
-~~- c ~ 9--~ ~~ ~- -~-~-?- -~-~_!?_._ -- ------- ----- ---- ------------- ----------- ---- ------------ ---- ---------~------ ____ j 

2.2.3 PLACE selected isopleth onto 10 mile EPZ map with isopleth 
asterisk zero directly over zero point on map representing plant. 

2.2.3.1 VERIFY map and isopleth align to correct scale. 

2.2.4 OBTAIN downwind direction during period associated with field 
sample. 

2.2.5 ALIGN isopleth centerline on 10 mile EPZ map according to 
downwind direction centerline. 

2.2.6 LOCATE field sample location on 10 mile EPZ map. 

2.2. 7 RECORD alphabetic designation of isopleth segment of plume in 
Table 1, Column (2), that field sample is located in. 
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r-NoTE--.: . .--intei-pC:;iation-betw-een-isop1-etl1--segmenEx/O.-vaiues-.-;n-a-y--6e __________ : 
! used to increase accuracy when sample location lies between isopleth : 
i segment lines. . . .. i ·- -...... --... ---- ----·-----.. ---- ------ --------------~-------·- --- ------- - ------------------- --.----:----.-:----------·.-- -----------,---:- -·-.-.-.... --:-~' 

2.2.8 USE X/Q VALUES table, ISOPLETHS column, to determine X/Q 
value associated with field sample isopleth segment recorded in 
Table 1, Column (2). 

2.2.8.1 RECORD X/Q value associated with isopleth segment 
containing field sample location in Table 1, Column (3). 

2.2.9 At same distance as field sample location from release point, 
DETERMINE alphabetic designation of isopleth segment of plume 
centerline. 

2.2.9.1 RECORD alphabetic designation of isopleth segment of 
plume centerline in Table 1, Column (4). 

2.2.10 USE X/Q VALUES table, ISOPLETHS column, to determine X/Q 
value associated with isopleth segment of plume centerline 
recorded in Column (4). 

2.2.10.1 RECORD X/Q value associated with isopleth segment of 
plume centerline in Table 1, Column (5). 

f~NoTE--.:..--xiQ--v-alu~-associa-tetf;it:-11--eac:1i--1501Jietii-5e9_m_e_n_t_awa-Y-rro'm~--------;; 
! centerline is factor of 10 lower than centerline. Therefore, to adjust 
! off-centerline sample to centerline, sample must be multiplied by factors 1 

i of 10 based on number of segments away from centerline. . ! 
---·---:- -- --- ---------~-- --.-.------- -- --- --- --- - - - - -------- --- --- ---- - - -- -- - ------------ ------ -------------.---------:-- _____ .... 

2.2.11 DETERMINE plume centerline adjustment ratio between field 
sample X/Q value and plume centerline X/Q value. 

2.2.11.1 DIVIDE X/Q value associated with isopleth segment of 
plume centerline in Table 1, Column (5), by X/Q value 
associated with isopleth segment containing field sample 
location in Column (3). 

2.2.11.2 RECORD plume centerline adjustment ratio in Table 1, 
Column 6. 
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(1) 

2.2.12 MULTIPLY Field Sample reading Table 1, Column (1), by plume 
centerline adjustment ratio Column (6) to determine 
non-centerline adjusted field sample. 

2.2.12.1 RECORD non-centerline adjusted field sample results in 
Table 1, Column 7. 

TABLE 1 

(4) (6) (7) 
(3) Isopleth (5) Plume Non-Centerline 

(2) X/Q Value Segment X/Q Value Centerline Adjusted Field 
Field Sample Isopleth for Isopleth at Plume for Isopleth Adjustment Sample Iodine 

Iodine Segment at Sector at Centerline Sector at Ratio Concentration 
Concentration Sample Sample at Sample Plume (5) 7 (3) (µCi/cc) 

(µCi/cc) Location Location Distance Centerline (> 1.0) (1) Jc (6) 

2.2.13 IF sample distance associated with adjusted non-centerline field 
sample iodine concentration results in Table 1, Column (7), is 
aligned to CNS-DOSE distances of 1, 2, 5, or 10 miles, 
THEN PERFORM Attachment 3 using adjusted field sample iodine 
concentration results in Table 1, Column (7), to compare against 
CNS-DOSE iodine concentration at same distance. 

2.2.14 IF sample distance associated with adjusted non-centerline field 
sample iodine concentration results in Table 1, Column (7), is not 
aligned to CNS-DOSE distances of 1, 2, 5, or 10 miles, 
THEN PERFORM Step 2.3 to adjust non-centerline field sample 
iodine concentration to CNS-DOSE distances. 
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------ --- ------ -------------- -- ---------- -,;; ..: --..:. --..:. ~..:~--,;. .... ---- --- ---- .... --------0-0 ______________ -------.. · ........ ;.. -- ..... -- -.. ----·--------·-i 
! NOTE - Adjusting centerline to 1 or 2 miles from 1.5 mile sample point : 
! centerline will not change dose assessment results, either is acceptable. 'i 
------ -- - --- -- - - - -~--"":"~-::.- - - - - - -: - - - "'= - - - - .. -- - -- - -- -------- - -------- -- -- --- - - .... - -- -------- - ----- ---- -- - -------- - --- --- - __ ___. _______ ._._ 

2.3 PERFORM distance adjustment of either field sample iodine 
concentration or non-centerline adjusted field sample iodine 
concentration recorded in Table 1, Column (7). 

2.3.1 RECORD one of following in Table 2, Column (1): 

• Direct field sample iodine concentration whose location was on 
plume centerline. 

• Adjusted non-centerline field sample iodine concentration 
results from Table 1, Column (7). 

2.3.2 RECORD actual field sample distance from release source in miles 
in Table 2, Column (2). 

f-NOTE_:_if _iJ_etween-miie_m_a-;i<e0

r-Ciesi9nation~:~inte~poiate--5etwe_e_nth-~--c----[ 

:: 2 mile desi~nators. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ F ·- --- ------- --- --- -- -.-- -- ---- ----- -- -----·-·------------ --.. -........ _..;;:_-;... ______ .; .. ·--- ... --- _.;._ -..... -------- ---.-- .. ,,,_ ......... ----~-:...-.------' 

2.3.3 At Isopleth, USE X/Q VALUES table, CENTERLINE column, to 
determine X/Q value associated with actual field sample distance 
from release source in miles recorded in Table 2, Column (2). 

2.3.3.1 RECORD X/Q value in Table 2, Column (3), associated 
with actual field sample distance recorded in Column (2). 

2.3.4 RECORD standard CNS-DOSE distance of 1, 2, 5, or 10 miles 
associated with CNS-DOSE projection iodine results being 
evaluated in Table 2, Column (4). 

2.3.5 At Isopleth, USE X/Q VALUES table, CENTERLINE column, to 
determine X/Q value associated with CNS-DOSE distance recorded 
in Table 2, Column (4). 

2.3.5.1 RECORD X/Q value in Table 2, Column (5), associated 
with CNS-DOSE distance recorded in Column (4). 
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(1) 

2.3.6 DIVIDE X/Q value associated with CNS-DOSE distance in Table 2, 
Column (5), by X/Q value associated with actual field sample 
distance in Table 2, Column (3), to determine centerline distance 
adjustment ratio. 

2.3.6.1 RECORD Centerline Distance Adjustment Ratio in 
Table 2, Column (6). 

2.3.7 MULTIPLY field sample or adjusted field sample iodine 
concentration recorded in Table 2, Column 1, by Centerline 
Distance Adjustment Ratio in Table 2, Column (6). 

2.3.7.1 RECORD Adjusted Field Sample Iodine Concentration 
(µCi/cc) in Table 2, Column (7), and Attachment 3, 
Column (4). 

TABLE 2 

(2) (3) (5) 
Field Sample or Actual Centerline Centerline 
Non-Centerline Sample Column X/Q Column X/Q (6) (7) 
Adjusted Field Distance Value (4) Value Centerline Adjusted Field 

Sample on Plume associated CNS-DOSE Associated Distance Sample Iodine 
[Table 1, · Centerline with Actual Distance with Adjustment Concentration 

Column (7)] (1-20 Field Sample (1, 2, 5, CNS-DOSE Ratio (µCi/cc) 
(µCi/cc) miles) Distance or 10) Distance (5) + (3) (1) )C (6) 

2.3.8 GO TO Attachment 3. 
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ATTACHMENT 3 CNS-DOSE CORRECTION DETERMINATION USING FIELD SAMPLE RESULTS (REFERENCE USE) ©2 

1. COMPLETE Field Monitoring Team sample information in Table 1, as follows: 

• CIRCLE appropriate field sample downwind distance in Column (1). 

• RECORD field sample downwind sector in Column (2). 

• RECORD field sample time in military format (0000 hrs) in Column (3). 

• RECORD Iodine Concentration in Column ( 4) from field sample or adjusted 
field sample per Section 2. 

2. RECORD CNS-DOSE Iodine Concentration in µCi/cc in Table 1, Column (5), 
for same downwind distance as field sample location selected in Column (1). 

3. COMPARE Iodine Concentrations of Table 1, Column (4) to Column (5). 

4. IF Table 1, Column (4), field sample results greater than Column (5) 
CNS-DOSE results, 
THEN ENTER YES in Column (6). 

5. IF Table 1, Column (4), field sample results less than Column (5) CNS-DOSE 
results, 
THEN ENTER NO in Column (6). 

- TABLE 1 

(3) 
(1) (2) Field Sample (4) (5) (6) 

Field Sample Field Sample Time Adjusted Field CNS-DOSE Is Column (4) 
Location Miles Location (Military Time Sample Iodine Iodine Greater than 

Downwind Downwind format, Concentration Concentration Column (5)? 
(Circle One) Sector 0000 hrs) (µCi/cc) (µCi/cc) YES or NO 

1 2 5 10 

1 2 5 10 

6. RETURN to Flowchart Step C-5. 
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ATIACHMENT 4 ADJUSTING CNS-DOSE PROJECTIONS BASED ON FIELD SAMPLE RESULTS (INFORMATION USE) ©2 

rNoiE-~--Ei-l-O-;~~-in-dose-a5-5€5-5nierit:-i;-;o:f e-c:t:10r;-n;a-v-accurTi-ci\Js-~-5o-sE-fs-acij-Li5t:eci--
. i· using field sample data that does not represent release conditions present at time 
! CNS-DOSE performed dose assessment. This is especially a concern when 
! adjusting CNS-DOSE based on field sample results during short duration or puff 
! type releases. . . . _ . _ . . -· 

__ -! - .... ---- -- - .. - - - - - --~::-~ ... --~~-~---~-----~~---- - ... - -------.---- - -.--~-":"'- ---- - --- - ... - - ......... - -- -- ---------- - ------------ ------ - - - ------- - ------- -

1. RCM REVIEW Attachment 3 and AUTHORIZE adjusting CNS-DOSE using 
field sample results. 

2. On MET/RAD-INPUTS screen, RAS PERFORM following: 

2.1 SELECT "Field Sample" Option. 

r-NoiE-~-ci\Js~-oosE""~ie-n~er~ites-ciose-r;r-c;jection--rei:lori5-iJa5-eci--011-1ast-f=ielcf ___________ !· 
L _~5! me_~~- _i_ r)_~<?!:~ 9-.!_!~_r:i __ ~~-!~~~~ _ ~~ ~E~~ 9 ~~~----~~_y__p re'{_~<?_':'_~. f~ ~! 9_ -~-~.'!'Bl~ c 9~~~.:.-.-.--.. o- - ••• __ ! 

2.2 SELECT one of four options of distance from CNS in miles 
"(1/2/5/10 miles)" based on downwind distance of field sample selected 
per Attachment 3, Table 1, Column (1), at prompt, and PRESS Enter. 

2.3 SELECT downwind sector based on field sample location from listed 
sectors based on MET data used in last Dose Assessment Report and 
PRESS Enter. 

;-·Nci-fE-.=:-Ai!t1~Li-9-i1--cNs-:oosE"~w11i-ir1CiiC:ai-e--,;5-aveci;~Trffelci-sami:lie--~-a-1ue-iow-er _____ i 
! than CNS-DOSE program results are entered, CNS-DOSE will not apply this l 
1 lowered value to re-calculate dose or display dose results that are reduced. !. 
----.-::--.--.--.---- ------- -----""!.-.----:---- --- ---'--.-- ~ - ~ - - -------.---.-----,-_-,-----.~----'---::'."'.:-.:---:"';"'; -- - - - .. -- .. -- .. - -·- -- - --: -- i'"'.-:-:--:: ---_---:--~::- - --- -

2.4 ENTER Field Sample gross iodine concentration (in µCi/cc) from 
Attachment 3, Table 1, Column (4). 

3. OBSERVE CNS-DOSE displays all field information that was added and states 
it has been saved. 

3.1 VERIFY field sample information correct. 

4. PERFORM Attachment 1, Steps 3.11 through 5, to produce adjusted 
CNS-DOSE results report. 
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5. COMPARE new PARs to any PARs previously transmitted to off-site 
authorities. 

i--NOTE-~-When--NEw-simpfe--o-ptC~-n--is-sel-ected-at-C-NS~-DOS-E~METJRAD-iNPUTS ___ l 
! screen, CNS-DOSE deletes all field sample adjustment information previously ! 
i entered, generating dose assessment projections based on fresh snapshot of ! 
: radiological and meteorological cond_it_ions. _ _ _ _ ! ·- -- ----- ---- --- -- - - - --- -- --------- ----- .. - ....... -.. -- -.. ------ - --------------- -----.. ------- .. ·-. -- .. -........ ---.. -------- ---- ---- -- -----------

5.1 IF field sample location was not aligned with wind direction used by 
CNS-DOSE, 
THEN PERFORM following: 

5.1.1 DETERMINE sector sample location is in. 

5.1.2 IF PAGs in sector have been exceeded, 
THEN ENSURE any PARs issued include sample location sector, 
and those sectors between sample location sector and previously 
identified sectors based on wind direction at CNS. 
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ATIACHMENT 5 DEGRADED CDRE DETERMINATION GUIDE (INFORMATION USE) ©3 

r~---------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-~-----1 

1 NOTE - Response to Degraded Core question has a significant impact on Iodine to ! 

:·Noble Gas ratio and resultant dose projection calculations.©4 
: 

-~-- ------- ------.=-'--------------~...;._-------'---_----- .. -.. -... ---- --... ~ -- ·------~------------~-... -- -----------·:--- ------ ---·- ---~- ------ --------------------· 
1. Core is considered Degraded if any of following conditions are met or if they 

were met and have subsequently dropped below threshold: 

1.1 Primary Coolant Activity greater than 300 µCi/gm Dose 
Equivalent 1-131.©7 

1.2 DW Rad Monitor reading greater than 2500 Rem/hr. 

1.3 SAG 1 entry is required due to any of following: 

1.3.1 Non-Failure-to-Scram: 

1.3.1.1 RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained 
greater than -183", or 

1.3.1.2 RPV water level cannot be rest9red and maintained 
greater than or equal to -209" and no core spray 
subsystem flow can be restored and maintained greater 
than or equal to 4,750 gpm. 

1.3.2 Failure-to-Scram: 

1.3.2.1 RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained 
greater than -183" and core steam flow cannot be 
restored and maintained greater than 800,000 lbm/hr. 

1.3.3 Core damage is occurring due to loss of core cooling. 

1.4 Any condition in opinion of Emergency Director that indicates loss of fuel 
clad barrier. Examples: 

• 15,000 mrem/hr on SJAE monitor. 

• Non-LOCA with DW Rad Monitor reading greater than 115 Rem/hr. 

• Main Steam Line Radiation Monitor readings greater than or equal to 
Hi-Hi Alarm Setpoint. 
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ATIACHMENT 6 TRANSIT TIMES AND EFFECTIVE AGES OF NOBLE GASES AT RECEPTOR SITES (INFORMATION USE) 

1. Effective Ag~ is defined as time elapsed (hrs) since shutdown. For off-site 
locations, effective age of isotopic mixture may be obtained through 
summarizing following components: 

• Effective age at time of release onset. 

~ Transit time from release point to receptor site. 

2. CALCULATION OF TRANSIT TIME FROM RELEASE POINT TO RECEPTOR 
LOCATION 

• Estimate downwind distance (miles) to receptor location. 

• Divide distance in miles by 100 meter level (if release from ERP) or 
10 meter (if release not from ERP) wind speed (mph) to determine plume 
transit time. 

. (2) 
(1) 100 METER OR 10 METER (3) 

RECEPTOR SITE LEVEL WIND SPEED PLUME TRANSIT TIME 
DOWNWIND DISTANCE (as appropriate) (hrs) 

(miles) (mph) (1) + (2) 

DETERMINATION OF EFFECTIVE AGES AT RECEPTOR SITES 

(3) 
(1) (2) EFFECTIVE AGE OF 

EFFECTIVE AGE OF TRANSIT TIME FROM ISOTOPIC MIXTURE AT 
MIXTURE AT TIME OF RELEASE POINT TO RECEPTOR LOCATION 

RELEASE ONSET RECEPTOR LOCATION (hrs) 
(hrs) (hrs) (1) + (2) 
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ATTACHMENT 7 PMIS SYSTEM ACCESS AND USE (INFORMATION USE) 

1. PLANT MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM (PMIS) 

1.1 PMIS System (PMIS) is set of programs and hardware provided by NPPD. 
that make use of VMS functions and additional peripherals (Data 
Concentrators) which provides access to plant parameters. 

2. PMIS COMPUTERS 

2.1 PMIS computers share common set of peripherals (disk drives, terminals, 
etc.) and software common to that computers security level. 

3. VMS OPERATING SYSTEM 

3.1 The VMS Operating System (VMS) is the host operating system for the 
PMIS computers. It is a set of programs that interface with computer 
hardware and peripherals, and allows computers to recognize and 
process ,commands. 

4. PMIS MODES 

4.1 PMIS has three operational modes, Primary, Primary/Backup, and 
Backup, and will operate on either computer in one of these three 
modes. Computer with PMIS operating in either Primary or 
Primary/Backup Mode is referred to as Primary System and one with 
PMIS operating in Backup Mode is referred to as Backup System. 

4.2 Primary and Primary/Backup Modes provide full PMIS capabilities, 
consisting (in part) of data acquisition and conversion, data display, data 
archiving, alarm processing, self-monitoring, and many other functions 
that perform specialized calculations and displays. 

4.3 Backup Mode monitors Primary System, transfers information necessary 
to keep Backup System files and tables up-to-date, and automatically 
changes to Primary Mode when a loss of Primary System is detected 
(referred to as a FAILOVER). Although many functions are available on 
Backup System, their use is discouraged because lack of real-time data 
results in display of inaccurate information (CNS-DOSE is an exception). 

i 

5. PMIS ACCESS 

5.1 Access to PMIS is gained through various video display terminals and 
printers, including color graphic Information Display Terminals (IDTs) 
dedicated exclusively for PMIS access in Control Room, TSC, and EOF. 
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5.2 IDTs and printers are selectively connected to either computer through 
networks controlled by PMIS. 

6. SCREEN FORMAT 

6.1 When terminal is under control of PMIS (instead of VMS), then screen 
display will be in standard format consisting of four areas: OCA, GGDA, 
SSA, and FKA. 

6.2 Operator Communication Area (OCA) consists of top two lines on screen. 
Area is generally used to prompt for and receive user inputs and display 
advisory and warning messages. In addition, some displays that require 
only one or two lines of screen use OCA for display. Also (though 
technically not part of OCA), current date and time (updated once a 
second) is displayed at right side of screen on lines 1 and 2. 

6.3 General and Graphic Display Area (GGDA) consists of lines 4 through 47 
and is used for most displays. In addition, some displays (chiefly 
functions requiring significant editing) also prompt for and receive user 
inputs in GGDA. 

6.4 SPDS Status Area (SSA) consists of lines 45 through 48 and contain four 
boxes that represent (by color code) status of Safety Parameter Display 
System (SPDS), which is software system monitoring selected plant 
parameters and determines overall plant safety status. 

6.5 Function Key Area (FKA) consists of bottom two (50 and 51) lines of 
screen. FKA is used to indicate which of definable function keys are 
enabled. It indicates which mode PMIS is in, Plant Mode, and whether or 
not a PMIS "event" has occurred. 

7. SCREEN-COPY FUNCTION 

7 .1 Screen-copy function is activated by PRESSING HARD COPY key. It 
provides full screen reproduction in color on printer located in same 
general area as terminal. 

8. PRINTER 

8.1 Printers are connected to a specific computer and are generally accessed 
when a " ... PRINT ... " option is selected and a "logical name" is entered. 
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9. IDE FIELD 

9.1 User input to PMIS programs is through an open IDE (Interactive Data 
Entry) field on terminal. Open IDE field is denoted by yellow box that 
appears in OCA or GGDA area. Anything typed on keyboard will be 
echoed in box. Erasing or back-spacing is accomplished with DEL key. 
All entries into an IDE field must be terminated by PRESSING ENTER 
key unless field is overfilled or a function key is pressed (terminal 
automatically adds a carriage return character in those cases). 

10. TURN-ON-CODE 

10.1 Turn-On-Code (TOC) is mechanism by which commands are issued to 
PMIS. This is one to eight character code interpreted by PMIS and 
corresponding command is issued. 

11. PMIS DATABASE 

11.1 All plant parameters (or additional data based on plant or PMIS 
parameters) processed by PMIS SYSTEM are defined in PMIS DATABASE, 
which is a file that specifies origin of data, frequency at which it is 
processed, type of processing to be performed, etc. Each parameter is 
referred to as a "point" and is identified by a one to eight character name 
or POINT-ID (PID). 

12. PMIS DATA PROCESSING 

12.1 Some PMIS points are processed by scanning plant sensors (through 
Data Concentrator) while others are calculated based on values of 
previously processed points or PMIS parameters. All point values are 
then assigned a quality code stored in Current Value Table (CVT). 

12.2 Data in CVT is considered to be "real-time" and representative of current 
plant and system conditions. 

12.3 At regular intervals (and other special circumstances), point values are 
also stored in an Archive File, which provides rv 24 hours of on-line 
historical information. 

13. PMIS DATA ACCESS 

13.1 All point values in CVT and Archive File are accessed by the POINT-ID. 
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14. QUALITY CODES 

14.1 Quality Code, assigned when point values are assigned, represents 
general status and "health" of point, and determines how it is used by 
PMIS programs. Following is list of PMIS quality codes and related 
information. 

CODE DESCRIPTION COLOR HEALTH 

UNK Value unknown - not yet processed White Bad 
DEL Processing has been disabled Magenta Bad 
NCAL Value cannot be calculated Magenta Bad 
INVL Data concentrator error Magenta Bad 
RDER Data concentrator error Magenta Bad 
OIC Data concentrator error Magenta Bad 
BAD Outside instrument range Magenta Bad 
STAG Point failed stagnation check Magenta Bad 
UDEF Undefined (spare) Magenta Bad 
REDU Fails redundant point check Magenta Bad 
HALM Above high alarm limit Red Good 
LALM Below low alarm limit Red Good 
HWRN Above high warning limit Yellow Good 
LWRN Below low warning limit Yellow Good 
ALM State/Change-of-State alarm Red Good 
SUB Value has been substituted Blue Good 
DALM Alarm checking has been disabled Green Good 
INHB Alarm inhibited by cut-out point Green Good 
GOOD Passes all other checks Green Good 

14.2 Not listed above is quality code OSUB (Operator Substituted), which is 
treated same as SUB, and indicates value was substituted within 
program. OSUB is not used in CVT. 

15. PMIS LOGIN 

15.1 IF windows desktop displayed, 
THEN START IDT software. 

15.2 IF Connection and Data Server Information dialog box displayed, 
THEN PRESS Attempt Connection button. 
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15.3 IF current date and time displayed in OCA and is being updated about 
once a second, 
THEN PERFORM following: 

rcNOTE-:-r>asswo-rCi_i_n-io~m~tion-wi-1Tnot--be--ciispia-yeci-to;-c:oii.--ioi-a~-£is ____ _ 
1 entered automatically. 
----.------ - - -.- ---- ""'._'"'_~-.- --_-.-;- -- -- -- ---."':'=- ... .,.. - '"'":''"' - :--:-:-:' _____ .,.. ---------_"':._":''"'-:"' _____ - - =- :- =--=-':!"::""'"'.--:.-.--.-.-- - - - --- ---- "; '"'":'":'"':'~":'-":'":'"':''"'"'"'"''"''"''"'":'":' .. 

15.3.1 IF "ENTER PASSWORD ... " displayed on line 2 for CDA IDT, 
TH EN IDT is to be re-booted. 

15.3.2 IF IDT is business computer, 
THEN ENTER designated password and PRESS ENTER key. 

15.3.3 IF "SELECT FUNC. KEY OR TURN ON CODE ... " and open IDE field 
displayed on line 2, 
THEN IDT is logged into PMIS. No further action is necessary. 

15.3.4 IF display is operating (such as DOSE program), 
THEN PRESS CANC key. 

15.3.5 IF terminal does not respond or does not meet any of above 
criteria, 
_THEN PRESS reset key once and LOG on again. 

15.3.6 IF neither of above criteria met or specified sequence of events 
does not occur, 
THEN CONTACT Information Technology (IT) Department for 
assistance. 

16. ACTIVATING A TURN-ON-CODE 

16.1 IF display currently operating in area of screen desired, TOC requires, 
THEN PRESS CANC key. 

16.2 WHEN "SELECT FUNC. KEY OR TURN ON CODE ... " displayed followed by 
open IDE field, 
THEN ENTER one of following: 

16.2.1 TOC (i.e., "GROUP" -- activates Group Display Program; program 
will then prompt user to select menu option). 

16.2.2 TOC followed by space and optional text (i.e., "PLOT 
ARM1" -- activates Real-Time Plot Program and plots group 
"ARM1" without further user input; note optional text is 
recognized by only selected TOCs). 
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16.2.3 PRESS one of programmabl~ function keys on right hand key pad 
or top row of function keys (i.e., blue "GROUP DISP" 
key -- functions same as first example). 

16.3 REFER to FKA for function keys enabled and their descriptions. USE 
other options as provided by each program. 

16.4 To EXIT a program, USE specified exit option (if provided) or PRESS 
CANC function key. 

17. DETERMINING TO WHICH SYSTEM A TERMINAL IS CONNECTED 

17.1 PMIS System to which terminal is connected is indicated by "CONSOLE 
= ... " on bottom line of FKA as follows: 

• CONSOLE = PRIMARY - Connected to Primary System operating in 
Primary Mode. 

• CONSOLE = PRIM/BAC - Connected to Primary System operating in 
Primary/Backup Mode. 

• CONSOLE = BACKUP - Connected to Backup System. 

• CONSOLE = UNKNOWN - PMIS is in transition or unknown state. 
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ATTACHMENT 8 INFORMATION SHEET (INFORMATION USE) 

1. PURPOSE ® 1© 5 

1.1 Perform dose assessment using CNS-DOSE computer program during 
emergency event resulting in off-site radiological release. 

2. PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 

2.1 When adjusting CNS-DOSE with field sample results, CNS-DOSE shall not 
generate dose assessment projections based on field sample values that 
are lower than projected dose values of CNS-DOSE. 

2.2 Control Room is not required to perform Attachment 2 for correlating 
field sample results to CNS-DOSE projection results as specified in 
NUREG 0654, Revision 1; Pages 2 through 9. 

3. DISCUSSION 

3.1 CNS-DOSE is programmed to perform dose projections from Multiple 
Source Releases. CNS-DOSE calculates projected off-site dose and dose 
rates based upon aggregate releases from both ground level and 
elevated release sources.©6 

3.2 CNS-DOSE Computer program is software application operated on PMIS 
computers and is Primary method of dose projection. 

3.3 Following equipment and materials are needed to perform CNS-DOSE 
and are located in Dose Assessment Area of EOF and TSC: 

• Computer terminals. 

• Computer printers. 

• PMIS data healthy. 

3.4 CNS-DOSE makes use of current meteorological and radiological data 
from PMIS and manually entered data to perform dose projection for 
area surrounding CNS. 

3.5 CNS-DOSE program will abbreviate words such as release (rel), wind 
direction (DIR) in degrees (deg), lOOM tower (meter), Standby Gas 
Treatment (SGT), etc. 
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3.6 When performing CNS-DOSE, data can be entered to perform "what if" 
or "look ahead" projections. Data used for decision making purposes 
must be accurate for release point being evaluated (i.e., how does 
release go from fuel to release point). 

3. 7 When CNS-DOSE program is started or NEw Sample option is selected, 
then new data will be loaded into program, updating previously loaded 
information and resetting manually entered information. 

3.8 Where possible, data used is from same source as used by computer 
programs. 

3.9 Initial CNS-DOSE projections are based upon assumed radionuclide 
concentrations until actual concentrations have been measured. Off-site 
sample results from Field Monitoring Teams are used to determine dose 
correction factor which may be applied to adjust CNS-DOSE program. 

3.9.1 Attachment 2 provides EO.F Dose Assessment personnel with 
means of correlating Field Monitoring Team iodine concentration 
data with CNS DOSE projected iodine concentration. 

3.9.2 Radiological Assessment Supervisor (RAS) compares Field 
Monitoring Team sample results to CNS-DOSE reports that closely 
correspond with time of release from plant considering transit 
time from release point to field sample location. 

3.9.3 Correlation methodology as described in Attachments 2 and 3 
provide EOF Dose Assessment personnel with means of correlating 
Field Monitoring Team iodine concentration data with CNS-DOSE 
projected iodine concentration. Such a correlation is necessary to 
determine if initial Protective Action Recommendations (PARs) 
were adequate to protect health and safety of public. 

3.9.4 For adjustment purposes, Field Monitoring Team air sample 
results are assumed to be plume centerline results. When 
adjusting for field team results, CNS-DOSE program data needs to 
reflect conditions in existence at time plume segment being 
sampled was being released. New data will need to be manually 
adjusted and entered into CNS-DOSE to reflect correct historical 
data to yield accurate field team-corrected dose assessment 
results. 
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4. RECORDS 

4.1 Attachment 3 from actual events shall be forwarded to EP Manager 
within 5 working days of their completion (quality record upon 
completion). 

5. REFERENCES 

5.1 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

5.1.1 Technical Specification Bases B.3.3.6.1 (2.d), Main Steam Line 
Radiation - High. 

5.2 CODES AND STANDARDS 

5.2.1 EPA 400-R-92-001, May 1992, Manual of Protective Action Guides 
and Protective Actions for Nuclear Incidents. 

5.2.2 Health Physics Journal, November 1981, Noble Gas Dose Rate 
Conversion Factors. 

5.2.3 ICRP 59, Working Breathing Rate. 

5.2.4 NRC Regulatory Guide 1.23, Revision 1, March 2007, 
Meteorological Programs for Nuclear Power Plants. 

5.2.5 NRC Regulatory Guide 1.109, Revision 1, October 1977, 
Calculation of Annual Doses to Man from Routine Releases of 
Reactor Effluents for Purpose of Evaluating Compliance with 
10CFR50, Appendix I, Iodine Inhalation Dose Factors. 

5.2.6 NRC Regulatory Guide 1.111, July 1977, Methods for Estimating 
Atmospheric Transport and Dispersion of Gaseous Effluents in 
Routine Releases from Light-Water-Cooled Reactors. 

5.2.7 NRC Regulatory Guide 1.145, August 1979, Atmospheric 
Dispersion Models for Potential Accident Consequence 
Assessments at Nuclear Power Plants. 
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5.3 DRAWINGS (MAPS) 

5.3.1 Cooper Nuclear Station 50 Mile Emergency Planning Zone, 50 Mile 
Radius. 

5.3.2 NPPD Drawing CNS-MI-03, Preselected Radiological Sampling and 
Monitoring Points in the Vicinity of Cooper Nuclear Station, 10 Mile 
Radius. 

5.3.3 NPPD Drawing CNS-MI-102, Atmospheric Dispersion Model (EPM2) 
Special Receptor Points, 10 Mile Radius. 

5.3.4 NPPD Drawing 2.2 (P3-A-45), Cooper Nuclear Station Site and 
Property Boundary, 1 Mile Radius. 

5.4 PROCEDURES 

5.4.1 Computer System Operating Procedure 2.6.3PMIS, PMIS 
Computer System Operation and Outage Recovery. 

5.4.2 Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure 5. 7 .1, Emergency 
Classification. 

5.4.3 Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure 5. 7.16, Release Rate 
Determination. 

5.4.4 Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure 5.7.17.1, Dose 
Assessment (Manual). 

5.4.5 Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure 5.7.20, Protective Action 
Recommendations. 

5.5 MISCELLANEOUS 

5.5.1 Engineering Evaluation EE 02-056, Elimination of Meteorological 
Instrumentation System Strip Chart Recorder References. 

5.5.2 NEDC 99-034, Control Room, EAB, and LPZ Doses Following a 
CRDA. 

5.5.3 NEDC 02-004, Estimation of Steam Jet Air Ejector Radiation 
Monitor, RMP-RM-150A (B), Readings Following a 1 % Fuel Clad 
Release (Degraded Core) in Reactor Coolant System. 
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5.5.4 NEDC 02-009, Estimation of Primary Containment High Range 
Monitor, RMA-RM-40A (B), Readings Following 1 % Clad Failure in 
RCS Under Non-LOCA Conditions. 

5.5.5 NEDC 02-20, Estimation of Reactor Coolant System Dose 
Equivalent I-131 Concentration Following a 1°/o Fuel Clad Failure 
(Degraded Core) Under Non-LOCA Conditions. 

5.5.6 NED0-31400, Safety Evaluation for Eliminating BWR MSIV Closure 
Function and Scram Function for MSL Rad Monitors. 

5.5.7 NEI 99-01, Revision 5, SER TAC Number ME0840. 

5.5.8 SAIC Document Number 502-85500107-72, PMIS Operator's 
Manual. 

5.5.9 Software Alteration 5000710, Modify CNS-DOSE For Multi-Point 
Release, December 2014.©6 

5.5.10 ® 1 TIP Action Plan 5.2.2.1, Revision 1, Action 1. Major revision 
6/28/02 to clarify Control Room tasks. Affects entire procedure 
(Attachment 8, Step 1 flagged). 

5.6 NRC COMMITMENTS 

5.6.1 © 1 NRC Commitment NLS91000613-05. NPPD Response to 
IR 91-12, Assure the correct input for the Standby Gas Treatment 
System is selected. Commitment affects Attachment 1, NOTE 
prior to Step 3.7 and Step 3.7.1. 

5.6.2 ©2 NRC Commitment NLS91000613-06. NPPD Response to 
IR 91-12, Facilitate correlation of field team data with dose 
projections and facilitate verification of protective action 
recommendations. Commitment affects Attachments 2, 3, and 4. 

5.6.3 © 3 NRC Commitment NSD921204-07, IR 92-14 Corrective 
Actions. Cladding Damage Criterion was clarified. Commitment 
affects Attachment 1, Step 3. 9.1, and Attachment 5. 
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5.6.4 © 4 NRC Commitment NLS8900460-03 and 04 NPPD Response to 
IR 89-35. Commit 3 was to stress importance of selecting correct 
setting for "core degraded" input to dose assessment computer 
models and Commit 4 was to require coordination between 
Engineering, Operations, ahd Health Physics personnel in 
determining "core degraded" status. Commitment affects 
Attachment 1, Step 3.9.2, and Attachment 5, NOTE before Step 1. 

5.6.5 © 5 NRC Commitment 811217-01-07. NPPD Response to IR 81-13, 
Develop a Functional Procedure for Dose Assessment. 
Commitment affects entire procedure (Attachment 8, Step 1 
flagged). 

5.6.6 © 6 NRC Commitment NLS2013056-01, Revise offsite Dose 
Assessment computer methodology to include capability to 
automatically sum selected assessment results using a revised 
computer code. Commitment affects Attachment 1 and 
Attachment 8, Steps 3.1 and 5.5.9. 

5.6.7 © 7 NRC Commitment NLS2014035-02, to maintain the capability 
for classifying fuel damage events at the Alert level threshold for 
CNS at radioactivity levels of 300 µCi/cc dose equivalent iodine. 
Commitment affects Attachment 5, Step 1.1. 
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1. ENTRY CONDITIONS (INFORMATION USE) 

1.1 Actual or projected radiological release above NOUE release rate limits 
has occurred requiring dose assessment per Emergency Director (ED). 

1.2 CNS-DOSE software is unavailable or inoperable requiring use of hand 
calculated dose assessment. 

2. INSTRUCTIONS (REFERENCE USE) 

2.1 USE Table 1 to select appropriate activity. 

TABLE 1 

DESIRED ACTIVITY GOTO 

Dose assessment at plume centerline at 1, 2, 5, and 
Attachment 1 10 miles from site. 

Dose assessment at non-centerline specific receptor 
Attachment 5 locations at non-standard distances from site. 

Core Damage Estimate using In-Containment High Range 
Attachment 9 

Radiation Monitors.©1 

2.2 IF any of following occur, 
• Significant meteorological changes in wind speed, wind direction, and 

precipitation. 
• Every hour for effective age 0-10 hours. 
• Every 10 hours for effective age 10-100 hours. 
• Conditions reach critical parameter per ED/Radiological Assessment 

Supervisor (RAS). 
THEN RE-PERFORM dose assessment. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION (CENTERLINE) 
(REFERENCE USE) 

ATIACHMENT 1 HAND CALCULATED DDSE PROJECTION (CENTERLINE) (REFERENCE USE) 

i-'---- ------- - ---- - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - -_--.---- -- - - - -- -- ------ --·-·----------------------·- ----- -- - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - .. ----- --- - --,--------

i NOTE 1 - Attachment 12 provides assistance for use of PMIS, including PMIS 
: login and turn-on code activation. 
I 
I 

' I 

i NOTE 2 - Attachment 13 provides assistance for selection of PMIS RAD and MET 

i--~-~~-<:1_ J?_<?} _~~-~ ~--- -- ------- --- ---- --- ---------- ----------- ----- -- ~- --------- -- --.- ------- --------·- -- -- ----- --- ------·- ------ --- ---

1. IF CNS-DOSE unavailable but PMIS available, 
THEN OBTAIN RAD and MET data from following screens: 

• PMISOS. 

• SPDS01. 

• DOSEIN. 

2. OBTAIN RAD release rates from following: 

• PMIS. 

• Effluent KAMAN monitor readouts in Control Room. 

o Effluent KAMAN monitor readouts in building. 

• Via calculation from EPIP 5.7.16. 

3. IF KAMAN monitor inoperable or HCVS used, 
THEN concurrently PERFORM EPIP 5.7.16 to determine radiological release 
rate. 

4. RECORD noble gas release rate value (µCi/sec) in Table 2-1, Block 1. 

----- ---- ----------~-------- ------------ --- -- -- ------------- -_:._ ---- --------- --- ----- ---- --------- ---- -- -------.-----------.c:---------- ----
NOTE - SGT running and in flow path to ERP does not mean SGT is in effluent 
stream. Multiple release paths may exist (e.g., there is a release with SGT 
running in effluent stream to ERP with simultaneous unfiltered release through 

-~~9_r:i_~--~~c:i_l): __ ~-~--~-~fll~-~~~-~--~~l_~-~~~-p_9_~t!~_<'.IY_!:0~Y~~~~~-~~i-~~-~~-~~-i_r]}L~-~ep_~:i~~~----·-

s. DETERMINE if release pathway through SGT. 

5.1 CONSULT with following to coordinate answer:©2 

• Operations. 

• RP/Chemistry, if available. 

• Engineering, if available. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION (CENTERLINE) 
(REFERENCE USE) 

5.2 Use Table 1-1 to SELECT appropriate entry for release pathway through 
SGT based on release path and plant conditions. 

TABLE 1-1 

RELEASE SOURCE RELEASE FILTERED THROUGH SGT 

ERP Yes: Rx Bldg 

HCVS No: HCVS 

ERP No: Gland Seal Steam, Main Condenser 
through Air Removal and Off-Gas 

Reactor Bldg 
No: Rx HVAC or direct ground level from 

blowout panel or other opening 

Turbine Bldg No: TB HVAC or direct ground level from 
blowout panel or other opening 

Turbine Bldg 
No: TB HVAC plus Reactor Bldg via 

TB-Reactor Bldg blowout panel 

RW/ARW Bldg 
No: RW/ARW HVAC or other direct ground 

level opening 

5.3 IF release pathway through SGT, 
THEN RECORD 0.01 in Table 2-1, Block 2. 

5.4 IF release pathway not through SGT, 
THEN RECORD 1.0 in Table 2-1, Block 2. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION (CENTERLINE) 
(REFERENCE USE) 

..,._-- ----------- ----- -- -- - -- ------------ ... _ .. --- --------------- ---- ------------.--.----.--- -.---- ... --.. ---·-- -------- -- .. ;. ---·----- --- .... ..: .... ---___ -:_·..;: 

NOTE - Reactor shutdown under all conditions is met by any of following : 
conditions: : 
•All rods fully inserted. 
• Reactor scram and power below 3°/o. 
• Cold shutdown boron weight injected per EOPs. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ !:: -- -----------------:-----~------- ............ · ... · .... ---- ___ -:_ ---------·- --------... -------·- --- -__ .., ........... _. _ _,.. ___ ------.:....--..; ---- ---· ·---------------·-·-·· 

6. OBTAIN time of Rx Shutdown under all conditions. 

6.1 RECORD time of Rx Shutdown: ___ _ 

6.2 CONSULT with following to coordinate answer: 

• Operations. 

• RP/Chemistry, if available. 

• Engineering, if available. 

6.3 RECORD Time Since Shutdown under all conditions in hours value in 
Table 2-1, Block 3. 

7. DETERMINE if core is degraded based on plant conditions. 

7.1 REFER to Attachment 8_ for guidance on degraded core.©4 

7.2 CONSULT with following to coordinate answer:©5 

• Operations. 

• RP/Chemistry, if available. 

• Engineering, if available. 

7 .3 IF core degraded, 
THEN OBTAIN Iodine to Noble Gas ratio from Table 2-7. 

7.3.1 RECORD value in Table 2-1, Block 4. 

7.4 IF core not degraded, 
THEN RECORD 1.86E-7 in Table 2-1, Block 4. 

8. OBTAIN Noble Gas Energy Factor (MeV/dis) based on time since shutdown in 
hours from Table 2-8. 

8.1 RECORD value in Table 2-1, Block 5. 
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ATIACHMENT 1 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION (CENTERLINE) 
(REFERENCE USE) 

--... --------- -...... ~---- ------------ --- -___ .. -........ ---·-·- --··------ -... - -- -~-..;.--.... .;._ ... .:.. .:;._.:..-.:.. ......... --- ... - ---- - ..... --·---'----------_o:_-... -- -____ .;,.;; .. '- ------.-·-------.----·--, 
NOTE - MET Tower instrumentation from different trains may be used for each 
elevation or parameter when performing dose assessment with "A" being , 
preferred train. If 100 meter MET tower is out of service or unavailable, PMIS will l 
default to next highest tower if elevated release. Default is 60M. _ _ : 
':"!'- - -- - - -- --- - - -:---.---~ .......... - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - ---.--·---:~.--~-------.--- - - --------------- -·-·":· 

9. OBTAIN 15 minute average wind speed in miles per hour (mph). 

9.1 IF release from ERP, 
THEN USE data in following preferred order for elevated release: 

9.1.1 PMIS 100 meter level. 

9.1.2 PMIS 60 meter level. 

9.1.3 CONTACT NWS at 402-359-4381 or refer to telephone directory 
and OBTAIN average wind speed estimate for 100 meter 
elevation. 

9.1.4 Historical default wind speed value of 13 mph. 

9.2 IF release from any other source, 
THEN USE data in following preferred order for ground level release: 

9.2.1 PMIS 10 meter level. 

9.2.2 PMIS 60 meter level. 

9.2.3 CONTACT NWS at 402-359-4381 or refer to telephone directory 
and OBTAIN average wind speed estimate for 10 meter 
elevation. 

9.2.4 Historical default wind speed value of 8 mph. 

9.3 RECORD 15 minute average wind speed in Table 2-1, Block 6. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION (CENTERLINE) 
(REFERENCE USE) 

10. OBTAIN wind direction (degree from). 

10.1 IF release source from ERP, 
THEN USE data in following preferred order: 

10.1.1 PMIS 100 meter level. 

10.1.2 PMIS 60 meter level. 

10.1.3 CONTACT NWS at 402-359-4381 or refer to telephone directory 
and OBTAIN estimate of average wind direction at CNS (degree 
from) at 100 meter elevation. 

10.2 IF release source from any other source, 
THEN USE data in following preferred order: 

10.2.1 PMIS 10 meter level. 

10.2.2 PMIS 60 meter level. 

10.2.3 CONTACT NWS at 402-359-4381 or refer to telephone directory 
and OBTAIN estimate of average wind direction at CNS (degree 
from) for 10 meter elevation. 

10.3 RECORD wind direction (degree from) in Table 2-1, Block 7. 

11. DETERMINE atmospheric stability class ("A" through "G"). 

11.1 IF release from ERP, 
THEN USE data in following preferred order: 

11.1.1 Direct PMIS stability class readout. 

11.1.2 PMIS data below and Table 1-2. 

100 meter (°F) ___ minus 10 meter (°F) ___ equals delta-T __ _ 

TABLE 1-2 

Delta-T °F ~ -3.08 
> -3.08 to > -2.75 to > -2.43 to > -0.81 to > 2.43 to > 6.48 
~ -2.75 ~ -2.43 ~ -0.81 ~ 2.43 ~ 6.48 

Stability Class A B c D E F G 
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ATTACHMENT 1 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION (CENTERLINE) 
(REFERENCE USE) 

11.1.3 PMIS data below and Table 1-3. 

60 meter (°F) ___ minus 10 meter (°F) ___ equals delta-T __ _ 

TABLE 1-3 
I 

Delta-T °F :::; -1.71 
> -1.71 to > -1.46 to > -1.35 to > -0.45 to > 1.35 to > 3.6 :::; -1.46 s -1.35 s -0.45 s 1.35 :::; 3.6 

Stability Class A B c D E F G 

11.1.4 PMIS 100 meter sigma-theta data below and Table 1-4. 

11.1.5 PMIS 60 meter sigma-theta data below and Table 1-4. 

11.1.6 PMIS 10 meter sigma-theta data below and Table 1-4. 

Sigma-theta from 100 M, 60 M, or 10 M: _______ _ 

TABLE 1-4 

Sigma-Theta ~ 22.5 
< 22.5 to < 17.5 to < 12.5 to < 7.5 to < 3.8 to~ < 2.1 
~ 17.5 ~ 12.5 ~ 7.5 ~ 3.8 2.1 

Stability Class A B c D E F G 

11.1.7 NWS data below and Table 1-5. 

11.1.7.1 CONTACT NWS at 402-359-4381 or refer to telephone 
directory. 

100 meter (°F) ___ minus 10 meter (°F) ___ equals delta-T __ _ 

TABLE 1-5 

Delta-T °F :::; -3.08 
> -3.08 to > -2.75 to > -2.43 to > -0.81 to > 2.43 to > 6.48 s -2.75 s -2.43 s -0.81 s 2.43 s 6.48 

Stability Class A B c D E F G 

11.1.8 IF stability class unknown, 
THEN USE historical default "D" stability class. 
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ATIACHMENT 1 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION (CENTERLINE) 
(REFERENCE USE) 

11.2 IF release from any other source, 
THEN USE data in following preferred order: 

11.2.1 Direct PMIS stability class readout. 

11.2.2 PMIS data below and Table 1-6. 

60 meter (°F) ___ minus 10 meter (°F) ___ equals delta-T __ 

TABLE 1-6 

Delta-T 0 f s -1.71 
> -1.71 to > -1.46 to > -1.35 to > -0.45 to > 1.35 to 

> 3.6 s -1.46 s -1.35 s -0.45 s 1.35 s 3.6 

Stability Class A B c D E f G 

11.2.3 PMIS data below and Table 1-7. 

100 meter (°F) ___ minus 10 meter (°F) ___ equals delta-T __ _ 

TABLE 1-7 

Delta-T 0 f s -3.08 
> -3.08 to > -2.75 to > -2.43 to > -0.81 to > 2.43 to 

> 6.48 s -2.75 s -2.43 ~ -0.81 ~ 2.43 s 6.48 

Stability Class A B c D E F G 

11.2.4 PMIS 10 meter sigma-theta data below and Table 1-8. 

11.2.5 PMIS 60 meter sigma-theta data below and Table 1-8. 

11.2.6 PMIS 100 meter sigma-theta data below and Table 1-8. 

Sigma-theta from 10 M, 60 M, or 100 M: ___ _ 

TABLE 1-8 

Sigma-Theta 2 22.5 
< 22.5 to < 17.5 to < 12.5 to < 7.5 to < 3.8 to 2 < 2.1 ;::: 17.5 2 12.5 2 7.5 2 3.8 2.1 

Stability Class A B c D E f G 
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ATTACHMENT 1 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION (CENTERLINE) 
(REFERENCE USE) 

11.2.7 NWS data below and Table 1-9. 

11.2.7.1 CONTACT NWS at 402-359-4381 or refer to telephone 
directory. 

60 meter (0 f) ~-___ minus 10 meter (0 f) ___ equals delta-T __ 

TABLE 1-9 

Delta-T °F s -1.71 
> -1.71 to > -1.46 to > -1.35 to > -0.45 to > 1.35 to > 3.6 s -1.46 s -1.35 s -0.45 s 1.35 s 3.6 

Stability Class A B c D E F G 

11.2.8 IF stability class unknown, 
THEN USE historical default "D" stability class. 

11.3 RECORD stability class value in Table 2-1, Block 8. 

12. DETERMINE if release pathway is into Reactor Building (credit Rx BLDG for 
plate-out). 

12.1 CONSULT with following to coordinate answer: 

• Operations. 

• RP/Chemistry, if available. 

• Engineering, if available. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION (CENTERLINE) 
(REFERENCE USE) 

12.2 Use Table 1-10 to SELECT appropriate entry for release pathway based 
on release path and plant conditions. 

TABLE 1-10 

RELEASE SOURCE RELEASE PATH 

ERP 
Reactor Bldg through SGT without Hard Pipe 
Vent 

HCVS Primary Containment through HCVS 

ERP Gland Seal Steam, Main Condenser through 
Air Removal, and Off-Gas 

Reactor Bldg 
Reactor Bldg HVAC or direct ground level 
from blowout panel or other opening 

Turbine Bldg 
TB HVAC or direct ground level from blowout 
panel or other opening 

Turbine Bldg 
TB HVAC plus Reactor Bldg via TB-Reactor 
Bldg blowout panel 

RW/ARW Bldg 
RW/ARW HVAC or other direct ground level 
opening 

12.3 IF NO indicating release bypasses Reactor Building, 
THEN RECORD 1.0 in Table 2-1, Block 9. 

12.4 IF YES indicating release path into or through Reactor Building, 
THEN RECORD 0.5 in Table 2-1, Block 9. 

13. OBTAIN TEDE Noble Gas Dose Conversion Factor from Table 2-9. 

13.1 RECORD value in Table 2-2, Block 10. 

14. OBTAIN TEDE Iodine Dose Conversion Factor from Table 2-9. 

14.1 RECORD value in Table 2-2, Block 11. 

15. OBTAIN CDE Iodine Dose Conversion Factor from Table 2-9. 

15.1 RECORD value in Table 2-2, Block 12. 

ENTER 

Yes-0.5 

No-1.0 

No-1.0 

Yes-0.5 

No-1.0 

Yes-0.5 

No-1.0 
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ATTACHMENT 1 "HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION (CENTERLINE) 
(REFERENCE USE) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
NOTE - Control Room personnel are not responsible for correlating Field l 
-~~~!~~~)n~-!~9-~-~~?-~--~~~~-~~~~!~9_? __ 11!_!~~-~~~~-~~-'-~~!9_~~~--~~?~_P!:<?l~-~~!~~~-'------------__: 

16. CALCULATE TEDE "Sub-Calculation" value. 

16.1 MULTIPLY Table 2-1, Block 1 by Block 5, and then by Table 2-2, 
Block 10, to obtain Noble Gas portion. 

16.2 MULTIPLY Table 2-1, Block 1 by Block 2 by Block 4 by Block 9, and 
then by Table 2-2, Block 11, to obtain Iodine portion. 

16.3 ADD Noble Gas results from Step 16.1 and Iodine results from 
Step 16.2. 

16.4 DIVIDE results of Step 16.3 by Table 2-1, Block 6, to complete TEDE 
Sub-Calculation. 

r-·N(i-TE-=-Hanci"ca·1-cLii~teCi-Cio5e-a55-e55m_e_ntprojectio_ri_5_5t1a-11--r1-0I--t>e--~c;r:r=eC:I~-c:t ____ 1 

i downward based on field sampies. _ __ _ _ ~ .. -.. --.. -------- -- ~ - --:: -"":--.----------- ---- - - - - - - - --- - --- ,.. --------- ------------- ------------~-- -_..;. ___ , __ ._ ------------ ---- .. -- ______ _.. 

16.5 OBTAIN Field Sample Correction Factor (CF) results from Table 4-1, 
Column 6. 

16.5.1 IF Field Sample CF results unavailable or less than 1.0, 
THEN RECORD 1.0 and PROCEED to Step 16.6. 

16.5.2 IF Field Sample CF results greater than 1.0, 
THEN PERFORM following: 

16.5.2.1 RECORD Field Sample CF value in Table 2-3, upper 
Block 13. 

16.5.2.2 MULTIPLY results of Step 16.4 by Field Sample CF to 
raise TEDE dose rate assessment. 

16.6 RECORD TEDE Sub-Calculation value in Table 2-3, Block 13. 
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ATIACHMENT 1 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION (CENTERLINE) 
(REFERENCE USE) 

17. OBTAIN mixing factors (x/Qs) for distances 1, 2, 5, and 10 miles from 
Table 2-10.©10 

17.1 USE appropriate release point (ERP or other than ERP). 

17.2 USE stability class from Table 2-1, Block 8. 

17.3 RECORD mixing factors (x/Qs) values in Table 2-2, Block 14. 

18. CALCULATE TEDE dose rate (rem/hr) for each distance 1, 2, 5, and 10 miles. 

18.1 MULTIPLY Table 2-3, Block 13, by Table 2-2, Block 14. 

18.2 RECORD TEDE dose rate (rem/hr) values in Table 2-3, Block 15. 

19. ESTIMATE Duration of Release in hours.· 

19.1 CONSULT with following to coordinate answer: 

• Operations. 

• RP/Chemistry, if available. 

• Engineering, if available. 

19.2 IF duration unknown, 
THEN USE 4 hour default value. 

19.3 RECORD estimated duration hours in Table 2-3, Block 16. 

20. CALCULATE integrated TEDE dose (rem) for each distance 1, 2, 5, and 
10 miles. 

20.1 MULTIPLY Table 2-3, Block 15 by Block 16. 

20.2 RECORD TEDE dose (rem) values in Table 2-3, Block 17. 

20.3 IF higher level emergency classification is discovered after calculating 
TEDE dose values in Block 17, 
THEN immediately INFORM ED or Radiological Control Manager (RCM). 
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ATTACHMENT 1 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION (CENTERLINE) 
(REFERENCE USE) 

21. CALCULATE COE 11 Sub-Calculation" value. 

21.1 MULTIPLY Table 2-1, Block 1 by Block 2 by Block 4 by Block 9. 

21.2 MULTIPLY results of Step 21.1 by Table 2-2, Block 12. 

21.3 DIVIDE results by Table 2-1, Block 6. 
:------,------- -------- --:- ----- _ .. -~------- ----------."':""--":';----------- -- .:. --- -..:.·,:. ___ - - -------... ________ -___ -_:_-_-__________ ... -----·-------'-.:...~ 
: NOTE - Hand calculated dose assessment projections shall not be corrected i 
·! downward based on fie_ld samples. _ L 
----·-- .. - --------- --:------- --- - -- ------·------------~-:-- ---- -.---~---=----.~"---.--- .. ------ ...... -- --:-- --":'- --- ----.------- - -- -- -- ------- ~~ ":' ':'-- -- ----- --· 

21.4 OBTAIN Field Sample Correction Factor (CF) results from Table 4-1, 
Column 6. 

21.4.1 IF Field Sample CF results unavailable or less than 1.0, 
THEN RECORD 1.0 and PROCEED to Step 21.5. 

21.4.2 IF Field Sample CF results greater than 1.0, 
THEN PERFORM following: 

21.4.2.1 RECORD Field Sample CF value into upper Table 2-4, 
Block 18. 

21.4.2.2 MULTIPLY results of Step 21.3 by Field Sample CF to 
raise COE dose rate assessment. 

21.5 RECORD COE Sub-Calculation value in Table 2-4, Block 18. 

22. CALCULATE COE dose rate (rem/hr) for each distance 1, 2, 5, and 10 miles. 

22.1 MULTIPLY Table 2-2, Block 14, by Table 2-4, Block 18. 

22.2 RECORD COE dose rate (rem/hr) values in Table 2-5, Block 19. 

23. CALCULATE COE dose (rem) for each distance 1, 2, 5, and 10 miles. 

23.1 MULTIPLY Table 2-3, Block 16, by Table 2-5, Block 19. 

23.2 RECORD COE dose (rem) values in Table 2-6, Block 20. 

24. RECORD name, time, and date at bottom of Attachment 2. 

24.1 IF Attachment 2 was completed electronically, 
THEN PRINT Attachment 2. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION (CENTERLINE) 
(REFERENCE USE) 

25. IF multiple release points are identified, 
THEN DETERMINE if summation of various releases could result in PAR 
change or change in emergency classification level. 

25.1 PERFORM dose assessment for each release point by repeating Steps 2 
through 24. 

25.2 OBTAIN copy of Excel spreadsheet from EP webpage under Dose 
Assessment tab using business computer. 

25.3 SAVE spreadsheet to user directory of business computer. 

25.4 DEPRESS Clear Input Screen button on Input tab. 

25.5 RECORD following from completed Attachment 2 on Input tab in proper 
column based on release point: 

25.5.1 Release Rate from Table 2-1, Block 1. 

25.5.2 Integrated TEDE dose from Table 2-3, Block 17, and Integrated 
CEDE dose from Table 2-6, Block 20. 

25.5.3 TEDE dose rate from Table 2-3, Block 15, and CED dose rate from 
Table 2-5, Block 19. 

25.6 RECORD wind directions for Elevated Release Point and Ground Level, as 
appropriate, for multiple releases. 

25. 7 WHEN all identified release points have been entered, 
THEN DEPRESS Print Package button. 

25.7.1 ENSURE all pages are printed. 

25.7.2 RECORD times on appropriate pages. 

25.8 IF spreadsheet cannot be obtained, saved, or used, 
THEN PERFORM manual summation of dose assessments based on each 
sector and distance utilizing Attachment 10 or similar data sheet. 

26. IF in Control Room, , 
THEN NOTIFY SM/ED dose projection(s) and multi-source releases, if 
required, are complete. 

26.1 SM/ED shall REVIEW completed dose projection(s). 
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ATIACHMENT 1 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION (CENTERLINE) 
(REFERENCE USE) 

26.2 Dose Assessor DETERMINE if emergency classification or PAR is affected 
by radiological effluent (dose rate or integrated dose to a member of 
public) calculated at or beyond 1 mile. 

26.2.1 Dose Assessor REFER to Technical Bases Effluent Monitor 
Classification Thresholds Table in EPIP 5.7.1. 

26.2.2 Dose Assessor DETERMINE if PAR is affected and if Rapidly 
Progressing Severe Accident (RPSA) occurring using guidance 
contained in EPIP 5.7.20. 

26.2.2.1 CONSULT with SM/ED regarding RPSA determination. 

26.3 Dose Assessor RECOMMEND emergency classification or PAR change to 
ED. 

27. IF in EOF, 
THEN NOTIFY RAS and RCM dose projection(s) and multi-source releases, if 
required, are complete. 

27.1 RAS or RCM shall REVIEW completed dose projection(s). 

27 .2 RCM DETERMINE if emergency classification or PAR is affected by 
radiological effluent (dose rate or integrated dose to a member of public) 
calculated at or beyond 1 mile. 

27.2.1 RCM REFER to Technical Bases Effluent Monitor Classification 
Thresholds Table in EPIP 5.7.1. 

27.2.2 RAS or RCM DETERMINE if PAR is affected and if RPSA occurring 
using guidance contained in EPIP 5. 7.20. 

27.2.2.1 CONSULT with ED regarding RPSA determination. 

27.2.3 RCM RECOMMEND emergency classification or PAR change to ED. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION (CENTERLINE) 
(REFERENCE USE) 

;-NoTE-~-cont:rc;1--Roo_m __ i>_e_rsann-ei-are-nOt:-responsi-iJ-,-e-r0r:-c0r:r=e1-ati-r=;9--F=ieici _________________ 1 

:: Monitoring Team dose rate readings with hand calculated dose projections. j 
,L ------- --- ----- - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - --- -- - - : • • - -- --- -

28. WHEN Field Monitoring Team reports air sample results at receptor location, 
THEN PERFORM following to Attachments 3 and 4·:©3 

28.1 COMPARE field sample readings to hand calculated centerline dose 
projection results of Attachment 2. 

28.2 APPLY Field Sample Correction Factor, as applicable, to adjust hand 
calculated centerline dose calculation accordingly. 

29. NOTIFY RCM field samples comparison to hand calculated dose projections is 
complete. 

30. RCM RECOMMEND if change to PARs necessary to ED. 
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ATIA CHMENT 2 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION (CENTERLINE) WORKSHEET (INFORMATION USE) 

ATIACHMENT 2 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION (CENTERLINE) WORKSHEET (INFORMATION USE) 

(1) Nob! 
Release 

e Gas 
Rate 
ec) (µCi/S 

(2) Release 
Path through 

SGT? 

TABLE 2-2 

(3) Time 
Since 

Shutdown 

(4) Iodine/Noble Gas 
Ratio 

(from Table 2-7) 

TABLE 2-1 

(5) Noble Gas Energy 
Factor (MeV/dis) 
(from Table 2-8) 

(6) Wind 
Speed 
(mph) 

TABLE 2-3 

(7) Wind 
Direction 

(
0 from) 

(8) 
Stability 

Class 

(9) Release 
through Reactor 

Building? 

Conversio n Factors (from Table 2-9) 

Gas (10) 

(13) TEDE Sub-Calculation 

TEDE Noble 

TEDE I odine (11) 

[(Blpck ~)(E!lock S}(Block lO)]+[(Block l)(Block :2)(Block 4}(Block 9)(Block 11)] x Field sample CF: (Table 4-1) 
(Block 6) 

COE I odine (12) 
·- ·-

·"' · ~·~l~~c~ .. c. i (13) i ''''¥''": ·- ' , . 
~, .. :;. :. ·~ >:• 

, 

TEDE Rate (rem/hr) Duration (hours) TEDE Dose (rem) 
Mixing Fae tors (from Table 2-10)©10 (Block 13 x Block 14) (16) (Block 15 x Block 16) 

1 Mile (14) 1 Mile (15) 1 Mile (17) 

2 Mile (14) 2 Mile (15) 2 Mile (17) 

5 Mile (14) 5 Mile (15) 5 Mile (17) 

10 Mile (14) 10 Mile (15) 10 Mile (17) 

TABLE 2-4 TABLE 2-5 TABLE 2-6 

(18) CDE Sub-Calculation CDE Rate (rem/hr) COE Dose (rem) 
(Block 14 x Block 18) (Block 16 x Block 19) 

[(!~lock 1)(Block z)(Blod~ 4)(Block 9){Block 1Z)] F' Id I CF · · · · · · · ·· · x re samp e ·: 
(Block 6) 

(Table 4-,1) 1 Mile (19) 

2 Mile (19) 

1 Mile (20) 

2 Mile (20) - .. 

.. (18) 5 Mile (19) 5 Mile (20) 

10 Mile (19) 10 Mile (20) 

Name/Time/Date: 
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ATTACHMENT 2 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION (CENTERLINE) 
WORKSHEET (INFORMATION USE) 

TABLE 2-7: Iodine To Noble Gas 
Ratio vs. Time Since Shutdown 

TABLE 2-8: Noble Gas 
Energy Factors 

IODINE/NOBLE GAS RATIO 
ENERGY TIME SINCE 

SHUTDOWN 
(hrs) 

NON-DEGRADED TIME SINCE FACTOR 
CORE DEGRADED CORE SHUTDOWN (hrs) (MeV/dis) 

t < 1 2.71 E-1 t < 1 0.75 

1:::; t < 2 3.57 E-1 1:::; t < 2 0.60 

2:::; t < 4 3.41 E-1 2::; t < 4 0.40 

4::; t < 10 
1.86 E-7 

2.81 E-1 4::; t < 10 0.25 

10:::; t < 30 2.30 E-1 10::; t < 30 0.15 

30:::; t < 100 1.65 E-1 30::; t < 100 0.09 

100::; t 1.40 E-1 100:::; t 0.07 

TABLE 2-9: Dose Conversion Factors 

NON-DEGRADED CORE DEGRADED CORE 

TEDE Noble Gas 1.48 E-3 9.19 E-4 

TEDE Iodine 8.77 E-2 2.98 E-2 

CDE Iodine 2.04 E 0 4.96 E-1 

TABLE 2-10: Plume Centerline x/Q's (Mixing Factors) 

RELEASE STABILITY 
POINT CLASS A B c D E F G 

1 MILE 2.87E-6 6.04E-6 1.17E-5 8.35E-6 1.03E-6 2.35E-ll 1.31E-23 

ERP 2 MILE 7.94E-7 1.78E-6 4.55E-6 8.21E-6 4.98E-6 8.12E-8 5.62E-13 

(ELEVATED) 5 MILE 1.SOE-7 3.42E-7 1.18E-6 3.77E-6 4.66E-6 1.09E-6 5.67E-9 

10 MILE 4.51E-8 1.03E-7 4.58E-7 1.82E-6 3.13E-6 1.44E-6 4.00E-8 

1 MILE 3.0lE-6 6.90E-6 1. 73E-5 5.10E-5 1.09E-4 3.07E-4 7.67E-4 
OTHER 

THAN ERP 2 MILE 8.03E-7 1.84E-6 5.15E-6 1.78E-5 3.86E-5 1.09E-4 2.71E-4 

(GROUND 5 MILE 1.SOE-7 3.44E-7 1.21E-6 4.98E-6 1.25E-5 3.52E-5 8.81E-5 
LEVEL) 

10 MILE 4.51E-8 1.03E-7 4.63E-7 2.07E-6 6.43E-6 1.81E-5 4.52E-5 
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ATIACHMENT 3 CORRELATING OFF-SITE SAMPLE RESULTS WITH HAND 
CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTIONS (CENTERLINE) 
(REFERENCE USE) © 3 

ATTACHMENT 3 CORRELATING OFF-SITE SAMPLE RESULTS WITH HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTIONS (CENTERLINE) (REFERENCE USE) ©3 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~· 

NOTE 1 - Initial hand calculated dose projections are based on assumed i 
radionuclide concentrations until actual concentrations have been measured in l 
field. 

NOTE 2 - Field sample results are used to determine a dose rate correction :· 
' factor which may be applied to adjust PARs. _ _ : 

-- - - --~--- --------- - -- -- -- -........... ------ - -------- - -- --- -- - - ~- -- ----- - ------ .. -- -- ... --- --------- -- - -- ------- ------ - ------ ----- -- ----- ------ -· 

1. PERFORM adjustments to Field Monitoring Team air sample results to 
correspond to plume centerline, receptor location if non-centerline dose 
projection, or distance of 1, 2, 5, or 10 miles, as follows: 

1.1 IF Field Monitoring Team samples are aligned to centerline of wind 
direction or were taken at highest radiological point during traverse of 
plume, 
THEN GO TO Step 1.3. 

1.2 PERFORM following to determine non-centerline adjustment ratio for 
field sample: 

1.2.1 RECORD field sample dose rate reading in Table 3-1, Column (1). 

1.2.2 SELECT isopleth based on atmospheric stability class. 

1-----·-·-----:-- - - - - -- .... ---.---- - -- .. - -- --- - -- --- - __ .,. -- - - -- ------ - - - - - --- -- .;. ------- - - - -- - ------ - - -- ---- - - - - - - - - ---- --·· - - - - - - - --1 
: NOTE - Isopleth overlays are designed to scale to only 10 mile EPZ map : 
! with 1 mile to 1 inch scale. Additional extrapolation required if applying l 
l to 50 mile EPZ map. i 
---.-.--- - .. -- ------- - -- ------ - --------- -- ---- ----- - '.'." -.-_------ - -------- ---------- ---- - ----- --- ----..... ----·----- ------ ---- - ----

1.2.3 PLACE selected isopleth onto 10 mile EPZ map with isopleth 
asterisk zero directly over zero point on map representing plant. 

1.2.3.1 VERIFY map and isopleth align to correct scale. 

1.2.4 OBTAIN downwind direction during period associated with field 
sample. 

1.2. 5 ALIGN isopleth centerline on 10 mile EPZ map according to 
downwind direction centerline. 

1.2.6 LOCATE field sample location on 10 mile EPZ map. 
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ATIACHMENT 3 CORRELATING OFF-SITE SAMPLE RESULTS WITH HAND 
CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTIONS (CENTERLINE) 
(REFERENCE USE) © 3 

1.2. 7 RECORD alphabetic designation of isopleth segment of plume in 
Column (2) of Table 3-1 that field sample is located in. 

rN0Te-:-i~te-rpo1ati-on--bet-ween-isopletii-5e9_m_e_n_t_x/6--~al~-es--m-a_v_"i)e--u-~~ci-
l to increase accuracy when sample location lies between isopleth segment 
l: lines. 
!;;,..,: ____ _-._- -·-- ......... '"' ·-· ----- -- ........ .;. .... --:--.-----------.. --- ----------.. --------:- -- .... ---- ............ :-- -_--.::--:--:------------- ............. "".. .... :- ........... -~--:-- .... .. 

1.2.8 USE x/Q VALUES table, ISOPLETHS column, to determine x/Q 
value associated with field sample isopleth segment recorded in 
Table 3-1, Column (2). 

1.2.8.1 RECORD x/Q value associated with isopleth segment 
containing field sample location in Table 3-1, Column (3). 

1.2.9 At same distance as field sample location from release point, 
DETERMINE alphabetic designation of isopleth segment of plume 
centerline. 

1.2.9.1 RECORD alphabetic designation of isopleth segment of 
plume centerline in Table 3-1, Column (4). 

1.2.10 USE x/Q VALUES table, ISOPLETHS column, to determine x/Q 
value associated with isopleth segment of plume centerline 
recorded in Table 3-1, Column (4). 

1.2.10.1 RECORD xfQ value associated with isopleth segment of 
plume centerline in Table 3-1, Column (5). 

f-Noie-~-x/Q-v-a·1-Lie-a55-0-cia-fecf-witli~-eacYi-i5-0-Plett1-5e9men_f_aw-a-Y-r;a-;:n----------; 
:i centerline is factor of 10 lower than centerline. Therefore, to adjust !' 
: off-centerline sample to centerline, sample must be multiplied by factors l 
i of 10 based on number of segments away from centerline. i . ._ ------------- ---- ---------- -- ---- -.------------ .. ----- --: ... -----:----- --- ------- ---- ---- ~- """'." _______ ------- ----~=------- -- -· 

1.2.11 DETERMINE plume centerline adjustment ratio between field 
sample xfQ value and plume centerline x)Q value. 

1.2.11.1 DIVIDE x/Q value associated with isopleth segment of 
plume centerline in Table 3-1, Column (5), by x/Q value 
associated with isopleth segment containing field sample 
location in Column (3). 
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ATTACHMENT 3 CORRELATING OFF-SITE SAMPLE RESULTS WITH HAND 
CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTIONS (CENTERLINE) 
(REFERENCE USE) ©3 

(1) 
Field 

Sample 
Dose 
Rate 

(rem/hr) 

1.2.11.2 RECORD plume centerline adjustment ratio in Table 3-1, 
Column 6. 

1.2.12 MULTIPLY field sample reading recorded in Table 3-1, -

(2) 

Column (1), by plume centerline adjustment ratio Column (6) to 
determine non-centerline adjusted field sample. 

1.2.12.1 RECORD non-centerline adjusted field sample results in 
Table 3-1, Column 7. 

TABLE 3-1 

(6) 
(3) (4) (5) Plume (7) 

Isopleth xJQ Value Isopleth Segment xJQ Value Centerline Non-Centerline 
Segment for Isopleth at Plume for Isopleth Adjustment Adjusted Field 

at Sample Sector at Centerline at Sector at Ratio Sample 
Location Sample Sample Distance Plume (5) + (3) Dose Rate 

(A-Q) Location . (A-Q) Centerline (>1.0) (1) .IC (6) 

1.2.13 IF sample distance associated with adjusted non-centerline field 
sample results in Table 3-1, Column (7), is aligned to distances of 
1, 2, 5, or 10 miles, 
THEN PERFORM Attachment 4 using adjusted field sample dose 
rate results in Table 3-1, Column (7), to compare against hand 
calculated dose rate at same distance. 

1.2.14 IF sample distance associated with adjusted non-centerline field 
sample results in Table 3-1, Column (7), is not aligned to 
distances of 1, 2, 5, or 10 miles, 
THEN PERFORM Step 1.3 to adjust non-centerline field sample 
dose rate to hand calculated distances. 
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ATIACHMENT 3 CORRELATING OFF-SITE SAMPLE RESULTS WITH HAND 
CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTIONS (CENTERLINE) 
(REFERENCE USE) © 3 

r-Noie-:-A'cij_u_stin9-ceritei-iine-to_1_0~-i-m_i_1es-i~om-i~-5--n;-i-1e-~am"'p1-e-·p-oint ___________ _ 
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1.3 PERFORM distance adjustment of either field sample or non-centerline 
adjusted field sample dose rate results recorded in Column (7) of 
Table 3-1. 

1.3.1 RECORD one of following in Table 3-2, Column (1): 

• Direct field sample concentration whose location was on plume 
centerline. 

• Adjusted non-centerline field sample results from Table 3-1, 
Column (7). 

1.3.2 RECORD actual field sample distance from release source in miles 
in Table 3-2, Column (2). 

1.3.3 USE x/Q VALUES table, CENTERLINE column, to determine x/Q 
value associated with actual field sample distance from release 
source in miles recorded in Table 3-2, Column (2). 

1.3.3.1 RECORD x/Q value in Table 3-2, Column (3), associated 
with actual field sample distance recorded in Column (2). 

1.3.4 RECORD standard distance of 1, 2, 5, or 10 miles associated with 
hand calculated projection results being evaluated in Table 3-2, 
Column (4). 

1.3.5 At x/Q VALUES table, USE CENTERLINE column to determine x/Q 
value associated with distance recorded in Table 3-2, Column (4). 

1.3.5.1 RECORD x/Q value in Table 3-2, Column (5), associated 
with hand calculated distance recorded in Column (4). 

1.3.6 DIVIDE x/Q value associated with distance in Table 3-2, 
Column (5), by x/Q value associated with actual field sample 
distance in Column (3) to determine centerline distance 
adjustment ratio. 

1.3.6.1 RECORD Centerline Distance Adjustment Ratio in 
Table 3-2, Column 6. 
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ATTACHMENT 3 CORRELATING OFF-SITE SAMPLE RESULTS WITH HAND 
CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTIONS (CENTERLINE) 
(REFERENCE USE) © 3 

1.3. 7 MULTIPLY field sample or adjusted field sample recorded in 
Table 3-2, Column 1, by Centerline Distance Adjustment Ratio in 
Column 6.' 

(1) 
Field Sample or 
Non-Centerline 
Adjusted Field 

Sample 
[Table 3-1, 

Column (7)] 
(rem/hr) 

1.3.7.1 RECORD Adjusted Field Sample dose rate reading in 
Table 3-2, Column 7. 

TABLE 3-2 

(2) (3) (5) 
Actual Centerline Centerline 

Sample Column xJQ (4) Column xJQ (6) 
Distance Value Hand Value Centerline (7) 
on Plume Associated Calculated Associated Distance Adjusted 
Centerline with Actual Distance with Hand Adjustment Field Sample 

' 
(1 - 10 Field Sample (1, 2, 5, or Calculated Ratio (Dose Rate) 
miles) Distance 10) Distance (5) 7 (3) (1) j( (6) 

1.4 PERFORM Attachment 4 using Adjusted Field Sample dose rate in 
Table 3-2, Column 7, to compare against hand calculated dose rate 
projection at same distance. 
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ATTACHMENT 4 CORRECTION DETERMINATION USING OFF-SITE SAMPLE RESULTS WITH DOSE PROJECTIONS (CENTERLINE) (REFERENCE USE) ©3 

1. COMPLETE Field Monitoring Team sample information in Table 4-1. 

• CIRCLE appropriate field sample downwind distance in Column (1). 

• RECORD field sample downwind segment (A-Q) in Column (2). 

• RECORD field sample time in military format (0000 hrs) in Column (3). 

• RECORD TEDE dose Rate (rem/hr) in Column (4) from direct field sample 
or correlated field sample recorded in Table 3-2, Column 7. 

2. In Table 4-1, Column (5), RECORD hand calculated (Centerline) projected 
TEDE dose rate (rem/hr) from Table 2-3, Block 15, for same downwind 
distance as field sample location selected in Column (1). 

3. DIVIDE Column (4) by Column (5) and RECORD Field Sample Correction 
Factor (CF) in Table 4-1, Column (6). 

4. RECORD Initials, Date, and Time of comparison. 

5. PROVIDE Attachment 4 to RAS or RCM for review. 

6. IF Field Sample CF in Table 4-1, Column (6), is less than 1.0, 
THEN GO TO Step 8. 

7. IF Field Sample CF in Table 4-1, Column (6), is greater than 1.0, indicating 
field sample result is greater than hand calculated dose rate projection, 
THEN PERFORM following: 

7.1 RAS or RCM APPROVE Field Sample CF results in Table 4-1, Column (6), 
to adjust hand calculated dose assessment. 

7.1.1 APPLY approved Field Sample CF during subsequent performance 
of Attachment 1. 
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8. RCM DETERMINE if emergency classification or PAR is affected by 
radiological effluent (dose rate or integrated dose to a member of public) 
calculated at or beyond 1 mile. 

8.1 RCM REFER to Technical Bases Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds 
Table in EPIP 5.7.1. 

8.2 RAS or RCM DETERMINE if PAR is affected and if RPSA occurring using 
guidance contained in EPIP 5.7.20. 

8.3 CONSULT with ED regarding RPSA determination. 

8.4 RCM RECOMMEND emergency classification or PAR change to ED. 
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ATTACHMENT 4 

(1) 
Field Sample 

CORRECTION DETERMINATION USING OFF-SITE SAMPLE RESULTS WITH DOSE PROJECTIONS 
(CENTERLINE) (REFERENCE USE) © 3 

TABLE 4-1 

(2) 
Field (4) (5) (6) 

Sample (3) Correlated or Hand Field Sample 
Location Field Direct Field Calculated Correction 

Location Miles Downwind Sample Sample Dose (Centerline) Factor (CF)* 
Downwind Segment Time Rate Reading Dose Rate (Column 4 + 

(Circle One) (A-Q) (0000 hrs) (rem/hr) (rem/hr) Column 5) Initials/Date/Time 

1 2 5 10 I 

1 2 5 10 I 

1 2 5 10 I 
- -

1 2 5 10 I 

* Field Sample Correction Factor (CF) results greater than 1.0 indicates hand calculation results are 
non-conservative. This condition is resolved by application of Field Sample Correction Factor during subsequent 
hand calculated dose projections. 
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ATTACHMENT 5 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION 
(NON-CENTERLINE) FROM EOF (REFERENCE USE) 

ATTACHMENT 5 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION (NON-CENTERLINE) FROM EOF (REFERENCE USE) 

:--NoTE-=-/.\t:t"aC:t1iiient:--i2--pr:a-vici€_5_a-~5i5t~-ric:8--f=c;r--~-se-;FPMis;-inC:1-uciing--P-Mis-1c;91i1----1 
i and turn-on code activation. : ·- ---- ------- -- ---- -- --- ---": ------ ---- ---------------·---- -.,.,:._ --.;;. .. .:. ............ ----- -- ----·--------.. .;;.::.. "";.. ----- :.. --:.. -.-----"- ---:----·-_--o·--- -------.----:--:---_, __ _, 

1. IF PMIS available, 
THEN OBTAIN RAD and MET data from following screens: 

• PMISOS. 

• SPDS01. 

• DOSEIN. 

2. OBTAIN noble gas release rates from following: 

• PMIS 

• Effluent KAMAN monitor readouts in Control Room. 

• Effluent KAMAN monitor readouts in building. 

• Via calculation from EPIP 5.7.16. 

3. IF KAMAN monitor inoperable, 
THEN concurrently PERFORM EPIP 5.7.16 to determine radiological release 
rate. 

4. RECORD noble gas release rate value (µCi/sec) in Table 6-1, Block 1. 

i-~NOTE-~-sG:r---,:u-n-~T~-9-·a-rici-111-1=Tow-r;a_t_h--t~~-E"Rr-~ac;~5-n-ormean-sGl---is-1n-eiffLien_t ______ _ 
! stream. Multiple release paths may exist (e.g., there is a release with SGT 
i running in effluent stream to ERP with simultaneous unfiltered release through 
I Gland Seal). An unfiltered release pathway may necessitate using Step 5.4.©2 
r;. .. · .. -- --~·~----- - - ----- - - --------::.----- ----------.-;-.-·----- .. - - ----· --------- -:--- ...... - - -- - .......... ---~~---·-:--.--.--------- - ------ --- - --- -- ~-- ---.-- - - ---

5. DETERMINE release pathway through SGT. 

5.1 CONSULT with following to coordinate answer:©2 

• Operations. 

• RP/Chemistry, if available. 

• Engineering, if available. 
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ATTACHMENT 5 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION 
(NON-CENTERLINE) FROM EOF (REFERENCE USE) 

5.2 Use Table 5-1 to SELECT appropriate entry for release pathway through 
SGT based on release path and plant conditions. 

TABLE 5-1 

RELEASE SOURCE RELEASE FILTERED THROUGH SGT 

ERP Yes: Rx Bldg 

ERP 
No: Gland Seal Steam, Main Condenser 

through Air Removal, and Off-Gas 

Reactor Bldg 
No: Rx HVAC or direct ground level from 

blowout panel or other opening 

Turbine Bldg 
No: TB HVAC or direct ground level from 

blowout panel or other opening 

Turbine Bldg 
No: TB HVAC plus Reactor Bldg via 

TB-Reactor Bldg blowout panel 

RW/ARW Bldg 
No: RW/ARW HVAC or other direct ground 

level opening 

5.3 IF release pathway through SGT, 
THEN RECORD 0.01 in Table 6-1, Block 2. 

5.4 IF release pathway not through SGT, 
THEN RECORD 1.0 in Table 6-1, Block 2. 

ENTER 

0.01 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 
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ATTACHMENT 5 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION 
(NON-CENTERLINE) FROM EOF (REFERENCE USE) 

NOTE - Reactor shutdown under all conditions is met by any of following 
conditions: 
•All rods fully inserted. 
• Reactor scram and power below 3°/o. 
•Cold shutdown boron weight injected per EOPs. _ 

-·--------~---------··----~---~----~--------------------------------------------------------------~----------~--------------·-----

6. OBTAIN time of Rx Shutdown under all conditions. 

6.1 RECORD time of Rx Shutdown: ----

6.2 CONSULT with following to coordinate answer: 

• Operations. 

• RP/Chemistry, if available. 

• Engineering, if available. 

6.3 RECORD Time Since Shutdown under all conditions in hours value in 
Table 6-1, Block 3. 

7. DETERMINE if core is degraded based on plant conditions. 

7.1 REFER to Attachment 8 for guidance on degraded core.©4 

7.2 CONSULT with following to coordinate answer:©5 

• Operations. 

• RP/Chemistry, if available. 

• Engineering, if available. 

7.3 IF core degraded, 
THEN OBTAIN Iodine to Noble Gas ratio from Table 6-6. 

7.3.1 RECORD Iodine to Noble Gas ratio value in Table 6-1, Block 4. 

7.4 IF core not degraded, 
THEN RECORD 1.86E-07 in Table 6-1, Block 4. 

8. DETERMINE Noble Gas Energy Factor (MeV/dis) using Table 6-7 based on 
time since shutdown in hours. 

8.1 RECORD Noble Gas Energy Factor (MeV/dis) value in Table 6-1, Block 5. 
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(NON-CENTERLINE) FROM EOF (REFERENCE USE) 

!
7

-Non~=-M'"E;:-=rc;w-e~"'in-5t:~i=u-m-e~tation-rt-0£TI-Ciifrere-r1t:-frains'mav--b-e--u-seci-far--each _______ : 
i elevation or parameter when performing dose assessment with "A" being , 
j; preferred train. If 100 meter MET tower is out of service or unavailable, PMIS will l 
: default to next hig.hest tower if elevated release. Default is 60M. ;. 
•:..:•·.o.."'-< ____ ........... _~--.-'--~:--·-·-- ~-- ~ ..... _--.------~-----~~------,---.---'------~--- ........ ___ .... - - -- -- --------. ~ ---.-----~ ~ -~-; - -:--::--:- - -;" :--- - -- - - -".'"-;:; ·-~ --- -=---·- --· 

9. OBTAIN 15 minute average wind speed in miles per hour (mph). 

9.1 IF release from ERP, 
THEN USE data in following preferred order for elevated release: 

9.1.1 PMIS 100 meter level. 

9.1.2 PMIS 60 meter level. 

9.1.3 CONTACT NWS at 402-359-4381 or refer to telephone directory 
and OBTAIN average wind speed estimate for 100 meter 
elevation. 

9.1.4 Historical default wind speed value of 13 mph. 

9.2 IF release from any other source, 
THEN USE data in following preferred order for ground level release: 

9.2.1 PMIS 10 meter level. 

9.2.2 PMIS 60 meter level. 

9.2.3 CONTACT NWS at 402-359-4381 or refer to telephone directory 
and OBTAIN average wind speed estimate for 10 meter 
elevation. 

9.2.4 Historical default wind speed value of 8 mph. 

9.3 RECORD 15 minute average wind speed in Table 6-1, Block 6. 
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10. OBTAIN wind direction (degree from). 

10.1 IF release source from ERP, 
THEN USE data in following preferred order: 

10.1.1 PMIS 100 meter level. 

10.1.2 PMIS 60 meter level. 

10.1.3 CONTACT NWS at 402-359-4381 or refer to telephone directory 
and OBTAIN average wind direction estimate at CNS (degree 
from) at 100 meter elevation. 

10.2 IF release source from any other source, 
THEN USE data in following preferred order: 

10.2.1 PMIS 10 meter level. 

10.2.2 PMIS 60 meter level. 

10.2.3 CONTACT NWS at 402-359-4381 or REFER to telephone 
directory and OBTAIN average wind direction estimate at CNS 
(degree from) for 10 meter elevation. 

10.3 RECORD wind direction (degree from) in Table 6-1, Block 7. 

11. DETERMINE atmospheric stability class ("A" through "G"). 

11.1 IF release from ERP, 
THEN USE data in following preferred order: 

11.1.1 Direct PMIS stability class readout. 

11.1.2 PMIS data below and Table 5-2. 

100 meter (°F) ___ minus 10 meter (°F) ___ equals delta-T __ 

TABLE 5-2 

Delta-T °F ::; -3.08 
> -3.08 to > -2.75 to > -2.43 to > -0.81 to > 2.43 to > 6.48 

::; -2.75 ::; -2.43 ::; -0.81 ::; 2.43 ::; 6.48 

Stability Class A B c D E F G 
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ATTACHMENT 5 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION 
(NON-CENTERLINE) FROM EOF (REFERE 

11.1.3 PMIS data below and Table 5-3. 

NCE USE) 

60 meter (°F) ___ minus 10 meter (°F) ___ = d elta-T 

TABLE 5-3 

Delta-T 0 f s -1. 71 > -1.71 to > -1.46 to > -1.35 to > -0.45 
s ..:1.46 s -1.35 s -0.45 s 1.3 

to > 1.35 to 
5 s 3.6 

Stability Class A B c D E f 

11.1.4 PMIS 100 meter sigma-theta data below and Ta ble 5-4. 

11.1.5 PMIS 60 meter sigma-theta data below and Tab le 5-4. 

11.1.6 PMIS 10 meter sigma-theta data below and Tab le 5-4. 

Sigma-theta from 100 M, 60 M, or 10 M: ___ _ 

TABLE 5-4 

Sigma-Theta ~ 22 .5 < 22.5 to < 17.5 to < 12.5 to 
~ 17.5 ~ 12.5 ~ 7.5 

to < 7.5 
~ 3.8 

< 3.8 to~ 
2.1 

Stability Class A B c D E f 

11.1.7 NWS data below and Table 5-5. 

> 3.6 

G 

< 2.1 

G 

11.1.7.1 CONTACT NWS at 402-359-4381 or re fer to telephone 
directory. 

100 meter (°F) ___ minus 10 meter (°F) ___ = d elta-T 

TABLE 5-5 

to > 2.43 to > 6.48 
3 s 6.48 

Delta-T 0 f s _3 .08 > -3.08 to > -2.75 to > -2.43 to > -0.81 
s -2.75 s -2.43 s -0.81 s 2.4 

Stability Class A B c D E f G 

11.1.8 USE historical default "D". 
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11.2 IF release from any other source, 
THEN USE data in following preferred order: 

11.2.1 Direct PMIS stability class readout. 

11.2.2 PMIS data below and Table 5-6. 

60 meter (°F) ___ minus 10 meter (°F) ___ = delta-T ___ _ 

TABLE 5-6 

Delta-T 0 f :.:;; -1.71 > -1.71 to > -1.46 to > -1.35 to > -0.45 to > 1.35 to > 3.6 :.:;; -1.46 :.:;; -1.35 s -0.45 :.:;; 1.35 ~ 3.6 

Stability Class A B c D E f G 

11.2.3 PMIS data below and Table 5-7. 

100 meter (°F) ___ minus 10 meter (°F) ___ = delta-T ___ _ 

TABLE 5-7 

Delta-T 0 f :.:;; -3.08 > -3.08 to > -2.75 to > -2.43 to > -0.81 to > 2.43 to > 6.48 :.:;; -2.75 s -2.43 s -0.81 s 2.43 :.:;; 6.48 

Stability Class A B c D E f G 

11.2.4 PMIS 10 meter sigma-theta data below and Table 5-8. 

11.2.5 PMIS 60 meter sigma-theta data below and Table 5-8. 

11.2.6 PMIS 100 meter sigma-theta data below and Table 5-8. 

Sigma-theta from 10 M, 60 M, or 100M: ___ _ 

TABLE 5-8 

Sigma-Theta ;::.: 22.5 < 22.5 to < 17.5 to < 12.5 to < 7.5 to < 3.8 to:::: < 2.1 ;::.: 17.5 2 12.5 2 7.5 ;::.: 3.8 2.1 

Stability Class A B c D E f G 
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ATTACHMENT 5 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION 
(NON-CENTERLINE) FROM EOF (REFERENCE USE) 

11.2.7 NWS data below and Table 5-9. 

11.2. 7.1 CONTACT NWS at 402-359-4381 or refer to telephone 
directory. 

60 meter (°F) ___ minus 10 meter (°F) ___ = delta-T ___ _ 

TABLE 5-9 

Delta-T °F ::;; -1.71 > -1.71 to > -1.46 to > -1.35 to > -0.45 to > 1.35 to > 3.6 ::;; -1.46 ::;; -1.35 ::;; -0.45 ::;; 1.35 ::;; 3.6 

Stability Class A B c D E F G 

11.2.8 USE historical default "D". 

11.3 RECORD stability class value in Table 6-1, Block 8. 

12. DETERMINE if release pathway can credit Reactor Building for plate-out: 

12.1 CONSULT with following to coordinate answer: 

• Operations. 

• RP/Chemistry, if available. 

• Engineering, if available. 
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ATTACHMENT 5 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION 
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12.2 Use Table 5-10 to SELECT appropriate entry for release pathway based 
on release path and plant conditions. 

TABLE 5-10 

·RELEASE SOURCE RELEASE PATH 

ERP 
Reactor Bldg through SGT without Hard Pipe 
Vent 

-·. 

HCVS Primary Containment through HCVS 

ERP 
Gland Seal Steam, Main Condenser through Air 
Removal, and Off-Gas _,_ -

Reactor Bldg 
Reactor Bldg HVAC or direct ground level from 
blowout panel or other opening 

Turbine Bldg 
TB HVAC or direct ground level from blowout 
panel or other opening 

Turbine Bldg 
TB HVAC plus Reactor Building via Reactor 
Building-TB blowout panel 

RW/ARW Bldg 
RW/ARW HVAC or other direct ground level 
opening 

12.3 IF NO indicating release path bypasses Reactor Building, 
THEN RECORD 1.0 in Table 6-1, Block 9. 

12.4 IF YES indicating release path into or through Reactor Building, 
THEN RECORD 0.5 in Table 6-1, Block 9. 

13. OBTAIN TEDE Noble Gas Dose Conversion Factor from Table 6-8. 

ENTER 

Yes-0.5 

No-1.0 

No-1.0 

Yes-0.5 

No-1.0 

Yes-0.5 

No-1.0 

13.1 RECORD TEDE Noble Gas Dose Conversion Factor value in Table 6-2, 
Block 10. 

14. OBTAIN TEDE Iodine Dose Conversion Factor from Table 6-8. 

14.1 RECORD TEDE Iodine Dose Conversion Factor value in Table 6-2, 
Block 11. 

15. OBTAIN CDE Iodine Dose Conversion Factor from Table 6-8. 

15.1 RECORD CDE Iodine Dose Conversion Factor value in Table 6-2, 
Block 12. 
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ATTACHMENT 5 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION 
(NON-CENTERLINE) FROM EOF (REFERENCE USE) 

16. DETERMINE mixing factor (x/Q) value for non-centerline receptor location. 

16.1 RECORD receptor location including ID and distance from release source 
at top of Attachment 6. 

;~-No-fe-=·a~e~iavs-a~e-avaiiaiJ-1e·i~-=rsc--a-rici--EoF-ia;-t;c;tti-eie~a-i~a~a-r1~ci9-r=0un-ct~--i 
: level releases for each stability class. Ground level isopleths are used for all ' 
l releases which are not from ERP.©10 

• ·- ---------------- ___________ .._. __ .._ _ .::.:.--·----·------------.. -- -- ----------------------------_-.__ ._ ___ ._ _______ _:, __ -- --- -- --- ---- .:.-:-.---'.---- --~ 

16.2 OBTAIN proper x/Q isopleth overlay based on stability class and release 
point.©10 

;·-No-re·~-F>referreci·iTI-~-iJ-15-map-v~iit:li-5ectal-5~-~aciii~-a~ci-;i-~-ci~-cii~r~-c:t:1an-iat>eie-C1;-~-~; 
: located in TSC and EOF. i 
~-=------~"':'-- --"":-"':'·--- -----·--.-.- ~- ........ --- .... ---- .. -.------ -------- ----------- ............. ---- .................................. ---.-------- -~- "::' ......................................... I 

16.3 PLACE isopleth overlay on 10 mile Emergency Planning Zone map scaled 
to 1 inch per mile. 

16.4 ENSURE isopleth overlay is oriented so all of following are met: 

• Centerline of isopleth is over wind direction radius. 

• Open end of isopleth is downwind. 

• Isopleth asterisk zero directly over zero point on map representing 
plant. 

16.5 MARK desired receptor location on isopleth. 
·- -- ---.- -- -- ------~-----.;;,;;:. -- .::: .;. ::...;. - - - --- --- -- --- -------- -·--- -------"- -- _________ .;. ---- ---- ---- -- -------- -- -- -- .......... -.... ---~-------'"~------:, 
[ NOTE 1 - All x/Qs values have negative exponents. · . . . 
1 NOTE 2 - Interpolation between isopleth segment x/Q values may be used to ! 
1_!!J~~~~§_t? __ ~_C:~':l-~9-~.Y-~b~E'.-~~~~J?.~~~-!~~-~~i_<?_~_Jl~~--~-~!~~~~-!~<?.Pleth ___ ~~9-~~~!_!~~~-~.:~_j 

16.6 On Isopleth, DETERMINE segment containing receptor location. 

16.6.1 RECORD Isopleth segment associated containing receptor location 
in Table 5-11, Block 1. 

16. 7 USE x/Q VALUES table, ISOPLETHS column, to determine x/Q value 
associated with isopleth segment containing receptor location recorded in 
Table 5-11, Block 1. 

16.7.1 RECORD x/Q value associated with isopleth segment containing 
receptor location Table 5-11, Block 2. 
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ATTACHMENT 5 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION 
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16.8 On Isopleth, DETERMINE segment associated with plume centerline at 
same distance from release source as receptor location. 

16.8.1 RECORD Isopleth Segment at Plume Centerline at same distance 
as Receptor location in Table 5-1~, Block 3. 

16.9 USE x/Q VALUES table, ISOPLETHS column, to determine xJQ value 
associated with segment associated with plume centerline. 

16.9.1 RECORD x/Q value associated with plume centerline in 
Table 5-11, Block 4. 

16.10 DETERMINE non-centerline receptor location adjustment ratio: 

16.10.1 DIVIDE Table 5-11, Block 2 by Block 4. 

16.10.2 RECORD non-centerline receptor location adjustment ratio in 
Table 5-11, Block 5. 

TABLE 5-11 

: (3) 
(1) (2) Isopleth Segment (5) 

--

Isopleth x}Q Value at Plume Centerline (4) Non-Centerline Receptor 
Segment for Isopleth at same Distance x}Q Value for Location Segment 

at Receptor Segment as Receptor · Isopleth Segment Adjustment Ratio 
Location at Receptor Location at Plume (Block 2) + (Block 4) 

(A-Q) Location (A-Q) Centerline (<1.0) 

16.11 USE x/Q VALUES table, CENTERLINE column, to determine plume 
centerline x!Q value associated receptor distance from release source. 

16.11.1 IF receptor location lies between mile distances, 
THEN PERFORM interpolation to determine more accurate 
adjustment. 

• Example: Assuming receptor location is 7.5 miles and plume 
centerline x/Q values at 7 miles is 8.31E-08 and 6.60E-08 at 
8 miles. Therefore, interpolated plume centerline x/Q value 
for 7.5 miles would be 7.455E-08 or rounded to 7.46E-08. 

16.11.2 RECORD x/Q plume centerline value associated with receptor 
distance in Table 5-12, Block 1. 
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ATTACHMENT 5 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION 
(NON-CENTERLINE) FROM EOF (REFERENCE USE) 

16.12 RECORD non-centerline receptor location adjustment ratio from 
Table 5-11, Block 5, in Table 5-12, Block 2. 

16.13 DETERMINE Adjusted Mixing Factor at receptor location: 

16.13.1 MULTIPLY Table 5-12, Block 1 by Block 2. 

16.13.2 RECORD Adjusted Mixing Factor at receptor location in 
Table 5-12, Block 3. 

TABLE 5-12 

(1) (2) 
x/Q Value for Non-Centerline Receptor (3) 

Receptor Location Location Segment Adjusted Mixing Factor at 
Distance per Adjustment Ratio Receptor Location 

Isopleth Centerline (Block 5 of Table 5-11) (Block 1 x Block 2) 

16.14 RECORD Adjusted Mixing Factor at Receptor Location from Table 5-12, 
Block 3, into Table 6-2, Block 13. 

17. CALCULATE TEDE dose rate (rem/hr). 

17.1 MULTIPLY Table 6-1, Block 1 by Block 5, by Table 6-2, Block 10, to 
obtain Noble Gas portion. 

17.2 MULTIPLY Table 6-1, Block 1 by Block 2 by Block 4 by Block 9, by 
Table 6-2, Block 11, to obtain Iodine portion. 

17.3 ADD Noble Gas results from Step 17.1 and Iodine results from 
Step 17.2. 

17.4 DIVIDE results of Step 17.3 by Table 6-1, Block 6, to complete TEDE 
Sub-Calculation. 

17 .5 MULTIPLY TEDE Sub-Calculation results from Step 17.4 by Table 6-2, 
Block 13. 
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ATIACHMENT 5 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION 
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1----- - 7 --7~-~--'"!~~- - ----- - ----- _,,_:'" --.-- -------~ ------ - :--- - - - __ . ___ ..;....;, .:;-... --:... .... -- ... :.. ... - - - -- - - -------.:..-~--'---·.;. - .;, ...... -------·-.---.···-·-- -- --.--·----1 
i NOTE - Hand calculated dose assessment projections shall not be corrected : 
1_ -~ '?.'!!_ ~~-~ !:_~_ -~-~-~~~_~~_!!~I_~_-~~~ R !~~-·- _________________________________________________ .... -·-· ___________ _j 

17.6 OBTAIN Field Sample Correction Factor (CF) results from Table 7-1, 
Column 6. 

17.6.1 IF Field Sample CF results unavailable or less than 1.0, 
THEN RECORD 1.0 and PROCEED to Step 17.7. 

17 .6.2 IF Field Sample CF results greater than 1.0, 
THEN PERFORM following: 

17.6.2.1 RECORD Field Sample CF value into upper Table 6-3, 
Block 14. 

17.6.2.2 MULTIPLY results of Step 17.4 by Field Sample CF to 
raise TEDE dose rate assessment. 

17.7 RECORD TEDE dose rate (rem/hr) value in Table 6-3, Block 14. 

\ 

18. ESTIMATE duration of release in hours. 

18.1 CONSULT with following to coordinate answer: 

• ·Operations. 

• RP/Chemistry, if available. 

• Engineering, if available. 

18.2 IF duration of release unknown, 
THEN USE 4 hours as default. 

18.3 RECORD duration of release in Table 6-4, Block 15. 

19. CALCULATE integrated TEDE dose (rem). 

19.1 MULTIPLY Table 6-3, Block 14, by Table 6-4, Block 15 .. 

19.2 RECORD TEDE dose (rem) value in Table 6-4, Block 16. 

20. IF higher level emergency classification is discovered after calculating 
Block 16 value, 
THEN immediately INFORM ED or RCM. 
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ATTACHMENT 5 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION 
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21. CALCULATE CDE dose rate (rem/hr). 

21.1 MULTIPLY Table 6-1, Block 1 by Block 2 by Block 4 by Block 9, and 
then by Table 6-2,. Block 12. 

21.2 DIVIDE results by Table 6-1, Block 6, to complete CEDE 
Sub-Calculation. 

21.3 MULTIPLY results from Step 21.2 by Table 6-2, Block 13. 

1··Noi_e_::_Haiici~ca_1.clifateci-cio~~~a5~-e5~r:r;e-rit:-pro1ecii07t-5'5tia1-1·,;·0rf;e--c:0ri=e-e:t:eci ____ _ 
! down_IJVa_rd based on field samples.. __ _ . _ _ . __ _ . _ ... ----------- ------- --------- -- ---- ------.;, ---------------_ .......... -.... --.. --- -~~----------------·----.---:---,:--.--- -------.-·-'---.-.--.•.-: ..... --:--:' "." ":" -

21.4 OBTAIN Field Sample Correction Factor (CF) results from Table 7-1, 
Column 6. 

21.4.1 IF Field Sample CF results unavailable or less than 1.0, 
THEN RECORD 1.0 and PROCEED to Step 21.5. 

21.4.2 IF Field Sample CF results greater than 1.0, 
THEN PERFORM following: 

21.4.2.1 RECORD Field Sample CF value into Table 6-5, upper 
Block 17. 

21.4.2.2 MULTIPLY results of Step 21.3 by Field Sample CF to 
raise CDE dose rate assessment. 

21.5 RECORD CDE dose rate (rem/hr) value in Table 6-5, Block 17. 

22. CALCULATE CDE dose (rem). 

22.1 MULTIPLY Table 6-4, Block 15, by Table 6-5, Block 17. 

22.2 RECORD CEDE dose (rem) value in Table 6-5, Block 18. 

23. RECORD name, time, and date at bottom of Attachment 6. 
r 

24. IF Attachment 6 was completed electronically, 
THEN PRINT completed Attachment 6. 
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ATTACHMENT 5 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION 
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25. IF multiple release points are identified, 
THEN DETERMINE if summation of various releases could result in PAR 
change or change in emergency classification level. 

25.1 PERFORM dose assessment for each release point by repeating Steps 2 
through 24. 

25.2 OBTAIN copy of Excel spreadsheet from EP webpage under Dose 
Assessment tab using business computer. 

25.3 SAVE spreadsheet to user directory of business computer. 

25.4 DEPRESS Clear Input Screen button on Input tab. 

25.5 RECORD following from Attachment 6 on Input tab in proper column 
based on release point: 

• Release Rate from Table 6-1, Block 1. 

• Integrated TEDE dose from Table 6-4, Block 16, and Integrated CEDE 
dose from Table 6-5, Block 18. 

• TEDE dose rate from Table 6-3, Block 14, and CED dose rate from 
Table 6-5, Block 17. 

25.6 RECORD wind directions for Elevated Release Point and Ground Level, as 
appropriate, for multiple releases . 

. 25. 7 WHEN all identified release points are entered, 
THEN DEPRESS Print Package button. 

25. 7 .1 ENSURE all pages are printed to ensure accuracy during reviews. 

25.7.2 ENSURE times are recorded on appropriate pages. 

25.8 IF spreadsheet cannot be obtained, saved, or used, 
THEN PERFORM manual summation of dose assessments based on each 
sector and distance utilizing Attachment 10 or similar data sheet. 
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ATTACHMENT 5 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION 
(NON-CENTERLINE) FROM EOF (REFERENCE USE) 

26. NOTIFY RAS and RCM dose projection(s) and multi-source releases, if 
required, are complete. 

26.1 RAS or RCM REVIEW dose projection(s). 

26.2 RCM DETERMINE if emergency classification or PAR is affected by 
radiological effluent (dose rate or integrated dose to a member of public) 
calculated at or beyond 1 mile. 

26.2.1 RCM REFER to Technical Bases Effluent Monitor Classification 
Thresholds Table in EPIP 5.7.1. 

26.2.2 RAS or RCM DETERMINE if PAR is affected and if RPSA occurring 
using guidance contained in EPIP 5. 7.20. 

26.2.3 CONSULT with ED regarding RPSA determination. 

26.2.4 RCM RECOMMEND emergency classification or PAR change to ED. 

27. WHEN Field Monitoring Team reports air sample results at receptor location, 
THEN PERFORM following to Attachment 7:©3 

27.1 COMPARE direct field sample readings to hand calculated non-centerline 
receptor location dose projection results of Attachment 6. 

27.2 APPLY Field Sample Correction Factor, as applicable, to adjust hand 
calculated non-centerline dose projection accordingly. 

28. NOTIFY RCM that field sample comparison to hand calculated dose 
projections is complete. · 

29. RCM RECOMMEND if change to PARs necessary to ED. 
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ATTACHMENT 6 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION (NON-CENTERL:NE) WORKSHEET (INFORMATION USE) 

Receptor Location (Receptor ID and distance from release source): ______ ..__ _____ Miles 

TABLE 6-1 

(1) Noble Gas (2) Release (3) Time (5) Noble Gas (9) Release 
Release Rate Path Since (4) Iodine/Noble Energy Factor (6) Wind (7) Wind through 

from KAMAN or through Shutdown Gas Ratio (MeV/dis) Speed Direction (8) Stability Reactor 
5. 7 .16 (µCi/Sec) SGT? (hours) (from Table 6-6) (from Table 6-7) (mph) (

0 from) Class Building? 

TABLE 6-2 TABLE 6-3 

Conversion Factors (from Table 6-8) (13) Adjusted 
Mixing Factor at 

(14) TEOE Dose Rate (rem/hr) 

TEDE Noble Gas (10) 

TEDE Iodine (11) 

receptor 
[(Block l)(Block s)(Block io)]+[(f?lock:l)(Block 2)(Block 4)(Biock 9)(Block 11)] x (Block 13 ) x Field Sample CF: (Table 7-1) 

(Block 6) 

--· -":" --- ' 

CDE Iodine (12) . (14) rem/hr : · 

(15) 
Duration of 

Release 
(hours) 

TABLE 6-4 TABLE 6-5 

(17) COE Dose Rate (rem/hr) 

(16) TEOE Dose (rem) 
(Block 14) x (Block 15) 

(BlqCk l)(Block 2)(Blqc~ 4)(Block 9)(Blac;k 12)] x (Block 13) x Field Sample CF: (Table 7-1) 
(Block 6) 

rem/hr 

Name/Time/Date: 
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ATTACHMENT 6 HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTION 
(NON-CENTERLINE) WORKSHEET (INFORMATION USE) 

TABLE 6-6: Iodine To Noble Gas TABLE 6-7: Noble Gas 
Ratio vs. Time Since Shutdown Energy Factors 

TIME SINCE IODINE/NOBLE GAS RATIO TIME SINCE ENERGY 
SHUTDOWN NON-DEGRADED DEGRADED SHUTDOWN FACTOR 

(hrs) CORE CORE (hrs) (MeV/dis) 

t < 1 2. 71 E-1 t < 1 0.75 

1st< 2 3.57 E-1 1st< 2 0.60 

2 st< 4 3.41 E-1 2 st< 4 0.40 

4 st< 10 1.86 E-7 2.81 E-1 4 st< 10 0.25 

10 st< 30 2.30 E-1 10 st< 30 0.15 

30 st< 100 1.65 E-1 30 st< 100 0.09 

100 st 1.40 E-1 100 st 0.07 

TABLE 6-8: Dose Conversion Factors 

NON-DEGRADED CORE DEGRADED CORE 

TEDE Noble Gas 1.48 E-3 9.19 E-4 

TEDE Iodine 8.77 E-2 2.98 E-2 

CDE Iodine 2.04 E 0 4.96 E-1 
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ATTACHMENT 7 CORRELATING OFF-SITE SAMPLE RESULTS WITH HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTIONS (NON-CENTERLINE) (REFERENCE USE) ©3 

1. COMPLETE Field Monitoring Team sample information in Table 7-1. 

• RECORD receptor location identification (ID) and downwind distance 
(miles) from site in Column (1). 

• RECORD field sample downwind sector (A-Q) in Column (2). 

• RECORD field sample time in military format (0000 hrs) in Column (3). 

• RECORD TEDE dose Rate (rem/hr) in Column (4) from direct field sample. 

2. In Table 7-1, Column (5), RECORD hand calculated (non-centerline) 
projected TEDE dose rate (rem/hr) from Table 6-3, Block 14, for receptor 
location selected in Column (1). 

3. DIVIDE Column (4) by Column (5) and RECORD Field Sample Correction 
Factor (CF) in Table 7-1, Column (6). 

4. RECORD Initials, Date, and Time of comparison on Table 7-1. 

5. PROVIDE Attachment 7 to RAS or RCM for review. 

6. IF Field Sample CF in Table 7-1, Column (6), is less than 1.0, 
THEN STOP. No field sample correction of non-centerline dose projection 
required for this receptor location. 

7. IF Field Sample CF in Table 7-1, Column (6), is greater than 1.0 indicating 
field sample results are greater than hand calculated dose rate projections, 
THEN PERFORM following: 

7.1 RAS or RCM APPROVE Field Sample CF results in Table 7-1, Column (6), 
to adjust hand calculated dose assessment. 

7 .1.1 APPLY approved Field Sample CF during subsequent performance 
of Attachment 5. 
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ATTACHMENT 7 CORRELATING OFF-SITE SAMPLE RESULTS WITH HAND 
CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTIONS (NON-CENTERLINE) 
(REFERENCE USE) © 3 

7.2 RCM DETERMINE if emergency classification or PAR is affected by 
radiological effluent (dose rate or integrated dose to a member of public) 
calculated at or beyond 1 mile. 

7.2.1 RCM REFER to Technical Bases Effluent Monitor Classification 
Thresholds Table in EPIP 5.7.1. 

7.2.2 RAS or RCM DETERMINE if PAR is affected and if RPSA occurring 
using guidance contained in EPIP 5.7.20. 

7.2.2.1 CONSULT with ED regarding RPSA determination. 

7.2.3 RCM RECOMMEND emergency classification or PAR change to ED. 
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ATTACHMENT 7 

(1) 
Receptor/ 
Sample 
Location 

(ID/miles) 

CORRELATING OFF-SITE SAMPLE RESULTS WITH HAND CALCULATED DOSE PROJECTIONS 
(NON-CENTERLINE) (REFERENCE USE) ©3 

TABLE 7-1 

(5) 
(4) Hand 

(2) Direct Field Calculated (6) 
Receptor/ (3) Sample Dose (Non- Field Sample 
Sample Field Rate Reading Centerline) Correction 
Location Sample at Receptor Projected Factor (CF)* 
Sector Time Location Dose Rate (Column 4 7 
(A-Q) (0000 hrs) (rem/hr) (rem/hr) Column 5) Initials/Date/Time 

I 

I 

I 

I 

* Field Sample Correction Factor (CF) results greater than 1.0 indicates hand calculation results are 
non-conservative. This condition is resolved by application of Field Sample CF during subsequent Hand Calculated 
dose projections. 
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ATTACHMENT 8 DEGRADED CORE DETERMINATION GUIDE (INFORMATION 
USE) 

ATTACHMENT 8 DEGRADED CORE DETERMINATION GUIDE (INFORMATION USE) 

r - - - - - - - - - -- --- -- -·-- ----- - -- - ~-- ---- -- - - --- - - ---- -- -- - - - - - - - -- .. - - - - - - - - - - -- - --- - -- --- - - ---- ---- ----- ------------------------------------------------------------. 

! NOTE - Response to Degraded Core question has a significant impact on Iodine ! 
: to Noble Gas ratio and resultant dose proj~ction calculations.© 5 i ... ___ --.... -- --...-- ·~ -~--- --- -------... --__ ...; -- -- ---- -.. -- ........ -.......... ----- .. ------------.. ----... --- .. -.. -.... -- -- --.. -- .... -------- -- -....... ---- .. --- -- -- -- --::.....:.• 

1. Core is considered Degraded if any of following conditions are met or were 
met and have subsequently dropped below threshold:©4 

1.1 Primary Coolant Activity greater than 300 µCi/gm Dose 
Equivalent I-131.©9 

1.2 DW Rad Monitor reading greater than 2500 rem/hr. 

1.3 SAG 1 entry is required due to any of following: 

1.3.1 Non-Failure-to-Scram: 

1.3.1.1 RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained 
greater than -183 inches, or 

1.3.1.2 RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained 
greater than or equal to -209 inches and no core spray 
subsystem flow can be restored and maintained greater 
than or equal to 4, 750 gpm. 

1.3.2 Failure-to-Scram: 

1.3.2.1 RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained 
greater than -183 inches and core steam flow cannot be 
restored and maintained greater than 800,000 lbm/hr. 

1.3.3 Core damage is occurring due to loss of core cooling. 

1.4 Any condition in opinion of ED that indicates loss of fuel clad barrier. 
Examples: 

• SJAE monitor reading 15,000 mrem/hr. 

• Non-LOCA with DW Rad Monitor reading greater than 115 rem/hr. 

• Main Steam Line Radiation Monitor readings greater than or 
equal to Hi-Hi Alarm Setpoint. 
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ATTACHMENT 9 CORE DAMAGE ESTIMATION USING IN-CONTAINMENT 
HI-RANGE RADIATION MONITORS (REFERENCE USE) © 1 

ATTACHMENT 9 CORE DAMAGE ESTIMATION USING IN-CONTAINMENT HI-RANGE RADIATION MONITORS (REFERENCE USE) ©1 

~ ---------------- --- _-_:.. - - ..; .; ..;_ --- - - - - - -- - - - .. - - - ------ ----~------- ------ -- ---- --- ---- ---- ______ ..o-.-= _ _.. ____________ - ---:----- - - .. - - .. - .... - -- ------~-":'-":'--~--

! NOTE - Attachment 9 is only used for core damage estimates where · · 
i in-containment radiation monitors are exposed to coolant or steam (i.e., only for 
!'primary containment LOCA situations). For other accident sequences, 
i Post-Accident Sampling System (PASS) may be used, as required, to obtain 
f Reac~or Coolant System (RCS) sample.©7 
------~------------ - - - -- ·--- --- - ----- -- --"':''""------ - -.-------- --------- ......... ____ ... _ - ----- ==~~~::"~~---'"; - ":'_"' ---.--=------ ----- --- -------------- ---- ... 

1. IF both following conditions met:©7 

• Loss of coolant accident in primary containment has not occurred. 
• Post-Accident Sampling System (PASS) is available. 

THEN Chemistry/RP Coordinator or designee PERFORM following: 

1.1 EXIT this attachment. 

1.2 OBTAIN a Reactor Coolant System (RCS) sample using PASS or other 
means as required. 

1.3 PERFORM core damage assessment using Core Damage Assessment 
Program (CORDAM). 

---- -...... -------- -- ------ --- --- -- - ---- ---------- .. ------- --- --- -------- --------------- _-_ -.. -.:._ ;._ -..:-·-·:._ -·- _._._,_:.__,_ --- ----------- ----~~.; --.. 
! N'OTE· 1 - Release from core may bypass containment, be retained in primary 
!: system, or not uniformly mixed. Therefore, a low containment radiation reading 
: does not guarantee a lack of core damage. Levels of damage indicated by value 
' j in Table 9-1 are considered minimum levels unless there are inconsistent monitor 
! readings. 
I 
I 
I 
I 

: NOTE 2 - Inconsistent monitor readings may be due to uneven mixing in 
i containment (e.g., steam rising to top of dome). It may take hours for uniform 

i~_~_i_:>Sl!'!~~-- -------------- --- -- ------ ----------- ---·---·--·---~: ---------·-----""-- -- ----------. -. -------'-------------·-----~---· --- ---

1. IF Loss of Coolant Accident in primary containment has occurred, 
THEN Chemistry/RP Coordinator or designee PERFORM following: 

1.1 OBTAIN highest in-containment hi-range radiation monitor reading from 
RMA-RM-40A (B), DRYWELL RAD MONITOR. 

1.1.1 RECORD value in Table 9-1, Block 1. 

1.2 CALCULATE Core Melt Fraction: 

1.2.1 DIVIDE Table 9-1, Block 1 by Block 2. 

1.2.2 RECORD Core Melt Fraction results in Table 9-1, Block 3. 
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AlTACHMENT 9 CORE DAMAGE ESTIMATION USING IN-CONTAINMENT 
HI-RANGE RADIATION MONITORS (REFERENCE USE) © 1 

1.3 CALCULATE Percent Core Melt: 

1.3.1 MULTIPLY Table 9-1, Block 3, by 100. 

1.3.2 RECORD Percent Core Melt results in Table 9-1, Block 4. 

1.4 CALCULATE Percent Clad Failure: 

1.4.1 MULTIPLY Table 9-1, Block 4, by 10. 

1.4.2 RECORD Percent Clad Failure results in Table 9-1, Block 5. 

1.5 REPORT results of core damage estimate (Blocks 4 and 5) to RCM and 
TSC Director. 

TABLE 9-1 

(1) 
HIGHEST DRYWELL (2) (3) (4) (5) 

RAD MONITOR 100% CORE MELT PERCENT PERCENT 
READING CORE MELT FRACTION CORE MELT CLAD FAILURE 

(RMA-RM-40A,B) FACTOR (1) + (2) (3) x 100 (4) x 10 

2.44E+6 

Name/Time/Date:---~---------~---~-----
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ATTACHMENT 10 MULTI-SOURCE RELEASE SUMMATION EXAMPLE 
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ATTACHMENT 10 MULTI-SOURCE RELEASE SUMMATION EXAMPLE (INFORMATION USE) 

Elevated 
Wind 

Direction 

Ground 

0 

Level Wind 0 
Direction 

PROCEDURE 5. 7.17 .1 

Release Rate I 
uCi/sec .__ ------'----------"'-------'-------'-------' 

Integrated ERP 
Dose TEDE 

RX ARW Other TG 

(Rem) 

Mile 

1 

2 

5 

.10 

Integrated 
Dose CDE 
(Rem) 

Mile 

1 

2 

5 

10 

Dose Rate 
TEDE 
(Rem/hr) 

Mile 

1 

2 

5 

10 

Dose Rate 
COE 
(Rem/hr) 

Mile 

1 

2 

5 

10 
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ATTACHMENT 10 MULTI-SOURCE RELEASE SUMMATION EXAMPLE (INFORMATION USE) 

Dose RateCoE 

{Rem/hr) 

Mile 
1 
2 

5 
10 

Ti.me: _D 

! 
. I , 
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ATIACHMENT 11 TRANSIT TIMES AND EFFECTIVE AGES OF NOBLE GASES 
AT RECEPTOR SITES (INFORMATION USE) 

ATTACHMENT 11 TRANSIT TIMES AND EFFECTIVE AGES OF NOBLE GASES AT RECEPTOR SITES (INFORMATION USE) 

1. Effective Aqe is defined as time elapsed (hrs) since shutdown. For off-site 
locations, effective aqe of isotopic mixture may be obtained through 
summarizing following components: 

• Effective age at time of release onset. 

• Transit time from release point to receptor site. 

2. CALCULATION OF TRANSIT TIME FROM RELEASE POINT TO RECEPTOR 
LOCATION 

• Estimate downwind distance (miles) to receptor location. 

• Divide distance in miles by 100 meter level (if release from ERP) or 
10 meter (if release not from ERP) wind speed (mph) to determine plume 
transit time. 

(1) (2) (3) 
RECEPTOR SITE 100 METER or 10 METER LEVEL PLUME TRANSIT TIME 

DOWNWIND DISTANCE WIND SPEED (as appropriate) (hrs) 
(miles) (mph) (1) + (2) 

DETERMINATION OF EFFECTIVE AGES AT RECEPTOR SITES 

(1) (2) (3) 
EFFECTIVE AGE OF TRANSIT TIME FROM EFFECTIVE AGE OF 

MIXTURE AT TIME OF RELEASE POINT TO ISOTOPIC MIXTURE AT 
RELEASE ONSET RECEPTOR LOCATION RECEPTOR LOCATION (hrs) 

(hrs) (hrs) (1) + (2) 
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ATIACHMENT 12 PMIS SYSTEM ACCESS AND USE (INFORMATION USE) 

AITACHMENT 12 PMIS SYSTEM ACCESS AND USE (INFORMATION USE) 

1. PLANT MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM (PMIS) 

1.1 The PMIS System (PMIS) is a set of programs and hardware provided by 
NPPD that make use of VMS functions and additional peripherals (Data 
Concentrators) which provides access to plant parameters. 

2. PMIS COMPUTERS 

2.1 PMIS computers share a common set of peripherals (disk drives, 
terminals, etc.) and software common to that computers security level. 

3. VMS OPERATING SYSTEM 

3.1 The Virtual Memory System (VMS) Operating System is the host 
operating system for the PMIS computers. It is a set of programs that 
interface with computer hardware and peripherals, and allows computers 
to recognize and process commands. 

4. PMIS MODES 

4.1 PMIS has three operational modes, Primary, Primary/Backup, and 
Backup, and will operate on either computer in one of these three 
modes. A computer with PMIS operating in either Primary or 
Primary/Backup Mode is referred to as the Primary System and one with 
PMIS operating in Backup Mode is referred to as Backup System. 

4.2 The Primary and Primary/Backup Modes provide full PMIS capabilities, 
consisting (in part) of data acquisition and conversion, data display, data 
archiving, alarm processing, self-monitoring, and many other functions 
that perform specialized calculations and displays. 

4.3 The Backup Mode monitors Primary System, transfers information 
necessary to keep Backup System files and tables up-to-date, and 
automatically changes to Primary Mode when a loss of Primary System is 
detected (referred to as a FAILOVER). Although many functions are 
available on Backup System, their use is discouraged because lack of 
real-time data results in display of inaccurate information 
(CNS-DOSE is an exception). 
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ATTACHMENT 12 PMIS SYSTEM ACCESS AND USE (INFORMATION USE) 

5. PMIS ACCESS 

5.1 Access to PMIS is gained through various video display terminals and 
printers, including color graphic Information Display Terminals (IDTs) 
dedicated exclusively for PMIS access in Control Room, TSC, and EOF. 

5.2 The IDTs and printers are selectively connected to either computer 
through networks controlled by PMIS. 

6. SCREEN FORMAT 

6.1 When a terminal is under control of PMIS (instead of VMS), the screen 
display will be in a standard format consisting of four areas, OCA, GGDA, 
SSA, and FKA. 

6.2 The OCA (Operator Communication Area) consists of the top two lines on 
the screen. This area is generally used to prompt for and receives user 
inputs and display advisory and warning messages. In addition, some 
displays that require only one or two lines of screen use OCA for display. 
Also (though technically not part of OCA), current date and time 
(updated once a second) is displayed at right side of screen on lines 1 
and 2. 

6.3 The GGDA (General and Graphic Display Area) consists of lines 4 through 
47 and is used for most displays. In addition, some displays (chiefly 
functions requiring significant editing) also prompt for and receive user 
inputs in the GGDA. 

6.4 The SSA (SPDS Status Area) consists of lines 45 through 48 and contain 
four boxes that represent (by color code) the status of the SPDS (Safety 
Parameter Display System), which is a software system that monitors 
selected plant parameters and determines overall plant safety status. 

6.5 The FKA (Function Key Area) consists of bottom two (50 and 51) lines of 
screen. FKA is used to indicate which of the definable function keys are 
enabled. It also indicates which mode PMIS is in, Plant Mode, and. 
whether or not a PMIS "event" has occurred. 

7. SCREEN-COPY FUNCTION 

7.1 The screen-copy function, which is activated by depressing HARD COPY 
key, provides full screen reproduction in color on a printer located in 
same general area as terminal. 
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8. PRINTER 

8.1 Printers are connected to a specific computer and are generally accessed 
when a " ... PRINT ... " option is selected and a "logical name" is entered. 

9. IDE FIELD 

9.1 User input to PMIS Programs is through an open IDE (Interactive Data 
Entry) field on terminal. An open IDE field is denoted by a yellow box 
that appears in OCA or GGDA area. Anything typed on keyboard will be 
echoed in box. Erasing or back-spacing is accomplished with DEL key. 
All entries into an IDE field must be terminated by depressing ENTER key 
unless field is overfilled or a function key is depressed (terminal 
automatically adds a carriage return character in those cases). 

10. TURN-ON-CODE 

10.1 Turn-On-Code (TOC) is the mechanism by which commands are issued 
to PMIS. This is a one to eight character code which is interpreted by 
PMIS and a corresponding command is issued. 

11. PMIS DATABASE 

11.1 All plant parameters (or additional data based on plant or PMIS 
parameters) that are processed by PMIS SYSTEM are defined in PMIS 
DATABASE, which is a file that specifies origin of data, frequency at 
which it is processed, type of processing to be performed, etc. Each 
parameter is referred to as a "point" and is identified by a one to eight 
character name or POINT-ID (PID). 

12. PMIS DATA PROCESSING 

12.1 Some PMIS points are processed by scanning plant sensors (through 
Data Concentrator) while others are calculated based on values of 
previously processed points or PMIS parameters. All point values are 
then assigned a quality code stored in Current Value Table (CVT). 

12.2 Data in CVT is considered to be "real-time" and representative of current 
plant and system conditions. 

12.3 At regular intervals (and other special circumstances), point values are 
also stored in an Archive File, which provides "' 24 hours of on-line 
historical information. 
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13. PMIS DATA ACCESS 

13.1 All point values in the CVT and Archive File are accessed by the 
POINT-ID. 

14. QUALITY CODES 

14.1 Quality Code, assigned when point values are assigned, represents 
general status and "health" of point, and determines how it is used by 
PMIS Programs. The following is a list of PMIS quality codes and related 
information. 

CODE DESCRIPTION COLOR HEALTH 

UNK Value unknown - not yet processed White Bad 
DEL Processing has been disabled Magenta Bad 
NCAL Value cannot be calculated Magenta Bad 
INVL Data concentrator error Magenta Bad 
RDER Data concentrator error Magenta Bad 
ore Data concentrator error Magenta Bad 
BAD Outside instrument range Magenta Bad 
STAG Point failed stagnation check Magenta Bad 
UDEF Undefined (spare) Magenta Bad 
REDU Fails redundant point check Magenta Bad 
HALM Above high alarm limit Red Good 
LALM Below low alarm limit Red Good 
HWRN Above high warning limit Yellow Good 
LWRN Below low warning limit Yellow Good 
ALM State/Change-of-State alarm Red Good 
SUB Value has been substituted Blue Good 
DALM Alarm checking has been disabled Green Good 
INHB Alarm inhibited by cut-out point Green Good 
GOOD Passes all other checks Green Good 

14.2 Not listed above is quality code OSUB (Operator Substituted), which is 
treated same as SUB, and indicates that value was substituted within 
that program. OSUB is not used in CVT. 
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15. PMIS LOGIN 

15.1 IF windows desktop is being displayed, 
THEN START IDT software. 

15.2 IF Connection and Data Server Information dialog box is displayed, 
THEN DEPRESS Attempt Connection button. 

15.3 IF current date and time is displayed in OCA and is being updated about 
once a second, 
THEN PERFORM following: 

-----·-·------o-::-- --- ------- -----":" ----- ------- -- ------- -- -.--- -- ------ ----------- ----------- --- -- --- -...... ~~-~-____ :;_..:..: ...... --- -- ----
NOTE - Password information will not be displayed for a CDA IDT as it is 
entered automatically. --. ---- .. ----------- ----- -- .. ----.---~---"'-- ----:-.--- ----------------=-------------------.--.- ""'.'!"'"~ _- -.-.- -- - -_- ----- ------------~--

15.3.1 IF "ENTER PASSWORD ... " is displayed on line 2 for a CDA IDT, 
THEN RE-BOOT IDT. 

15.3.2 IF IDT is business computer, 
THEN ENTER designated password. 

15.3.3 IF "SELECT FUNC. KEY OR TURNS ON CODE ... " and an open IDE 
field is displayed on line 2, 
THEN IDT is logged into PMIS; no further action is necessary. 

15.3.4 IF display is operating (such as DOSE program), 
THEN DEPRESS CANC key. 

15.3.5 IF terminal does not respond or does not meet any of criteria 
above, 
THEN DEPRESS reset key once and LOG ON again. 

15.3.6 IF above criteria is not met or specified sequence of events does 
not occur, 
THEN CONTACT Information Technology (IT) Department for 
assistance. 
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16. ACTIVATING A TURN-ON-CODE 

16.1 IF display currently operating in area of screen that desired TOC 
requires, 
THEN DEPRESS CANC key. 

16.2 WHEN 11 SELECT FUNC. KEY OR TURN ON CODE ... 11 is displayed followed 
by an open IDE field, 
THEN ENTER one of following: 

16.2.1 A TOC (i.e., "GROUP11 
-- activates Group Display Program; 

program will then prompt user to select a menu option). 

16.2.2 A TOC followed by a space and optional text (i.e., 11 PLOT 
ARM1" -- activates Real-Time Plot Program and plots group 
"ARM1" without further user input; note that optional text is 
recognized by only selected TOCs). 

16.2.3 DEPRESS one of programmable function keys on right hand 
keypad or top row of function keys (i.e., blue "GROUP DISP" 
key -- functions same as first example). 

16.3 REFER to FKA for function keys that are enabled and their descriptions. 
Use other options as provided by each program. 

16.4 To exit program, USE specified exit option (if provided) or DEPRESS 
CANC key. 

17. DETERMINING TO WHICH SYSTEM A TERMINAL IS CONNECTED 

17.1 PMIS System to which a terminal is connected is indicated by "CONSOLE 
= ... "on bottom line of FKA as follows: 

• CONSOLE = PRIMARY - Connected to Primary System operating in 
Primary Mode. 

• CONSOLE = PRIM/BAC - Connected to Primary System operating in 
Primary/Backup Mode. 

• CONSOLE = BACKUP - Connected to Backup System. 

• CONSOLE = UNKNOWN - PMIS is in a transition or unknown state. 
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1. WHEN normal source of meteorological data (PMIS DOSEIN or MET screen) 
not available or "unhealthy", 
THEN OBTAIN data by PMIS Point ID. 

2. USE Table 11-1 as a guide for selection of PMIS data points. 

3. Train "A" is preferred train. However, "A" train and "B" train instruments are 
all calibrated to same standards, so use of "B" instruments with "A11 

instruments is acceptable. 

4. PMIS Turn-On-Code "VALUE" is used to display single point values and 
qualities. 

5. PMIS Turn-On-Codes "DOSEIN" or "MET" is used to display most 
meteorological point values and stability classes. 

6. IF a significant difference between companion instruments (same parameter 
and same level) is evident, 
THEN DELETE erroneous instrument from PMIS processing per 
Procedure 2.6.3PMIS to assure accurate dose projections. 

7. IF PMIS not available, 
THEN CONTACT National Weather Service (NWS) at 402-359-4381 or refer to 
telephone directory and OBTAIN data. 

8. IF cannot contact NWS, 
THEN USE default MET values. 

TABLE 11-1 

PMIS POINT ID DESCRIPTION 

MET001 100M(A) SIGMA THETA 
MET002 100M(A) WIND SPEED 
MET003 100M(A) WIND DIRECTION 
MET004 100M(A)TEMPERATURE 
MET005 100-lOM{A) DELTA TEMPERATURE 
MET006 lOOM(A) WIND DIR. (15MIN AVE) 
MET007 100M(A) WIND SPEED (15MIN AVE) 
MET009 60M{A) SIGMA THETA 
MET010 60M(A) WIND SPEED 
MET011 60M(A) WIND DIRECTION 
MET012 60M(A)TEMPERATURE 
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TABLE 11-1 

PMIS POINT ID DESCRIPTION 

MET013 100-60M(A) DELTA TEMPERATURE 
MET014 60M(A) WIND DIR. (15MIN AVE) 
MET015 60M(A) WIND SPEED (15MIN AVE) 
MET017 10M(A) SIGMA THETA 
MET018 10M(A) WIND SPEED 
MET019 10M(A) WIND DIRECTION 
MET020 10M(A)TEMPERATURE 
MET021 60-lOM(A) DELTA TEMPERATURE 
MET022 DEW POINT TEMPERATURE 
MET023 10M(A) WIND DIR. (15MIN AVE) 
MET024 10M(A) WIND SPEED (15MIN AVE) 
MET027 PRECIPITATION RATE (LAST 15-MIN) 
MET032 100M(A) TEMPERATURE (15MIN AVE) 
MET033 100-lOM(A) DELT TEMP (15 MIN AV) 
MET034 60M(A) TEMPERATURE (15MIN AVE 
MET035 100-60M(A) DELT TEMP (15MIN AVE) 
MET101 lOOM(B) SIGMA THETA 
MET102 100M(B) WIND SPEED 
MET103 100M(B) WIND DIRECTION 
MET104 100M(B)TEMPERATURE 
MET105 100-lOM(B) DELTA TEMPERATURE 
MET106 lOOM(B) WIND DIR. (15MIN AVE) 
MET107 lOOM(B) WIND SPEED (15MIN AVE) 
MET109 60M(B) SIGMA THETA 
MET110 60M(B) WIND SPEED 
MET111 60M(B) WIND DIRECTION 
MET112 60M(B)TEMPERATURE 
MET113 100-60M(B) DELTA TEMPERATURE 
MET114 60M(B) WIND DIR. (15MIN AVE) 
MET115 60M(B) WIND SPEED (15MIN AVE) 
MET117 lOM(B) SIGMA THETA 
MET118 10M(B) WIND SPEED 
MET119 lOM(B) WIND DIRECTION 
MET120 lOM(B)TEMPERATURE 
MET121 60-10M(B) DELTA TEMPERATURE 
MET123 lOM(B) WIND DIR. (15MIN AVE) 
MET124 lOM(B) WIND SPEED (lSMIN AVE) 
MET132 100M(B) TEMPERATURE (15MIN AVE) 
MET133 100-lOM(B) DELT TEMP (15MIN AV) 
MET134 60M(B) TEMPERATURE (15MIN AVE) 
MET135 100-60M(B) DELT TEMP (15MIN AVE 
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TABLE 11-1 

PMIS POINT ID DESCRIPTION 

MET136 lOM(B) TEMPERATURE (lSMIN AVE) 
MET137 60-lOM(B) DELTA TEMP(lSMIN AVE) 
N8000 RX BLDG EFFLUENT FLOW AVE . 
N8001 TURB BLDG EFF HI RAD MON AVE 
N8002 TURB BLDG EFF NORM RAD MON AVE 
N8003 TURB BLDG FLOW AVE 
N8004 AOG & RW EFF HI RAD MON AVE 
N8005 AOG & RW EFF NORM RAD MON AVE 
N8006 RX BLDG EFF RAD MON AVE 
N8007 AOG & RW BLDG EFF FLOW AVE 
N8010 ERP HI RAD MON AVE 
N8011 ERP NORMAL RAD MON AVE 
N8012 ERP FLOW AVE 
N8013 SGT FLOW TO ERP AVE 
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1. PURPOSE ® 1 

1.1 Perform plume centerline or non-centerline dose assessment including 
dose projections from Multiple Source Releases, using hand calculated 
methods when CNS-DOSE computer program is not available.©6 

1.2 Perform core damage estimate using in-containment high range radiation 
monitors during post-LOCA inside primary containment.©1 

2. DISCUSSION 

2.1 Manual dose projection methods are used when CNS-DOSE is 
unavailable. 

2.2 Following items are necessary to support performance of hand 
calculation dose assessment: 

• Environs map. 

• Scientific calculator. 

• Computer terminals. 

• Multi Source Release Summation Excel Spreadsheet. 

2.3 Where possible, data used is from same source as that used by 
CNS-DOSE computer program. 

2.4 Hand calculations are divided into two attachments. 

2.4.1 Attachment 1 is intended to be used by on-shift or Dose 
Assessment personnel for centerline dose projections. 

2.4.2 Attachment 5 is intended for Dose Assessment Personnel 
in projecting non-centerline values for specific receptor locations. 

2.5 Attachments 3 and 4 are intended for centerline, and Attachment 7 for 
non-centerline, provide EOF Dose Assessment personnel with a means of 
correlating Field Monitoring Team dose rate readings with hand 
calculated dose projections. 

2.5.1 Such a correlation is necessary to determine if initial Protective 
Action Recommendations (PARs) were adequate to protect health 
and safety of public. 
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2.5.2 When correlating non-centerline dose projections, direct field 
sample readings are at receptor location requiring no adjustments 
in order to compare against hand calculated non-centerline dose 
assessment results. 

2.5.3 It is expected hand calculated dose projection results, either 
centerline or non-centerline, are higher or conservative as 
compared to direct or adjusted Field Monitor Team readings. 

2.5.4 If Field Monitoring Team sample results exceed hand calculated 
dose projection results, then adjustments to hand calculation is 
required to correct to field measured conditions. 

2.5.5 Control Room is not required to perform this as specified in 
NUREG 0654, Revision 1, Pages 2 through 9. 

2.6 Attachment 8 provides supplemental guidance for determinations of 
degraded core conditions. The determination of degraded core during 
hand calculation of dose has a significant impact on contribution from 
Iodine to Noble Gas Ratio as well as TEDE and CDE conversion factors. 
Under same radiological release rate, if dose assessment assumes 
degraded core, resulting COE dose rate may be as much six decades 
higher than non-degraded core assessment. 

2. 7 Attachment 9 provides guidance to estimate core damage in cases where 
high range in:..containment radiation monitors are exposed to coolant or 
steam (i.e., only for primary containment LOCA situations). 

2. 7 .1 It is an indication of inventory of airborne fission products (i.e., 
noble gases, a fraction of halogens, and a much smaller fraction of 
particulates) released from fuel to containment (refer to 
NED0-22215, Pages 1 and 2; NEDC 02-009).©1 

2. 7 .2 For other accident sequences, Post-Accident Sampling System 
(PASS) may be used, as required, to obtain Reactor Coolant 
System (RCS) sample.©7 

2.8 Procedure provides instructions for obtaining MET data from alternate 
sources if primary sources unavailable. 

2.8.1 General order of preference is PMIS, National Weather Service, 
and then historically determined default values. 

2.9 If user is not familiar with use of PMIS, Attachment 12 provides an 
overview and instructions on access and selected use. 
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2.10 Attachment 13 provides a list of PMIS MET and RAD data points that can 
be used to perform hand calculated dose assessment. 

3. RECORDS 

3.1 Those portions of completed worksheets, for actual events, from 
attachments listed below shall be forwarded to EP Manager within 
five working days of their completion (quality record upon completion): 

• Attachment 2. 

• Attachment 4. 

• Attachment 6. 

• Attachment 7. 

• Attachment 9. 

4. REFERENCES 

4.1 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

4.1.1 Technical Specification Bases B.3.3.6.1 (2.d), Main Steam Line 
Radiation - High. 

4.2 CODES AND STANDARDS 

4.2.1 EPA 400-R-92-001, May 1992, Manual of Protective Action Guides 
and Protective Actions for Nuclear Incidents. 

4.2.2 Health Physics Journal, November 1981, Noble Gas Dose Rate 
Conversion Factors. 

4.2.3 ICRP 59, Working Breathing Rate. 

4.2.4 NRC Regulatory Guide 1.23, Revision 1, March 2007, 
Meteorological Programs for Nuclear Power Plants. 

4.2.5 NRC Regulatory Guide 1.109, Revision 1, October 1977, 
Calculation of Annual Doses to Man from Routine Releases of 
Reactor Effluents for the Purpose of Evaluating Compliance with 
lOCFRSO, Appendix I, Iodine Inhalation Dose Factors. 

4.2.6 NRC Regulatory Guide 1.111, July 1977, Methods for Estimating 
Atmospheric Transport and Dispersion of Gaseous Effluents in 
Routine Releases from Light-Water-Cooled Reactors. 
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4.2. 7 NRC Regulatory Guide 1.145, August 1979, Atmospheric 
Dispersion Models for Potential Accident Consequence 
Assessments at Nuclear Power Plants. 

4.3 DRAWINGS (MAPS) 

4.3.1 Cooper Nuclear Station 50 Mile Emergency Planning Zone, so Mile 
Radius. 

4.3.2 NPPD Drawing CNS-MI-03, Preselected Radiological Sampling and 
Monitoring Points in the Vicinity of Cooper Nuclear Station, 10 Mile 
Radius. 

4.3.3 NPPD Drawing CNS-MI-102, Atmospheric Dispersion Model (EPM2) 
Special Receptor Points, 10 Mile Radius. 

4.3.4 NPPD Drawing 2.2 (P3-A-45), Cooper Nuclear Station Site and 
Property Boundary, 1 Mile Radius. 

4.4 PROCEDURES 

4.4.1 Computer System Operating Procedure 2.6.3PMIS, PMIS 
Computer System Operation and Outage Recovery. 

4.4.2 Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure 5.7.1, Emergency 
Classification. 

4.4.3 Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure 5.7.16, Release Rate 
Determination. 

4.4.4 Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure 5.7.17, CNS-DOSE 
Assessment. 

4.4.5 Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure 5.7.20, Protective Action 
Recommendations. 

4.5 MISCELLANEOUS 

4.5.1 Engineering Evaluation EE 02-056, Elimination of Meteorological 
Instrumentation System Strip Chart Recorder References. 

4.5.2 General Electric Corporation, NED0-22215, Procedures for the 
Determination of the Extent of Core Damage Under Accident 
Conditions. © 1 
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4.5.3 NEDC 99-034, Control Room, EAB, and LPZ Doses Following a 
CRDA. 

4.5.4 NEDC 02-004, Estimation of Steam Jet Air Ejector Radiation 
Monitor, RMP-RM-150A (B), Readings Following a 1°/a Fuel Clad 
Release (Degraded Core) in Reactor Coolant System. 

4.5.5 NEDC 02-009, Estimation of Primary Containment High Range 
Monitor, RMA-RM-40A (B), Readings Following 1°/a Clad Failure in 
RCS Under Non-LOCA Conditions. 

4.5.6 NEDC 02-20, Estimation of Reactor Coolant System Dose 
Equivalent I-131 Concentration Following a 1°/a Fuel Clad Failure 
(Degraded Core) Under Non-LOCA Conditions. 

4.5.7 NED0-31400, Safety Evaluation for Eliminating BWR MSIV Closure 
Function and Scram Function for MSL Rad Monitors. 

4.5.8 NEI 99-01, Revision 5, SER TAC Number ME0840. 

4.5.9 SAIC Document Number 502-85500107-72, PMIS Operator's 
Manual. 

4.5.10 ® 1 TIP Action Plan 5.2.2.1, Revision 1, Action 1. Major revision 
6/28/02 to clarify Control Room tasks. Affects entire procedure 
(Attachment 8, Step 1 flagged). 

4.6 NRC Commitments 

4.6.1 © 1 NRC Commitment NLS91000613-01. NPPD Response to 
IR 91-12, Include a method for estimating Core Damage using 
In-Containment Radiation Monitors. Commitment affects 
Section 2, Table 1, Line 3; Attachment 9; and Attachment 14, 
Steps 1.2, 2.7.1, and 4.5.2. 

4.6.2 ©2 NRC Commitment NLS91000613-05. NPPD Response to 
IR 91-12, Assure the correct input for the Standby Gas Treatment 
System is selected. Commitment affects Attachment 1, NOTE 
prior to Step 5 and Step 5.1; and Attachment 5, NOTE prior to 
Step 5 and Step 5.1. 
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4.6.3 © 3 NRC Commitment NLS91000613-06. NPPD Response to 
IR 91-12, Facilitate correlation of Field Monitoring Team data with 
dose projections and facilitate verification of protective action 
recommendations. Commitment affects Attachment 1, Step 28; 
Attachment 5, Step 27; and Attachments 3, 4, and 7. 

4.6.4 © 4 NRC Commitment NSD921204-07. IR 92-14 Corrective 
Actions, Cladding Damage criterion clarified. Commitment affects 
Attachment 1, Step 7.1; Attachment 5, Step 7.1; and 
Attachment 8, Step 1. 

4.6.5 ©5 NRC Commitment NLS8900460-03 and 04. NPPD Response to 
IR 89-35, Commit 3 was to stress importance of selecting correct 
setting for "core degraded" input to dose assessment computer 
models and Commit 4 was to require coordination between 
Engineering Operations, and Health Physics personnel in 
determining "core degraded" status. Commitment affects 
Attachment 1, Step 7.2; Attachment 5, Step 7.2; and 
Attachment 8, NOTE prior to Step 1. 

4.6.6 © 6 NRC Commitment 811217-01-07. NPPD Response to IR 81-13, 
Develop a Functional Procedure for Dose Assessment. 
Commitment affects Attachment 14, Step 1.1. 

4.6.7 ©7 NRC Commitment 811217-01-24. NPPD Response to 
IR 81-13, Proper utilization of new post-accident sampling system 
will be addressed in appropriate EPIPs. Commitment affects 
Attachment 9, NOTE prior to Step 1 and Step 1; and 
Attachment 14, Step 2.7.2. 

4.6.8 ©9 NRC Commitment NLS2014035-02. Maintain capability for 
classifying fuel damage events at the Alert level threshold for CNS 
at radioactivity levels of 300 µCijcc dose equivalent iodine. 
Commitment affects Attachment 8, Step 1.1. 

4.6.9 © 10 NRC Commitment 830513-02-05. NPPD Follow-up Response 
to IR 81-13, Modify hand calculation technique to calculate 
concentrations from ground-level type releases for each stability 
class category. Commitment affects Attachment 1, Step 17; 
Attachment 2, Table 2-2, Block 14; and Attachment 5, NOTE prior 
to Step 16.2 and Step 16.2. 
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